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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. GENERAL STRATEGY

The overall program embraces property profiles. manufacturing, design

and sensor development (Fig. 1) consistent with a concurrent engineering

philosophy. For this purpose, the program has created networks with the

other composites activities. Manufacturing research on MMCs is strongly

coupled with the 3M Model Factory and with the DARPA consolidation team.

Major links with Corning and SEP are being established for CMC

manufacturing. Design Team activities are coordinated by exchange visits, in

February/March, to Pratt and Whitney, General Electric, McDonnell

Douglas and Coming. Other visits and exchanges are being discussed.

These visits serve both as a critique of the research plan and as a means of

disseminating the knowledge acquired in 1992.

The program strategy concerned with design attempts to provide a

balance of effort between properties and design by having studies of

mechanisms and property profiles, which intersect with a focused activity

devoted to design problems (Fig. 2). The latter includes two foci. one on

MMCs and one on CMCs. Each focus reflects differences in the property

emphases required for design. The intersections with the mechanism

studies ensure that commonalties in behavior continue to be identified, and

also facilitate the efficient transfer of models between MMCs and CMCs.
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2. PROPERTY PROFILES

Each research activity concerned with properties begins with

experiments that identify the principal property-controlling phenomena,

Models are then developed that relate the physical response to constituent

properties, These models, when validated, provide the constitutive laws

required for calculating stress redistribution, failure and damage

progression. They also provide a solid physics and mechanics

understanding. which can be used to judge the effectiveness of the

simplified procedures needed for design purposes.

2.1 Fatigue

Studies of the propagation of dominant mode I fatigue cracks from

notches in MMCs, including the role of fiber bridging and fiber failure, have

been comprehensively addressed (Zok. McMeeking). Software programs that

include these effects have been developed. These are being transferred to

Pratt and Whitney and KAMAN Sciences. The effects of thermal cycling on

crack growth in MMCs have also been modelled (McMeeking). The results

highlight the opposing effects of cycling on matrix crack growth and fiber

failure (the fatigue threshold), when thermal cycles are superposed onto load

cycles. Notably, matrix crack growth is enhanced by out-of-phase

thermomechanical cycling, but fiber failure is suppressed (and vice versa for

in-phase cycling), Experimental studies that examine these predictions are

planned (Zok).

Studies have also been conducted on systems that exhibit multiple

matrix cracking (Zok). The tensile stress-strain behavior of composites

containing such cracks is analogous to the behavior of unidirectional CMCs
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under monotonic tensile loading. As a result, models developed to describe

the tensile response of the CMes have found utility in describing the MMCs.

However, two important differences in the two classes of composite have

been identified and are presently being addressed. The first deals 'with1 the

nature of the crack patterns. In the CMCs, the cracks aie more or less

uniformly spaced and generally span across the entire composite section. In

contrast, the MMCs exhibit a broader distribution of crack sizes. many' of

which are short compared with the specimen dimensions. Methodologies for

measurement and interpretation of crack densities in MMCs are being

developed. The second problem deals with degradation in the interfacial

sliding properties with cyclic sliding in the MMCs. Such degradation is

presently being studied using fiber push-out tests in fatigued specimens.

Thermal fatigue studies on MMCs subject to transverse loading have

been performed and have established the conditions that allow shakedown

(Leckie). The shakedown range is found to be strongly influenced by the

extent of matrix creep. which defines a temperature limitation on the use of

the material. The eventual outcome of this activity would be the

specification of parameters that ensure shakedown and avoid ratcheting.

The next challenge for MMCs concern the quantification of transitions

in fatigue behavior. especially those found aL higher temperatures. These

include multiple matrix cracking and shear band formation. Experimental

studies are in progress which will be used to establish a mechanism map.

The map, when developed, would explicitly identify the tran.•itJnns 1,7kI The

analogous behavior found in CMCs will facilitate this development. Other

high temperature phenomena to be explored include changes in the

interfacial sliding behavior due to both relaxations in the thermal residual

stresses and the growth of reaction products near the fiber-matrix interface.
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Fatigue damage studies on 2-D CMCs will focus on interface and fiber

degradation phenomena. especially at elevated temperatures (Evans. Zoki.

Cvclic loading into the stress range at which matrix cracks exist is kno•rn to

moditfy the interface sliding stress and may weaken the fibers. These

degradation effects can be distinguished, because they change the

hysteresis loop and reduce the UTS, respectively. Experiments that probe

these material responses are planned. In addition, models that include the

influence of cyclic fiber failure and pull-out on fatigue damag!e will be

developed (Suo).

2.2 Matrix Cracking

Models of the plastic strain and modulus changes caused by various

modes of matrix cracking have been developed. These solutions have

provided a rationale for experimental studies on the tensile and shear

behavior of CMCs and on the fatigue of MMCs (Hutchinson. Zok. Evans.

Suo. Budiansky. McMeeking). The information has been used in two distinct

ways. (i) Test methodologies have been devised that relate

stress/displacement measurements to constituent properties (Table I).

(ii) Stress/strain curves and matrix crack evolution have been simulated for

specific combinations of constituent properties.

The development of the procedures and their implementation are still in

progress. Independent solutions have been established for matrix cracks in

0' plies and 90' plies upon tensile loading. The former has been

experimentally validated on I-D materials (SiC/SiC and SiC/CAS).

Meas rements of plastic strain, hysteresis loops and crack densities have

been checked against the models for consistency.
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TABLE I

Relevant Constit.•ent Properties and Measurement Methods

CONSTITUENT PROPERTY MEASUREMENT

"* Pull-Out Length. S

"• Saturation Crack Spacing. Is
Sliding Stress, 'T

Hysteresis Loop. 5 E 1/2

Unloading Modulus. EL

* Fracture Mirrors
Characteristic Strength. Sc. m

* Ultimate Strength, S

* Bilayer Distortion

Misfit Strain, Q (q) * Permanent Strain, Ep

* Residual Crack Opening

& Monolithic Material

Matrix Fracture Energy. rm • Saturation Crack Spacing. Ts

e Matrix Cracking Stress. G3mc

* Permanent Strain. F-p
Debond Energy. rj

• Residual Crack Opening
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The next challenge is to couple the models togfether in order to simulate

the evolution of matrix ('racks in 2-D materials, subject to tensile loading

(lutchinson. Budianskv). Related effects on the ultimate tensile strength

caused by stress concentrations in the fibers in the presence of matrix

cracks, would also be evaluated. Experimental measurements of

stress/strain behavior in 2-D CMCs, with concurrent observations of matrix

crack evolution, would be used to guide and validate such models (Evans.

Kedward).

2.3 Constitutive Equations

Constitutive equations provide the link between material behavior at

the meso-scale and the performance of engineering components. The

equations can be established from the results of uniaxial and transverse

tensile tests together with in-plane shear loading. For a complete

formulation, which describes accurately the growth of failure mechanisms

and the conditions of failure at the meso-scale, it is also necessary to

perform calculations which are valid at the micro-scale.

These procedures have been completed for metal-matrix composites

OJansson. Leckie). and the resulting constitutive equations are operational

in the ABAQUS finite element code. The behavior of simple panels

penetrated by circular holes have been studied and the results await

comparison with experiments which are planned for the coming year. The

constitutive equations are formulated in terms of state variables which

include the hardening tensors and damage state variables which describe

debonding at the interface and void growth in the matrix. The format is

sufficiently general to allow the inclusion of failure mechanisms such as

environmental attack as the appropriate understanding is available. For
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example. the effect of matrix and fiber creep mechanisms (Aravas) have also

been introduced into ABAQUS, and it is proposed to extend ihe creep

conditions to include the effects of variable loading and temperature.

A similar approach has been taken towards the modulus of CMCs. In

this case, efforts have been made to include the influence of matrix

cracking. in-plane shearing and fiber breakage. The latter consideration is

based on the global load sharing model (Hayhurst). The equations are also

available in ABAQUS. At present, matrix cracking is introduced by

assuming a matrix stress accompanied by an increase of strain. However.

based on the more recent understanding of the growth of matrix cracks

(above) it is intended to introduce these mechanisms into the constitutive

equations for CMCs.

2.4 Creep

The emphases of the creep investigations have been on the anisotropic

characteristics of unidirectional layers in which the fibers are elastic. but

the matrix creeps. Ex,'-riments and models of the longitudinal creep

properties of such materials have been initiated (McMeeking. Leckie, Evans,

Zok, Aravas). The critical issues in this orientation concern the incidence of

fiber failure and the subsequent sliding response of the interface. A

modelling effort has established an approach that allows the stochastic

evolution of fiber failure to occur as stress is transferred onto the fibers by

matrix creep (McMeeking). This approach leads to creep rates with a large

power law exponent. Various attempts are underway to incorporate the

interface sliding initiated by fiber breaks and to introduce sliding into the

creep rate formulation. Experiments being performed on unidirectional Ti

matrix materials are examining the incidence of fiber failures on the creep
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deformation (Evan,, Leckie. Zok). These results will guide the modelling

effort concerned with interface sliding effects. Insight will also be gained

about fiber failure stochastics during creep. especially differences from room

temperature behavior.

The transverse creep properties are expected to have direct analogies

with composite deformation for a power law hardening marix (Section 2.3).

In particular, the same effects of debonding and matrix damages arise and

can be incorporated in an equivalent manner (Leckie, Aravas). Testing is

being performed on Ti MMCs and on SiC/CAS to validate the models.

Experiments on Ti-matrix 0'/90' cross-ply composites are planned.

Creep models appropriate to cross-ply materials will be developed by

combining those corresponding to the unidirectional materials in the

longitudinal and transverse orientations, using a rule-of-mixtures approach.

Such an approach is expected to be adequate for loadings in which the

principal stresses coincide with the fiber axes. Alternate approaches will be

sought to describe the material response in other orientations.

Some CMCs contain fibers that creep more extensively than the matrix.

This creep deformation has been found to elevate the stress in the matrix

and cause time dependent evolution of matrix cracks. This coupled process

results in continuous creep deformation with relatively low creep ductility.

Experiments on such materials are continuing (Evans, Leckie) and a

modelling effort will be initiated (Suo). The models would include load

transfer into the matrix by creeping fibers, with sliding interfaces, leading to

enhanced matrix cracking.
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2.5 Tensile Strength

The ultimate strength [UTS) of both CMCs and MMCs (as well as fatigue

and creep thresholds) is dominated by fiber failure. With the global load

sharing (GLS) concept of fiber failure now well established, the recent

emphasis has been on defining the constituent properties needed to ensure

GLS. The approach has been to perform local load sharing calculations and

then compare experimental UTS data with the GLS predictions (Curtin.

Evans, Leckie). The situation is unresolved. However, initial calculations on

CMCs (Curtin) and MMCs (Evans) have provided some insight. Two key

remaining issues concern the magnitude of the stress concentration in

intact fibers caused by matrix cracks and the role of fiber pull-out in

alleviating those stresses. Calculations of these effects are planned

(Budiansky. Suo).

Degradation of the fiber strength upon either high temperature (creep)

testing, atmospheric exposure, or fatigue are other topics of interest.

Rupture testing performed under these conditions will be assessed in terms

of degradation in fiber properties.

3. DESIGN TEAMS

3.1 The Approach

The overall philosophy of the design effort is to eventually combine

material models, with a materials selector, and a data base, within a unified

software package (Prinz). One example of a composites data base is that

developed for MMCs by KAMAN Sciences, which forms the basis for a

potential collaboration. The materials selector has already been developed
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for monolithic materials (Ashby) and is available for purchase. This selector

requires expansion to incorporate phenomena that have special significance

for high temperature composites, including creep and thermal fatigue. These

new features will be developed and included in the advanced selector

software (Ashby).

The modelling approach is illustrated in Table II. Failure mechanisms

and their effect on material behavior have been introduced into constitutive

equations. The stress, strain and damage fields which develop in

components during the cycles of loading and temperature can then be

computed. Experiments shall be performed on simple components such as

holes in plates, and comparison made with the computational predictions.

Since constitutive equations are modeled using the results of coupon tests,

it is likely that additional failure modes shall come to light during

component testing. These mechanisms shall be studied and the appropriate

mechanics developed so that their influence is correctly factored into the

constitutive equations. In this way, increased confidence in the reliability of

the constitutive equations can be established in a systematic way.

In practice, it is most probable that the constitutive equations are too

complex for application at the creative level of the design process. It is then

that simple but reliable procedures are of greater use. Some success has

been achieved in this regard for MMCs subjected to cyclic mechanical and

thermal loading (Jansson, Ponter, Leckie), as well as for strength

calculations of CMC panels penetrated by holes (Suo) and the fatigue of

MMCs (Zok, McMeeking). In all cases simplifications are introduced after a

complete and reliable analysis has been completed which provides a

standard against which the effects of simplification can be assessed.
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3.2 Ceramic Matrix Composite Design

The design effort on CMCs will have its major focus on pin-loaded holes

used for attachments (Fig. 3). A smaller activity, expected to expand in

1994, will address delamination cracking. The hole design includes several

related topics. Each topic is concerned with aspects of constitutive law

development (Table III), highlighted during the study group. Combined

experimental and modelling efforts on the tensile properties of CMCs have

established that the plastic strains are dominated by matrix cracks in the 0'

plies. The matrix cracking models developed in the program demonstrate

that these strains are governed by four independent constituent properties

[(Table I) t, Fi, Q and I'm] which combine and interrelate through five non-

dimensional parameters (Table IV). This modelling background suggests a

concept for using model-based knowledge to develop constitutive laws. The

following steps are involved (Table Hi1). (1) A model-based methodology for

inferring the constituent properties of unidirectional CMCs from

macroscopic stress/strain behavior has been devised and is being

experimentally tested on a range of materials (Evans). (ii) Upon validation,

the models would allow stress/strain curves to be simulated (Hutchinson).

This capability would facilitate a sensitivity study to be performed. in order

to determine the minimum number of independent parameters that

adequately represent the constitutive law. A strictly empirical law would

require 3 parameters (yield strength, hardening rate and unloading

modulus). Consequently. the objective might be to seek 3 combinations of

the 4 constituent properties. (iii) Experiments would be performed and

models developed that establish the matrix cracking sequence in 2-D

materials (Hutchinson. Evans, Kedward). These would be conducted on

14
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TABLE IV

Summary of Non-Dimensional Coefficients

S= (1- f)]2  ( - EL• /E )(a r/ RSu), Flaw Index for B ridging

Ap = (ao /h)(Sp/EL), Flaw Index for Pull-Out

D = Fm(1-f)2 EfEm/fT2 EL R, Crack Spacing Index

H = b 2 (1-alf)2 RU2 /4-dTEm f 2 , Hysteresis Index

I = Up /Em E , Misfit Index

M = 6TF,, f 2 Ef/(1-f)Em REL, Matrix Cracking Index

Q = Ep f '/EL(1-v), Residual Stress Index

A, = (1/c 1 Q) f)i/EmR, Debond Index
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CMCs with a range of different constituent properties and fiber

architectures. The plastic strains would be related to constituent properties

by adapting th 1 -D models.

The in-plane shear behavior will be characterized by performing

experiments and developing models of matrix cracking that govern the

plastic shear strain in 2-D CMC (Evans, Hutchinson, Bao). The information

will be used to establish the constitutive laws for in-plane shear, as well as

interlaminar shear. For continuity of interpolation between tension and

shear, the shear models will include the same constituent properties as

those used to represent the tensile behavior.

The model-based constitutive laws, based on matrix damage, will be

built into a CDM (continuum damage mechanics) formulation, compatible

with finite element codes (Hayhurst). Computations will be performed to

explore stress redistribution around holes and other strain concentration

sites. The calculations will establish visualizations of stress evolution that

can be compared with experimental measurements performed using the

SPATE method, as well as by Moird interferometry (Mackin, Evans). These

experiments will be on specimens with notches and holes, loaded in tension.

The comparisons between the measured and calculated stress patterns will

represent the ultimate validation of the constitutive law. The composite

codes, when validated, will be made available to industry.

Some preliminary experimental work will be performed on pin-loaded

holes. Damage patterns will be monitored and stress redistribution effects

assessed using SPATE (Kedward. Evans, Mackin). These experiments will be

conducted on SiC/CAS and SiC/C. The results will provide the focus for

future CDM computations, based on the constitutive law for the material.
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Smaller scale activities will involve basic aspects of stress redistribution

around holes caused by fatigue and creep damage, using the experience

gained from the matrix cracking studies. Some experimental measurements

of these effects will be performed using SPATE (Zok, Evans).

Some delamination crack growth measurements and calculations are

also envisaged (Ashby. Kedward, Hutchinson). Cantilever beam and

C-specimens will be used for this purpose (Fig. 4). During such tests, crack

growth, multiple cracking and stiffness changes will be addressed. Models of

bridging by inclined fibers will be developed (Ashby) and used for

interpretation.

3.3 Metal Matrix Composite Design

The 3D constitutive equations for MMCs are now available for use in

the ABAQUS finite element code. and the immediate task is to use these

equations to predict the behavior of representative components (Leckie). One

such system is a ring-type structure which is being studied together with

Pratt and Whitney. Clearly no experimental verification is possible with a

component of this scale, but the experience of Pratt and Whitney shall

provide invaluable input on the effectiveness of the calculations. A

component sufficiently simple to be tested is the panel penetrated by holes.

The holes shall be both unloaded and loaded (Jansson). and it is expected to

include the effects of cyclic mechanical and thermal loading.

It is proposed to develop simplified procedures which are based on

shakedown procedures (Jansson. Leckie). Demonstrations have already

been made of the effectiveness of the Gohfeld method (which uses only

simple calculations) In representing the behavior of MMCs subjected to

cyclic thermal loading.
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During the complex histories of stress and temperature, it is known

that the matrix-fiber interface properties change. Fatigue loading (Zok) is

know to decrease the interface sliding stress. Transverse creep appears to

cause matrix-fiber debonding (Jansson). which might result in loss of the

ability to transfer stress between matrix and fiber. It is intended to study

this effect of transverse creep on the integrity of the longitudinal strength of

the material by performing tests on panels which shall allow rotation of the

stress fields. A good understanding now exists of the fatigue properties of

MMCs (Zok). It is intended to extend the ideas developed from earlier

theoretical studies (McMeeking, Evans) to include cyclic thermal effects and

experimental programs on holes in plates.

4. MANUFACTURING

The activities in processing and manufacturing have had the following

foci:
" Matrix development to address specific requirements identified by the

design problems. particularly first matrix cracking in CMCs (Lange)

and creep strengthening in MMC/IMCs (Levi, Lucas).

" Hybrid architectures which offer possible solutions to environmental

degradation and thermal Shock problems (Evans, Lange. Leckie. Levi,

Yang. Zok).

" Software development that predicts and controls fiber damage and

interface properties during densification (Wadley).

" Processing techniques to generate model MMC sub-elements (Leckie.

Levi. Yang).
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4.1 Metal Matrix Composites

Work on MMC matrix development has focused on dispersion

strengthening approaches to increase the transverse tensile and creep

strength of 1-D and 2-D fiber architectures. The initial work has emphasized

a model system. Cu/A12 0 3 . wherein dispersoids aie produced by internal

oxidation of a dilute Cu-Al alloy deposited by PVD onto sapphire fibers.

These are subsequently consolidated by HIP'ing. Specimens with fiber

volume fractions of 0.3 5 f•< 0.5 and 2-3% y-AI2 0 3 dispersoids (- 20 nm in

size) have been produced in this manner and will be tested to assess their

transverse creep behavior. The new emphasis will be on higher temperature

matrices based on TiB dispersoids in Ti-(Cr/Mo)-B alloys (Levi). Initial

solidification studies have demonstrated the potential of these materials as

in-situ composites. Efforts are underway to develop sputtering capabilities to

implement this concept.

Fiber damage during densification of composite prepregs generated by

plasma-spray (GE) and PVD (3M) have also been emphasized (Wadley).

Interdiffusion studies coupled with push-out tests have been used to study

the evolution of reaction layers in Ti/SiC composites and their effect on the

relevant Interfacial properties as a function of process parameters.

Additional efforts under other programs have focus-d on developing

predictive models for fiber breakage during densification. The interdiffusion

and breakage models are being incorporated into software that predicts

pressure-temperature paths, which simultaneously minimize fiber damage

and control the interface properties.

The feasibility of producing MMC sub-elements consisting of fiber

reinforced rings (1-D) and tubes (2-D) has been demonstrated by using
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liquid metal infiltration of Al alloy matrices (Levi). These are pres nf!N

undergoing testing in combined tension/torsion modes. Future efforts will

be directed toward extending the technique to other shapes (e.g.. plates with

reinforced holes). as well as devising methods to modify the (currently

strong) interfaces. The identification of methods that provide the appropriate

interfacial debonding/sliding characteristics should enable the use of these

composites as model systems for higher temperature MMCs, such as Ti.

4.2 Intermetallic Matrix Composites

The focus of the IMC processing activities has been on the synthesis of

MoSi• /O3-SiCp composites by solidification processing. These materials are of

interest as potential matrices for fiber composites. Significant progress was

made in the elucidation of the relevant Mo-Si-C phase equilibria, the growth

mechanisms of SiC from the melt and their impact on reinforcement

morphology, as well as the orientation relationships between matrix and

reinforcements, and the interfacial structure. An amorphous C layer. <5 nm

thick, was found at the MoSi2 /SiC interface in the as cast condition, and

persisted after 12 h heat treatments at 1500'C. This Interfaclal layer has

been reproduced in a-SiCp/(MoSi 2 + CQ composites produced by powder

metallurgy techniques and was found to exhibit promising debonding and

pull-out behavior during fracture (Levi). Future efforts are aimed at

implementing this in-situ coating concept in a-SiC fiber composites.

4.3 Ceramic Matrix Composites

The processing issues for creating CMCs with high matrix strength

continue to be explored (!ange, Evans). The basic concept is to create a

strong ceramic matrix framework within a fiber preform, by means of slurry
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infiltration followed by heat treatment. This strong framework would then be

infiitrated by a polymer precursor and pyrolyzed to further densifvý the

matrix. It has been demonstrated that strong matrices of Si3 N4 can be

produced using this approach (Lange). Further work will address

relationships between matrix strength and microstructure (Lange. Evans).

4.4 Hybrids

These activities cover materials consisting of thin monolithic ceramic

layers al ating with layers containing high strength fibers bonded by a

glass or metallic binder. The primary motivation behind this concept is the

potential for manufacturing shapes that have a high resistance to

environmental degradation and also have good thermal shock resistanre.

The concept has been demonstrated using alumina plates and graphite

reinforced polymer prepregs (Lange). The availability of glass-ceramic

bonded SiCf prepregs and tape-cast SiC plates has facilitated the extension

of this technique to high temperature systems (Lange). Future assessment

will address new crack control concepts. These concepts would prevent

damage from propagating into the fiber reinforced layers. especially upon

thermal loading (Zok, Lange). If successful, this concept would allow the

development of hybrid CMCs which impart resistance to environmental

degradation. as well as high thermal strain tolerance.

Preliminary work has been performed on laminates consisting of

alumina plates and sapphire-fiber reinforced Cu monotapes (Levi). The latter

are produced by deposition of Cu on individual fibers which are

subsequently aligned and bonded by hot pressing between two Cu foils.

After suitable surface preparation. the alumina/monotape assemblies are
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bonded by hot pressing. Future work is aimed at implementing the concept

with Ni based alloys.

5. SENSORS

The principal challenge being addressed is the non-destructive and

non-evasive measurement of stresses in composites (Clarke, Wadley). The

motivation is to make detailed measurements of stresses in components for

incorporation into evolving design models, as well as validation of the stress

distributions computed by finite element methods. A major emphasis has

been placed on measuring the residual stresses in sapphire fibers in various

matrices, using the recently developed technique of optical fluorescence

spectroscopy. These measurements have provided data on the distribution

of residual thermal stresses in the fiber reinforcement, as a function of

depth below the surface. This approach will be extended, in conjunction

with finite element modelling (Hutchinson), to measure the stresses during

the process of fiber pull-out from a variety of metal and ceramic matrices.

Initial experiments indicate that such in-situ measurements are feasible.

The technique will also be applied to the measurement of the stresses

in sapphire fibers located in the vicinity of pin-loaded holes in order to

understand the manner in which the stresses redistribute during loading. It

is anticipated that this measurement will provide information about the

detailed fiber loadings and also about the stresses that cause debonding of

the fibers from the matrix. Moreover, in support of the activities on thermal

ratcheting, the redistribution of stresses with thermal cycling will be

established. This will be accomplished by using the fluorescence technique

as well as Moird interferometry, based on lithographically defined features.
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Computer Aided Manufacturing Through Selective Material Deposition

F. B. Prinz L.E. Weiss and NM. Terk
Engineering Design Research Center

Carnegie Miellon Universitv

Introduction

The purpose ot the research efforts at Carnegie Mellon is to create an environment in
which a design, given geometry and material structure, can be automatically translated
into a physical article. The methodology we have adopted is based on selective material
deposition through thermal spraying, welding, and micro casting. The system is called
MD* which stands for recursive Material Deposition. There are also plans to integrate
deposition methods like CVD into the manufacturing cell, The particular ficus of the
current research is the creation of a planning system enabling the user to conveniently
generate the geometry and assign the desired material structures to the geometry. Once
complete we envision a system accessible by all members of the URI community in
which a design can be completed remotely followed by a manufacturing request through
the network. The part will then be processed in the MD* cell in Pittsburgh. Obviously,
the initial version of this system will have limitations regarding complexity (geometry
and micro structure) and size of the article which can be manufactured. The current
system can be regarded as an experimental verifier of micro structure synthesis and
analysis based research and tools developed by other URI researchers.

Brief Description of the MD* System

The MD* System incorporates a plasma and two arc spraying stations, a welding and a
microcasting process for layered material buildup. Material removal is accomplished
through Computer Numerically Controlled Machining. Intermediate processing
capabilities include shot peening grit blasting and cleaning. The parts are built on top of a
pallet which is transferred from station-to-station using a robotic transfer/palletizing sys-
tem. Examples of parts which were initially produced by the system are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1:
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Figure 2:

Furtheremore electronic structures with sensors and electronic processing capahditie,, can
be manufactured as well. (Fig.3)

Figure 3:



The Planning System

The MD* planning system is a computcr-aidcd system that will help in automating the
planning stages of the M[D* familv of manufacturing processes. The MD* process builds
up a part by successfully manufacturing cross-sectional layers. The planning module for
MD* process consists of seven major components shown in figure 4. The following is the
summarxý of the functions performed by these modules during the planning process

NID1 Plannin2 System

-kdaptive Slicing Precedence Ordering
Module Module

Face Classificaion Compact Spliting
Module ,Module

Process Definition To Path Planning
and Scheduling Tool Module

M Module

Machine Code
Generation Module

USERINTERFACE

Figure 4: Planner Architecture

Adaptive Slicing Module. This module analyses the CAD model of the part and splits
the model into a set of layers. The location and thickness of these layers are a function of
the process-imposed limits and the results of the manufacturability analysis of the part's
geometry.

* Process Definition and Scheduling Module. This module defines a sequence of
operations used to build a layer using MD*. The definition of these operations includes
values of all parameters associated with the tool used to perform them.

* Face Classification Module. This module determines the orientation of all faces in a
CAD model of a layer and, if the selected process includes a machining operation,
identifies if the face will be machined in the support material of the layer itself.

- Precedence Ordering Module. This module uses the CAD model of a layer and builds a
graph describing the manufacturing precedence between all compacts present in the layer.
A compact is defined as a distinct portion of a layer composed of single material. This
module also identifies loops in the resulting precedence graph. The presence of a loop
indicates a conflict in the scheduling of operations required to build a layer.

• Compact Splitting Module. This module tries to resolve problems in scheduling
of operations on a layer by splitting one of compacts identified as contributing to the
scheduling conflict. This module attempts to split the compact into several sub-compacts
that do not pose any, precedence problems.



* Tool Planning Alodul,, Thi.s module uses the process definition to plan the motion of
the various tools in the MD* manufacturing cell.

- Alachine Code Generaiion Module. This module generates command files used to
drive the individual stations in the MD* manufacturing cell. The flow of information
between these models during a planning session is shown in figure 5. The remainder of
this report describes the operations of these modules in greater details

Adaptive Slicing

Module

Faceece Clasicaiong

Mol I Process Definition
and Scheduling

Module

j-3 Compact Spliting TP iModule T Path Planning
Module

Machine CodeQ--neratirn VMtdnlP7 [

C> Layer model

SLayer model w/ classification

Tool path model for a layer

Figure 5: Data flow in MD* Planning



Adaptive Slicing Module.

The adaptive slicing module takes the CAD modcl of the part as its input and produces a
set of CAD models representing the decomposition of the part into layers. The first step
in this procedure is to classify' the walls of the model based on the value of the Z
component of their normal. Each wall is classified as either Up. Down. Und,.-rcut. Comp.
Undercut. or Straight. Thc classification algorithm is shown in figure 6

L

Up

Camp. Undercut

5 tr 

aig-ht

* aUndercut

SDown

Figure 6: Wall classification Algorithm

One all of the walls in the part model have been classified, the model is examined to
determine the heights at which the model should be subdivided into layers. A boundary
between any two walls of differing classification will cause the model to be partitioned.
The four conditions used to trigger a partition of a model are shown in figure 7.

Up

CampUndercut

Stmigbt 
P ~der~rut

Undercut
Cp. Undercut Straight

Down

Figure 7: Adaptive Slicing Conditions



Face Classification NModule,

The face classification module takes a CAD model of a layer and classifies all of the
faces in the model. The classification scheme determines whether a face ik machined on
the part or in the support material surrounding the part. The classification scheme can be
summarized as follows:

"* The faces classified as Straight or Undercut are machined on the support material.

"* The faces classified as Comp. Undercut are machined on the part;

"* The faces classified as Up will have to be planed in the object; and

"• The remaining faces do not have to be machined.

Precedence Ordering Module.

The MD* manufacturing process is multi- material in its nature. Even if the part is
completely homogeneous in its composition, each manufactured layer is encased in a
support material that is different form the object. The precedence ordering module takes
the CAD model of a layer and the surrounding support material and computes a graph
representing relationships between various compacts in the model. A compact is defined
as a solid entity in the CAD model. Each compact is marked with an attribute identifying
the material used in manufacturing it. The procedure for determining the precedences
between compacts relies on the classifications assigned to the walls of each compact. The
approach used to determine precedence relationships is shown in figure 8. The resulting
graph is examined for presence of precedence loops. A precedence loop indicated that
there exists a conflict in the scheduling of manufacturing operations for two or more
compacts. If no loops are found in the graph, the planning process can proceed, otherwise
the precedence loops must be resolved by manipulating the geometry of the layer. This
manipulation is the responsibility of the compact splitting module,

Compact A Compact B

Compact A Proceeds compact B V the wail shared between compacts
is classified as Undercut with respect to compact B

Figure 8: Compact Precedence Rule

Compact Splitting Module.

The compact splitting module takes a CAD model of the a layer and the precedence graph
produced by the precedence ordering module, and resolves the scheduling conflicts by
subdividing compacts in a layer. The approach used by this module to resolve conflicts
requires identifying a compact involved in a precedence loop and subdividing it as to
break the loop. Each compact (C) identified in a precedence loop has a predecessor
compact (P) and a successor compact (S). In order to clear up the scheduling conflict,



the compact has to he subdivided into two compacts sCI and sC2 that meet the following

three conditions

1. Compact sCI is not adjacent to compact P.

2. Compact sC2 is nut ad.jacent to compact S. and

3. the boundary, between sC 1 and sC2 does not force any type of precedence between
them.

Once a compact is selected for decomposition, the compact splitting module computes a
parting surface that splits the compact into sub-compacts that meet these three conditions.
The current approach involves identifying the common boundary between the compact C
and its successor S.. The nature of this boundary will determine how many sub-compacts
will be produced by the decomposition. A continuous boundary will require two sub-
compacts, each break in the boundary will require an additional sub-compact. The
process of determining the parting surface uses the Medial Axis Transform (MAT) of the
top of the compact. The segment of the MAT that connects the end-points of the common
boundary serves to define the parting surface of the compact.

Process Definition and Scheduling Module.

The process definition and scheduling module determines the sequence of operation used
to manufacture a layer. This process three pieces of information: the type of the MD*
process, a CAD model of the layer and the precedence graph for the compacts in the
layer. The schedule is created by determining a sequence of compacts from the
precedence graph and using that sequence to combine the operations used to manufacture
each compact into a comprehensive schedule for the layer. The schedules for each layer
are combined into a master command file that guides the manufacturing of the part.

Tool Path Planning Module.

The tool path planning module takes a CAD model of a compact and a set of parameters
associated with an operation performed on it, and produced a CAD model of the path that
the tool must follow in performing the operation.

Machine Code Generation Module.

The machine code generation module takes a CAD model of the tool path and a set of
parameter values for a operation and produces a station-specific command file.

Plans for 1993/1994

During 1993 a graduate student from Carnegie Mellon EDRC will spend time at the URI
Santa Barbara. The purpose of that stay is to acquire knowledge about design methods for
composite structures which will be later integrated into the MD* system. In return the
student will install the MD* CAD and planning system for use of URI students in Santa
Barbara.
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ABSTRACT

Environmentally compatible interfaces based on double coating concepts have

been developed for sapphire fibers in y-TiAl matrix composites. The fiber coating

design involves two layers with distinct functions: one in contact with the fiber which

provides the debonding and sliding characteristics required for toughening, and a sec-

ond one next to the matrix which protects the fiber and debond layer from diffusional

interactions and mechanical degradation during processing. Three double coating sys-

tems were tested wherein the debond layer consisted of pyrolytic carbon, colloidal car-

bon or a mixture of carbon and alumina. The diffusion barrier was in all cases a dense

alumina layer •.5 pn thick. With the exception of the pyrolytic carbon, all other coatings

were applied by slurry processing techniques. After composite consolidation, the coat-

ings were evaluated using fiber push-out tests, whereupon each double coating was

found to successfully enable debonding and sliding of the sapphire fibers. The environ-

mental compatibility of the coatings was tested by oxidizing the carbon in the debond

layer at eIevated temperatures. This produced measurable changes in the interfacial

properties, but push-out tests confirmed that the coating design still allowed fiber

debonding and sliding within the ranges desired for improving toughness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced materials are known to be strongly

influenced by the fiber/matrix interfaceY-9 Optimum longitudinal properties, for both

brittle and ductile matrix materials, require that the interfaces debond and slide with a

relatively low shear resistance, T, relative to fiber strength, S. Small values of 'r /S are

needed to achieve a "rule-of-mixtures" composite tensile strength, by ensuring a global

load sharing condition: generally, /t/S must be smaller than - 0.05.,1013 A high

composite fracture resistance also requires small values of T /S as needed to achieve

large fiber pull-out lengths and hence, a substantial contribution of frictional dissipation

to the work of rupture.10,14,15

Single crystal sapphire fibers offer significant potential for both high temperatuxe

strengthening and toughening of intermetallic matrix composites, notably y-TiAI.

Unfortunately, directly bonded interfaces between A120 3 and y-TiAl are "strong" and

do not debond easily during fracture.16 He and Hutchinson 17 have proposed that an

interface should have a fracture energy, Fi, lower than 1/4 of the fiber fracture energy,

Ff, if it is to fail ahead of an incident crack. (A detailed description of the debonding

criterion is given in reference [17]). Reported rf values for sapphire fibers18 range from

7 to 23 J/m 2, requiring in principle that ri! < 2 J/m 2 . This suggests the use of fiber

coatings to introduce "weak" interfaces with suitably small values of Fi and t. 1-6,20 The

intent of this study was to devise and test fiber coatings that fulfill the requisite

debonding/sliding characteristics for sapphire fibers in y-TiAl matrix composites. The

potential applications also require the coating to be thermochemically compatible with

the composite constituents, sufficiently strong to maintain its integrity during

processing, and capable of maintaining the toughening mechanisms operational after

exposure to oxidative environments at temperatures in excess of 10000 C.
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Prior studies have shown that many coating candidate materials which are

environmentally stable would also bond strongly to sapphire.I Conversely, materials

that have been found to debond easily from A120 3, notably C and refractory metals like

Mo and W,1 are prone to diffusional interactions with the y-TiAl matrix and are not

oxidatively stable at high temperatures. The latter, however, could still be utilized if the

coatings are designed in the double layer configurations proposed in Figure 1. The

present work focuses on C-based coatings but similar approaches may be implemented

with W and Mo.1

In one approach (Concept 1 in Figure 1), a thin layer of C is in direct contact with

the fiber and covered with a thicker, dense A120 3 layer which separates it from the

matrix and prevents interdiffusion during processing. The C coating would be fugi-

tive21 under oxidative environments, but can be designed to leave a gap between the

fiber and the dense A120 3 layer which obviates the need for debonding (Concept 2). A

sliding resistance could still be incorporated if the C layer is chosen to have a thickness

smaller than the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fiber roughness. The "debond" (gap)

surfaces would mimic the underlying fiber topography, as shown in Figure 1, and the

fiber displacements would result in asperity interactions that give rise to a finite 'r. (In

the particular case of the sapphire fibers, the surface has a sinusoidal roughness pattern

which produces a modulated sliding response.22) Obviously, Concept 2 requires that

the A120 3 layer does not sinter to the fiber in order to maintain the ease of sliding.

A desirable level of rli could be achieved by using fugitive coatings as illustrated

in Concept 3, Figure 1. In this case, the debond layer consists of a C + A120 3 mixture

wherein the carbon may be subsequently eliminated by oxidation to yield a highly

porous oxide. This provides discrete bridging between the fiber and the outer coating.

Debonding occurs by fracture through the porous oxide20 and the sliding resistance

arises from the interaction of asperities on the debond surfaces. It is expected that -i

would depend on coating porosity, which may be varied through processing. 20
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2. MATERIALS AND PROCESSING

Sapphire fibers with c-axis orientation and -130 pim diameter were produced at

Saphikon, Inc., by the Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) process. These were cut

into 6 cm segments, washed in an ultrasonically stirred acetone bath to remove the

sizing and subsequently heat treated at 550'C for 2 hrs to eliminate any combustible

residue on the surface.

Three debond coatings were applied: carbon black (pyrolytic), colloidal carbon

and a C + A_120 3 mixture as a precursor to the porous oxide coating. Carbon black was

simply deposited by passing fibers through an acetone flame, generating a sub-micron

coating thickness. Both the colloidal carbon and the C + A120 3 slurries were applied by

dipping, resulting in coatings with final thicknesses ranging from 1 to 3 gim. In the first

case, fibers were dipped once into a commercially available colloidal carbon suspension

(from Ted Pella, Inc.). The latter was diluted with isopropyl alcohol until its viscosity

was suitable to create a uniform coating approximately 1 pn thick after drying. The C +

A120 3 slurries were prepared by mixing graphite powder <1 p.m in size (from Aldrich

Chemical Co.) into an alumina sol (DISPAL 23N4-20, from Vista Chemical Co.), which

had been diluted to the desired A120 3 content and mixed with sufficient nitric acid to

adjust the pH to -4. The ratios of alumine sol to graphite powder were varied from 6%

to 10% to change the coating porosity after oxidation. (The exact porosity content of

each coating was not determined, but the changes were inferred from fiber push-out

tests which show an increase in interfacial fracture energy as the A120 3 content is

increased. One should also note that the carbon must remain in the coating until

composite densification is completed. Otherwise, the porous alumina layer would

densify during the subsequent IU-'ing. This paper confines its attention to the 10%

alumina porous coatings, deferring the issue of coating porosity to a future publication.)

All dipped hiers were air dried prior to applying the second coating.
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The outer coating was also applied by dipping the previously coated fibers into a

slurry consisting of 0.18 pim a-A)20 3 particles (AKP-50 from Sumitomo Chemical Co.)

and the commercial alumina sol cited above. Dispersion of the powders was promoted

by adjusting the pH of the sol between 2-3.4 and by using ultrasonic agitation. The

viscosity was later adjusted by adding de-ionized water and nitric acid to maintain the

pH in the range specified. After the second coat'ng, the fibers were air dried, heated in

vacuum to 500-600'C and held for one hour to eliminate the volatile constituents, and

finally heated to 1350'C in Ar and held for two hours to densify the outer A120 3 layer.

The outer coating was typically 5-10 um thick and -97% dense. Further densification by

increasing the sintering temperature was not attempted out of concern for the possible

degradation of the fiber by reaction with the carbon. Studies reported elsewhere 23 have

shown that the coating performs effectively as a diffusion barrier in spite of the small

amount of residual porosity.

Coated fibers were carefully incorporated into a slurry of 7 -TiAl powder (rapidly

solidified Ti-48A1-2.3Nb-0.5Ta with an average particle size of -120 gm, prepared by

Pratt and Whitney Laboratories) in deionized water to produce green compacts with

fiber volume fractions of -20-30%. The green compacts were canned, degassed in

vacuum at 3001C, sealed and hot isostatically pressed in argon at 276 MPa and 1066°C

for 4 h. Typical cross sections of the resulting composites are shown in Figure 2. More

extensive microstructural analysis is reported elsewhere. 23

To simulate the potential effects of service environments on the coatings, slices of

the various composites were exposed to heat treatments in air at either 800'C for one

hour or 1000'C for 24 hours, and the interface characteristics re-evaluated.
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3. TESTING PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS

Push-out tests were conducted to determine the interfacial characteristics

associated with each of the three double coatings using an apparatus and procedures

described in detail elsewhere. 24 Thin wafers of the composite 400m thick were cut

perpendicular to the fiber axis and their surfaces were subsequently polished to a 1 Jim

diamond finish. Each wafer was then mounted on a support base so that a fiber was

positioned directly above a 220 jim-diameter hole in its center. The fiber was pushed

from the top into the hole using a 100 pxn diameter SiC cylindrical indenter. The fiber

displacements were monitored by a transducer placed at the bottom of the specimen.

Push-out curves typically show a linear elastic loading region, followed by stable

debond propagation down the fiber/matrix interface.24 The debond crack becomes

unstable at -1.5 fiber radii from the bottom side of the specimen resulting in a load

drop, AP. (The debond instability was determined from finite element calculations

carried out by Liang and Hutchinson 25.) Thereafter, the fibers slide relative to the

matrix. The debond load drop, AP, is related to the debond energy, ri, by25

AP' = 2 B2Rf e3;L + ( (e-3i1 - 1) +PR e'/ (1)

where
vfE

B1  (1- vf)E + (1+ v)Ef

and

B2 = 1- 2vjB 1
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E is the Young's modulus, V is Poisson's ratio, subscript f refers to the fiber, h is the

section thickness, p. is a coefficient of friction, R is the fiber radius, PR is the residual

axial compressive stress in the fiber, nR is the residual radial compressive stress at the

interface, and ro is the shear strength at zero normal stress (mechanistically related to

an asperity pressure that arises during fiber sliding).22,24,26-29

The nominal sliding strength, c, at push-out displacement, d, is obtained from the

instantaneous load, P, using

p (2)27ER(h- d)

In general, the sliding stress is not constant, because of asperity effects and wear

processes. 22 26-28 Consequently, the sliding stress just after the debond load drop is

used for comparing coatings. It is also useful to compare the coefficients of friction for

each of the sliding interfaces. For this purpose, since the fiber/matrix asperities are in

near perfect registry at the onset of sliding (To = 0), g. is given by

p. --R-l P/R2 ) (3)
S2B 1h nR - BIPRI

The stresses pR and nR are evaluated from the thermal expansion mismatch, using the

formulae summarized in reference [301. For this study, it is assumed that the axial

mismatch pressure, 'p, is relieved by debonding. The relevant material properties used

in Equations (I) through (3) are included in Table I.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical push-out curves for the as-FIPed specimens accompanied by SEM

micrographs in Figure 3 reveal correspondences between surface texture and sliding

stress. The carbon black interface (Figure 3a) exhibits a very small debond load drop and

a relatively high sliding stress. Recall that this is the thinnest of the three debond

coatings and will be most affected by the underlying fiber surface roughness. This

feature is demonstrated in Figure 4, where the sinusoidal modulations in the load

displacement trace are clearly visible. Prior work has shown that the wavelengths

noted during sapphire fiber push-out are identical to those of the fiber surface

roughness. 22 The fiber surface roughness was measured both by microscopy and

profilometry, wherein profiles taken along the fiber axis showed a sinusoidal surface

modulation with a predominant 10 p±m wavelength and a peak to peak amplitude of

0.3 gin. Notably, the load modulations shown in Fig 4 also display a 10 micron

wavelength. Push-outs for the colloidal carbon coating (Figure 3b) indicate a small

de'-ond load drop-though larger than that of the carbon black coating-and a low

sliding stress. The low r arises because the relatively thick and brittle C coating

provides a fracture propagation path that does not necessarily mimic the underlying

fiber geometry. The C+10% A120 3 inner coating (Figure 3c) has the largest debond load

drop, because the associated alumina network provides a bonded framework between

the fiber and outer alumina coating (Fiber/matrix bonding is inferred from the

relatively large debond load drops and is corroborated by the rough appearance of the

debonded interface). However, once sliding commences, the sliding stress has an

intermediate magnitude.

Push-out curves obtained after high-temperature oxidation exposure, plotted as

bands in Figure 5 to show the range of variability, provide further insight into the

coating performance. Experimental results indicate that these treatments eliminate the
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carbon from the inner (debond) layers and, after prolonged exposure at 1000IC, reveal

changes in the interfacial properties consistent with the development of discrete

bonding between the fiber and the outer A120 3 coating.31 The C+1017 A120 3 coating

transforms to a porous alumina layer during heat treatment, showing a significant drop

in sliding stress after 1 hour at 800"C. Continued heat treatment results in an increase in

sliding stress, Figure 5a. In the carbon black system, oxidation slightly relieves the

mismatch pressure, such that the 1 hour heat treatment at 800'C reduces the sliding

stress-Figure 5b. However, further exposure at 1000'C for 24 hours increased

variability in the sliding behavior, attributed to some sintering of the outer A120 3

coating to the fiber. The colloidal carbon system exhibited characteristics similar to both

the carbon black and porous alumina systems, Figure 5c, consistent with a reduction in

the clamping pressure after an 800'C heat treatment in air. Treatments in air at 1000'C

resulted in a1. increased variability in the sliding stress. The major difference between

the coatings is in the fracture energy of the interface and the magnitude of the intitial

sliding stress.

Values of the debond and sliding parameters for each of the as-HIPed systems,

F1i, and g, obtained from Equations (1-3) are summarized in Table IH. Since the

interfacial fracture energies, Fi, are less than the aforementioned -2 J/m 2, each of these

coatings satisfies the debond criterion proposed by He and Hutchinson [171. A bar

chart comparison of -T before and after heat treatment, Figure 6, facilitates comparisons

and validates the features outlined above. For this purpose, T was computed at the

peak load in order to emphasize effects of interfacial sintering during heat treatment. A

statistical comparison of the results (using SYSTAT, a commercially available statistical

analysis software package) demonstrates that heat treatment at 800'C for 1 hour

significantly affects the sliding stress for both carbon coatings, but has no statistically

significant effect on the C+10% A120 3 coating. However, continued heat treatment, at

1000°C for 24 hours, introduces substantial variability, resulting in similar sliding
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behavior for all systems. Preliminary fracture tests conducted on beam specimens, both

before and after heat treatment, revealed substantial fiber pull-out, e.g. Figure 7.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Double coating concepts for sapphire fibers in y -TiAl were implemented and

evaluated using fiber push-out tests. These double coating systems employ an inner,

debond coating of either carbon or carbon+alumina that provides a path for interfacial

crack propagation and also protects the fiber during consolidation. These inner coatings

are, in turn, protected from the matrix by a second, diffusion barrier consisting of dense

alumina. Each coating system was found to permit debonding and sliding, in

accordance with accepted criteria for strengthening and toughening. Thus, the double

coating concept had been demonstrated to be viable for intermetallic-matrix composite

systems.

Results from oxidation studies show distinct interfacial differences associated

with removal of the inner carbon coatings. One effect, which is beneficial, concerns

reduction of the mismatch strain, causing a decrease in sliding stress. Furthermore,

when using fugitive coatings, fiber roughness plays a key role by allowing asperity

interlock after the coating has oxidized. The second effect may be deleterious since, in

the absence of the inner coating, the outer A120 3 layer may sinter to the sapphire fiber.

This not only changes the debond characteristics of the interface, but may also change

the in-situ fiber strength, both of which affect composite toughness. These deleterious

effects can be controlled, however, by using a highly porous A120 3 network within the

inner coating. Alternately, the outer coating may be replaced by another oxide which is

less prone to sintering with sapphire.
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Table I

Material properties

Property -y-TiAl Sapphire Fiber
Young's Modulus, E 173 434

(GPa)

Poisson's ratio, v 0.33 0.27

thermal expansion 13 9
coefficient, cc
(gm/m K)

Table II

Comparison of Interfacial Properties For Each Coating

Sample fi (J/m 2) Tr (MPa) ].

carbon black/ alumina 0.01 100 0.23

colloidal carbon/alumina 0.01 40 0.09

porous alumina/alumina 0.05 75 0.09
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic representation of three double coating concepts for sapphire
fibers in y -TiAl matrix composites.

Figure 2. Representative cross sections of double coated sapphire fibers: a) General
view of a composite with 20-30 vol% of double coated fibers, b) Carbon
black/dense alumina, c) colloidal carbon/dense alumina, and d) C+10%
A120 3 precursor to porous alumina followed by dense alumina.

Figure 3. A comparison of representative push-out curves and associated micro-
graphs of pushed fibers with: a) carbon black debond coating, b) colloidal
graphite debond coating and c) carbon+alumina debond coating. In all
cases the fibers are covered with a layer of dense alumina that remains
bonded to the matrix.

Figure 4. Fiber roughness appears as a sinusoidal modulation in the push-out curve.

Note the -10 gm wavelength characteristic of the sapphire fiber surface

topography.

Figure 5. Range of results for push-out tests, comparing the behavior of as-HIP'ed
and heat treated specimens. (a) carbon black, (b) colloidal carbon, and
(c) carbon+alumina debond coating. In all cases the carbon is eliminated

during the oxidative heat treatment.

Figure 6. Comparison of the peak sliding stress for each coating and each heat
treatment condition as calculated from the tests illustrated in Figure 5.
Means and standard deviations are derived from a minimum of 5 push-outs

for each coating and heat treatment.

Figure 7. Evidence of fiber pull-out after fracture testing (courtesy of Weber et al.,

[231).
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MODELING TtIE FRACTURE OF FIBERS DURING
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITE CONSOLIDATION

Dana M. Elzey and Haydn N. G. Wadley
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903

ABSTRACT

Metal and intermetallic matrix composites reinforced with continuous fibers are
increasingly being produced by the consolidation of plasma sprayed monotapes. Recently,
there have been reports of significant fiber fracture during the consolidation, particularly
when researchers have sought to use creep resistant matrix materials. A major cause of
this fracture has been shown to be bending at monotape surface asperities (J.F. Groves,
D.M. Elzey and H.N.G. Wadley, Acta Metall. et Mater.). The work reported here extends
previous models of the densification process to predict the evolution of fiber fracture during
hot isostatic or vacuum hot pressing. The model uses a statistical representation of the
monotape roughness and computes bending forces when asperities are deforming (and the
layup densifying) by plasticity, power law creep, or a combination of both. The model is
used to identify where, during consolidation, damage occurs and how it is controlled by the
surface roughness. Model predictions are compared with previously obtained experimental
data for a Ti-24Al-llNb/SCS6 composite.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing interest in metal and intermetallic matrix composites reinforced with

continuous fibers because of their superior specific modulus, strength and creep resistance[1,2].

For example, one emerging system based upon a Ti 3AI+Nb matrix reinforced with 40 vol% of

Textron's SCS--6 ibers has double the ambient specific strength of wrought superalloys and of

some single crystal superalloys at 1100 C[3]. They are viewed as candidate materials for future

aircraft engines and the airframes of high speed aircraft.

These composite systems are difficult to process by either traditional deformation processing

methods because of the low ductility and high creep resistmnce of many of the matrix alloys or

solidification pathways because of the reactivity between fiber and Ti-base matrices. Many novel

methods are being investigated to bypass these limitations including foil-fiber-foil[4), powder

cloth[53, vapor deposition[6J and various thermal spray processes such as induction coupled plasma

deposition (ICPD)[7]. There is growing interest in the ICPD method because of the minimal

contact time between the liquid alloy and the fiber. It results in sheets (usually called monotapes)

containing a single layer of unidirectional fibers surrounded by matrix. These can be layed up and

either hot isostatically or vacuum hot pressed (HIP/VHP) to densify and form a near net shape

component. If this is done at low enough temperature there is only a small amount of further



fiber-matrix reaction.

Recent studies have identified the conditions required to achieve densification and the rnechamsnl-

by which this is accomplished[81. It has led to the development of predictive models that arý au,,
to calculate the temporal evolution of density during an arbitrary temperature and pressure (-vcl,
However experimental studies of monotape consolidation have identified the widespread
occurrence of fiber fracture, a potentially serious drawback to this processing approach!9" 1 ht.'
studies showed that the extent of fiber fracture was sensitive to the conditions used to consolidacia
the monotapes. In particular they indicated that high consolidation temperatures and low
densification rates greatly reduced the fiber damage, at least in the Ti 3AI+Nb/SCS-6 system.
Unfortunately, exposure of the monotapes to extended periods at high temperature during
consolidation results in the dissolution of the fiber's protective coating, deleterious increases in the
fiber-matrix sliding resistance[10] and eventually a loss in the fiber strength[11]. Therefore onm
needs to trade off fiber fracture, interfacial reaction severity and relative density in determing thte

best consolidation conditions.

This could be accomplished empirically but requires many tests and time consuming

characterization with test materials that are expensive, sometimes irreproducible and often
difficult to obtain. In addition, such an approach would have to be repeated each time the matrix
alloy or the fiber or its coating were changed. This can add such great complexity and cost to the
materials development process that it may undermine the incentive to continue a search for

superior materials. Instead of this, we have resorted to a modeling approach that seeks to predict
the fiber fracture rate for any (arbitrary) consolidation cycle. The development of this
micromechanics model is presented here, together with the trends it predicts. It enables one to
identify the properties of potential fiber and matrix systems that retard fiber fracture during
consolidation. Together with the earlier model for densification, it has been explored for use in
model-based, on-line simultaneous control of densification and fiber fracture[12].

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

This study concentrates upon fiber damage during the consolidation of composite monotapes. The
monotapes studied here were produced by winding silicon carbide fibers (Textron's SCS--6 fiber)

on a drum, heating to 1 850" C and rotating/translating this under a stream of plasma melted
Ti-14wt%AI-21wt%Nb (Ti-24at%-11at%Nb) droplets forming a sample such as that shown in
Fig. la[7]. The metal matrix composite monotapes produced this way are characterized by one,

quite rough surface (the one built up by successive droplets), one, much smoother surface (the one

2



in contact with the mandrel) and internal porosity. A full characterization of this geometry caii

be found in [8,9] and a description of the deposit's microstructure (and evolution during the

consolidation thermal cycle) in [13,14].

Near net shape components are subsequently produced by cutting and .;tacking the ninotap-ý ini

suitably shaped cannister or die (Fig. lb) and subjecting them to a consolidation cycle (in a 111'

or VHP) to eliminate porosity and cause diffusion bonding[8]. For sheet-like samples almost all
the consolidation strain is accommodated by a reduction of thickness (widths and lengths show rik
appreciable strains) and so regardless of the process used, consolidation can be thought of as

occurring under constrained uniaxial compression.

A number of potential mechanisms of fiber fracture can be envisioned (Fig. 2). Tensile stresses 1h
the fiber could be generated because of the almost twofold higher thermal expansion coefficient of

the matrix compared to the fiber[15]. A second possibility is that the crystallographic
transformation of the metastable ICPD alloy on heating causes matrix dilatation and fiber
stressing[13,14]. Both of these have been discounted because experiments in which the foils were
thermally cycled (without an applied pressure) showed no fiber damage[91. Additionally, fractures
due to thermal mismatch can be quickly discounted because deposition of the alloy during
monotape formation occurred at a temperature of 800-900" C[7]. Thus, at the start of

consolidation the fibers would be in residual compression after cooling from the ICPD process, and
go into tension only upon heating above the consolidation temperature (usually < 1050- C). A
100-200" C temperature increase could result in tensile fiber stress of 150-300 MPa, too little
compared to measured fiber strengths of 3-4 GPa. A final possibility is that of nonuniform
inelastic flow of the matrix as a result of a spatially nonuniform distribution of porosity; this leads
to a nonuniform distribution of forces along the fiber, resulting in fiber distortion, i.e., axial,
torsional or bend deformations. The experimental work of Groves et al[9] pointed to this as the
source of the damage with the specific mechanism being fiber bending.

The effects due to nonuniform inelastic flow (i.e., fiber bending) can be thought to occur over two

length scales. If on a macroscopic length scale (here, lengths greater than the fiber spacing), a
reginn of the layup has a reduced fraction of matrix, fibers are induced to bend into this region as
densifying matrix flow occurs. If this were sufficiently severe, the fibers might fail.
Microscopically (length scale on the order of a single fiber diameter or less), individual surface
asperities on the rough foil surface may also result in fiber bending and fracture as shown by Fig :1
repreduced from [9]. It is this latter mechanism which experimental observations indicate to be

the most significant and the one for which we develop a model.

3



To be of greatest value, we require the model to predict the cumulative fiber damage during a

consolidation cycle of arbitrary pressure and temperature profile. It must be statistical s., thial

fully captures the features of a randomly rough surface. The model should also be capable,. of

generalization so that the effects of changing fiber properties or the matrix composi nion cuuldI

predicted. Lastly, since one would like to use the model for model-based process (Jptirnizatil,,, M;..

control, it should not require overly extensive computational requirements and in particular 'b,.

use of human intervention during iterative application (i.e., it should not be a finite elemrent

model).

3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

When two monotapes are pressed together fibers may bend (and possibly fracture) becausk' they

are loaded at only the contact points between the two foils (i.e., the points at which the asperiti,.-

of one foil contact the other). As densification proceeds, and the foils are pressed more closely

together, the number of contacting asperities increases and the average spacing decreases Each

fiber span suffers bending depending upon the span length and asperity height which are both

statistical quantities determined by the surface roughness. Given an initial distribution of

asperity spacings and heights, we seek to calculate the distribution of fiber deflections at any given

density. The probability that a given fiber deflection causes fracture can be determined by

calculating the maximum tensile stress (due to the bend deflection) and comparing this with the
fiber strength distribution.

The density and densification rate, which could be obtained experimentally or predicted (given the

applied pressure and temperature cycles) using the model described in [8], is presumed not to be

affected by the bending and fracture of fibers. Conversely, we assume that the deflection of a

given fiber segment is determined by the densification of the surrounding region. This amounts to

saying that the number of fiber segments undergoing bending in a macroscopic volume of

composite and the associated work required to do this, are insignificant relative to the work which
must be expended to effect densification by inelastic matrix flow. Thus the current density and

densification rate are used as input to the fiber fracture model; this results in a displacement

controlled analysis of fiber bending/fracture rather than one based on equilibrium of applied and

internal stresses.

The model's development is presented in two steps. First, we analyze (to obtain the fiber

deflection) an isolated volume element consisting of a representative fiber segment and three

contacting asperities causing bending. The fiber deflects due to the asperities' resistance to

4



deformation. Thle unit cell analysis results in a nnhlinear differt:ital eau , ti.',

density and densif cation rate (inputs to thI, mrodcl ubtained using tlit -.

deflection (the model's output). The second step combines the unit r.p, ,, a

model of a rough surface io calculate the distribution of fiber deflectios. ,arid 1 -1'

probability of fiber fracture) in the macroscopic body

Snr: ye FZber Sqr~nent A nallszs

41g1 illustrates a typical fiber segment forced into three-point bending by asper!ty e0),nta&C

The fiber segment and associated asperities form a unit cell with a length. i. defined by th-

distance between contacting asperities, and a height, 2.z(t) where zt t) is the current r. al

thickness of a compressed foil. The thickness changes with time due to dernsificatiron -f tn '.•:

If D and z are the c -- nt density and thickness, and De and zc the initial values. the,:-I

conservation of mass, z = z. DoD/D which can be calculated using the previously de,. , .-, r,<

for densification[8].

The initial dimensions of the unit cell to be analyzed are given by i, the distance between ad.]actr.i

contacts, and by 2h, where h is the undeformed asperity height. Both i and h vary statistically fr

a rough surface and are thus treated as random variables, but to begin we consider just ornr

combination of these. The fiber segment is taken to be cylindrical and to remain elastic under ah1

conditions. The asperities are treated as deforming plastically and by power-law creep. All

asperities are assumed to have the same radius, corresponding to the mean value (as determinMd

from profilometer data).

A lumped parameter representation of the composite bend unit cell can be used to analyze the

cell's uniaxial response (Fig. 5). The uniaxial viscoplastic behavior of the asperities is modeled

using a linear plastic element with stiffness coefficient, k,, in series with a nonlinear, viscous

dashpot. The response of the fiber in bending is represented by a linear elastic spring of stiffness.

k,. Input is the cell height, z, as a function of time and the output is the deformed asperit.,

height,y, which is related to z and the fiber deflection, v by

I) v = 2 (z-y)

Elementary analysis of a cylindrical, elastic beam in simply-supported, three-point bending gi(ve>

the force-deflection relation for the fiber as:



(2) F = kov

where, for central loading, k, is given by:

4

in which Ef is the Young's modulus and df is the diameter of the fiber.

The bending force, F, arises from the asperities' resistance to deformation. Consider first tnil

plastic response of an asperity. The yield condition can be written:

(3) L> a"

where o is the average stress at the contact, ory is the uniaxial yield strength of the matrix

obtained from a tensile test and 0 is a concentration factor (03 > 1). This factor accounts for til

additional effort needed to overcome the elastic constraint of material surrounding the plastic

zone, which forms within the interior of spherical bodies in contact[16,17). Recent work [16] has

shown f# to be dependent upon the degree of deformation, reaching a maximum value of about 3

and then decreasing for a perfectly plastic material. For the case of Ti-24AI-llNb, which

undergoes work hardening during blunting, f can be approximated by 0 = 3 over the range of

densities concerned (Do • D < 0.9). Rewriting (3) in terms of the applied force and the contact

area, a, gives:

(4) F = 3Uyac

Approximating ac Lv 2r-r(h-y)[17], where r and h are the undeformed asperity radius and height,

respectively, and y is the deformed height gives

(5) F = 6zrry(y-h)

Since the change in asperity height due to plastic deformation is Ayl, = (y-h), F = 6rcr V., or.

defining a plastic stiffness coefficient, k,, as

(6) kp = 6rray,

the uniaxial plastic response of a single asperity is F = k). AVy.

6



Equating (2) and (5), (since the force acting through each element in Fig. 5 must be equal). aiij

using (1) gives Ay, = 2ks/k 1 ,. (z-y), which differentiated, leads to the rate of plastic displaceimn.,i

(7)(

where ( (= 2k,/kp) is the ratio of fiber bend stiffness to the plastic stiffness of the asperity

Next, consider the force when the asperity deforms by power law creep. We assume the uniaxma

stress-strain rate relation for power law creep to be given as:

(8) e =

where n is the creep exponent (often a function of stress and temperature) and where B is a

temperature dependent constant conventionally expressed as 3 = Bcexp(-Q,'/RT). Q, is the
activation energy for power law creep. Rewriting (8) in terms of the asperity height, y and the

force applied to the asperity contact gives

(9) y-=B T n

Solving (9) for the force (F) and equating with the force required to bend the fiber (eq. 2) gives.

(10) 
-c By[2k,(Z_,)]n

[2rr(y-h)J

The total displacement rate for an asperity is the sum of the rates due to creep and plasticity:

y =Yp÷+yc. Inserting expressions (7) and (10) results in a single nonlinear ordinary differential

equation in the asperity height:

(11) 1+'r'-h] + 1-'

Solving (11) for the asperity height, y(t), the fiber deflection is then obtained from (1). lResults ,

the unit cell analysis are presented in §4.1.



3.2 Macroscopic Model

The spray-deposited monotape surface consists of asperities of varying size, height and spac•m•i

As densification proceeds and the monotapes are pressed together, the number of contactin'

asperities increases. This is determined by the probability density function (P1)F) describirni.

distribution of asperity heights, h1,(h). The cumulative fraction of contacting asper iij-:-

obtained by integrating the asperity height PDF (see Fig. 6):

zC

(12) = f mh(h) dh
z

where z0 is the initial (undeformed) foil thickness and z is the current compacted foil thickness If

the lineal density of asperities (including those not yet in contact) is given by p /mi], then th(-

cumulative number of contacts per meter of fiber is

(13) n,.(z) =p Ph

Eqn (13) determines the density of contacts and thus of fiber segments assumed to be subjected to

bending. Since the number of bend segments (per unit length of fiber) is increasing as the

monotapes are pressed together, the mean segment length, 7, must be decreasing. In fact, the

mean length is given by the reciprocal of (13):

(14) ?= 1/n,(z)

Thus although the distribution of asperity heights can be used to determine the mean asperity

spacing, the probability density for the distribution of spacings cannot be inferred. We shall

assume the asperity spacing PDF to be given by VI(e,z) and to be independent of p.j. The

probability that two asperities of undeformed height, h, are separated by a distance, f, is then
Ph(h)" - l(f,z).

Considering a segment of fiber (again of length, 1), in contact with two asperities (of undeformed

height, h), we wish to know the probability that it will fracture at any given deflection. The unit

ce' 'nodel for the response of a single fiber segment, described above can be used to determinc I he

d •ction, given f, h, and z- The maximum tensile stress, ah, in the fiber is related to the fiber

deflection:

df.15) o,, = 6Ef - v

8



The stress required to cause fracture during bending is proportional to the more normally

measured tensile fracture stress, af, by a factor that depends on the fiber volume loaded in

tension[ 181:

(16) '7, = 0f ,

where Vtersioyi and Vefldiing are the volumes of fiber stressed during tension and bending,
respectively. The factor k depends only on the Weibull modulus, m when the fracture strength

follows weakest link statistics. It is found to be 1-45.10- 2 for the SiC fibers considered here

(mn = 13[91). Taking Vtnsion to be the gage length of tensile fiber samples and \ pn'; to be tht

mean asperity spacing (considering asperities of all heights), Vt ,oV , 100. which giwv,

(17) 0", '-ý 1.9. af

The expression in (17) is fairly insensitive to values of Vbending such that for the entire range of

beam lengths encountered in practice (i.e., asperity spacings), the ratio of ajui-f remains 1.9 ± 0.1

The tensile fiber stress is then, from (15) and (17),

(18) af - 6Ef I z- I

where eqn. (1) has been used for the deflection. The deformed asperity height, y, in (18) is

obtained by solution of (11) for a given t, h and foil thickness as a function of time, z(t).

Therefore the fiber stress at time t depends on t, h and the densification history, z(t' ):

orf = uf(,h,z(t'),t). With the fiber stress given by (18), the probability of fracture is pf(rf).

Now, the probability that a fiber of length, I spanning neighboring asperities of undeformed

height, h will fracture at time t, (when each monotape has been compressed to a nominal

thickness, z(t) ), is pl,(h)- d(t,t). pf(e,h,z(t'),t). Integrating this joint probability over all cell

heights and lengths and over time from 0 to r gives:

P Z 0 imax 7d fd

(19) nf(r) p f ,f f {Ft(h)-•1(e,t) . }t h
z(r) tmin 0

where Oaf/Ot (found by differentiating eqn. 18) has been introduced to allow integration of ;f with

respect to time. The integral represents a cumulative probability and must therefore be less thanT

9



or equal to 1. This limits the number of fractures to less than or equal to the number of fiber

segments (nd _ p), an obvious physical requirement.

Application of the model as given by (19) requires determination of the lineal density. j) and 01,

PDF's, 7h, 91 and Vf. The asperity density and 'j and ;,I characterize the rough sujrface and -

easily determined experimentally by stylus profilometry. The surface, which is assumed i, bt.

isotropic, (confirmed in the case of plasma-sprayed foils considered here), is scanned by a fint,

stylus which traces a surface profile and provides digitized output for statistical analysis.

Typically the distributions of both asperity heights and spacings are found to be roughly normai11

(see Fig. 7) and are thus described by

(20a) VIA ) , e-

(20b) e(I) =

where H and 7 are the mean asperity height and spacing, respectively and ui1 and Orl are the

corresponding standard deviations.

The distribution of asperity spacings (20b) changes with time in that 7 and ul both depend on the

current monotape thickness, z(t). The mean spacing is given by (14) while the standard

deviation, or, is determined by assuming that the ratio of at/Z remains constant. Denoting the

mean spacing and standard deviation determined for the total asperity population, i.e.,

irrespective of heights, by 70 and ali, the standard deviation is then given as a function of z as:

(21) or Z) =
70

Eqn. (21) states that the standard deviation of asperity spacings decreases with further

compaction, approaching rlo as tthe relative density approaches 1.

Table I lists the experimentally determined values of all statistical parameters needed to

characterize the surface.
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Table 1. Surface Statistical Data
(plasma sprayed Ti-24A1-llNb/SCS--6)

= 91.06 #im mean asperity height
itj = 39.82 am std. dev. of asperily hcighty

io = 258.18 pim mean asperity spacing
L7 = 108.19 jIm std. dev. of asperity vpacr•c•
p = 3.87. 10-3 AMm1  lineal density of asperiti.1

With the statistical quantities needed to characterize the surface in hand, we turn now to the

PDF for fiber strengths, 9f. Single fiber pull tests (described in detail elsewhere[191) on

as-received SCS-6 (SiC) fibers as well as on fibers removed from the spray-deposited rnonotapct.:

by acid etching revealed a distribution of strengths well described by a Weibull PDF:

(22) R(af) m=-. .f -Iexp [ ff M

where af is the fiber stress as given by (18), o0 is the reference stress (stress below which 37% of

fibers survive) and m the Weibull modulus. The experimentally determined values for 6, and rn

are[91:

ao = 4.45 ± 0.19 [GPa]

m = 13.0 ± 2.1

3.3 Implementation

Implementation of (19) to simulate the evolution of fiber fracture with densification was carried

out as follows: for a given (small) time step, an increment of densification is determined using a

previously developed model[8] which takes as input, an increment in applied stress and

temperature. The resulting density is used to calculate a corresponding monotape thickness, z:

(z = zODO/D for uniaxial compaction), which is then input to the fiber fracture model. For any

given cell size (I and h), the unit cell model (11) is solved over the time range, 0 to 't. The unit

cell solution gives the asperity height within the cell as a function of time, which is used to

calculate the deflection and so the fiber stress and then Vf. As long as the stress in the fiber is

increasing the probability of fracture increases, as indicated by (22). if however, the fiber begin.s

to relax, as can happen when the creep rate of the asperities exceeds the rate of consolidation, Ilie

probability of fracture is set equal to zero. This corresponds with the physical reasoning that if

11



the fiber has not failed at a stress 0f, it will not fail at some stress less than of. The probabilit,.

fracture is explicitly set equal to zero for asperities which have not yet made contact with an

adjacent foil, (i.e., those for which h < z(t)).

By considering the creep response of the asperities in addition to plastic deformation.

time-dependence is entered into the problem formulation and consequently. the cumulative

number of fractures depends not only on the total change in compacted laminate thickness. but ,i

the densification path as well. A process controller has been described which couples the inudell,

with a realtime optimization algorithm to achieve interactive control of densification and fracturv,

during monotape consolidation[12].

As mentioned previously, the monotape thickness is related to the relative density by z = zCDI/D.

which can be used to show that full density is reached before all asperities are brought into

contact with an adjacent foil. For constrained uniaxial compression, the limiting value of z. which

xve denote by z*, is obtained as z- = z0D0. Inserting values measured experimentally for

plasma-sprayed Ti-24A1-llNb/SCS-6 foils, z0 = 91.06 + 3(39.82) = 210 Am and D, = 0.35.

gives - - = 74 Am. If every asperity contact is associated with one fracture, the maximum number

of fractures is = h(h)dh = 3.87-10-3-fl/(vPT'i.39.82)'exp " 9i. ]2jdh -

V* 74

2.57.10-3 or 2.57 fractures/mm. Therefore the contact density (p) actually used in (19) is about

2/3 of the value in given in Table I.

4. Results

The fiber fracture model (19) can be used to predict the evolution of fiber fracture during any

arbitrary process cycle. The only data required are yield and creep strengths of the matrix, elastic

stiffness ; " fracture strength of the fiber and statistical parameters needed to characterize the

monotape surface. Figure 8 shows the evolution of fiber fractures for a laminate of

Ti-24Al-llNb/SCS--6 monotapes, all subjected to the same applied stress cycle, but different

consolidation temperatures. Plotted is the predicted fractures normalized by the number of

potential fractures (n) versus relative density. The effect of increasing the processing

temperature in reducing fractures is apparent: at 950 C, only about 2-3% of potential fractures

are expected. It is also evident from Fig. 8 that most of the damage to fibers is expected to occur

before 80--85% density is reached. It is during this early stage of consolidation that surface

asperity deformation plays a dominant role both in densifying and in causing fiber bending and

fracture. It has been shown experimentally that fewer fractures result if the composite is allowed

12



to densify very slowly at first by applying a low consolidation pressure at high ternperatur,....

after the density has reached 80-857, the pressure can be increased with little additional fiber

damage.

As an example of input to the model, Figure 9 shows the consolidation cycle used to generate th,&

curve in Fig. 8 at 8500 C; the temperature is first allowed to reach its soak value before rainpinI:

the pressure to 100 MPa. The resulting densification curve (predicted using the densificatiOn

model in [8]) is shown at right.

Experimental study of the fiber damage evolution during VHP and HIP of MMC laminates[9] haM-

shown that lower densification rates result in fewer fractures. This is predicted by the model:

Figure 10 shows the normalized number of fractures occurring upto a density of 0.8 as a function

of the average densification rate. The values shown represent a variety of different combinatiunr,

of pressure and temperature; the scatter merely indicates that damage is not purely a function of

the average densification rate. Nonetheless a clear trend is visible: lower densification rates cause

fewer accumulated fractures.

Figure 11 illustrates the relative behavior of two composites, TiAI ('7) and Ti-24A]-llNb (02+3)

matrices reinforced with SiC fibers, under identical processing conditions. The higher creep

resistance of the 7-matrix composite leads to a significantly greater number of fractures.

Experimental results[9] are compared with model predictions in Figure 12. Here, the number of

fractures is shown as a function of process temperat,,re (i.e., the soak temperature at which the

sample was held throughout most of the process cycle). The contours represent different applied

(average soak) pressures. The experimentally determined density of fractures was obtained by

removing the matrix material (acid etch) and then counting fiber segments. The observed

agreement is reasonably good, especially at higher temperatures. Below about 8500 C, the model

overestimates the actual number of fractures.

5. DISCUSSION

Damage or fracture of fibers is a significant technical problem when subjecting continuously

reinforced metal/intermetallic matrix composites to deformation processing; the inherently brittle

(ceramic) fibers are suspended in a porous (compressible) matrix of inelastically flowing

metal/alloy. The observation that fibers may be subjected to bending forces as matrix material

flows inelastically to fill voids, thus leading to densification, underlies a more general premise:

13



that the susceptibility to consolidation induced fiber fracture scales with the initial d-egree t,

inhomogeneity in the spatial distribution of matrix material. In the case of MMC n:)rnotajp,.ý

produced by plasma spray deposition, this inhomogeneity is present in the form of a .tubstaltlm:l

surface roughness arising as the plume of molten metal droplets impact, spread and freeze (.•,,

growing substrate. As a consequence of this surface irregularity, which leads to a substantial
volume of trapped void when the monotapes are stacked prior to consolidation, the transriws-;
applied loads from one foil to the next is initially, very nonuniform. The rnoded we have- descr;il,,
is based on experimental observations (ref [9]), which appear to indicate ti: lactures are
primarily the result of fiber bending caused by forces transmitted at the statistically distributed

asperity contacts.

While little work has been undertaken to date to study the mechanisms of fiber damage and
fracture during deformation processing of MMC's, the current investigation indicates that
mechanical forces imposed on the fibers by the densifying metal matrix may be the nmust crucial
concern at densities below say, 0.85. Once the matrix is fully dense, attention may shift to
mechanisms which have routinely been identified as sources of failure during component service.
such as the matrix/fiber CTE mismatch. The reason for this may be that the matrix transmits
shear stresses much less effectively when highly porous (with areas in which the fibers may have

only a thin coating of matrix), whereas loads normal to the fiber axis are unaffected at the point
of application. A central result is that the initial distribution of matrix material must be made to
be as homogeneous (spatially) as possible - large volume fractions of void will be much more

benign if the void is present in the form of evenly distributed pores which are small relative to thc
fiber diameter. The utility of the fiber bend fracture model in this respect, is that the benefit of
refining the monotape manufacturing process (e.g. to reduce surface roughness), can be

quantitatively weighed against the costs.

In view of the complexity of the deformation and loading geometry, a truly accurate
representation of the evolution of fiber fracture during consolidation cannot realistically be

expected. Rather, the model is intended merely to capture the influence of process variables (e.g
pressure, temperature, time), easily obtained matrix mechanical properties and certain

characteristics of spray deposited monotapes. In attempting to keep the model formulation as
simple as possible, (since the model must be able to operate in real time), a number of

idealizations have been introduced: (i) the fiber segments are treated as bare, although they are
actually bonded with the surrounding porous matrix, (ii) the fiber segments are assumed to be
simply supported as though isolated - the fact that the fibers are continuous and bonded to the

deforming metal matrix makes the actual end constraints much more complicated, (z i i) perfect
three-point bending is treated - in reality, the intermediate loading may occur anywhere betwee,
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the end supports, a'nd ('iv) the deforming asperity contacts are treated as point ioads rather ,

distributed. As a result of these simplifying assumptions, all of which are associated ,itth th,. 1,,:'
cell analysis, the model developed is conservative, i.e., it tends to overestimate the number ,f
fractures. Further comparison with experimental results is needed before actual ina~itquaci> ý,

be identified and the model refined.

SUMMARY

A micromechanics model for predicting the rate of fiber fracture during consolidation processing ,f
spray deposited metal matrix composite monotapes has been presented. Fibers are assumed to
fracture by a mechanism in which segments of the continuous fibers are subjected to bending
caused by nonuniform contact stresses associated with surface roughness. The model incor,,ra,-
statistical parameters characterizing the distribution of matrix material and the fracture strengph
of the fibers. Simulations of fiber fractures during consolidation indicate that most fractures occur
prior to reaching 80--85% density. It is therefore most crucial to monitor and control this type of
fiber damage in the early stages of densification. The model can be used to compare the
susceptibility of various metal matrix composite systems to fiber fracture during consolidation
processing and to optimize process conditions such that fiber damage (in balance with other

requirements) can be minimized.
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Ia. Cross-section of a SiC fiber-reinforced metal matrix composite monotape produced
by plasma deposition showing surface roughness and internal porosity.
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Abstract

Composite toughness is well known to be a function of the fiber/matrix interface properties. The

effect of processing on the interface properties however is not well understood. This investigation

is concerned with studying interface properties of a SCS-6/Ti 24A1 11 Nb (at%) composite. The

composite was consolidated with a foil/fiber/foil technique at 1040 °C for 30 to 240 mnn. A

uniaxial constrained pressure of 100 MPa was applied in a vacuum hot-press (VHP). The reaction

zone thickness increased with processing time and a model was proposed to predict the measured

reaction zone thickness. Radial cracking was observed in the matrix around the fiber. Radial

damage increased with processing time indicating a possible decrease in residual stress. A push-

out test measured the debond strength (Cd) and sliding resistance (T.) of the fiber/matrix interface.

Both Td and ;s are constant until the reaction zone thickness reaches a value of 1.4 to 1.5 gm. An

increase in Td and "s was observed for reaction zone thicknesses greater than 1.5 4tm, The

increase is attributed to a change in the debond crack during the pushout test. These results can

then be incorporated into existing densification [ 13] and fiber fracture [I 1 ] models to determine

optimal processing conditions.



1 Introduction

In a continuous unidirectional reinforced (CUR) composite, fibers are added to a

matrix material to improve its stiffness, strength, creep resistance and (in some cases)

toughness. Properties such as stiffness and strength in the fiber direction are often

modeled as a weighted average of the fiber and matrix properties using the rule of

mixtures [1,2]. However other properties such as toughness [2,33 (and strength [4.5])

depend on fiber debond and pullout from the matrix (especially in brittle matrix

composites) and do not obey a model as simple as the rule of mixtures. Tie work of fiber

pullout usually enhances the fracture toughness over a rule of mixtures prediction [2,3]

and is a function of the properties of the fiber/matrix interface. Thus, the performance of

composies depends both on the properties of their constituents (fiber and matrix) and the

interface between them.

The extreme reactivity between today's typical metal matrix materials (e.g. Ti

alloys and intermetallics) and fiber reinforcements (such as SiC or A120 3) has led to the

development of several solid state methods for composite synthesis. One technique

alternates layers of matrix alloy foil and aligned fibers to produce a foil/fiber/foil preform.

A derivative of this foil/fiber/foil technique was developed at NASA Lewis Research

Center in Cleveland, OH. They produced porous foils (or powder cloths) by tape casting

alloy powders combined with an organic binder [112,113]. The third process involves

consolidation of a composite preform composed of spray deposited foils (monotapes)

which contain embedded fibers [9,10]. More recently a technique has been developed

which deposits matrix material on cold single fibers by a vapor deposition process [11,12].

The matrix coated fibers are randomly or closed packed into a composite preform and

consolidated without additional alloy foil or powder. All of these preforms are

consolidated using either vacuum hot-press (VHP) or hot-isostatic press (HIP) techniques

[7,8]

The consolidation process is difficult to optimize. First an appropriate temperature



and pressure cycle must bc determined to ensure complete consolidation. Untl recentl.

such a processing cycle was determined by trial and error and had to be repeated for each

new fiber/matrix combination. Today with densification models such as that of Elzev and

Wadley [131, a good estimate of a processing cycle to accomplish densification can be

determined at a work station before conducting any experimentation.

A second issue in CUR composite processing is fiber fracture 16,141. Pank ei al [6]

found a significant decrease in composite tensile strength and connected this with the

fracture of fibers during processing. More recently, Groves [.14] and Elzey and \Vadley

[111] have systematically evaluated the conditions that lead to fiber fracture during the

processing of monotape preforms, and a detailed predictive model has been developed.

This model can be used with the densification models already developed to define process

cycles that both densify the preform and eliminate fiber fracture.

Fiber/matrix reactions have also been reported to accompany consolidation [ 15-

29] and cause a loss of composite performance [30,311. These reactions and their kinetics

have been quite thoroughly studied after consolidation [ 15-29), and their properties have

been investigated in some detail [32-39]. However, little has been done to determine the

effect of processing on these interfaces or to establish the effect of interfacial structure

(which must be a function of processing conditions) on properties. Thus, there is not a

clear understanding of the interface structure/property/process relationships for interfaces

in metal/intermetallic matrix composites. Since interface properties affect the bulk

composite properties (i.e. toughness), it is essential that they be understood and modeted

so that optimal consolidation processing pathways can be found. The work reported here

seeks to contribute to this.

The objective of the study has been to begin to develop a basic understanding of

the structre/property relationships of the fiber/matrix interface as a function of processing

condition for a representative TI3AI aluminide matrix (Ti 24at%Al 11 at%Nb) reinforced

with three reinforcements of topical interest; SiC (SCS-6 and Sigma SM1040) and A120 3



(Saphikon) fibers. Foil/fiber/foil preforms consolidated in a vacuum hot-press produ1ced

composite test coupons. The effect of systematic variations of the process conditions on

the interface reaction kinetics has been observed and analyzed. A model is developed to

predict the evolution of the reaction thickness during processing. In addition,

accompanying changes to the microstructure of the fiber/matrix interface and surroundin,

matrix have been observed. They appear to have a significant effect on the radial cracking

behavior and this may affect the interfacial properties by relaxation of residual stresses. A

pushout test method was used to estimate the debond and sliding properties of these

interfaces. These were then correlated with the debond surfaces to identify the

microstructural features that control them. The results have been used (in conjunctioi;

with recently developed models of densification and fiber damage) to design optimal

consolidation cycles for this difficult to process material class of composites.



2 Background

The work of this thesis addresses the processing of a two specific composite

systems - Ti 24AI 11Nb reinforced with either SiC (both Textron's SCS-6 and Sigma

SM1040 fiber) or a single crystal A120 3. It is helpful to the non-expert to review some

important background: namely composite processing, characteristics of the constituents

(fiber and matrix), and the current understanding of the microstructure and properties of

the fiber/matrix interface.

2.1 Processing

Processing of metal and intermetallic matrix composites with reactive matrices

and fibers proceeds by a sequence of (sometimes complicated) steps. The first is the

formation of a composite preform. The preform can be a stack of foil/fiber/foils (fig. la),

monotapes of aligned fibers embedded in plasma sprayed foil (fig. I b), matrix coated

fibers randomly (or closed) packed (fig. Ic) or a fiber mat in between powder cloth foils

(fig. Id)

Processing with foil/fiber/foil preforms has been widely used in the fabrication of

CUR composites. However, the lack of ductility for some matrices (e.g. alummnides)

makes the production of foil difficult. If the foil cannot be rolled to the proper thickness, it

is often chemically milled [41], but this is an expensive solution. Another technique of

making foils from difficult to roll materials is called the powder cloth method [112]. A

powder cloth is a mixture of alloy powder and organic binder which is tape casted into a

foil [113]. The aligned fibers of the preform must also be held in position by an organic

binder (often an acrylic polymer) or by a cross-weave of metallic ribbon such as Nb or Mo

(but preferably the matrix alloy composition if this can be fashioned into a ribbon). Prior

to consolidation any organic binder must be fully off-gassed to minimize interstitial

contamination of the matrix [41,42]. A high interstitial content (particularly oxygen in Ti
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alloys) decreases the ductility of Ti 24A1 llNb significantly 142,431. Doble et al. 1•41

have also suggested that interstitial contamination (from the vacuum environment or by

surface diffusion of elements from the fiber) may results in foil surf.aces resistant to bond-

ing and prone to latter delamination. The cross-weave ribbon also may decrease compos-

ite properties such as high temperature time dependent creep/fatigue properties for reasons

that are not fully understood [41].

The search for solutions to these problems led to the development of monotape and

matrix coated fiber prefonrs. For these the matrix material is either vapor deposited

(sputtered, or e-beam evaporated) to form a matrix coated fiber or melted and sprayed onto

fibers wound around a mandrel to form a monotape [9-12]. The monotapes produced by

molten droplet deposition typicaly have one smooth side corresponding to the side in

contact with the mandrel during deposition and a much rougher side corresponding to the

last deposited matrix (see figure 9 in ch. 3). To fabricate a composite from monotapes, one

stacks the tapes with the fibers oriented unidirectionally or in any other configuration (i.e.

00/-1900/00). The obvious advantage of this technique is that no binder or cross-weaving

ribbon is needed. However, spalling of fiber coatings sometimes occurs during the

spraying process and fiber fracture during consolidation can be extensive unless a high

(usually higher than is require to densify) consolidation temperature is used [14]. Though

binder contamination is not a problem, interstitial contamination of the matrix may occur

during plasma spraying and should be controlled [441. Matrix coated single fiber preforms

have many of the same advantages and disadvantages of monotapes. But there is an added

flexibility of fabricating hoop or radially reinforced ring structures [ 11] and the difficulty

of consolidation is significantly lessened for close-packed preforms [114].

Preform consolidation can be conducted in either a vacuum hot-press (VHP) or

hot-isostatic press (HIP); the preform is placed in a vacuum environment and an

appropriate temperature and pressure profile is chosen to achieve full density. A typical

temperature and pressure prof.l. to accomplish Lhis is shown in figure .I The specific.



conditions of pressure, temperature and time are determined by the composite system and

preform. Generally; foillfiber/foil preforms are the most difficult to densify because

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

T3 -

TC5

S4-5 h~r 2 ha" 5-6 hr

PC

Time

Figure 2 Temperature and pressure profiles for consolidation of metal matrix
composites (for Ti 24A! llNb, Tc = 1000 'C and P. = 100 MPa)



matrix material must flow a significan: distance to fully) densify. The matrix coated fiber

preform with hexagonal closed-packed fiber arrays are the easiest [1141. Conditions are

chosen so that both densification and fiber fracture reach desired goals.

In general, the process cycle can be divided into three stages. Stage I constitutes

the ramp to consolidation temperature. Stage 2 begins as the pressure is applied (usually

after the consolidation temperature is achieved to avoid fiber fract;:.e) and includes the

time at the "soak" temperature (Tc) and pressure (P.). Stage 3 corresponds to the decrease

in temperature and pressure from the Stage 2 levels. The process parameters that define

these stages in combination with material properties determine the densification rate,

matrix microstructure, fiber/matrix reactions, fiber integrity (damage) and ultimate

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch residual stress. For a given composite

system, the properties of the consolidated composite depend both on the chosen preform

type and the processing parameters. Understanding the effect of both on composite

properties is critical to the development of "best practices" for producing high

performance composites.

Consolidation process development has thus far largely been a trial and error

process. Doble and Kumnick's review of the consolidation of (SCS-6 (SiC fiber)

reinforced Ti 24AI I INb) composites from foil/fiber/foil preforms reported the process as

a collection of empirical rules [41]. They ranked the fabrication variables in order of their

importance to composite performance:

1) Clean vacuum environment

2) Minimize residual stress

3) Minimize temperature and pressure

The purpose of keeping the vacuum system clean was to avoid interstitial absorption by

the foil. Residual stress between the fiber and matrix should be minimized because the
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resulting tensile hoop stress in the matrix induces radial cracks to form around the tiber

[41,82-86]. Although Doble and Kumnick list the temperature and pressure as important

fabrication variables, they viewed the most important affect of temperature to be on the

fiber/matrix reaction which were neglected as sufficiently small. However, intuitively one

would expect the extent of interfacial reactions (a function of processing) to affect debondi

sliding properties and it is well known that decreasing the sliding resistance between the

fiber and matrix affects both fatigue and toughness [2,3,45,46]. Hanusiak et al. [43] dis-

cussed the fiber/matrix interface solely from the viewpoint of the role of a fiber coating in

protecting fiber strength during processing; the effects of processing on the structure and

properties of the interface were neglected. It is probably the case that an interface coating

must be "engineered" to provide the desired interfacial mechanical properties in the as

processed state (Optimal sliding properties in intermetallic composites are thought to be

around 100 MPa [116]). This lack of insight results in selection of sub-optimal processing

conditions and a failure to realize the full potential of these types of composite systems.

Trial and error may find consolidation parameters that produce a fully dense

material, but when additional factors such as fiber fracture, fiber/matrix reactions and

residual stress are considered, a new set of parameters for densification experiments are

required. A large test matrix is require to examine each factor which would be time

consuming and very costly. Thus, the large number of quality concerns that must be

controlled during composite processing (density, residual stress, matrix microstructure/

ductility, fiber strength/integrity, and fiber/matrix reactions) make it almost impossible to

use trial and error to optimize all concerns.

Predictive model development seems to be the only realistic approach to the

optimization of composite design and processing. Recently several pertinent models have

been published. Elzey and Wadley developed a densification model for the plasma spray

monotape preforms [13). Whilst at Rockwell Science Center, Bampton et al. [47]

developed a densification model for foil/fiber/foil preforms. Residual stresses due to the
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CTE mismatch have long been the subject of predictive models [48-51 . Fiber inighriy or

damage has been modelled for monotapc preforms by Elzey and Wadlev 111 ] and Elzey,

Groves and Wadley [52]. The simultaneous use of these models at a workstation allows

an "intelligent" temperature and pressure profile to be chosen for any system with known

mechanical properties. However, models are lacking for the prediction of fiber/matrix

reactions (and their affect on the interface properties) for the fibers and coatings of imerest

today.

2.2 Material

2.2.1 Fiber

Today's most common fiber for use in Ti alloy (or intermetallic) matrices is a SiC

fiber. The SiC fiber (or monofilament) was first developed in the 1960's. Today there are

two sources of this basic SiC monofilament: British Petroleum (BP) and Textron Specialty

Materials (Textron - formally Avco Corp.). Both monofilaments are produced by

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of SiC on either a heated tungsten wire or carbon fiber

substrate [53). BP produces Sigma monofilaments that are almost identical to the SiC

fibers developed in the 60's and 70's. It has a 12 jim tungsten core and a diameter of

about 100 gim [54]. These monofilaments have either no coating (SM1040) or a dual

coating of carbon and titanium diboride (SM1240). Textron produces SiC monofilaments

using a 33 jim carbon core with a total diameter of about 140 jim [55]. They have

developed a series of fibers; designated SCS-2, SCS-6, and SCS-8. The most significant

difference between these SCS type fibers are their surface coatings. The SCS-2 fiber has a

single I jim thick C-rich (SCS) coating. The SCS-6 fiber has a dual C-rich coating that is

3-5jim thick. The coating on the SCS-8 fiber is C-rich near the fiber and increases to

stoichiometric SiC at the surface and is I jim thick [551. Both the SCS-2 and SCS-8 fibers

were originally intended as reinforcements for aluminum matrices whereas the thicker

coated SCS-6 has become the preferred choice for the more reactive titanium matrices



[56].

Single crYstal AI 20 3 monofilaments with c-axis orientations are now also

available from Saphikon Inc. and is one of growing interest for reinforcement of

aluminides (and ceramic matrix composites) The diameters are produced in diameters

that from 25 to 150 ý.Im. The fibers are grown by an edge-defined, film-fed growth process

(patented in 1971 by Labelle [57]). It entails drawing molten AI1 01 out of a molybdenum

capillary tube using an OX-A120 3 seed. At present Saphikon is available as an uncoated

fiber (there is a polymeric sizing for handling purposes [58]), but work is in proeress at

several institutions to design an appropriate coating to expand its use in reactive Ti alloys

matrices where its CTE is a better match with the matrix than SIC.

Some typical properties of the Sigma, SCS-6 and Saphikon fibers are given in

Table 1.

Table 1: Fiber Properties

Ultimate Elastic CTE
Fiber Strength Modulus Densig (106/oC) Ref.

(GPa) (GPa) (gcm R.T.

Sigma (SM 1040) 3.75 400 3.86 3.4, 103] .4

Textron (SCS-6) 3.5 - 4.4 410 3.15 3.4 [103] 55

Saphikon 2.5 460 3.97 5.0a 59

a. C-axis

2.2.2 Fiber Coatings

Wawner [53] has reviewed some of the underlying reasons for SiC fiber coating

development. Originally a thin carbon coating was used on SiC fibers to improve

handlibility (i.e. to reduce the generation of surface flaws). The coating was also thought

to minimize the stress concentration ability of the SiC grain structure known as the Joffe



Effect. However, it was found that this type of coating caused wettabilty problems with

both metal and epoxy matrices and in the case of metals, failed to protect the fibers from

reactions with the matrix. The TiB,/C and SCS coatings of the Sigma and SCS fibers are

the result of attempts to solve these problems. Other coatings suggested by Kieschke e, al.

[60] include diffusion barrier oxide coatings (Y20 3, HfO2 , ZrO2) and duplex coatings

consisting of various refractory metallic layers overlaid with a rare earth oxide.

The polymeric sizing (methylcellulose) on the Saphikon fiber is a water soluble

coating developed only for protection during handling. It must be removed before

consolidation in any matrix. The AI20 3 does react in titanium matrices [61-63] and

therefore, should have an additional co-Eing to protect it during consolidation. HfO, and

Y203 coatings have been studied as well as duplex coatings of YO 3 and Mo [ 12].

Mackin et al. [39] has also studied duplex coatings with an outer coating of a dense Ai 203

and an inner coating of either carbon or a carbon/A120 3 mixture.

One purpose for protecting fibers from reactions is to avoid strength degradation

[30,31,77]. Theoretically if perfect bonding is assumed, fiber strength degrades after the

reaction zone has reached a critical thickness [30,311. However, Smith et al. '641

suggested that when fiber/matrix debonding occurs, fiber strength degrades when the

reaction reaches the load bearing portion of the fiber. Indeed, the strength of SCS-6 fibers

do not apparently degrade in titanium matrices until the SCS layers are entirely consumed

[65-671 suggesting fiber/matrix debonding occurs [64]. If the interface reacts during

service conditions, minimizing the extent of reactions during processing will extend the

useful high temperature life of the composite. Understanding the reaction kinetics during

processing is necessary if this is to be accomplished.

2.2.3 Matrix

The alloy chosen for this study, Ti 24A1 I INb, is an aL2 + 3 alloy. The 0C2 rhase of

the Ti - Al system is an ordered phase with a DO19 crystal structure. The P precipitates



have a bcc smn:cture [72,731. The P-phase improves ductility and its vol.ume fraction can

be increased by the addition of niobium, a beta stabilizer [72,74-. The 12 [3 a!iov ha>;

distinct improvement in room temperature ductility over a stoichiometric Ti;A!, U- a!iov

[72,74). The service temperature in air is limited to less than 650 °C due to oxidatic, n

problems. If the alloy is in a protected environment where creep Iz the concern, the alloy

could be used up to 815 0C [741

The microstructure of this alloy is sensitive to thermal history and may differ

widely depending on the processing conditions used. Koss et a!. [72] indicate that the

microstructure may have a baskýtweave, aligned Widmanstatten or an equiaxed cc- +

transformed P structure. The final microstructure depends on the solution heat treatment

and whether the material is aged. A pseudo binary diagram of Ti3AI and Nb is shown in

figure 3. Processing in the 3 - phase region followed by a slow cool or rapid cool with a

1400- 7--r11413 T I --m I _T "' ' t [
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Figure 3 Pseudo binary diagram of Ti3 AI and Nb

subsequent high :emperature zge produces an aligned Widmanstatten or basketweave

structure respectively. Equiaxed (X2 grains with precipitated 0 on the grain boundaries are

produced when processing in the (X2 + P3 region with no subsequent aging 1721. Since the
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temperature of processing for a Ti 24A1 11 Nb matrix composite is in ti C.2 -,3 region t:
1000) °C), an equiaxed (P structure with f3 on the grain boundaries is typically observed

[75,76,1.

The mechanical properties are dependent on the ricrostructure 1117,1181. For

example the yield strength as a function of temperature is shown in figure 4 for an

equiaxed -2 + [ microstructure (rolled sheet [76]) and a \Vidmanstaiten or basket\keave

microstructure ([ solutioned [107]). Other properties are given in table 2.
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Figure 4 Temperature dependence of yield strength for Ti 24AI llNb

Table 2: Material Properties for Ti 24AI llNb

Young's Density CTE (R.T.) Ductility
Modulus (g/cm) 106/C R.T.

(GPa)

100 [13] 4.6 [13) 9.0 [51] 2- 5% [40]

2.3 Fiber/Matrix Interface

Understanding why certain reaction products are formed at the fiber/matrix



interface, analyzing the reaction kinetics, and measuring the subsequent inter.face

properties is necessary for process optimization. The majority of work reported to date

characterizes the reaction products and models isothermal kinetics for service cxonditns

which are lower in temperature than processing [1 5-291. Only recently - with the

development of pushout and pullout tests - have the interface properties been direc,.,

studied [32-39,68]. Their relationship with structure has not yet been established.

2.3.1 Characterization of Interface Reaction

SiC (Sigma, SCS-6) fibers react in titanium alloys [77-81]. The reaction product

of the Sigma (SM1040 an uncoated fiber) and commercially pure titanium results mainly

in TiC and Ti5 Si 3 [78,791. Small amounts of Ti3SiC 2 were also repo-tedly found adjacent

to the fiber [781. It is suspected that similar carbides and silicides with variations due to Al

and Nb would be present in a Ti 24A1 11 Nb/Sigma reaction zone. The reaction between

SCS-6, a coated fiber, and Ti 24A1 llNb has been extensively studied and shown to result

in a two phase reaction zone [77,80,81]. The inner zone consisted of a mixture of

(Ti,Nb)C(l.x) + (Ti,NbAI)sSi 3 while the outer zone was determined to be (Ti,Nb)3AIC +

(TI,Nb,AI) 5 Si 3 [80]. As yet there is not a fundamental understanding of how the rcaction

product evolves. Bowden et al. [28] viewed the formation of a multi-layered reaction

zone as a sequence of individual events, but they state that it is more likely that the

different layers are formed simultaneously. The kinetics of the individual reaction layers

is unknown because researchers have only measured the total thickness of the reaction

zone which includes all the reaction layers. The difficulty is that TEM is often required to

observe the individual reaction layers. This leaves the reaction zone thickness as the only

parameter for the evolution of the interface structure.

In a 2 + 03 alloys such as Ti 24AI llNb, a P3 depleted zone is also observed around

the fibers [77,80,81]. In a .lition, radial cracking in the 0 depleted zone is observed

[41,75,82-86]. There is evidence the radial cracks initiate in the reaction zone and

propagate into the [3 depleted zone [83]. Generally, the cracks are arrested at the edge of
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the 13 depieted zone, but after processing under extreme conditions (100 hrs at 980 'C)

they may propagate into the (x2 + 13 region [83]. The radial cracking problem is found in a

number of titanium alloy matrix composites [84,85,881, but is more prevalent in the U, +

13 alloys where an embrittled P3 depleted zone forms[41,82,861. Since the interface

properties are a function of residual stress acting on the fiber [33-39], relieving stress by

cracking may affect these properties.

Single crystal A]20 3 reacts readily with titanium [61-63]. Tressler et al [62]

concluded the reaction zone consisted of a titanium oxide layer adjacent to the fiber and a

Ti3 At phase adjacent to the titanium matrix. More recently M, isra [6! I found only Ti3 AI

as a reaction product in Al 2 03/Ti diffusion couples. While for Al 203/Ti3Al diffusion

couples, he found only TiAI to be the reaction product. For a Al2O3fri 24A] 11 Nb

composite, Hisung [87] has observed a dual phase reaction zone. Hisung reported an

amorphous titanium oxide phase with embedded T1O crystals adjacent to the fiber. The

second phase corresponded to TiAI. A 03 depleted zone and radial cracking are also

observed to accompany processing.

2.3.2 Interface Reaction Kinetics

The growth of the reaction and f3 depleted zones are believed to be diffusion

controlled processes [20,33,94]. The diffusion of titanium through the reaction zone

appears to be the rate controlling process (in SCS-6 and Sigma composites) during the

growth of the reaction zone in isothermal heat treatments (800 - 1000 °C) [77,89]. In the

A1203/fi and Al203/Ti 24A1 1INb composite systems, a diffusion mechanism is also

thought to control the growth of the reaction zone [61,621, but the rate controlling step and

diffusing element are unknown. Two possible mechanisms for the growth of the 13

depleted zone in a SCS-6/Ti 24A1 1 Nb composite have been proposed 182]. In one

carbon (an aL2 stabilizer) from the C-rich SCS layer could diffuse into the 13 phase causing

the 03 precipitates to transform into a 2. Alternatively Ti and Nb may be consumed (to
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form carbides and silicides) proportionally faster than the Al (an CX2 stabilizer). The

enhanced aluminum concentration would then be available to stabilize the Q2 against f3

transformations. Similar mechanisms could explain the 03 depleted zones in the Al2OVFI

24Al 1 INb system where now oxygen assumes the previous role of carbon.

By assuming diffusion of a matrix element through the reaction zone to be the rate

controlling step, Gundel [77] has derived a growth rate equation

d5 k2

dt 25

where S is the reaction zone thickness; t is the time and k is a rate constant. Assuming k is

constant with time, eqn. 1 can be integrated to give:

8 = kt /2 [21

The rate constant obeys an Arrhenius relationship of the form

k = koexp (--T) [3]

where R and T are the gas constant and absolute temperature respectively; ko is a

preexponential constant; Q is an apparent activation energy defined as one half the

activation energy for diffusion of the matrix element (probably TI) in the reaction zone

[901. Since k is assumed constant with time, both Q and T must be constant with time. In

other words eqn. 2 is valid for isothermal temperatures and an unchanging mechanism of

growth (matrix element diffusing through the reaction zone). The kinetic constants for the

reactions between SCS-6 and A120 3 fibers and titanium alloy matrices are well

documented [16,18,77], and summarized in table 3.

Processing kinetics may be more complicated then the above model. There are



concerns about the mechanisms of growth. It is uncertain if diffusion of a matrix element

through the reaction zone will control the reaction during initial growth. In addition, a

significant portion of processing time is spent in a temperature ramp or cooling (non-

isothermal conditions).

Table 3: Reaction Kinetic Properties

Temp.
Fiber Matrix Q (KJ/mole) k. (m/s1 /2 ) Range * Reference

(DC)

SCS-6 Ti 24AI llNb 134 2.9 x 10-' 800- 1000 [77)

142 (16]

132 2.0x 10-3  800-1000 [18]

A120 3  Ti 108 2.1 x 10-3 650-925 [17]

" Ti 24AI IINyb 110 4.5 x 10-4 800- 1000 [18]

* Temp. Range defines the range of temperatures used in experimentally determining Q and k,.
These constants are often taken as valid at lower temperatures.

2.3.3 Interface Property Measurement

The recent immergence of pushout/pullout tests for single fibers in composites has

allowed the study of interface mechanical properties [33-39,68,75,92,96]. It is convenient

C7

Figure 5 Pushout test schematic
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to divide interface properties into two categories: debonding and sliding. Debond proper-

ties measure the ability of a matrix crack to deflect and propagate along a fiber/matrix

interface (figure 6). They can be characterized by a mode 2 fracture energy, Fj and a deb-

ond sliding resistance, Ts. Physically F1i measures the energy required to create two new

surfaces at an interface (i.e. chemical debonding) and the ability of the region to dissipate

energy (e.g. through crack tip plasticity or reaction product cracking). After a crack has

propagated over an interface, debond sliding may subsequently occur between the newly

formed surfaces (it may also accompany the stable crack growth during the debonding

event of a pushout test). T. measures the resistance to these typically small sliding dis-

placements that occur in practice (believed to be < 5 p.tm) [33,931. The sliding resistance

is often considered a function of the radial residual clamping pressure

[33,34,36,38,39,92,96]. At large fiber displacement (>_ 5 gtm), sliding resistance can be

affected by fiber roughness [34,38,91,92] in addition to residual clamping stresses. In a

pushout test, large displacement sliding resistance can be measured. Thus a pullout/push-

out sliding resistance, Tp, (initially equal to but distinguished from *ts) is introduced to

describe the large displacement behavior and should be used when discussing the effects

of fiber pullout on composite properties. In the limiting case when large displacement

concerns can be neglected, Tqp equals Ts.

In both ceramic and titanium matrix composites, research has focused on the effect

of fiber roughness on sliding properties [34,36,38,39,91,92] and the effect of fiber coatings

on both debond and sliding properties [39,68,91,94]. Although, the effect of reactions on

interface properties has been investigated in thin plate samples [951, a clear understanding

of its effect on interface properties in composites is still lacking.
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Figure 6 Fiber/Matrix debonding in a brittle matrix composite [from ref. 91]

Pullout more accurately simulates composite tensile failure, but a single fiber

pullout specimen is difficult (and time consuming) to prepare. By comparison, specimens

for pushout tests are relatively easy to prepare and multiple tests can be performed on a

single multi-fiber specimen. The concern with the pushout test is the interpretation of the

measurements. Difficulties arise because of the complexity of the stress state in the

compressed fiber, relief of residual stresses [331 and bending effects [35].

Micromechanical models [33,35,92,96] have recently been developed to aid the

analysis and design of pushout tests and to enable one to calculate Ti and T. from pushout

data (figure 7). Koss, Kallas and Hellmann [35,105] investigated the possibility of debond

initiation at the specimen back-face (opposite the applied stress) because of induced

bending stresses. They found to in order to avoid significant bending affects (which can

cause mode I interface failure at the sample back-face) from corrupting the

measurements, the ratio of the specimen thickness to the diameter of the support base hole

(figures 5 and 11) must be greater then two. More recently this group also concluded that
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even when the bending stresses are avoided by electroplating Ni on the back-face leaving

a hole equal in size to the fiber, crack initiation still occurs at the back-face [106].

However, in general when bending stresses can be ignored, debond crack initiation is

assumed to occur on the top-face and propagate down to the back-face

[33,34,36,38,39,92,96]. The most extensive analysis to date using this assumption is by

Liang and Hutchinson (LH) [331.

They determined the applied stress, Tai (defined as positive), required to initiate

the debond crack is given by

+ 2 F ' +2 EB [4]

where

B2 =(1 +v f) (1- 2vf)E+ (1 +v)Ef [51B2= (I -VP)E + (I+ +v) Ef 5

0ai is the stress in the embedded fiber being pushed out. Ef and Vf are the Young's modu-

lus and Poisson ratio of the fiber while E and V are for the surrounding region (matrix). 0z

is the axial residual compressive stress in the fiber (defined as positive). It opposes the

applied stress and must be overcome to initiate debonding [92,93]; 1"i is the mode 2 deb-

ond toughness (or fracture energy) of the interface and Rf is the fioer radius. 0 ai is repre-

sented in the applied/displacement curve as the first point of deflection from linearity

(figure 7). The non-linear portion represents stable crack extension along the interface.
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Figure 7 Applied Stress/Displacement Curve for Push-out

In this test as the debond crack propagates, the debonded portion of the fiber may

slide relative to the matrix with a "debond" sliding resistance characterized by ;s [33]. .s

is measure from the applied stress after the load drop (Aa): Ts = 20a '/Rf. At this point the

fiber has only been displaced a few microns [33], therefore the effects of large fiber

displacement (> 5 gm) are neglected. LH models the Ts as a combination of a constant

term (T.) and a coulombic friction term:

'T$ = 'TO+ ýLc, 16]

where g and Gr are the coulomb friction coefficient and the radial (compressive) stress

across the interface (compressive stress is defined here as positive). cYr is controlled

mostly by the CTE mismatch between the fiber and matrix and only weakly by the differ-

ence in Poissons ratio [97]. LH have speculated that To is controlled by fiber roughness.

However fiber roughness is not thought to be significant until after large fiber displace-



ment (> 5 grm) [93]. Thus it is reasonable to assume To = 0 during debonding and T. is

defined only as coulombic

= c [71

Now a frictional contribution due to sliding of the debonded portion of the fiber

can be added to eqn. 3 to describe the non-linear portion of the curve from Gaj to o' in

figure 7. The applied stress (Ca) becomes

+= 2+2 i, (e;) +( CFr(e;-1);? [81]

where

(vf-(vf E [91( -= (I +v) Ef

Fi, Ef, Vf, E, Vf, Ozr, OYRf, B2 and g.t are defined above. eý is a function of the debond

crack length, 1. LI- determined that complete debonding (the point which defines the deb-

ond strength Td; t d = 2(Y*/Rf) occurs at the onset of unstable crack growth when 1 = t -

1.5Rf where t is the specimen thickness.

After debonding, the compressive axial stress (Oz) of the pushed out fiber section

is relieved and the radial compressive stress across the interface becomes Or - BIoz. The

applied stress to cause further sliding (aa') then becomes

(ar-Biad) (e;d 1);ýd 2B ____o "'= (e1  -B);pdd-[10]
aB1 Rf

where d is the fiber length remaining in contact with the matrix and equals t just after deb-

onding.1 Aa is calculated by subtracting eqn. 10 from eqn. 8 where 1 = t- 1.5Rf.
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With equations 7,10 and 11, the measured results for G* (or Td), a ' (or Ts) and

AO and either predicted or measured values for the residual stresses, both Ti and gt may

be calculated.

In brittle matrix composites a debond criteria has been developed [98] to

determine the fiber and interface properties required to cause crack deflection at the

interface. This debond criteria is a function of the ratio fji/Ff (where Ef is the mode I

fracture energy of the fiber). A matrix crack approaching perpendicular to an interface

will be deflected up (or down) rather then penetrating through the interface if Fi/F'f is less

then the ratio of the energy release rate of deflection to the energy release rate of

penetration. This critical value depends on the elastic mismatch constant, a - _-- _E

E Ef E
E - ), and is shown on the following page.

1. LH assumed no significant changes occurred in the sliding properties at large displacements (i.e.
"TP = T')
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Figure 8 Debond diagram for brittle matrix composites [from ref. 91]
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3 Experimental Procedure

The objective of this research was to begin to understand the structure/pr,,perty/

processing relationships for the fiber/matrix interface of SiC (and to lesser extent A120 3)

fiber reinforced composites. Processing temperature and pressure profiles were chosen to

vary the reaction zone thickness and the residual stresses, and both coated and uncoated

fibers were consolidated in a Ti 24AI 11N'b matrix to determine their effect on interface

properties. An investigation was also conducted to observe Stage I consolidation of a foil!

fiber/foil preform.

3.1 Material

Plasma sprayed Ti 24AI llNb (at%) foil (figure 9) was supplied by GE in Lynn,

Ma. The plasma spray process [9,10,14] deposits molten matrix material onto a spinning

drum. The resulting foil is about 250 gtm thick and has one rough side and one smooth

side. To avoid the detrimental effects of surface roughness upon fiber damage [14], the

roughness was removed. The foil was cut into discs (3.2 cm in diameter) by

electrodischarge imachining or grinding. The smooth side of the discs were then attached

to the bottom of a cylinder (diameter = 3.8 cm, heigl.! = 7.5 cm) using double sided tape.

The rough side was then ground to a 180 grit finish. In addition, a flat edge was created as

a reference when aligning the fibers.

A number of different fiber were chosen for study. Two SiC fibers - SCS-6

(Textron) and Sigma (BP - SM1040) - were studied as well as the uncoatrd single crystal

A120 3 fiber (Saphikon Inc.). A few coated Saphikon fibers (outer coating of Y20 3 and a

refractory metal on the fiber surface) were supplied by 3M. Room temperature properties

for the matrix and fibers are given in table 4.



Powder Fe Low Velocity
Argon + Hydrogen

Water Cooled
Copper Coil.-,

Supply

Quartz Tul -'-

WPlasma

Wound Vacuum
Drum Chamber

Figure 9 Plasma Sprv-y Process for producing neat foil or monotapes (from
ref. 54)

Table 4: Material Properties (Room Temperature)

Yield Coefficient
Young's Ultimate Tensile of Thermal

Modulus (GPa) Strength Strength (MPa) Expansion
(,IPa) (10k6 oC_1)

Ti 24 11 110-145 [74) 500 [74) 600 [102) 8.2 [1031

SCS-6 400 [55] 3300 - 4400 155) 3.4 1103)

Sigma 410 [54] 3750 [541 3.4 [103]

Saphikon 414(104] 2100 -. 400 [58] 5 .03a 5 8]

a. C-Axis
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3.2 Processing

To produce foil/fiber/foil preforms, the fibers were first placed in file g-rooves to

ensure a parallel array and subsequently taped to a surface covered with wax paper. A foil

disc was then placed under the array of fibers aligning them perpendicular to the flat edge.

The fiber array was bonded to the foil discs using an organic binder that would burn off in

the VHP process.

The foil/fiber/foil preforms were were consolidated under uniaxial constrained

condition in an Astro HP20 vacuum hot press (VHP). The preforms were placed between

graphite ram rods and constrained with a graphite collar. A furnace was brought down

over the sample and about a 60 millitorr vacuum was created with a mechanical pump. A

three stage temperaturm, -amp was used in Stage I (figure 2 and 10). The ramp rate to the

hold temperature of 150 "C and 450 "C was 8 'C/min. The temperature was held at these

temperatures to remove absorbed H20 and organics from surfaces and the binder holding

the fibers to the foil discs. The final ramp rate was decreased to 4 "C/min to keep the

vacuum under 100 millitorr. Only the consolidation temperature and the time of Stage 2

were varied. Eight different consolidation temperatures and times were chosen (table 5)

1000

900

900

S700
1600S oo

0 500

300

200

1010

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Time (hr)

Figure 10 Typical temperature cycle during VHP
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Table 5: Processing Conditions
Process Temperature Pressure Time

(°C) (MPa) (minutes)

Time Dependence

1 1040 100 30

2 1040 100 60

3 1040 100 90

4 1040 100 120

5 1040 100 240

Temperature Dependence

6 980 100 120

7 1000 100 120

8 1020 100 120

4 1040 100 120

To investigate the effects of Stage 1 on the structure of the interface, three

experiments were done. First a consolidated sample was fabricated at 1040 °C / 100 MPa

/ 30 min. with an extended ramp in Stage 1. The foil/fiber/foil preform was held above

850 °C for 3 hrs. longer ten in the previously described Stage 1 ramp. In a second

experiment, the foil/fiber/foil preform was held at 875 'C for 2 hrs. before ramping up to

1040 °C at 4 °C/min and then furnace cooled without applying pressure. The effect of the

Stage I ramp used in the consolidation experiments was also investigated.

3.3 Characterization

A JOEL 840 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to characterize the

consolidated composites before and after pushout testing (described in 3.4.2). The

consolidated samples were sectioned perpendicular to the fiber direction, polished to a 1
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pim finish, and Kroll etched (10% 1IF, 5% FLNO 3 85% H20 - 10 to 20 sec. at R.T.) to

reveal the fiber/matrix interface and matrix microstructure. The grain size was measured

with the line intercept method described in ASTM E112-85. The volume and size of f3
phase particles was determined with an image analysis. The characterization of the

interface consisted of measuring the reaction and beta depleted zone thicknesses from

both SEM micrographs and the SEM screen - after calibrating the screen with a calibration

grid. The extent of the radial cracking was quantified by measuring the average number

and length of the cracks. The debond path in the pushout tests was determined from SEM

micrographs of pushed out fibers.

3.4 Interface Properties

3.4.1 Specimen Preparation

Specimens from each of the conslidated samples were prepared for pushout testing

conducted at both the University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) with Dr. Tom

Mackin and at the University of Vi-ginia (UVa). The specimens tested at the two sites

were prepared somewhat differently because of different metallography equipment

existing at each facility. In both cases a 400 - 500 gim thick specimen was cut

perpendicular to the fiber direction with a diamond saw. At UVa the composite was

embedded in a cold mounting resin before sectioning. This simplified the manual

polishing of the (0.5 x 2.0 x 15 mm) specimen. Both surfaces of the sectioned sample

were ground to the appropriate thickness - 400 gim (UCSB), 480 gim (UVA) - with a 600

grit finish..

The specimens tested at UCSB were then polished to a I Jim finish using a

Malvern Multipol automatic lapping machine. The automatic lapping machine allowed

specimens from all eight VHP samples to be prepared at the same time. The specimens

were attached with crystal bond to a disc and lined up parallel to an outer support ring.

After both sides had been polished, the thickness was optically measured with a scaled eye
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piece. It was always 250 jIm ± 15 j.im. The diameter of the support base hole was about

220 g.m; thus, the ratio of the specimen thickness to the support base hole was less then

two.

The specimens tested at UVA were polished to a 1 gm finish using manual

metallography techniques. A 6 4m polish using SiC paper or diamond paste on a nylon or

lapping wheel was followed by a light IlIrn polish (AW20 3 slurry on a cloth wheel). The

thickness was optically measured with a scaled eye piece to be about 450 g~m ± 10 Jtm.

Therefore the ratio of specimen thickness to the support base hole is slight!)- greater then

two.

3.4.2 Pushout Tests

The pushout tests were performed on either a 1400 series Instron (UCSB) or an

Applied Test System (ATS) 900 (UVa) tensile/compression testing machine. A 300 gIm

(height) Sigma fiber, 100 g~m in diameter, was used as the push-rod or indenter (see fig. 8).

The specimen was held on the support base with double sided scotch tape. Using a

microscope to magnify the specimen and a needle to control the push-rod, it was first

aligned over the fiber to be tested. Vacuum grease was applied to the specimen surface to

ensure the push-rod did not move while transporting the support base to the test machine.

The fiber and push-rod were then positioned over the hole in the support base (diameter =

220 gIm). Vacuum grease was again used to hold the specimen over the hole. Centering

the fiber over the support base hole was done by first centering the hole with a scaled eye

piece. The fiber was then positioned over the hole without moving the support base.

The fixture in the testing machine consisted of a sectioned ceramic ball set in the

machined hemisphere of a steel bar and a platen for the support base. A ceramic surface

was required to avoid the indenter deforming the fixture surface rather then pushing to

fiber out. Before the specimen and the support base were put into the fixture, the ceramic

ball was set in the steel bar by loading the fixture to seventy pounds. Vacuum grease was

used to hold the ball in the hemisphere.
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In the tests performed at UCSB, the loads were directly measured from a 200 lb

load cell using a volt meter (1 V/Ilb). The deflection at the bottom of the fiber was

measured with a lever arm deflection gage (figure 11). The signal from the strain gage

was amplified, digitized and stored in an ASCII file with the load and time measurements.

At UVa the loads were measured from a 5000 lb load cell on the 10 percent setting

essentially giving a 500 lb load cell. A deflection gage was not available, therefor, only

the load verses time was measured. A chart recorder was used for this purpose.

The pushout test started by first optically centering the specimen and the support

base under the ceramic ball. The bar/ball fixture was brought down slowly (CHS = 0.1

mm/sec. UCSB; = 0.3 mm/sec UVA). When the ceramic surface was close to the push-

rod, the speed was changed to about 0.015 mm/sec at UCSB and 0.025 mm/sec at UVa.

When a load was measure the data collection began, giving typical results as shown in fig.

9. The peak load is used to define the debond strength - Td = (peak load)/27ERft - and the

load after AG, 0 a', defines the debond sliding resistance - Ts = Ga'/21cRft.
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Figure 11 pushout test set-up
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Figure 12 Typical pushout test data (UCSB Method)
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4 Results

4.1 Characterization

4.1.1 Matrix

The matrix microstructure (far from the fibers) depended upon the consolidation

process conditions. Typically it consisted of equiaxed a 2 grains with P phase particles

precipitated at the 0.2 grain boundaries (figures 13-16). The (X2 grain size increased with

increase in processing temperature and time (table 6). The volume fraction of P3 also

increased with processing temperature, but did not change with processing time. As the

processing temperature was increased from 980 °C to 1040 °C, the P fraction increased

from about 4 to 10 %. In addition, the 03 distribution changed from heterogeneous to

homogeneous with increasing temperature (figures 13 and 16). The origin of the non-

uniformity of the f3 precipitates at 980 'C may reflect niobium segregation in the as-

sprayed foils.

Table 6: Quantitative Metallography

Process Grain Size Volume Size (gm 2) Distribution
Conditions (Am) Percent of [3

1040 "C /30 min. 4.5 10 0.4 uniform

1040 C /120 min. 6.4 10 0.6 uniform

1040 "C / 240 min. 8.4 11 0.7 uniform

980 °C / 120 min. 5.5 4 0.4 non-uniform
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Figure 13 Matrix Microstructure (X'HP 1040 0 C/ 100 MIPa / 30 min)

10 [Im

Figure 14 Matrix Microstructure (VHP 1040 °C / 100 MPa / 120 min)
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10 gm

Figure 15 Matrix Microstructure (VHP 1040 °C / 100 MPa / 240 min)



10 gm

a)

b)

Figure 16 Mlatrix Mlicrostructure (VHP 980 0C I100 MPa I120 min)



4.1.2 f3 - Depleted Zone

Near the fiber/matrix interface, a - depleted zone was observed for all the

consolidation conditions (Figures 17-19). The 03 depleted zone thickness depended both

on the type of fiber present and the processing conditions (figures 20 and 21). It increased

with processing time for all three fiber types (SCS-6, Sigma - SM1040 and Saphikon -

A120 3). However, the SCS-6 fibers always had the smallest zone while the uncoated

A]20 3 had the largest. There was only a weak dependence of 1 - depleted zone thickness

upon processing temperature for the SCS-6 fiber. A more significant dependence upon

temperature was observed for the other two fibers (figure 21).

Radial Crack

.3-depleted zone

1 1100 4m

Figure 17 SCS-6 /Ti 2-4AI llNb (VHP 10-40 °C /100 M1Pa /30 min)



Radial Crack

I.depleted zone

Figure 18 Sigma /Ti 24AI llNb (VHP 1040 OC /100NMPa /30 min)

ý' -depleted zone

100 4m

Figure 19 Saphikon / Ti 24A1 I1Nb (VHP 1040 'C / 100 MPa / 30 min)
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Figure 21 03 Depleted Zone Thickness vs. Processing Temperature



4.1.3 Radial Cracks

Radial matrix cracks were consistently present around both the SCS-6 and Sigma

fibers (figures 17 and 18), but significantly more cracking was observed around the Sigma

fibers. Th,:se cracks were generally arrested at or before the P depleted zone boundary,

(figures 17 and 18) often by the more ductile P precipitate.. Radial cracks were only

occasionally obse,-výd around the Saphikon fibers; presumably a consequence of the

smaller CTE mismatch compared with the SiC case (tables 1,4 and 9)

To quantify these cracks, a convenient damage parameter was defined as the

average number of cracks per fiber multiplied be the average length of cracks. Figure 22

shows the effect of processing time on the damage around the both SiC fiber types. As the

processing time increased the damage parameter increased. The difference in the damage

parameters for the SCS-6 and Sigma fibers confirms the observation that more cracking

occurs around a Sigma fiber. The damage parameter for both fibers shows a weaker trend

with temperature in figure 23 then was shown in figure 22. For the SCS-6 composites, the

damage parameter was essentially independent of consolidation temperature while the

Sigma c imposite showed a small increase.
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4.1.4 Interface Reaction Zone

SRM Observations at high magnifications have revealed that the fiber and matrix

always reacted to form interfacial reaction products (figures 2.1-26). The reaction zone of

SCS-6 sart.les had two reaction layers (figure 24). Baumann et al [2] reported the inner

layer consisted of a mixture of (Ti, Nb)C(l.x) and (Ti, Nb, AI) 5Si3 while the outer layer

was likely a mixture of two phases: Mi. Nb) 3AIC and (Ti, Nb, AI)sSi 3.

The total reaction zone thickness (8) was measured as a funcLion of proces,ý

conditions. In figures 27 and 28, 5 can be seen to increase with both processing time and

temperature for all three fiber types. The SCS-6 fibers exhibited the smallest reaction

zones while the Sigma fiber had the largest. The kinetics of growth appeared parabolic

with processing time (figure 27) and the growth rate appeared to increase with temperature

(figure 28).

•--low',, sCS xa~erS'

10 Jim

Figure 24 SCS-6 /Ti 24A1 IlNb Interface (VHP 1040 °C / 100 MPa /30 min.)



10ýl

Figure 25 Sigma ITi 24AI lINb Interface (VHP 1040 'C /100NMPa /30 min.)

Figure 26 Saphikon /Ti 24A] UlNb Interface (VHP 1040 'C / 100 MlPa I30
min.
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4.1.5 Stage 1 Effects

Stage 1 effects on the reaction of a Saphikon fiber sample were first investigated by

extending the time of Stage I (an extra 3 hrs. between 850 - 875 °C) followed by

conventional processing at 1040 'C. The morphology of the resultant interface (figures 29

and 30) was significantly different to that of the conventional processed sample (figures 19

and 26). Using Energy Dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDS), quantitative analysis of the

regions marked in figure 30 were conducted (Appendix A). Region 1 corresponded to the

matrix alloy composition. Region 2 had a high N1b content; its average composition was

41% Ti, 24% Al, 35% Nb (at%). Region 3 was titanium rich with almost no Nb; its

average composition was 91% Ti, 8% Al, 1% Nb (at%). Region 4 contained a larger

concentration of Al than region 3; its overall composition was 71% T1, 28.5% Al, 0.5%

Nb, and probably corresponds to the Ti3A1 phase. This has previously been reported to be

the reaction product between Ti and A120 3 [17,61,62].

The high Ti concentration in region 3 further suggests a Ti rich layer may have

formed on the fiber surface during Stage 1 prior to the application of pressure. This

hypothesis was tested by heat treating foil/fiber/foil samples in Stage 1 (holding at 875 0C

for 2 hrs.) and furnace cooling from the consolidation temperature without applying any

pressure. In these experiments the fibers could be physically removed from the foils and

their surfaces characterized in the SEM. In figure 31 the surface of the Saphikon fibers are

shown. EDS analysis of Saphikon fiber surfaces indicated the presence of a Ti layer that

coated the fiber.

A similarly results was obtained for a SCS-6 fiber. EDS analysis of the lighter

regions in figure 32 indicated the presence of Ti; with little or no Al or Nb present. The

darker regions of figure 32 (regions where the coating had broken off) contained no Ti (see

Appendix A for EDS data).

The morphologies of Ti-rich coatings on both the SCS-6 and Saphikon fibers are

different and probably a function of the fiber surface composition and morphology.



S100 ý.im

Figure 29 Saphikon/Ti 24A1 llNb (VHP 1050 'C /100 MPa I30 min. held
above 850 0C for about 3 hrs. before pressing)

Figure 30 Saphikon/Ti 24AI llNb (VHP 1050 'C /100 MIPa / 30 min. -held

above 850 0C for about 3 hrs. before pressing)
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Ti-Rich Coating

100 PaM

Figure 31 Saphikon Exposed fiber (VHP ramp to 875 0C / hold 2 hrs.; ramp
to 1050 C /furnace cool

Fiber Surface
(SCS layers)

Ti-Rich Coating

100 am

Figure 32 SCS-6 Exposed fiber (VHP ramp to 875 'C / hold 2 hrs.; ramp to
1050 *C / furnace cool
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In a final VHP experiment, a foil/Saphikon fiber/foil preform was ramped to 150

'C and 450 0C at 8 °C/min and held for 60 and 90 minutes respectively before ramping to

1040 OC at 4 0C/min and furnace cooled. A Ti-rich coating on the surface of the Saphikon

fiber was again observed (figure 33). The coating was thinner then before and had flaked

off in areas revealing the fiber surface below. The once smooth fiber surface was now

filled with surface defects. These surface defects formed on uncoated fibers caused

significant loss of fiber strength [119]. The results indicate that uncoated fiher strength is

degraded even during Stage I of consolidation.

Ti-Rich Coating - .

- Fiber Surface

10 gm

Figure 33 Saphikon Exposed Fiber (VHP ramp to 1050 'C / furnace cool)
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4.2 Interfacial Mechanical Properties

The debond strength, Td, for composites with the three fiber types is shown as a

function of processing time (temperature = 1040 °C) in figure 34. Each data point is the

average of 3 to 5 tests. The error bars represent standard deviations of the measurements.

These results are for specimens with a 250 ý.tm thickness. Thicker specimens (450 gIm)

had slightly higher values of Td (table 7), but exhibited the same trends with processing.

Dramatic differences in T d between the three fiber types were observed. The

coated SCS-6 fiber had only a third (or less) of the debond strength of the uncoated Sigma

SM1040 fiber. A significant increase in the debond strength with processing time was

observed for both fibers - though for the SCS-6 fibers Td did not significantly increase

until the processing time exceeds 90 main. The Saphikon fiber (in all processed conditions)

was so strongly bonded to the matrix that it could not be debonded before failure of the

push-rods. This failure load corresponded to a interface shear stress of around 560 MPa

and represents a lower bound for Td. As an aside, a coated Saphikon fiber provided by 3M

(outer coating of Y20 3 and an inner refractory metal coating) did allow debonding and

sliding. Td varied from 125 (process 4 - table 5) to 175 MPa (process 6 - table 5)

suggesting that this duplex coating for Saphikon fibers may be a technically feasible

approach to producing desirable values of debond strength.

The debond sliding characteristics (Ts) of the two SiC fiber types are shown in

figure 35. A drastic difference is observed between the two fibers. For the SCS-6 case, Ts

mirrored the trends observed for Td. There was no significant difference in 's for samples

processed for 30,60 or 90 minutes at 1040 'C. After 90 minutes Ts increased. For a Sigma

(SM 1040) reinforced composite, Ts appeared to initially decrease and then rapidly

increase with processing time.
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Table 7: Pushout Test Results (SCS-6)

Debond Debond Debond

Dtebnt Sliding Strength Sliding

Process Strength Resistance Resistance
250 R~m r5s[t 450 g~m 50tSm
250 ) 250 gLm (MPa) 40p
(MPa) (MPa) (MtPa)

VHP 1040 'C/30 min 150 73 150 95

VHP 1040 °C/240 min 210 155 240 206

Temperttuzat 1040 C

700

600- - - - - - - - -
Soo0

t400 4 8I s cs• to4o)
a40

""300

~200 I

1002CPO

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
ProcesaSg Time (min)

Figure 34 The effect of processing time on Debond Strength (Td) (t=250 gim)
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Figure 35 The effects of processing time on Debond Sliding Resistance (Ts)
(t=250 p.m)

For the SCS-O fiber composite, Td and Ts are plotted verses the reaction zone
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thickness (6) in figure 36. The results of the samples processed at 980 'C (8=0.77).im),

1000 0C (8=0.95g.m) and 1020 °C (5=1.24mIm) are also included. Both Td and 'Ts remain

roughly constant until 6 reaches 1.4 or 1.5 Jtrm at which point they begin to increase

significantly.

250 0 SC34 FibW Ido.4 k3gait,)
0SC Fib= ("A-- 3O&OSW4)

T

2007

150

100

50

01
0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1A. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0

Reaction Zone Thickness (micrometers)

Figure 36 Debond Strength (Td) and Debond Sliding Resistance (Cs) vs.
Reaction Zone Thickness (8) (t=250 9nm)

An SEM examination of the pushout specimens after testing was performed. The

differences in the debond strength for the Sigma fibers compared to the SCS-6 fiber (figure

34) was clearly related to a difference in the debond path. In the pushed out SCS-6

samples, a mode 2 interface crack had propagated along the interface between the outer

SCS layer and the reaction product (figure 37). In contrast, both the Sigma fiber and

matrix appeared to have failed in shear along a complex set of radial and circumferential

planes (figure 38). In pan this appeared aided by the radial cracks in both the fiber and

matrix. No significant differences were observed (by SEM examination) between the

Sigma (SM1040) interfaces with high and low T. values shown in figure 35 (figures 39



and 40), so the origin of the differences in Ts are at present unknown.

_____ _____ ____ 100 ý.1m

Figure 37 Fiber Surface Pushout Test (SCS-6 I VHP 1040 0C - 30 min. - 100
MPa t-450gm)



_____ ____ _____ ____ 100 pim

Figure 38 Fiber Surface Pushout Test (Sigma /VHP 1040 'C - 30 min. - 100
MlPa t=~450jim)

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ 100 prn

Figure 39 Fiber Surface Pushout Test (Sigma i V11P 1040 'C - 30 min. - 100
MIPa t=2509~m)



Figure 40 Fiber Surface Pushout Test (Sigma i 'lP 1040 `C- 90 min. - 100
MPa t=250,Ltm)

Lastly, a significant difference was observed in the sliding properties for large

pushout displacements (Ž 5 ýIrn) i.e. in Tp. Typical pushout data are shown in figure 41

for -150 gm thick specimens (whose properties are reported in table 7). When 5 equals 1, 1

pJm, the pushout sliding resistance (tC) decreased after debonding, but the opposite

behavior was observed when g equals 1.7 Jim.
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Figure 41 Typical load vs. time plots for SCS-6 fibers a) S = 1.1 gm b) S =
1.7 g/m

Figures 42 and 43 show both the fiber and matrix surfaces of a pushed out SCS-6

fiber with the thinner reaction zone thickness (5 = 1.1 gmn). In this case, both the SCS C-

rich layers were found to have adhered to the fiber while the reaction product was bonded

to the matrix. Thus, the interface failed at the SCS/reaction product interface.

Different fiber and matrix surfaces were observed for the thicker reaction product

(S = 1.7 g.m), Figure 44. Some areas of the fiber surface resembled that of the S = 1.1 p.m



specimen, however, large rough regions were also present. Examination of the matrix

surface (figure 45) indicated that large areas of the SCS layers had adhered to the matrix.

Thus, the interface fracture (debond) path appeared to have alternated between an

unknown path in the SCS layers (either at the SiC/SCS interface, between (a) - the SCS

layers or some combination of both - and (b) - the SCS/reaction product interface. More

extended heat treatments may show a transition to only the former.

100 ýLm

Figure 42 Fiber Surface of Pushout Test (SCS-6 8 -=1. IJm / VHP 1040 "C -
30 min.- 100 MPa t=450J4m). Note the SCS layers are bonded to
the fiber and the reaction product to the matrix



30 min -- 10 ~ t4

I OPM *' N .'3

Figure 44 Fiber Surface of' Pushout Test (SCS-6 / 8=I.7jtm / X'HP 1040"C -
240 min. - 100 MIPa t=4509~ni)
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5 Discussion

It is clear from the results that a strong relationship exists between interfacial

reactions (characterized by 5) and the interface mechanical properties. Since the interface

reaction zone thickness (5) depends upon the process conditions, it is important to

characterize and model 8 as a function of processing. A quantitative trade-off can then

perhaps be made between densification, fiber fracture and interface properties (as

determined by the optimal 5 value).

5.1 Reaction Kinetic Model during Consolidation

Each stage of processing may contribute to the interfacial reaction zone growth.

To understand the effect of each stage, Stage 2 and 3 are first separately analyzed. The

effect of Stage I in consolidating a foil/fiber/foil preform can be inferred when the effects

of Stage 2 and 3 are understood and compared to the measured values after consolidation.

In monotape and matrix coated fiber preforms (where the fiber is continuously in contact

with the matrix), Stage 1 is treated by extending the model over the entire process cycle.

5.1.1 Stage 2 and 3

We begin by assuming that diffusion of a matrix element through the reaction

product controls the growth kinetics of the reaction product during processing. It is

further assumed, that the reaction product only grows during Stage 2 of the consolidation

process and the fiber is considered to be everywhere in contact with the matrix from the

moment pressure is first applied. This corresponds to the situation analyzed by Gundel

[77] and leads to a parabolic growth law of the form given in eqn. 2. The appropriate

kinetic data are taken from the literature for SCS-6 and Saphikon fibers in Ti 24A1 I lNb

and given in table 3 (no data is available for Sigma SM1040 fibers in Ti 24A1 1 !Nb).
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Figure 46 Comparison of Measured and Modeled Reaction Zone Thickness
vs. Processing Time for the SCS-6 (SiC) Fiber
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Figure 47 Comparison of Measured and Modeled Reaction Zone Thickness
vs. Processing Time for the Saphikon (A120 3 ) fiber.
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Figures 46 and 47 show a comparison between the predictions of this model and the mea-

sured values. The predictions are significantly lower than the measured values. Thus,

either the growth law itself is invalid or the kinetic data is incorrect or reactions occurring

in consolidation Stages I and 3 (where temperature varies with time) are important.

The contribution to the reaction in Stage 3 is presumably controlled by the same

diffusional mechanism as in Stage 2. This it is possible to use the parabolic law (eqn. 2),

to compute the incremental increase in 8 during cooling. The time-dependent temperature

in Stage 3 is modelled as a sequence of steps as shown in figure 48. In figure 45 Tc is the

consolidation temperature, tc is the time in Stage 2 and At equals the amount of time

required to decrease the temperature 1 °C; for a rate of decrease in temperature (Pk) equal

to -12 0C/min, At equals 5 sec. At each step, eqn. 2 is valid because temperature is

constant. 8 is determined by summing eqn. 2 over each step.

Stage 3
TcTo- 1 --

Tc-2
Th-i

I I 1 I

tc+At tý+iAt Time

Figure 48 Step function of temperature vs. time

But before doing the summation, a new form of eqn. 2 must be derived to take into

consideration the previous reaction growth that occurred in Stage 2 (recall the rate of
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growth decreases as 8 increases). Eqn. 1 is integrated from 8 = 0 to ASi (where AS1 is the

amount of reaction growth at each increment) and from t = ro+At(i- 1) to tc+At(i) (where tc

is the time of Stage 2 and i is the current increment). Thus ASi becomes:

A8i-= k(t) (tc+txi)2- (tC+Atx (i- 1))2 [121

where T = Tc - i in eqn. 3.

A8i may now be summed over i to give the total growth in Stage 3.

X

¢Swge3 = X As. [131
i= 1

x is defined as the t/At when k(t) = 0; for consolidating a SCS-6/Ti 24A1 I INb composite

at 1040 'C, x - 500.

Table 8 shows the calculated contribution to 8 from Stage 3. The calculations

indicate the amount of reaction occurring in Stage 3 compared to Stage 2 is insignificant

and can possibly be ignored. The implication is the discrepancies in figures 46 and 47 are

due to either reactions in Stage 1 or an error in the assumptions of the mechanism

controlling the reactions (i.e. bad kinetic data). During Stage 1 of processing foil/fiber/foil

preforms, it has indeed been shown that almost pure titanium can deposit on the fibers (by

a transport mechanism that is somewhat unclear). Thus the beginning of the reaction may

well occur early in Stage 1. It is well established that pure titanium reacts faster with

fibers than a Ti 24A1 llNb matrix [15,22,77].
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Table 8: Model and Measured Results for SCS-6/Ti 24AI llNb

Consolidation Model Model Model
Parameters Stage 2 Stage 3 Total e(ain)

P (g.tm) 5 (Am) 5 (g.tm)

1040 C /30 min 0.5 0.05 0.55 1.1

1040 °C 60 min 0.7 0.04 0.74 1.3

1040 C /90 min 0.8 0.03 0.83 1.4

1040 C /120 min 0.95 0.03 0.98 1.5

1040 C /240 min 1.3 0.02 1.32 1.7

5.1.2 Stages 1,2 and 3

The fibers in a monotape or matrix coated fiber preform are surrounded by matrix

throughout the stages of consolidation, and reactions may readily occur throughout.

Although, these preforms were not used in this investigation, they are important to

consider when modelling reaction zone growth. A continuous function has been defined

to represent the temperature history for processing monotapes of SCS-6 and Ti 24A1 11 Nb

(VHP 1040 0C/100 MPa/30 min. sample - see Appendix C).

T(r) = 335-0.081t+2.14 x 10-5 t2 -7.8 x 10-10 t3  [14]

where t is time in seconds and T(t) is in units of Kelvin. This continuous function, T(t),

can be substituted into the Arrhenius equation for k

k(t) = koexp(-RT (t)

k(t) was then substituted into the growth rate equation (eqn. 1) derived by Gundel [77] and
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Integrated to give.

S= W 2dt [16]

The results for 8 (delta) and the temperature profile are shown in figures 49 and

50. The temperature reaches 1040 °C at about 15000 sec. The model predicts a

significant amount of reaction (= 0.3 jim) occurs during the Stage 1. At the end of Stage 2

(t 17000 sec), 8 is about 0.58 JAm. The reaction zone grows approximately 0.08 jim

during the furnace cool which correlates well to the results of the previous model for the

growth in Stage 3. The slightly higher value (0.08 compared to 0.05) is probably due to

the fact that the continuous function is at higher temperature for a longer period during

Stage 3. The total reaction zone thickness is about 0.66 Jim which is on the order typically

observed for this system 16,42,77]. These results are encouraging evidence of the model's

predictive capability.
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5.2 Stage 1 Effects

The effects of Stage 1 during the consolidation procýzsing have in the past been

ignored with the exception of work on a A1203/Cr2O 3 system [71]. Evidence given in

section 4.1.5 indicates there is a significant interaction in a foil/fiber/foil preform. The

interaction results in a titanium rich coating on both the SiC and A120 3 fibers prior to the

start of consolidation. Reactions occurring between this coating and the fibers may

account for the discrepancy in the reaction kinetic model (ignoring Stage I effects) and the

measured values (figures 46 and 47).

The transport process that takes titanium from the foil to the fiber is unclear, but

there are two possible mechanisms. Titanium may be transported by surface diffusion

onto the fibers at various fiber/matrix contact points. As an example, calculations for

surface diffusion on fcc metals indicated an average diffusion distance (x = (2Dt)U. 5 [99])

for the temperatures and times experienced in Stare 1 to be on the order of 100 to 1000

p.m. However, there is no known surface diffusion data for titanium on single crystal

A120 3 which prohibits a true estimation of the diffusion distance. A second transport

mechanism may be via the vapor phase sir,n-e theie exists a vacuum environment within

the preform. The vapor pressure of pure titanium at 1000 'C is about 10.8 torr (the vapor

pressure of Ti over a Ti 24A1 1 Nb alloy is unknown). Using Langmuir's evaporation rate

equation [69] results in an evaporation rate of 1.13 x 10-10 g/cm2/sec. For a single fibe.

between two foils (8cm x 0.8cm) at 1000 °C for 30 min., a 0.02 p.m coating is predicted to

form. Either one or both of these mechanisms could contrib'ute to the development of the

Ti-rich coatings.

When foil/fiber/foil prefoi-ms were encapsulated in quartz tubing - a cleaner

system (15 millitorr) than the VHP vacuum (60 to 100 millitorr) - a thicker Ti-rich coating

is observed for the same heat treatment (see Appendix B). This suggests that the vapor

path may be more significant then surface diffusion. There are still many questions that

need to be addressed to fully determine how Ciis pnenomenon occurs and to fully
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understand its affect on the reaction kinetics.

5.3 Interface Properties

To compare the effects of processing history on interfacial debond properties, the

coefficient of friction, g for debond sliding (small fiber displacements) and the mode 2

debond toughness, Fi, are calculated from the pushout data (Td and "Ts) presented in

section 4.2. The sliding properties (i.e. large fibcr displacements) are also discussed.

5.3.1 Debond Properties

From eqn. 6, i is defined as

g =[17]
Or

where Ts is measured just after the load drop (or AO) and ar is radial residual compressive

stress. J.t may also be calculated from eqn. 9

D /a

a I1 [1+2B1d (.F r -Birz)

Here, Oz is the axial residual compressive stress and oa' is the applied stress on the fiber

after the load drop (Oa' = 2Ts/Rf). j.t is calculated from both equation to see if there arc

any discrepancies.

F1i may be calculated by rearranging eqn 10 to give;

B RFF, a _ G, ] 2

B, - f- (e 3 •'- 2 [19]
Ef Li. eP' I

After measuring Ts (or aa') and Aa, the only unknowns in equation 11,12 and 13

are the axial residual stress, Oz :,•d the radial residual stress, Yr

Ideally the residual stresses should be directly measured, but techniques for this

are '-Aly just emerging in metal and ceramic composites [88,115]. Instead the residual
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stresses must be calculated. The models used to calculate the residual stresses often

assume the fiber to be a homogeneous, linear elastic, isotropic (or transversely isotropic)

cylinder and the matrix to be linearly elastic and isotropic [48-50]. These calculations do

not allow for matrix plasticity (or creep at high temperatures) which may relax stresses.

However, recently Pindera et al. [511 developed a model to analyze CTE mismatch

stresses in fibers like SCS-6 when they are embedded in matrices that have an elastic-

plastic constitutive response. The model requires CTE data as a function of temperature

Which is shown for both SCS-6 and Ti 24A1 llNb in table 9.

To obtain a sense of the sensitivity of the predicted residual stresses to the

differences in published CTE data, two sets of parameters (SCS-6[ 108]/Ti 24A1 11 Nb[5 1]

and SCS-6[108]/Ti 24A1 11Nb[5 1]) have been substituted into Pindera's model - the data

for the yield strength as a function of temperature was taken from ref. [51] and essentially

corresponded to the rolled sheet results shown in figure 4. The model gives the residual

stresses after cooling from Tc = 1040 'C (figure 51).

The axial compressive stress (oJz) in the fiber ranged from 2.39 - 1.59 GPa and

radial compressive stress at the interface (or) varied from 420 to 340 MPa.

Table 9: Tangent CTE data for SCS-6 and Ti 24AI llNb

SCS-6 SCS-6 Ti 24AI 12NbTemperature [1081 [51] [10911 Ti24A1 llNb[51]
(0 C) 106/oC 106/oC 0C 106/°C

21 4.35 3.53 9.9 9.0

200 4.42 3.62 10A. 9.4

425 4.62 3.9 11.2 10.3

600 4.82 4.2 12.8 10.5

650 4.89 4.28 13.3 10.6

815 5.22 4.5 15.4 11.1

1040 6.4 4.8 19.2 11.7

1. Reported data transformed from Secant CTE to Tangent CTE (see Appendix D)
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With the results shown in figure 51, Eqns. 11 and 12 can now be used to determine

p.. Table 10 lists values of the fiction coefficient deduced from both eqns. 11 and 12.

Table 10: Debond Sliding in a SCS-6/Ti 24AI llNb composite

Or Ts G Eqn. 11 Eqn. 12

S(tm) (MPa) (MPa) (Gga) p. p.

1.1 340 95 1.2 0.28 0.31

1.1 420 95 1.2 0.23 0.27

1.7 340 206 2.65 0.60 0.63

1.7 420 206 2.65 0.49 0.56

The fairly good agreement between eqn. 11 and 12 indicates the accuracy of the

LH model when the coulombic friction law (eqn. 6) is applicable, and gp is relatively

insensitive to the increase in Cr However, as expected there is a significant difference in

all cases between the samples 5 = 1.1 gpm and 8 = 1.7 p.m.

Table 11 lists deduced values of FI using eqn. 19 and the values: Ef = 400 GPa, Vf

= 0.25, E = 100 GPa, V = 0.26, Rf= 70 p.m. Fi is more sensitive to changes in the residual

stresses. For both the 1.1 g.m and 1.7 gm samples, lFi for the larger stresses is about four

times larger then for the smaller stresses. There is little sensitivity as g. changes for given

residual stresses, but Fi generally decreases as p. increases. This seems reasonable since

the frictional contribution to A; would increase as g increased leaving less of a

contribution due to the interface toughness. One interesting result is that there is not much

variation in F1 i between the 1.1 gm and 1.7 p.m samples. This seems to indicate that

although the debond interface changes as the reaction zone thickness increases, the

toughness of either interface is equivalent to roughly the same.



Table 11: Interface Toughness in a SCS-6/Ti 24AI llNb composite

O(r mz Aa ri (J/m2 )
(MP2) (GPa) (MPa) Tc=-1040 °C

L. 420 2.39 0.23 710 99

1.1 420 2.39 0.27 710 96

1.1 340 1.59 0.28 710 23

1.1 340 1.59 0.31 710 21

1.7 420 2.39 0.49 440 103

1.7 420 2.39 0.56 440 95

1.7 340 1.59 0.60 440 24

1.7 340 1.59 0.63 440 22

The actual purpose of calculating Fi is to determine if fiber/matrix debonding will

occur which is necessary for fiber pullout and to subsequently increase composite

toughness. The elastic mismatch, a, for a SCS-6fTi 24AI 1 lNb composite is about 0.5.

This corresponds to a debond criteria of FIi/rf _ 0.5 (figure 8). If 1f is estimated as 50 J/

m2 from bulk SiC properties given in Ashby and Jones [2], F1 i is required to be less then

25 J/m 2. The lower residual stress predictions give a Fi slightly less then 25 J/m 2 while

the larger predictions give a much greater Fi. Since, the actual residual stresses are

unknown, no conclusions on debonding can be made because of the discrepancies in Fi.

However, the predictions for ar and CYz do not take into account creep or the radial

cracking which would both tend to decrease the residual stresses and thus decrease the

calculated interface toughness. Presently, Pindera and Williams are attempting to include

creep into the elastic-plastic model [1101, but presently the extent to which creep will

affect the residual stresses is unknown. The effect of radial cracking on the residual

stresses has also not been included in models but may be significant.

There is also an effect of slicing upon the residual stresses acting on the fibers
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which must be considered in the thin specimens used for pushout tests. This has been

addressed by LH who showed that the residual stresses within a region of about one fiber

radius from the sectioned surface are relieved. If the residual stresses acting on the fiber

are to be representative of a bulk composite, a sample at least 3Rf thick is necessary (but t

= 6Rf or 12Rf is preferable) [33]. In addition, as already pointed out to avoid bending

stresses in thin specimens, Kallas et al. [35] determined t 2db where t is the specimen

thickness and db is the diameter of the support base hole ( 220 gim). The results in

figures 34-36 are from specimens with a thickness of 250 gim (z-2Rf, -db). To minimize

problems of stress relief and bending when gJ and 1- were calculated, the pushout test

results of 450 gim (-3.5Rt, -2db) thick specimens (prepared for the shortest and longest

processing times at 1040 'C - see table 5) were used. There was an increase in Td and 1s

with thickness indicating there may have been some bending affects in the thinner

specimens. However, the results of the thicker specimens mirrored the trends observed in

the thinner specimens and the optical observation of the debond interface during testing of

the thinner specimens agreed with the results shown in figures 42 -45.

5.3.2 Large Displacement Sliding Properties

The debond properties determine if fiber pullout can occur while the sliding

properties describe fiber pullout when it does occur. Fiber pullout enhances composite

toughness due to the additional work required to pull fibers out of the fracture surface

[2,3]. It is possible to estimate' the contribution of sliding to toughness as follows [2]. The

work (W) done to pullout a single fiber is defined as

I

W = id,.t xdx [201
0

where df is the fiber diameter, T"p is the sliding resistance during pullout, fiber displace-

ments greater then 5 g.m (T1p=Ts at x=0), and I is the average pullout length. In a unidirec-
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tional composite in which fiber fragmentation has occurred prior to crack extension, the

average pullout length is lIf/2 [2, 5]. If is the critical (stress transfer) length [1]

af df 
[21]If-= 2,s

where '3f is the average tensile strength of the fiber and Ts is the debond sliding resistance

discussed earlier. It is more appropriate to use ts in eqn. 15 then tp, since If is determined

before large fiber displacement occurs.

The pullout contribution to composite toughness, Gpo, is determined by

multiplying W by the number of fibers per unit crack area (4Vf/lTd 2).

Go = -J-j ffr, (x) xdx [22]
df 0

If "p is assumed constant with respect to x (i.e. if we disregard the effect of fiber

roughness and asperity wear during sliding) and equate it to Ts (the value at the start of

sliding)

G - 0;2[23]

Thus as Ts increases with 8 as shown in figure 36, the composite toughness will decrease.

For a volume fraction of 10%, df equal to 140 gm and af equal to 3.9 GPa, GPO would be

about 280 KJ/rri2 (T. = 95 MPa, 5 = 1.1 gim) and 130 KJ/m2 (tS = 206 MPa, 8 = 1.7 gm).

When roughness is an important factor, the load often increases in the first 5 or 10

gm just after debonding and is thought to be the result of decorrelation of asperities

[34,381. Figure 41 shows that the sliding resistance of the 8 = 1.7 gm sample exhibits a

decorrelation pressure after debonding. The SEM analysis (figures 44-45) of this sample

confirms there is a distinct roughness not observed in the 5 = 1.1 Am sample (figures 42-
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43). There is also no evidence of a decorrelation pressure in figure 41 for the 6 = 1.1 jm

pushout tests.

From this evidence when debonding occurs in samples where 8 5 1.4 gm, ;s may

reasonably estimate TV. However, this may not be the case when reaction zone thickness

becomes larger then 1.4 gim. Besides the roughness effect, wear associated with sliding

may require redefining the friction law followed by "p.

5.4 Composite Processing Optimization

Future composite processing will entail modelling properties (i.e. density, matrix

microstructure, fiber damage and fiber/matrix reactions, 6) as a function of processing

parameters (i.e. temperature, pressure and time), sensing those parameters and properties

and using feedback to effectively control the process. The first step is the development of

models to predict properties for given processing parameters. Elzey and Wadley [ 13] have

developed a densification model for consolidation of monotape preforms. This model is

best represented by densification maps similar to the densification maps developed for

powders [101 ]: the relative density vs. normalized stress at constant temperature and

relative density vs. homologous temperature at a given stress are plotted in figures 52 and

53. The time contours, defined as time in Stage 2, show how densification progresses. For

example, the first contour in figure 52 represents the instantaneous response of applying a

10 MPa pressure. If T/Tm is given as 0.7, the relative density would be about 0.85 in 15

minutes. These maps allow one to choose an appropriate temperature (Tc) and time (tc) to

fabricate a fully dense composite.
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The models for the reaction zone thickness, 8, discussed in section 5.1 can be

integrated into these densification maps. Since the time contours are defined as time in

Stage 2, 5 is modelled with eqn. 2 as in section 5.1.1 and the 5 contours are added to the

densification map (see figure 54). The knowledge that the interface properties increase

when S > 1.4 to 1.5 I.gm can now be taken into consideration. From figure 54 processing

above about 1050 'C for short periods of time will both minimize reaction and give full

density. Although it is not shown on this plot the amount of fiber fracture is lessened by

also processing at high temperature for short periods of time [52, 111]
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Figure 54 Predicted densification of SCS/6/Ti 24AI llNb monotapes verses
homologous temperature with 8 contours
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1.1 EDS Data
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Appendix C

In the actual processing of the VHP 1040 'C/100 MPaW3O mn. sample, the

temperature was held at 150 'C and 450 'C for 60 and 90 min. respectively. It is believed

the reaction kinetics at these temperatures are slow enough to ignore and the results of the

model indicate this is a valid assumption. The temperature profile can be defined by three

different linear equations

Tsiagel = 0.067t+20;t = 0 - 15200 D1]

Tstage2 =1040;t = 15200 -4 17000 [2]

Tszage3 = -0.17t + 3930;t = 17000 -- 23000 [3]

T is in °C and t is in seconds.

A third order polynomial is chosen to model the defined temperature profile

T(t) = K1 + K2t + K3t! + K 4 t 3  [4]

To find the unknown constants, four points from the temperature profile defined four equa-

tions with four unknowns.

Table 3: Temperature/Time Points

Temperature (C) Time (sec)

40 300

1040 15200

1040 17000

20 23000
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Setting t = t/300 to reduce the magnitude and using matrix notation the problem becomes.

1 1 1 1 _ F 40"1
1 50.7 50.72 50.7 3 K2 = 1040 151
1 56.7 56.72 56.73 K3 [10405
1 76.7 76.72 76.71 K4i 20_J

This equation was solved in mathematica using the following commands.

Plugging t/300 back in for t gives "

T(t) = 62.3-0.081t+2.14x 10-Yt+7.8 x 10-1013 [6]

A comparison of the temperature profiles defined by equations 1-3 and eqn. 6 is

shown on the following page.
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Figure 25 Comparison of defined and modelled temperature profile

The integration and plotting of eqn. 24 in mathernatica required defining a table

and numerically integrating over t from 0 to i where i went from 0 :o 23000 in steps of

100. The mathematica commands where

•I1-

* • S Im-..



Appendix Q

1.1 Secant CTE vs. Tangent CTE

Secant CTE, Cxs, is defined as

Ac
cx -A [1]

S AT

where AT = (T - Tref). T is the Temperature of concern and Tref is the reference tempera-

ture which as was measure. AE = (C - E1ef); for convenience 4 ef is defined as zero. Thus

Cs will have the form

Ca. = - [21

The tangent CTE, a1 , is defined as

dE
0 ' =dT

Graphically a, and (t are shown in figure 1.

C#)

as

F refTemperature
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asnuming that there is no significant kinetic hindrance
to the nucleation and growth of any of the borides.
TAd, has been dectected by transmission electron .
microscopY (TI of samples produced by in situ

reaction of B an~u ri 19]. and by X-ray diffraction on
ingot samples annealed at 1963 K (101. 6

The ternary. Ti-Al-B diagram is reported to he r 5 Ta8

divided bN a quasibinarx between TiB. and Al. with 0
the congruent maximum in Fig. I projecting into the Y
ternaryI liquidus along the line of constant Ti: B 2
[111 The Ti-TiB eutectic extends into the ternary as 2 1T
a line of tso-fold saturation L-MN + B. with the
metallic phase M switching from #i-(Ti) to o2-(Ti)
near the equtatomic Ti Al composition. as depicted 25 27t 29 3! 31 35 3' 39 4' 4 4F 4- A'

in Fig, 2. The boride phase B also changes with Aiomac Peicent Aiumnum
Fig 2 Terniar,. liquidus prolectian 11l21 Jor the Ti Al B

- ... - ------- --- system in the vicnit' %% here the liquidli of primarx honde
+Ii has noi ticen esta 5-lished %hcther the TiB, liquidus crystallization inlcrsý,I %iih the primir\ metallic phase

aciuall), tennunates, ii ihe rononnartani line or is en- liquidi emerging from the I i At edge hinars The a110) used
croached by the TiB and TiB. liquidi beore reaching it in this %ork is indicated b%
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monlN loun, as. coherent Linictlar preixpitate, uitimlin hielih punt'. A- 1 -1 h,ii:,I
the H-' 'tru,:turc t; pieil (it TiH %k.iiit h both '.truct tire'. 14-23 Is t'Ot Il!

containinis Ti and the rctractor%\ metal] in sri~mik SpQLcimen-. hu im':'.': i- t i,

proportion'. The present article addre'.'.e' the charra- xý ere prepared hIs k:U1101! 41)1 .111 hl! t!!.'. ht
teri~ation o1 the '.eemingl\ metastable B. boridle in the art'-melted mai-cnrla lii ii. cdx.. .,ti,'ýý

ternar\ alloi'. and present'.s ;I possible scenario to These ".'ere vrouuund to .: t ht' k nc-' ,: ro. eh; .'11 -il

explain, their e'.,iution and then disc, I mit: 11) d211iarneteT 1iCiTV .'i~m
drilled out The dr'.c'. ii crc polishecd ilnk; .irpx

2. EXPER1N1E\TAL I RANIIQ1 FS vith diamond paite I inal'. itin-tmihtne .i i
-an incidence anele kit L' %iieldd thint '.Cim'Al-' ca:01-

The allo\. of interest to the present st:ud\ Aa,, taining electron tr.inspatrent honrdc pa inciv The
prepared b% noni-consumable tuigsten electrode arc- specrimens '.scrc examined' in bot) aI Ji-OFiilF 2101N
melting on a water-cooled copper hearth in an atmos- TENM. equipped %%ith a LINK energN' dispcrsi\C
phere of purified argon < 0. 1 ppb 0Oi Following the X-ra\ detec, 'r and a side-entr\ H101 400ll

B27 Bf

1 1 0 0 I f

C ( 110lflli

Fig I Boride particle in a mainx of 2.. wat Whole particle "oh R27 anid H, regions indicatred h\ arrosu'.
1b) lOtOt,:. zone aixis. pattern. leo schemnatic diagran oif the pirti'lt' in I'l
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I,': :c10 . . ti i %nor tI.'t (I I~n Ir: it III: I ro~ 'A ,:C i! WK. . : .

h.'. ~ ~~ prt.Io. I th A'cA' ntI- > rcei~ c ti rs'.l rcorit a'i 42 ,'7
Ait 2 o: tohý B Iru~tlu% 1st rtj.: rellort. iOto n ett'. (rA.:.J .

h4. it, AM .'.'l riiwl V pttaSc InIlI tO Bi or th tic I \ I Al B 0I, ý k fec ,, i 0'i': M 'I r0k .''iý!1li

tc .n: M i:or : Cini a! ritn l\,i nt' \ %k) '5A, .0 unK .t Tn h'. kt.~ccj~c, l`1T ste ! K _ JITtt. t W.' .n:ICý

to,,'tctcctafli cL~inetC. othlcI than Ti stithin thc B libriurn honrdc.' In thc TL B tn 0 'i

Pt'ruci' Slorcoter. e\-imtina~itin so thc borisk. after ( ho latte I tr,,ir. ~:h 1,1121'tctir

int Fih at 14-. K res cale! ihat the rit~iorit% tit I, ! io~el% reliltec! to tht: 13 lto ft o: Tili H A di,:sc

poriticit:' %kerc o; tht: B_- s .pc itith t'nl\ I.:cs 0, hielIos
8 rent~itimit. suetzestifle that the B sitrUcture i5 The [100(i(j, st ructure pioic'te orn t, h' ki
mtatit I.1 ic bF ig ial It oflO 01iti,, ct~i~tl atiorn, piari i cioe

Planar I~iitil.''erc obscrsed in other B particle, imarked .\I and the incoinpleteOcr o! iric')f.il
is hich could not Nhe readil' t',entitiest hk means o! 'rssi rnltd iasco aalie! to, '
elec:tron diffiraction The aipplicationt ot- HRIRN1 \Aa with respeCt to the orictnal unit cell oriL'n. anit rined
essential for the clucidation of these nanoscale lea- to the metal atoms of the ncst lasecr tL~ibeled HI.
ture-, and the origin of the B, phase. Hovce'er. it i,. then a monolaser of the D-. structurc I is rcatcu as
hrst necessar\ to esltablish the crvstallographic foun- ilsrtdi i b h retto caosi
dlation of' the different bonides and their potential dented from this nion-consersatiis operation is
structural relationships.

4. CRISTALLOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS
The removal of one Ti plane accounts for the differ-

All the boride phases of interest are based on ence in composition between TiB and TiB, If the
different arra\ss of the same basic building block: the operation is repeated in one out of' eseCrs four Ti
trigonal prism consisting of six racial atoms sur- planes the B. crvstal can be transformed into W).. as
rounding each boron aton [181. The prisms may be illustrattd in Fig 61c).
stacked sharing t%%o of the three rectangular faces to Giethcosreaonipbsee '.adC3
form columns ats shown in Fig. 5(a). The boron atoms one could also define a monolaxecr of the C12 struc-
arc stronel\ bonded forming a zig-zagging chain lure within the D7. laye-r in Fig tbih Thus, the
along the main axis of the column, In the B27 removal oif everi. second Ti plane in the B. struc-
structure. the columns are connected only along their ture perpendicular to [01018t followtng the sequence
edyes. as shown in Fig 5(a). znd the B chains are described in Figs 6(a) and 610e would generate the
parallel to, the [0101,:.- axis. The B chains and sur- C32 structure in Fig. 614d, which consists of a -'close
rounding rovss of' metal atoms arc evident in the packed" stacking of prism sheets Accordingli. the
10101,,.. projection in Fig 51c. Conversely,. in the B. orientation relationship between B. and CK Is
structure the columns are stacked in parallel sheets given by:
sharing the triangular faces of the trigonal prisms
Thosew sheets, arc displaced b\ a vector 4as +- Nil, 100), 1000f IV:
rclittivel% to one another as shown in Fig. 5(b. The (010)1 I 1f0l,!
arra\x of B ehatns and surrounding metal atoms as
\kcll a' the relatinc displacement of the sheets isAs before, the introduction of Isko non-conservatise
clearli esident in the Is'"J projection shossn tn faults in the B, unit cell accounts for the difference in
PSic ;id) The similarit -lseen the B27 and B. stoichiometr\ between TiB and TiB,
structure prot' ections art ing tn fact. it has been It wsill be useful for the analysis of the H-RE\I
shos'.n that it 1801 rotati.... i%%inning on the (001)j,.- images to establish the diffcrences between the B_. W
alone the Iso-told scre%% axes [labeled as 2, in and C32 structures in terms of' the relatiste positions.
Fig'- Sic) ii reults in) a monolaxer of B. in an other- of the metal atom rows In each of the projecti on; in
ssisc undistorted B'7. allstshown in Fig, 5let. Stint- Fig 6 one can readil' define a rctiangoular drra\ of'
larks. 180 rotational t\ssinni . on the (I 101,8 gives rise metal atom rows, with a characteristic ilength heighti
to it monolitser of B32 in at b matrix-see Fig. 5If). aspect ratio For example. Fig. N'di showss the win-

The full orientation relationship in both cases is metric rectangular arra\ of metal atom', in the CM1
described b% structure with an aspect ratio of L1.73 (hexagonal
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Fi 6~i (at [01 imci ofh s ithe H. 5 stutue 160 an'01-iecin.r are reiroswc

and 6ol directions inDar akd d 0MJpection of the idel 3. structure. IU n Oi ietosaemre Atth 110ro 01 andic

[l1!101 directions marked The chaircteristie ratios a. b and c of the metal atom rectangle dimenision, Arc
indicated for each structure

lattice of projected metal atomsl. In contrazsL. the 5. HIGH RE-SOLI'TION ANALYSIS OFI TilE B,
arrak in the B. structure is asvmntetric (off-centered STRUCTL RE

middle atom) and has an aspect ratio of 1.17. as
shownr in Fiie. 6tal. F'nallN, two different configur- From the crystallographic relationships described
ations occur in the D7. structure: one Ss'mmetric in Section 4. it can be seen that the B phase could
hastif on the hexagonal arraN within each close form tntergrossths %&tth B27. D7, or C32 ssith a
packed shect. with a'a aspect ratio of 1.62. and one virtually arbit rarN stacking sequence The coexistenice
asxlmmetric \Aith an aspect ratio of 1.37 similar to that of B27 and B, in the complex (Ti~aIB nonohioridecs
identified in th- B, ;c. rxstal, These ratios are particu- has heen extensisels docunmented in a separaite publi-
lark\ useful in the anal~sis of insergrowth of the three cation 1191 and will not he further discussed. It should
phases. for which the diffraction pattern would only be noted. hyiwever. that the interfaces hetsseen neigh-
gixi. statistical)\ aiicragcd inlormritin- boring B2 and B, crxstals such it those in Fivs I and

If Ace denote ceser\ Ti-plane parallel to (010),,. b% a 4 art! also coherent in this case, stronukl sungevstng
letter corresponding ito the aspect ratio of' the rec- the nucleation of one phase on the other
tallifle of metal atoms I,, f/il lioioi5'duate right 01 tile Based on the description oif Fig 6. the 11ilt t zone
pi1 ath isce Fig. 61. then all three structures can be axis is ohliousl% the most suited for osersations (it

exipressed as a string of letters With 9 I 3* 7 the interCgro%%ths, with D-, and C12. A high resolution
b = 1.62 and C = I -3. the perleet B, structure is micrograph from it horide particle and its corre-
described hs the stacking sequence .aaaaa .. D7, sponiding diffraction pattern are sho%,,n in Fig -

h. abaabaaba . and (C12 hk . ccccc . A Note the streaks along the [1010l, direction in inset of
monolaser ot one phase in at matrix formed b,, Fig -a it indicating a random arra\ ol planar tiaults
another phase is then easil\ represented b\ the appro- parallel to the (01),,l plane Random mixing of BY.-
priate sequence, c g one monolaý,cr of D7', in B. is D7,, and C32 regions in a B. matin\ is consisten) with
described hbx aaabaaa. asý shown in Fig 6tb). This the experimentafll obsersed ditjraetion pattern
shorthand notation Asill be used in ihe following Multislie Image simulations wsere performed for

section to ideritit> a complex stacking sequence in a the B. form of TiB. the D-. structure of TiB, and the
horide particle C32 structure of' TiB: along the respectis e101
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Fig I()Hie rcoun etrn miuograph oteinfahrderdi IM,7naoointin
(difliraction pattern in ins.e i b Enlaritcd section of the nicr-ograph ol dl. shouing the sequen"c of

rectangle ratios indicated at the bottom The three horide phases are clearlN disin puished.

11001W., and [00011k,. directions. Identical mnicroscope does depend oin both thickness and defocus: the ratio
conditions were used in each computation C areful can .arN almosi cor..inuoust, frorn 1.37 to 1.621
comparison of the images of thesc threc structurcs T clore. itits possible to identif% each structure
indicates the-, share common contrast feature, for from a ;inele high resolution micrograph b\ measur-
identical thickne,, and def)cus aIlUCS. For ýi cien ing thc aspect ratios of rectangle' of whtite ort black
thickness and decfocus, all Ti-columins arc eý.prescnted dots.
b, black ior wihite) dots in all four stru~tures For This procedure wa-, used to interpret the micro-
both B, and C32. the aspect ratio of the metal atom graph of' Fir. 7 aia. the region delineated bi the
rectangles 1.37 and 1.23. rcspectivel\ j is determiined rectanvular inset is, sho~kn enlargecd in ibI This image
I,% the svmmecr%- of the lattice zind conseuouentii does isas divitized a' .i 12'80 x ';12 pixel image and Fourier
'not depend on cr%,stial thicknevs and, microscope filtered to rizrnosc random intensitt fluctuations
uefocus- Howcscr. for Ti,B, the recta: Alc aspect ratio Then the pi~ei saiiucs, iintensitico of ro\,s parallel to
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Thin sl 'b, I); D- tin'l C(7 tructu,,c, art, clcark Ounle% Irontm m,2e nj, K
iitcr.ntied; \kithin ti±e B monoborid'c inFie -b) The Thc seconj xp~e: cn~e-T. -

struICture, are noi tvrfeci alorqe the fI(ii1, dnrection B ironi ifhc rnelia.±ic. t
athcre: ire scserj,. lomaitoný ss herc the Ti-planes superwede, the B_' torn,. 1 .!!c !;I_

scenm to Itamp or ioL iei s, i.e the .,tackinv i~al pha-sc es ok d r IT:.' '1

sequence chari~e, Iron' e L aa iaaaa to aaabaaa Such tornT and' prob.ibis 1Wi(h eC'c '1 ,i.1 \! 1:
achanwc i* indic,itc, h\ an i~rrosk in 1-iL 'thi 'The he'te ' the cohcrcw ni Toe:.ie I

aruties, ol the changie precludes ati\ IhickneI,' niTi of thi' phase iCsohiuiotn'in. r-''': L,0'
eflects The occurrencc of "detecis' in the nianosculc hin,ition of ihern-od..s iT111nr ,Tn1: t'[IC:en ... r.51 Jl
inicrL'roo ih is likeh it) arise during. ihe CrI, stIfliziiion are di'cus'ed helos'.
proceýýN a, discussed heloss 'The siue and Irequencx The relatirs swhiiliis o! thc W- lik I3 i B:m,

of such defects suLr_,cst there is t mall eneri!'\ differ- Tiltý is \&ell established for ihe: 1 Bts.'e::.:T
clieck hetsween ile iadiaceni iniereros th reelions These principle cain he quainified wr mi rie i2 ti i B\
non-consersaiit f aults are ,omcO at anialog'ous I(, sx stem in 'n the free enersin tuii~iin III n M"iciio
the crx staflhnraphic sheaf 1'ajulis (CSYF obsersed in the diflerent binaries. llossecsc the a rlhee\per-
the oxx gcn-dcficient TiG_ phases j201 imen U I i ntormiaton i,, no i su tficcni it ttccu rat ik

deter-mine the boundaries, ot ihe dfiffercni 11iq1,1d sLt -

f ,aces and hence ihe relatise ihertnodsnarnic rankiit,

6. DISCUSSION of the phases in the regions Ikhere sesetal liquidi
meet. F-urthermore. there is no acc~urate method ito

The conscnlional and high resolution TEM evi- assess the diflerences in free enerOs hetskeci: B and
dence have unequivocahly established the existence of the stable phiases, based (in the intormaztion curre~ntl\
a bina-s titanium monohoride w~ith the B, structure. available. A cursor\ analvsis of the transition mectal
This phase ssas often found to contain planar faults horides in Table 2 reveals that the B structure is more
ideniified as thin lavers of TiIB, IDT.,) and TiB., W32), common than B27. especialls niorniist the clemeni'
This section w~ill attempt to rationalize the origin of that form both C32 and Me. phases \loreoser, the
the b structure wsithin the context of the overall monoborid.-s oftcn exshibit melting potnits close io
microstructure evolution in this alloy_ those of the corresponding NI ýB, (W,) compounds.

Since the B. monoboride has no-, been reported in suggesting that within each system, the NIB and M,13,
the Ti -B or the Ti-Al--B system and it ir found to phases ma\ be rclativel\ close in energ\, This is
transform to the normal B27 form of TiB upon particularlx true in the case of Ti. s'hfere there is a
prolonged heat treatment, one maN reasonabl% con- difference of only - 20 K in the melting temperaiture
elude that the R. structure is metastable. Two hy poth- of the two borides as noted in Fig I
eses ma,, thus he advanced io explain its occurrence Additional evidence that the B912 and B phases for
tn Ti-Al-B alloys Firstly. TiB could have a stable TiB have relatisel\ similar energies max b e ohtanic-d
high teniperatture: B, allotrope which forms from from lattice cnergs calculations The lattice par-
the melt ,Mnl: rctbc, -e .:... ?"!,ng r~i'e, I, P.-0 ameters *If the different horide strUCtUres in Table I
o1 arc-button solidification In this, scenario. the suggest that the %olume of the trigonal prism tiec the

Tabic 2Cr' sta struciurcs of sr'mr trans~ition metilbide

Fi'rde Element

TI Cr '.,I n -1' C C

- : , B ti- 8 ' B- B

Sli D-i, H._

SIR ': C: (2 CA3

La Hi 'Id 'i I ) P1
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An ir ) -I I thus drisingo the cý,11pi'..iiion ti i,: hs iýJti tossirdt
L£ ;"40)l~d sa Iturar 'i )file 1.-.- 1 Wlien this hine

%; here It i, thec hond eneres stwmeen ator' : id I, I I reached, cra 'itits of 1 iB xtiih the BII? oructiur:

is the actual bond fcnit h. fand 1 art: ad iusiabfle torm antd c'in onc urrentl Is xiiiý I:p-(Ti da ki i nt he
parameters. 'a hich aire gis en in Table 1 tor the Ti Ti. composition of the liquid hossatd ither V and
B B and' TiB bosnd, [221 ()nla nearest neiighhbor sornevshat losser Bi contcni' I, indi,.le b.\ the
Interactions %kcre taker. tnt' account lot the ftiting arross in Fie 2
pr ced ure With coiniiisuo soliditicatori doss it the line ,I-

A first estimate oft the retatisev stahilit\ cof the vtsso-lold saturation. Ie q:2 thcrt comcs p'oini xi hcn
horides can he obtained frorn thc potential par- TiB no longer is the boride i.%nit i Ia- (tic largc't
arriter, l~ised in Table S ( ateful anal\siss of the dris mu force tor ~oliditic,101 ion .id inl the absence
%alues %ueges:ied h\ Abdcl-Hami~d ci ji shoksi. that of kinetic constraints should he replacedI h% 113.
none of the tour structures considered is, meehanicall% tot perhaps TiB, since there is somle utmeertaints on
stable "ihen hticher order neiehbor Interaction% arc the hoiuudus protection as noted hetorei In art,. esent.
taken into acco unt. m e the lattice enicrgs \' hadro- thermodnarnmie considerations is ouldl fraor the tor-
d , namrji cc dform'ation i, not minimial tor the exper- mation of ai horide xIkith I higher boron content from
fimrental lattice: p~arrmetcrs. Thus, a leasi squares
fitting procedure %&.I, uwdt toi tiodtf\ the potential
~s'll paramneters, such that TiB and both structural -36.
%ariatits of TiB xi ould shoim a minimumi in the energx
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MEASUREMENT OF RESIDUAL STRESSES
IN SAPPHIRE FIBER COMPOSITES
USING OPTICAL FLUORESCENCE

Qing Ma and David R. Clarke

Materials Department
University of California

Santa Barbara, California 93106

Abstract
The residual stresses in c-axis sapphire fibers in a Y -TiAl matrix and in a
polycrystalline A120 3 matrix as a function of distance below a surface are
determined. They are obtained from the shift in frequency of the characteristic
R2 fluorecence line of chromium in sapphire obtained by foccusing an optical
probe at different depths in a sapphire fiber intersecting the surface of the
composite. The method is described together with its calibration. Both the axial
and radial components of the residual stress in the fiber are observed to vary
over a depth of approximately the fiber diameter and are then almost
independent of depth.



1 Introduction

When a composite material is cooled down from it' fabricai iun ,

mismat-h residual stres. 's develop. which can hate a Profounid tiifluence the mediiniual

properties of the cor,,posite. For example. in many ceramic fiber reinforcea metal matrix or

glass matrix composites the thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix a, is considerably

larger than that of the fiber a! and so large compressive stresses can develop in the fiber.

The axial compressive stress creates a large stress difference between debonded and bonded

regions of the interface when the material is under applied tension, facilitating interfacial

crack growth [1.21, a pre-requisite for fiber pull-out. On the other hand, the large radial

compressive stress produces large friction forces in the debonded region, which retards fiber

sliding and consequently shortens fiber pull-out length '2.3. It is therefore possible to opti-

rmize the mechanical properties of such composites by tailoring the residual stresses through

appropriate processing conditions and the use of interfacial coatings ?41.

Unfortunately, accurate information about the residual stresses in embedded fibers is usu-

ally unavailable since their measurement is particularly difficult. As a result. estimations

based on the thermal and elastic properties of the individual material components are usu-

ally used in various analyses. This approach requires accurate knowledge of the effective

temperature change .NT. which is usually an unmeasurable quantity, and is difficult to es-

timate without detailed knowledge of the stress relaxation mechanisms. especially near the

interface. Furtheri-ore, such estimates can not take into account the variations from fiber

to fiber due to irregularities in coatings and interfacial roughness: details which are impor-

tant in understanding individiiI fiber pull-out/push-out tests. Direct measurement of the

residual stresses in fibers is. in principle, possible by a variety of diffraction techniques. For
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instance. V ray diffraction using ultra-fine beams can provide strain informiation of indi, id-

ual fibers. However. it suffers from having a relatively small penetration dept. ,---'•M ;iJ

'5.6( and can therefore onlv measure stresses near the surface. wiich could be siflcant v

different from those deeper inside the composite. Neutron scattering, whilst capable of prob-

ing fiber stresses throughout the composite [7.8. has insufficient spatial resolution to study

individual fibers or to ascertain stress distributions along the fibers.

An alternative method of measuring stresses in fibers is by using piezo-spectroscopic

effects. The basis of such methods is that the characteristic luminescence lines (Raman

or fluorescence) of the material shift with stress. By utilizing an optical microscope to

define a probe. it is relatively easy to select regions of interest with spatial resolution of

0niv a few mnicrons ý9': either un the -urface of a composite. or if the matrix is transparent.

within the composite. For example. in the case of polvdiacetvlene fibers embedded in an

optically transparent epoxy il01. Raman spectra were collected from different positions along

a fiber to obtain the stress distribution along it. Since optical spectrum can be collected and

analyzed with relative ease compared to most diffraction methods, such measurements can

be performed routinely.

In this paper. we present a new method of measuring residual stresses in embedded

transparent fibers, one that utilizes optical fluorescence. and illustrate its application to

determining the residual stresses in sapphire fibers in -,,-TIAl and A120 3 matrices. The

theoretical basis of the fluorescence method was described in detail in an earlier work [1 i.

Briefly, the frequency shift of a characteristic fluorescence line is stress dependent and is

given by:
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where fI,, are the piezo-spectroscopic coefficients relating frequency shift to -tress, and a"

is the stress tensor represented in the crystallographic frame of reference.

The method is to use an optical microscope to focus a light beam on the end of an

exposed sapphire fiber (figure 1). measure the frequency shift of a characteristic luminescence

line and then repeat the measurement at successively deeper points of focus into the fiber.

Using the lenses of the microscope to form an optical probe enables the luminescence to

be collected, for any particular point of focus. from a relatively small depth of field. This

facilitates high spatial resolution [12,13] along the fiber but at the same time means that the

observed frequency shifts have to be deconvoluted using a previously established calibration

of the microscope convolution function (the depth of field function). This is described in the

following section. Also described is a test of the accuracy of the stress profiling method in

which the stress through the thickness of a ruby beam under four-point loading is measured

and compared with the known elastic solution.

To illustrate the application of the technique we have measured the residual stresses

in Saphikon sapphire fibers. They have sufficient levels of chromium impurity to produce

sufficiently intense fluorescence lines R, and R2 of ruby when excited by an argon ion laser.

Because the fibers are single crystal with their c-axis along the fiber axis. the residual stresses

inside the fibers are expected to have cylindrical symmetry. As a result. there are only two

independent stress components, the radial component a, and the axial component 7,. This

simplifies equation 1 to be:

-I = 21H= Cr + l-C ,7_ (2)

where lI and H,1 are the piezo-spectroscopy coefficients for the a and c directions. They

have been measured to have values of 2.70 and 2.15 cm- 1 GPa-1. respectively [14]. A positive
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shift implies tension and a negative one impiies compression. In section 3. measurements of

line shifts along fibers in both >,-TiAI and A12 03 matrices as a function of depth are Tiade.

Since the frequency shifts are dependent on both the axial and radial stress components.

their separation requires the solution of the appropriate elastic equations. This is described.

using the results of a finite element computation in section 4. From this. the stresses as a

function of depth are determined.

2 The Through-Focus Depth Profiling Method

2.1 Depth of Field Function

The depth resolution of the optical microprobe used for the fluorescence measurements

is determinled by the numerical aperture of the objective lens and the size of the collection

aperture used [12.13]. As illustrated in figure 2. when the excitation laser is focused at a

distance z below the top surface of a transparent material with uniform concentration of

fluorescing species. only the signal generated in a small volume above and below the focal

plane is collected. The total signal collected is then the integral of the fluorescence from

different depths:

I(z)= J g(u)du (:3)

where g(u) is the depth of field function of the lens used to describe the relative collection

efficiency as a function of u. the distance from the focal plane.

By moving the focal plane from a position above the top surface to a position below

the surface of a thick sapphire disk (t --. ) containing adequate chromium concentration,

SThe general procedures for optical duorescence measurement and analysis were described in detail in [111 and therefore :,It

included in this work.
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and recording the fluorescence line intensity as a function of depth z. the depth resolution

function g is obtained from equation 3. namely:

dI(z)dlz)

The depth resolution function for our optical microprobe using a 50/0.55 objective lens

and a 200 prm collection aperture was measured using the above method and is shown in

figure :3. As can be seen, the collection efficiency is maximum at the focal plane. and decrease

rapidly with distance on either side of the focal plane.

2.2 Measurement of the Frequency Shift Depth Profile

We now suppose that there exists a stress field that only varies with depth z. From

equation 2. the shift of a fluorescence line associated with the increment in signal from a

narrow slice of material at depth z + u is

Av(z + u) = 211, cr,(z + u) + HI : + u) (5)

The measured shift with focal point positioned at depth z is then a weighted average of the

signals from all depths:
- f�t Av(z -u)g(u)du

j_- ;' g(u) du (6)

Provided the depth of field function g(z) is known, the real depth profile Ai'(z) can be

deconvoluted from equation 6.

To establish that the foregoing methodology is correct, the stress field through the thick-

ness of a dilute ruby beam in 4-point loading was measured and compared with the elastic

solution for the stress. A number of fluorescence spectra were taken as the laser beam was



focused at different depths from the top, tension surface to the bottom, compression surface

of the beam. The measured shifts are plotted in figure 4 as the solid dots. The deconvoluted

data is shown by the solid line. The deconvolution was obtained by assuming that the real

shift .. v(z) is a linear function of depth a + bz since it is known that the stress distribution

varies linearly with the depth z for a rectangular beam under 4-point loading. This function

is then convoluted with the depth of field function g(z). By fitting the resulting convoluted

function to the measured shifts. the coefficients a and b are obtained. The initially assumed

function*, with the coefficients obtained by fitting, is then regarded as the deconvoluted shift

.v(z) directly related to the stress distributions by equation 2. The straight solid line in

figure 4 therefore represents the real shifts. As expected. and required, the zero shift po-

sition coincides with the neutral plane of the beam. The stress distribution calculated by

using equation 2 is also in good agreement with that obtained from beam theory and loading

conditions. As a further check, the convoluted shift, obtained by convoluting the derived

values of the real shift with the instrument function g(z) is shown by the dashed curve. It

has excellent fit with the measured data except for the slight deviation near the compression

surface which, we believe, is due to the fact that the focus deteriorates after light has passed

all the way through the ruby beam. These observations thus confirm that the through-focus

method can indeed accurately measure the depth profile of the stresses.

3 Measured Frequency Shifts From Embedded Sapphire Fibers

The depth profiling method has been applied to two different sapphire fiber composites:

the first, a -1-TiAI matrix composite with carbon black/alumina double fiber coatings on

the sapphire fibers and, the second, a polycrystalline A12 0 3 matrix with a thin molybdenum
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coating on the fibers. In each case, the fiber diameter is about 120 Pm. Thin Aices of

composite with parallel surfaces perpendicular to the sapphire fibers were ct to about 4.10

pm and 600 jim thick for the -l-TiAI matrix and the A120 3 matrix composites respectively.

The top surface of the specimens were then polished to obtain an optical finish at the fiber

ends.

The measured and the deconvoluted frequency shift as a function of depth into a sapphire

fiber in ,-TiAI matrix, as well as the convoluted function are plotted in figure 5. Since

I-TiAl has considerably larger thermal expansion coefficient than sapphire (table 1). the

residual stress developed by thermal mismatch in the fiber should be compressive in both

radial and axial directions. This is consistent with the large negative shifts observed when

thie probe is focused deep in the interior of the specimen. Near the surface. the axial stress

approaches zero as required by force balance. The deconvoluted shift becomes positive

near the surface indicating that the radial stress becomes tensile near the surface. In the

case of the sapphire fibers in polycrystalline A12 0 3 , the residual stress is mainly caused

by the anisotropy of the thermal expansion coefficient of sapphire. As show in figure 6. the

relatively large negative shifts near the surface indicate that the radial stress near the surface

is compressive, since the axial stress must approach zero due to force balance requirement,

and thus does not contribute to the shift. The magnitude of the negative shift becomes

progressively smaller with increasing of depth implying that the negative shift associated

with the radial compressive stress is partially compensated by the positive shift resulting

from the build up of the axial tensile stress. These observations are consistent with the fact

that the thermal expansion coefficient of polycrystalline A1 2 0 3 is larger than that of the

sapphire in the a-direction, but smaller than that in the c-direction. A notable feature of

the depth profile of the shift, in both systems, is the near exponential dependence. This
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is indicative of the fibers being fully bonded to the matrices and the fiber/matrix systems

being elastic.

4 Analysis

The residual stresses in the sapphire fibers are related to the observed frequency shifts

presented in the previous section by equation 2. In order to obtain actual values of the

two stress components, an additional relationship between the two components is evidently

iequired. Two difficulties are associated with establishing such a relationship. First. the

residual stresses originate from thermal expansion mismatch but the temperature on cooling

at which stress relaxation no longer is effective, and stresses begin to build up. is not known.

Secondly. existing equations relating the "-sidual stresses in a fiber embedded in an infinite

matrix [2j to the thermal mismatch strain .. caAT are unfortunately not valid for the thin

specimens used in this work. Furthermore, rigorous analytical solutions for the residual stress

field are not available and the approximate models used in analyzing stresses in fibers, e.g.

those in analyzing fiber pull-out/push-out tests [15-171 breakdown near the fiber end. We

have therefore had to resort to finite element calculations of the residual stress field for the

sapphire/-y-TiAl and sapphire/A12 0 3 systems and use an iterative, self consistent procedure

to calculate the residual stresses and the temperature at which the stresses become frozen

in. This is described in the following paragraphs. First, however, it should be noted that

the stresses can be estimated directly from equation 2. For the I- TiAl matrix system,

the residual stresses in the fiber are expected to be compressive. If it is assumed that the

magnitude of the radial component is similar to the axial component in the interior of the



composite. then using the shift from deep in the fiber we have from equation 2

A ~inta,lnt ý "71t -" 500 NIPao'z 2 [ L i + Il- c

For the A120 3 matrix system, due to the anisotropy of the thermal expansion coefficient of

sapphire, the fiber should be under axial tension and radial compression. If we assume that

the radial compression stress is about the same in the interior and near the surface, we again

can estimate that

Ir t s tr0. -- ar -, --- 100 NIPa
2rI,.

and
"kVint _ "a i.nt

~r -211 N~, l -200 MPa[Ic

Quantitative stress distributions can be obtained by comparing in detail the measured

shifts with those calculated from the elastic field in the fiber/matrix system. Since the fiber

coatings are relatively thin in both composites, we expect their effects on the elastic field to

be negligible compared to those of the fiber and matrix. Therefore, in the calculations, the

elastic system is simplified as consisting solely of an isotropic matrix of modulus E, and

Poisson's ratio v, and a fiber of modulus El and Poisson's racio vf (T.ble 1). The specimen

was represented by a thin disk of the same thickness as the corresponding specimen with

one cylindrical fiber sitting at the symmetry axis. The diameter of the disk was chosen to

be about ten times that of the fiber in order to be consistent with the low fiber volume

fraction of both composite systems. The thermal expansion coefficients of the sapphire fiber

in both the radial direction oa and axial direction oc are also listed in Table 1. The mean

thermal expansion coefficient for -y-TiAl is known to be 11 - 13 x 10-6 /°C depending on
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the stress frozen-in temperature. However, that of the polycrystalline A120 3 is expected

to vary from sample to sample depending on the residual matrix porosity, As a result of

the complicated stress relaxation processes that occur during cooling, particularly near the

interface, the effective thermal expansion coefficient am for both matrices and the effective

temperature change AT were adjusted in the computation to obtain the best agreement

with the experimental frequency shift data. The following procedure was adopted. First.

reasonable estimates for the matrix thermal expansion coefficient and temperature change
e~

"am and AT"' were used in the finite element calculation. The resulting stresses ae`(z) and

OSi(z) were then used in equation 2 to calculate the shift as a function of z. Av.%o(z). This

function and the measured shifts are then normalized by their values in the interior of the

material:

AvinA v ° _/o m 
- A (7)

By comparing the calculated and measured normalized shifts for a series of values of a"',

the value that gives the best agreement is considered as the true Qm, Then, by requiring that

the calculated shift be equal to the measured shift in the interior, the effective temperature

difference is proportionally scaled:

A antAT = A-Test __vea,(8
AVC tnt

Finally, the stress distributions are obtained:

ar = Orrest AT---

Orz = C't AT

ZATe (9)
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Since the thermal expansion coefficient of "?-TiAl is considerably larger than a, and o- of

sapphire. the difference between ac and oa was unimportant. As a result. it was observed

that the fitting of the normalized shift was not sensitive to the actual value of o,,.' Figure

7 illustrates the fitting bet.veen the measured and the calculated normal shifts for 0. = 12.

The effective temperature drop _%T calculated from equation 8 is -- 750°C. which agrees

with ,Q-T curve for -- TiAI [18]. This temperature change is about 300 0C smaller than

the difference between the processing temperature and the room temperature indicating

significant stress relaxation occurring during cooling. The stress distributions along the

fiber calculated from equation 9 are plotted in figure 8. The axial stress approaches zero as

expected and the radial component is positive at the surface as was indicated by the frequency

shift measurement. The differences between the calculated and the measured normalized

,hifts as shown in figure 7 are due to the simplifications used in the model. e.g.. neglecting

the effects of coatings and assuming perfect interfacial bonding. However, the finite element

calculations shows that the stress distributions in the interior of the specimen are not sensitive

to small changes in the value of the elastic modulus and the thermal expansion coefficient

of the matrix. This is because the values of the stresses are bounded by the measured

shifts through equations 2 and scaled by equations 8 and 9. These observations suggest

that the stress distributions deduced from the fluorescence data and illustrated in figure 8

are relatively accurate especially in the interior of the specimen. The possibility of some

interfacial debonding will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

As expected, the normalized shift calculated for the A120 3 matrix system depends much

more sensitively on the value of a, used in the computation. As show in figure 9. o, = S.73

gives the best fit between the calculated and the measured normalized shifts. The effective

temperature difference obtained using equation 8 is about 1300'C, which is about 200°C
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lower than the processing temperature again as indication of -tress relaxation occurring

during cooling. The stress distributions in the sapphire fiber are plotted in figure 10. The

observation that the calculated stress distributions in the interior are not sensitive to changes

of E, also applies in this system. The values of stress in the interior differ less than 5'7c for

the three a,'s shown in figure 9. Since the shape of the shift profile depends sensitively to

the change of am, the fitting in figure 9 also provides means of estimating the local thermal

expansion coefficient of the A120 3 matrix, which could be different from the average value

of the whole sample because the density of the matrix is slightly lower near the fibers. The

resulting value of a, can thea be used in other analyses. such as for push-out tests.

5 Discussion

The analysis in the last section is based on the assumption that the fiber/matrix systems

are elastic without any debonding occurring at the interface. This requires that the inter-

facial shear strength be larger than the maximum interface shear stress. To examine this

assumption, the interfacial shear stress is also calculated in the finite element computation.

The results corresponding to the best fit conditions determined in the last section are plotted

for the sapphire/1-TiAI and the sapphire/A120 3 systems in figure 11. In both systems. the

magnitude of the shear stress has a maximum at the surface and decreases to zero with

increasing depth. This is expected from the stress distributions in figures 8 and 10 and the

force balance requirement:
= H do'=

2 d: Rf a (10)2 d:

Whilst the calculated interfacial shear stress for the sapphire/A120 3 system is smaller

than the interfacial shear strength for the molybdenum/sapphire interface (-- 100 - 300

12
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MPa) '1!] and therefore insufficient to produce any debonding, the .•hear streý-s calculated

for the sapphirei-TiAl system is considerably larger than any feaminable value for t i,,, Car-

bon;sapphire interface 100 - 150 MPa) 4.8I, It is likely that the thin carbon cuati lg

on this fiber is not continuous su that the sapphire fiber has direct contact with the poly-

crystalline A12 0 3 outer coating to form a strongly bunded interface. This has been often

observed in the same composite specimen during push-out tests [18]. As mentioned in the

last section, the fitting between the calculated and measured frequency shifts near the sur-

face is not perfect. As shown in figure 7. the calculated shift changes more rapidly than

that measured within one fiber diameter from the surface. Therefore, the change of the axial

'tress and consequently the magnitude of the interfacial shear (equation 10) in the real sys-

tern •hould be -nialler than that calculated. This further suggest that the interface may be

debonded for a distance about one fiber diameter from the surface. However, this debonding

does not seeni to change the stress field significantly. so that the fiber/matrix system still

behaves in an elastic manner. This is consistent with the fact that the friction is sufficiently

large in this system, due to asperities at the interface [4.20], that the stress distribution is

similar to a system with perfect bonding [3]. Therefore. we believe that the residual stresses

determined for the sapphire/1-TiAl system, especially in the interior of the composite, are

not significantly affected by possible debonding near the surface.

6 Conclusions

11y utilizing the optical fluorescence from chromium impurities in sapphire fibers, we have

determined the residual stress distributions in embedded fibers in both a •-TiA1 matrix and

a poly-rystalline ,\120 3 matrix composite. The axial and radial components of the residual

13



-tress, produced by differential thermal contraction on cooling after fabrication. in the fnb:ers

are determined as a function of depth below the composite surface, For ',-t)h M o,,e.

the two stress components varv over a distance of about the fiber (Aanleter from the -urface

and then are almost independent of distance further into the composite.
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TABLE I

PROPERTY Sapphire >-TiA1 A120 3

E (GPa) 434 173 250

v 0.27 0.33 0.27

a (10-6/ 0 C) 8.3 (a). 9.0 (c) 11 - 13 8.3 < Q < 9.0
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the optical arrangement used to collect fluorescence from a

region in an embedded. transparent fiber below its surface. The stress induced shift in

frequency of a characteristic luminescence line is used to determine the stress in the probed

region.

Figure 2. Illustration of the effect of the finite depth of field of the optical system used.

When the excitation laser is focused at a distance z below the top surface, only the signal

generated in a small volume above and below the focal plane is effectively collected.

Figure 3. The depth of field function of the microprobe used. It describes the relative

collection efficiency as a function of distance from the focal plane. Details are given in the

text.

Figure 4. The fluorescence line shift in the region between the tension surface (z = 0) and

the compression surface (z = 513 /Am) of a ruby beam under 4-point bending. The solid

line representing the true shift is obtained by deconvoluting the measured shift with the

depth of field function.

Figure 5. The line shift depth profiles (z = 0 at the surface) in a c-axis sapphire fiber

embedded in the -7-TiAl matrix.

Figure 6. The line shift depth profiles (z = 0 at the surface) in a c-axis sapphire fiber

embedded in a polycrystalline A1203 matrix.

Figure 7. A comparison of the calculated and the measured normalized shifts as a function

of depth for the sapphire/-y-TiAl system.

18



Figure 8. The radial and axial stresses as a function of depth in the sapphire/-T-TiAI

system determined from the fluorescence data.

Figure 9. A comparison of the calculated and the measured normalized shifts as a function

of depth for the sapphire/A120 3 system.

Figure 10. The radial and axial stresses as a function of depth in the sapphire/Al 203

system determined from the fluorescence data.

Figure 11. The interfacial shear stresses in the sapphire/½-TiAl and the sapphire/A120 3

systems calculated from the finite element computation and the fluorescence data.
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ABSTRACT

A RriV., oi experimental data and elementary theorctical formulas for compressie fIidure of poi.mer
matrix fibre composites indicates that the dominant failure mode is bh plastic kinking Initial local fibre
misalitnment plays a central role in the plastic kinking process. Theoretical analsses and numerical results
for compressise kinking are presented. encompassing effects of strain-hardening, kink incbination, and
applied shear stress. The assumption of rigid fibres is assessed criticall., and the legttimac. of its use for
polymer matrix composites is established.

INTRODUCTION

COMPRESSION FAILURE is a design limiting feature of aligned, continuous fibre com-
posite materials. For example. the compressive strengths of unidirectional carbon
fibre-epoxy laminates are often less than 60% of their tensile strengths. The dominant
compressive failure mode in aligned-fibre, polymeric matrix composites is localized
compressive buckling, or kinking; other failure modes, such as fibre crushing, can
also occur. Although fibre kinking limits the compressive strength of carbon-matrix
composites, and has often been observed in wood, the importance of kinking in metal-
matrix and ceramic-matrix composites generally is not yet clear.

The present paper. continuing the recent studies of FLECK and BUDIANSKY (1991).
is concerned primarily with various aspects of the compressive kinking problem.
A preliminary discussion invokes theoretical arguments and existing experimental
information to support the belief that the kinking mechanism in polymer-matrix and
carbon-matrix fibre composites is dominated by fibre misalignment together with
plastic shear deformation in the matrix. This sets the stage for the extension of
previous theoretical results for static kinking strength under combined compression
and shear to include effects of composite strain-hardening.

As in most treatments of compressive kinking the fibres in these calculations are
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assumed to he rig.id k~iih respect ito lon-gitudinial st raininey Thi, has file efleci of
,shieldinL, the mnat ris fromt axial stress, and therehu e the act ual eteet of- NW hIstrC.v onl
niatrix plasticit% is not taken into account, The presecnt paiper conclude-, ' ith cal1-
Ctilations of' the influence on kinkinL, stres,, of' finite fibre sntlhfess. and pararneter
ranues are revealed I'or "hich the rigid-fibre assumption 1, acceptable.

Thec paper deals onhý with the response of' unidirectional un-notched composites.'
In mans practical applications notched mfulti-directioiial comnposites are used. Eneuin-

CC~nil &S~rlmethodolog~ies are no"~ emerging to deal ss ith the effects of notches and
off-a~is plies eCX. SrSRNt s and Wt1- A\IS. 1982. Rtinnws ci ail.. 1984: Soti its ci alI..
1 990) hut basic mechanics modelline, of' these more cornple\ s\ stems remain,, to be
done.

COMPRr~ssivf FAILLRI M~oitws: BAC'KGROL*Ni AMi) Ry\t:Vn

Elastic kinkunq rs plastic kinkinq

Microbuckling under axial compression of aligned-fibre composities is a failure
mechanism wherein (see Fig. 1) the fibres undergo cooperative kinking in a narrok%
band. Observations sho\% typical values of band \kidth ii in the neighbourhood (,1 10t
fibre diameters, and values in the range #3 ;L 10 -- ) ror the inclination of ilk ' ink
band. On the basis of the assumptions that the kinking is an elasm bifurcation-
buckling phenomenon. and that fl 0. R\OSFEN (1965) derived the widely-qtioted
form ula

for the kinking stress. where G, is the shear modulus of the matrix material, and r, is
the volumetric fraction of fibres. The Rosen result should actually be interpreted as
a, =G. where G is the effective longitdinal shear modulus of the composite. and the

kink band

Fio1. Kink hand getomiiry and notation
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right-hand side of I) is just an approximation for G. AR(ioN (1972) took the
alternative view that long-tibre composites undergo i/,astf microbuckling. He
assumed. in effect, that kinkine occurs in a if = 0 band within which fibres have
suffered an initial misalignment angle 4 (see Fig. II. In a rigid-perfectly plastic
composite having yield stress T, in longitudinal shear, additional rotation o cannot
develop until the critical compressive stress

r,2)

is applied, and subsequentdy the compressive stress decreases with increasing o.
The Argon formula (2) for the plastic kinking stress was extended b) Bt'DIASKY

(1983) to an elastic-perfectly plastic composite. with yield strain = r, G in longi-
tudinal shear. for which the kinking stress is

r• G
a , = .... . _ ... . .:.... . 3 )

This result (still for/f = 0) is uniformly valid for all 4. giving the Rosen bifurcation
stress for ý = 0. and asymptotically equivalent to the Argon result (2) for 4 large.

JELF and FLECK (1991) measured the microbuckling stresses of linear elastic com-
posites made from glass fibres and a silicone rubber matrix. They observed micro-
buckles having half-wavelengths equal to the specimen length. and found that as the
specimen length was increased the compressive strength decreased towards the Rosen
limit (1). Howe, r. available experimental evidence for more conventional polymer
matrix composites supports the hypothesis that microbuckling is a plastic rather than
an elastic event. Test data from a variety of sources for the axial compressive strength
o, of aligned-fibre polymer matrix composites are plotted against G in Fig. 2. [The

i1y% =0 22.0 / /
S• F..d & &IW W• 'vii4

• ' i /e~ 0 is o, n

0. ,0 .. P S.,,y& ... . a.eo ,

o4 Uao.- iug

10 1 .04 
5 6

G (GPa)

Fio 2. Test data and elastic-ideal!vy plastic predictions. compressive strength n. vs composite shear modulus
G. for 7cro-inclination kink bands (ft = 0 1. Fibre misalignmentr -•. shear .lield strain
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cornposiie 6' values %'ere estimated \ia the right-hand sidL.: 11 1Ii. and. in turn-. eacL
(1, \\as calculated from e-,timaites. nieaNurenlclts or hand hook \aluc,, o0 the Youne'\
modulus E., and Poisson'. ratio i1 of the mari\.] The elastic kinking stre., is L1,\en
b\ the heavy line icorresponding to . -0 and the other slanted traighi lines arc
plots of (3) for sccral xalue-, of' tP > ft The simplil'\ing assumptions (,.g.. /= (.

ideal plasticit\ ) used in the deriation of(31 limit it, direct applicabilits\ indeed, more
realistic anal\ses. taking into account strain-hardening as \%ell a, I, > 0 % ill be made
in this paper. We note. nevertheless, that most of the data in Fig. 2 fall \,ell bclo,, d1e
elastic buckline line. and are consistent with (3) for a ranee ol \alucs of e• -, near 4
If we set equal to some nominal maenitude- sa " I"-this gi\e', xalue', of ,
scattered about a mean %alue in the vicinit\ of 2 A,, xse shall see later. this rouih
estimate lot t, picai \,. ucs of' 6 .1,.1 cange somle\, hai il 1t1L hght of more refined
calculations. but it is in good agreement with measured Nalues of the misalignment of
fibre bundles when a laminate was sectioned and e,'amined under a light microscope
by YURGARTIS ( 1987). Yurgartis found that most of the fibres in a carbon fibre-PEEK
unidirectional composite were oriented within - 3 of the mean fibre direction. and
the standard deviation of the distribution was 19 .

Indirect evidence to support (3) comes from compression tests on woven carbon
fibre cloth by WILKINSON 0i al. ( 1986). The\ found that the compressive strength of
T300 914 carbon-epoxy cloth (G z-6 GPa) decreased from about I GPa to 200 MPa
when they inserted brass wires into the cloth normal to the fibre direction in order to
increase the waviness. From these strength measurements the inferred value of 0 :I
increases from 5 to 29 via (3). With -, z 0.01 (0.57 ) this corresponds to an increase
of 4 from 3 to 17 . These theoretical values agree well with our measurements of the
maximum fibre bundle waviness from the micrographs published by WILKiNSON ('1

al. (1986). which show increases from approximately 3 to approximately 20 .
The compressive strength of composites shows a large degree of scatter. with

nominally identical specimens often varying in strength b\ 25%. This is consistent " ith
plastic microbuckling. for which the analytic prediction (3) shows high imperfection
sensitivity, with strength strongly dependent upon the misalignment angle. In contrast.
the elastic microbuckling collapse load is fairly, insensitive to imperfections (BLt)ANsKs-,

1979). and would not show much scatter.
The simple formula (3) for the kinking stress of an elastic-ideally plastic composite

under pure longitudinal compression. kinking in a band normal to the fibre direction.
provides an indication of the relative importance of the physical parameters that
govern the kinking strength. It follows from (3) that variations 6Tr. 6G and 66 in the
shear yield stress, elastic shear modulus, and initial misalignment are related to a
change (a, in the kinking stress by

Thus. to give a typical example. if a. G I 4. a fractional increase of yield stress is
three times as effective in raising the kinking stress as is a similar relative change in
the shear modulus, and the same is true for a fractional decrease in the initial
imperfection.
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Plastic kinkingy is fibre crushing

In an illuminating set of tests (PIGG;oT and HARRIS. 1980: PI(;(IT. 191). the
modulus of a polyester resin matrix was varied by partial curing. and it %as found
that the matrix yield strength varied proportionallM. With reinforcing fibres of either
glass or Kevlar. and i, = 0.3 1. a nominal, uniform value of -', z 0.024 ( 1.4 for the
composites can be estimated from their data. Figure 3 shoNx s the measured composite
strengths on another plot of a versus G. Again we infer a \alue (fi : 2 for both the
glass and Kevlar fibres from the initial, nearly linear ranges of the data. presumed to
reflect plastic kinking. However. above transitional values of the composite stilfness,
G. the failure-stress levels, shown by the arrows in Fie. 3. become more-or-less
independent of G (or of -r, = G;, ). Piggot and Harris surmise that in this range failure
was die," ?- '•A,',, ('uZshiflq

Fibre failure in compression crushing occurs when the uniaxial strain in the c ,,i-
posite equals the intrinsic crushing strain c;,, of the fibres. A variety of mechanisms ma\
be associated with fibre crushing. In the case of steel fibres local crushing is due to
plastic yielding (MoNCUNILL DE FERRAN and HARRIS. 1970: PI(;GOTT and WIL-E,
1980). Glass fibres tend to fail in compression by longitudinal splitting. In the case of
carbon. Kevlar and wood fibres, local buckling or kinking occurs iwithin each fibre
(GRESZCZUK. 1972. 1975: PRANDY and HAHN. 1990: YoUN'i and YouNG. 1990:
PIGGOTT and HARRIS. 1980: GIBSON and AsHBY. 1988): kink bands within the fibres
of width less than the fiber radius are observed (PRANDY and HAHN. 1990). Pitch-
based carbon fibres have a very well aligned longitudinal microstructure. and they fail
in compression by a combination of internal buckling and longitudinal splitting.
Typical values of crushing strain are s = 0.5% for Kevlar and pitch-based carbon
fibres, and f.,, = 2.5% for PAN-based carbon fibres.

The average axial stress in the composite at which fibre crushing occurs is given

; /Y1, = 0 2

.2

0.1 U0.. U

v.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

G (GPa)
Fit;. 3. Test data fPKiGOTT and HARKIs. 1980, PIcteOTr. 1981) for comnpressive strengths of glass and
Kevar fibre reinforced. partiall- cured resins. Arrows indicate presumed stress leves ait transitions fro,

kinking to fibre crushing.
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appromiiatclt b? the rule-of-mx\ uLfre ulOrnrula r =it -L-' ).L J, . Mhcre L is
thie Youn1' modulus of thle fibrcs. In the Piuuoit Harris test. L, E. -- and so the
fibre crushing strengths E,ý = Ii,•, can be estimated as ,. f Z,. 1. trom tihc upper- llclf
N aluI, ol '. This gives fibre cru•hin,- strengths of about 1.7 and 0 4 (;[a tfr the glass
and Kcx1ar, respecmel. - these 'alues are pi~usible.

Earl? carbon fibre epox\ ilatri\ sst'ms, ýkere mainulicrt ed from carbon fihrcs of
lo\x crushing strength and epoxies of high yield strength. These falterials failed b%
fibre crushing at test temperatures belo\ approxinlatcl. 1)0(I (C (Ews ,1,s and PTrriR.
198(). At higher temperatures the \ield strength of the earl. epoxies drop, suflicientl\
for the failure mechanism to s\witch to kinking. More modern carbon fibre epox\
s\stems possess carbon fibres of higher crushing strength. and a tougher. losýer \ield
strength matrix. The transition temperature from fibre crushing to kinkine I, shifted
f-ro !0n C to -40 C. and miodern carbon fibre epox\ laminates tail bk. kinking at
both ambient and elexated temperatures (BARKtR and BAt.ASt|,',)AR.\l. 1987).

Shear biandinq

Finall%. we remark that besides fibre crushine and localized kink ing. another distinct
failure mode has been observed in aligned-fibre polymer-matrix composites with very
low fibre volume fractions, namely sh4ar-hanmditn. oriented at about 45 with respect
to the loading axis (FRIFD. 1963). This is a failure mode essential]\ idemical to that
which would occur in the unreinforced matrix material, to which the few fibres present
offer little resistance. and is not expected to be significant at conventional fibre volume
fractions.

Carbon. cerami- and iejl] enlric,.

Microbuckling in carbon-carbon composite, has been observed b% EVANS and
ADLER (1978) and CHATTFRJEF and MCLAUGHLIN (1979). The latter found com-
pressive strengths as low as 1 20 of the elastic kinking stress (1. and suggested plastic
kinking as the operative failure mechanism. The plasticity of the carbon matrix is
probably due primarily to microcracking. Similar nonlinear stress-strain hehaxiour
due to matrix microcracking and consequent kinking mechanisms might also be
expected in some ceramic-matrix composites. Although little experimental evidence
is available. LANKFORD (1989) did observe kinkine at high compressive strain rates in
a pyroceramic matrix reinforced with silicon carbide fibres. His measured compressive
strength of a, z 1500 MPa, and our roughly estimated values of -, z 115 MPa and

z 0.01, when substituted into the plastic kinking formula (3). give Z- 4 for the
fibre misalignment.

Compressive failure in metal-matrix fibre composites has received little studN. and the
importance of kinking as a failure mode in such composites has not been established.

MATRI\ STRAIN-HARENIwG; EFFECTS ON KiNKiN(i

We shall now analyse the kinking of an aligned-fibre composite. takirg into account
the influence of plastic strain-hardening in the matrix. Combined compresssmn and
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shear loading of the composite will be considered, as will arhitrarý kink-band orien-
tations. As in previous studies te.g.. Fi.LCK and Bt'DwANSK,. 1991 ). fibre inexiensibifiti
wkill be assumed, and fibre bending resistance v ill be neglected. A critical assessment
of the assumptions of' fibre incxtensibilitv %kill be made later in this paper. The
sienificance of fibre bending will be addressed in a future publication.

We presume that in the presence of remotely applied compressive and shear stresses
a' and r'. there exists a kinked band (see Fig. I) of infinite extent and finite sýidth
w. currentl\ oriented at an angle fl. With a' r (1. the band is imagined to h:•ec
an initial orientation angle fA,. and is given an initial imperfection characteried bh a
uniform fibre rotation 4. We smear out the material to obtain an anisotropic con-
tinuum in a state of plane strain. Neglecting the fibre bending stiffness implies that
the continuum is free of couple stresses, and that. in effect. the fibres are broken at
the two boundaries of the kink band. The deformation state is considered to be
homogeneous but different inside and outside of the band. B\ assertine the cominuit%
of tractions and displacements on the boundary of the band. and making, use of
1he equations of equilibrium, kinematics and assumed constitutive relations for the
anikotropic solid, the additional rotation 0 inside the band, and its relation to the
externally applied compressive and shear stresses a' and r'. may be deduced.

Kinkintq equilibrium

As shown in Fig. I. we let (el. e,) and (c. F_,) be unit vectors parallel and per-
pendicular to the fibres outside and inside the kink band. respectivelv. Equatini the
tractions on each side of the band boundary gives

n'-r" = n -. (5)

where n = e, cosf+e_,sinft is the unit normal to the band. the remote stress tensor
a. is

" = - e~e,+r'(e~e.+e_.ej) (6)

and the stress tensor a inside the band is

a = UL ,IC +aOý-Z_', + r((,C, +s_1 ). (7)

Substitution of (6) and (7) into (5). and use of the connections

ej =z•,cos (O+ q) -t:sin (O+ $). (8a)

e. = r, sin (0 + Er cos (0+ _). (b
= s4) (8b)

gives the two equilibrium statements

-a' cosflcos(ý+5) + r' sin (11+ q5) = rsin (fl-5- d)±+a, cos ([J- -).

(9)

t7' cosflsin(ý +q')+r' cos(1l+#+4) = Tcos(f -I - )+a7 sin (fi- --- ). (10)

The longitudinal stress a, along the fibre direction in the band is of limited interest
(because the fibres are inextensible) and we need consider (9) no further. The stress
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components and aT, and .- kýill appear in the constituti-e relations of the composite
material. and ( 10) %% ill plaN a central role in the calculation of the kinkmne respons,

We assume henceforth that the initial imperfection q) iN snall. and %e anticipate
that consideration ofonl\ small additional rotations 0 % ill suffice to determine kinking
strengths. Accordinglyk. it is appropriate to lineari/e ( 1O0 with respect to p and o The
linearized equation can be xritten in the ibrm

(q 4- o)(r, a cos•fl- 2- sinl [r - r' ][cos + t,; sin f;)

+-r-I[sin/i'- +-.t1))cosl. jilt

We can simplif- further. dropping the terms containing ((± +,) in each of the square
brackets on the right-hand side of ( 11) to get

r--' ±z-a," tanfl

' - 2 T ' t a n f l .. 
(I2n

as the connection between the applied stresses ra'. " ). the rotation 4). and the stresses
T and 7, that develop in the kinked band.

(We note. incidentally, that the time derivatives 6, and i of the stresses defined, as
shown in Fig. 1. with respect to the rotating fibre directions are objective stress rates
which are not equal to the Jaumann stress rates. Nevertheless. they appear to be the
natural choices to appear in constitutive relations that involve stress rates.)

Kinking kinematics

In both the kinked and unkinked regions. inextensibility implies zero strain in tne
fibre direction. Outside of the kink band we stipulate zero rotation, and zero direct
strain transverse to the fibre direction. Accordingly, to within rigid body motion, the
velocity v in the unkinked region to the left of the kink (Fig. I) is simply

S= .r e,. (13)

where ,!' is the remote shear strain rate parallel to the fibres. Inside the kink band
the velocity of a point P is

v = I)`: e, +4zi,. (14)

The strain rate tensor in the band is

i: = 2'[Vv +(VV)r] (15)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose. and the gradient operator V is

V=s,>- +--->. (16)

The position r of point P is

r = ý it:, + _="( --e, tan#+ e.)+4-xE (17)

The unit-vector connections (8) then give
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.x = ,, +.,tan (Ii-c-.)(
Y cos /;sec(•,- ,-

and the velocit% (14). rewritten in terms of c,. t -•, . maý he used in (15) to eive
the strain NelocitN tensor

"i= [r'.C' + 1_., ][; + ":ý' Cos /; sec (1i-• - )Cos (q, + 0])]

in the kink band. However. - [ +a]+cHr. where by definition -, is the
shear strain rate in the band and 6 is the direct strain rate transverse to the fibres.
Identification of this expression for i with '19) gives

" += "+4- cosfisec(fl- -q)cos(0+/) (20a)

and

= 6tan(fl-4- c)-;' eos/Psec(fl-# - )sin(0 +). (20b)

From (17). r = (-j sec fl)e, + xý , v. and with ýc, = 4z. it follows from (14) that

/ C= cos' fl. (21)

This integrates to

tan#3 tan fl" -;" (22)

where #0 corresponds to the kink angle associated with vanishing remote shear strain.
For" = 0. /3 = /30 and (20a. b) may be integrated to give

(23a)

and

e7 lgCo-s (W - 0 - 4).(23b)
er = log Lcos (/-) I

For small values of ', 4) and •. we can ignore the difference between fl and flo,

linearize (20a. b), and integrate to get

* = 0+,",. (24a)

er = 4tanfl. (24b)

We remark herc that a non-zero er. together with the assumptions of inextensibility
and plane strain, implies that the kinked material undergoes volumetric straining. The
early stages of plastic deformation in polymers (and also carbon matrices) may indeed
be associated with volume changes attributable to the opening of microcrz:'ks and
voids (PuRstow. 1986). This is consistent with the observation that the von Mises
effective stress for flow in polymers increases with an increase of pressure (WARD.
1983).
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The coihined-stres . i.1cd condition

( K)'-'r,) = I 25,

has been used b,. BtD.xASK) 19831 and Fti rcK and RI.,A\SKIY 1991 for the ideallk-

plastic, inextcnsible composite. Here - and 6o, are the plane-strain ield stresse\ in
pure ,hear and pure transxerse tension. This ma\ he gencralized to the strain-harden-
ing case b\ definingi

r, +r, o R- 26j

as an effective stress that must increase during plastic straining, and using :(o. a ) as
a plastic potential for the plastic strain rates ;" and ' Note that -,. o) is a
homogeneous function of degree one. that the current yield ellipse in (r. r,) space
expands homogeneousl\ with increasing r,. and that the constant parameter R. delin-
ing the eccentricity of the yield ellipse. is the ratio or, of the yield stresses in
transverse tension and shear.

For monotonically increasing -,. the flow-theory relations connecting plastic strain
rates with the plastic potential may be postulated as

F(T,

= Fi(T,.) T_,, (27)

Let : be a work-equiralent effective strain rate (HILL. 1979) defined by

T7"r+ er 7 = T,/;. (28)

It follows that

3• =Fir,)L.(29)

and that (27) are equivalent to

Cd-r
e"T

deP_ -;.- d-.dT., (30)
('G07

where ;-, is an effective plastic strain that depends only on z. Further, the relationship
between ;.r and T, must be the same as that between ' and r in pure shear.

For proportional loading, during which T and 0T maintains a constant ratio, the
partial derivatives in (3o) remain constant, and integration gives

T r
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These relations have the form of a loading-path-independent dcl;'matiJ U 1/1hoM 01?

plasticit., that we shall use in the rest (i this paper. eCen it proportional loading
conditions are not qt'ite met. I Briefiy. the justilication Ior pursung the easier cal-
culations afforded b\ deformation theory is as follox, ,,in the kinking problem. the
kink stresses- at least up to mafimum load. (1o sta\ approimatel. proportional, and
deformation theory, reinterpreted as a corner theor. of* plastIcitN is, then ph.s',Icall\
acceptable ( BUDIANSKY. 1959): and in plastic buckling problems. dcformation theories
are well-known to give better answ'ers than flo\ theories.)

We can rewrite (31) as

(G,(,,) T

R7'-- = (G,(1r,) - G R,( ) - -"(32,

where the function G,(r) is the pure-shear secant modulus. The total strains, elastic
plus plastic. are then

7=•+Qf). G-- (331G Tr,. G, (T,-)

and

47 F O('P rrr r• I I 7

where Eris an effective transverse Young's modulus. (It is appreciated that imposition
of the condition of plane strain on the total strains in the kink band would really
couple the constitutive rules for the elastic and plastic components of strain, but the
simple decoupled formulation should suffice for the purpose of the present exploratory
studies.) We now make a final simplification of these constitutive relations. by arbi-
trarily setting

U(35)
G Tr)

and this lets us write

G, (T,.)

S. .. ....... .... ( 3 6 )er - Ra Gr,)

We note also that if we define
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., R

dlld ( 3(i) canI be re\% ri Ite.n a.\

"r=(i )'+

To implement the L.onsuitu ti,, rclattions explicitfl. %,.c hall jdopi thec
parameter (G. T, n) Ramberg Osgood representation

" " l+ 340

for the shear stress-strain curve of the composite- Here. for stram-hardenrie. is
defined as a nominal composite yield stress for which the secant modulus G: =- "
of the composite is reduced to 70%, of its initial elastic value G For ni = -f ,4Oo gj\ei
the elastic-ideall) plastic stress-strain relation ., = f provide, elastic behaýiour If
we define

T)

G 
(41)

as the elastic strain of the composite at r = r1 . we can write the non-dimensional
relations

+'• 3( 421

and

I,) I+ 3( j (431

Under combined stressing (40). (42) and (43) remain ,alid with r and ;, replaced b\
T, and '

Kinking analh-sis and resuhis for pure (,unpreswton hmidinq , \]perimenntl datu

We consider first the case of zero kink angle fl. for x, hich t, = 0 for small rotation
(P. For a given initial rotation 04 (assumed positive here and henceforth) and a pure
compressive loading stress 7' . the equilibrium equation (12) gives
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(7 - (44)

tr the kink hand With (,'j from (23a). ,,c Let

(7 T 1 45

and with the use of the Rdmherg OsLood relation {42; thii I found :o he a, m.inuni
"with respect to r rz. and hence 0. at

T7,,

and

.+ I- l (47)

The corresponding maximum value of (45) provides the kinking stress a, gtven bh

, (4 )G . . .+ 1 , ,, i" I , Y h,,. .

For n = -,-. this reduces to the elastic-perfect!y plastic result of (4).
Equation (48) may be regarded as a knockdown factor that must be applied to the

elastic (Rosen) kiaking stress due to plasticity and initial imperfections. Figure 4
shows how a,,G varies with , for n = 3.5, 9 and 7. Note that strain-hardening
does not change the elastic-perfectly plastic value of a, very much.

------------ n=5.6~---- -- .... n=9

(5N ,4b

.2 -.-..---. ,-- - -- - - -

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ý/y,. i/y;

Fi(,. 4 Non-dimensisnal kinkine stress ratio 7, G %N' imperiection ratio • i/i - (it . or r, (* s G' s

(If > 0). for various values of the Ramberg-Osgood hardening parameter n G° = 2:G. ; z - 2,
:r: = I -,- R:anfl. R = ar, r).i
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For a ghien imperfection swe %; se can mnin.imc 4S1 %iNth rcspete to n in order
it) determine the lartest possible effect of strain-hardening, platici kin the kinkin',_
stress. The resulthin minimum value of r. G I.

649

for the value

of the strain-hardening index.
For a given 0 ;.,. the result (49) and the largest prediction of(48) for ii in the range

(3. . ) prescribe plausible theoretical bounds for r. These bounds are compared in
Fig. 5 with the experimental data of Fig. 2. as well as with the portion of the Piggott
Harris data for kinking of Fig. 3. The lo\wer boundarx of each shaded band represents
the minimum a. given b\ (49): the top boundary is given by\ = Y fbr -P ;' = I and
2. and bN n = 3 for (P = 4 and 8. The conclusion we dra, from this comparison is
that the inferred predominant values of• ' -, 4 are hardly changed from the earlier
estimate made on the basis of n = x. However a)l of this. of course, is still for an
assumed kink angle fi = 0.

We can noweasilh modify the analysis toecover/ > 0. Equation (12) becomes (with
ir' still zero)

T+ar tanf

With ;" = 0. and 5 positive. (24), (38)-(39) imply

2.0

ff1.0 a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

G (GPa)

FiG. 5 Test data and elastic strain-hardening predictions for if = (: the shaded region for each , shos
ihe range of the iheoretical resulis for o in (3. 1 1
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7,+(-)l an/)=' \ +14- 'in-'1; 02 j

and

= + R'tanv -5I

If we introduce the definitions

y I + R tan:f'. (541

;'•'= ;' :•.(55)

G -G. (56)

then (51) implies

(1' T, T) ,57)
G* )' ' +4 ;0•

Comparing this with (45). and remembering that (42) holds with r and replaced b%
T, and ;', shows that the earlier result for the kinking stress given by (48) continues
to apply with G and -,, replaced by G* and ;'. Hence.

a7,

G* ln)( j)(58)

which provides the curves previously plotted in Fig, 4.
To see how the comparison with experimental data is modified for a typical kink

angle, it is convenient to rewrite (58) in the form

a, l + R " tan ( 59
G .. "-

) +n(*)' "ln"1 /l "; tan/
PIn.- I'

For a given value of ¢i;, this has the minimum value

( , =1 +Rý tanf +ani] (60)

for

n = (+ ).v/ I + RR tan 2?. (61)

Once again, we show the experimental data for a, vs G in Fig. 6. but the theoretical
bands for each ; are now based on (60)-(61) for n in (3. •-). with I1 = 20
and R = ErG = (,T)'T, ) = 4. (The heavy solid line has been kept at the elastic
prediction for 11 = 0.) The inferred characteristic average values of • ;, z 5. and
hence ý : 3 . are now somewhat larger than those estimated on the basis off/ = 0.

The present analysis does not predict observed kink angles: for any given n and
-;-, the lowest value of a, predicted by (59) always corresponds to # = 0, A separate

study (Bu|IANsKY. 19831 suggests that the non-uniform waviness induced b% corn-
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2.0

1.0 -•'

0.o.ol
00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

G (GPa)

0l. 6. Test data and strain-hardminxg predictions for if = 20 and E, 6 (=t r, 4. the shaded
region for each 4 7} shots the range oft'he theoretical result., lor n i, (3. i ).

pressive load acting on localized fibre misalignments tends to organize itself into
skewed patterns that lock the kinkine into inclined bands.

The Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain equation has facilitated numerical studies of
strain-hardening effects. but its use is not, of course. essential. [Some early plastic
kinking calculations by CHATTFRIEE and McLAUGHLIN (1979) for fl = 0 were. in fact.
based on (44). and the use of a bilinear r-; relation.] We conclude this section by
showing, for an., hi-rarr ;-;+ relaticr. a simple graphical interpretation of the
maximization of a'. as given by (51). to get a,. [The same kind of construction has
been described by BATDORF and Ko (1987) and others for similar equations: the idea
may be traced back to Considire in the last century, in connection with the ultimate
tensile strength of ductile bars.] It is convenient to work with (57) for a' G*. with -,,
now defined arbitrarily, but ;'? and G* still given by (55)-(56). Figure 7 shows the
normalized stress-strain curve of -rot, vs ; The point A has the coordinates
(-q•j'*. 0). and so. by (57). as the point P moves up along the stress-strain curve.

Fiki. 7. Considere diagram. , (* is equal to the slope of line A.4
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the slope of the line AP is a' G*. This slope is a maximum. and therefore equal to
a, G*. when P reaches the point B where AB is tangent to the curve.

Kinking analyvsis and resltds, combhined compre's.sion and shear

We shall assume that the remotely applied shear stress T' is fixed during the
subsequent compressive loading (see Fig. ). and consider first the case 1 = 0). ( sin
q5 =-. .. (24a) in (12) gives

r--T
01 = . (62)

(This differs slightly from the equation given by BATDORt: and Ko ( 19871. w, ho appear
to have been the first to consider the effect of applied shear stress on kinking: the\
omit the term .) Non-dimensionalizing. we get

0 T T) -t T',

G (, • - j ,.) +4 ,

Figure 8(a) shows how to modify the Considere diagram of Fig. 7 in order to
represent (63). The slope of the tangent line A B still gives a :G. but now the coordinates
of the point A are at (-T,, +7' ';•. r .r). The modified Considere diagram for
the case of an elastic-ideally plastic material (n = Y) is shown in Fig. 8(b). Ideal
plasticity requires thait we keep T' < t•,. The slope of AB is (I -r'r) ),(I-
^)+ ¢',)) and so

--= i((64)G =![ + A-=ic

for ideal plasticity. In this case, therefore, the effect of an applied shear stress is exactly
equivalent to that of an increased initial fibre misalignment.

To compute a,. in the case of strain-hardening, we write

I = T/rT. 'f,'k, t' = t1!ry. and t'• = (65)

in (63) and set d(a'/G)idt 0 to get

,'= , -1+17 (66)

as combinations of ajG and $ih'y generated parametrically by values of t > t0. This
holds for smooth stress-strain curves, for which ?1(t) is a continuously differentiable,
monotonically increasing function of t, and f'(t) = dqidt.

For Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain relations, the formula for j(1) given by (42)
was used in (66) to generate the curves for n = 3 in Fig. 9(a). for T'/T) = 0, 0.5 and
0.8. The corresponding curves for n = 7_ based on (65). are shown in Fig. 9(b).

Turning next to the consideration of P; # 0, we substitute the constitutive relations
(39) and the strain-rotation formulas (24) in the equilibrium equation (12) to get
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(a)

•lI YyT 'T / / 7y

(b)

FIG. 8. Modified Considere diagrams for combined compression and shear, with f 0. For both (a) strain-
haruening and (b) ideal plasticity. a, G is equal to the slope of line AB.

[(I + R' tan' fl)45 + J' ]t.- r',.a' - 2T' tan fl . . . . .. . .-- ---------.... . (67a)

where

"= 0I +Rtan fl)O +26,'' +(). (67b)

With the adjusted definitions t = t,:. ,j = '1 .. the notational substitutions o =

(T;. = ';. and the definition (54) for o. we find

,7'-2r' tanri (i q)[2'w +?I' i-
A-=-... . .-'-(68)

G wh + eT)

where
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Sn=• 0 . =1

"II - --- S-•r= -1 - .••c ~

--- i Z:".. --

0

2 2 a 6 = 2 6 8QZ 6 6- - -
(C)3

0 . 2 6

,-/r, 5 / (d

Fic,. 9. Theoretical results for kinking under combined shear and compression: x = - R tan /i

?I= of.'0) 2 + 2awl + (7 ) (69)

Setting dA/dw = 0 leads to the parametric equations

a, - 2T'tan P 2 dt +[1 dl][,'.,_= =II + - [fr-4
Gdin I diiJ 'i7

( -III) [)[t ,G + II-I 1'
wT -= -- = -_o (70)"/ . A,

for A, vs C). An efficient procedure to generate the solution for a given value of t'
(and hence r/K) is to assume values of (j. get ?I via (69). and find t and dird, from the
shear stress-strain relation, inverting it numerically, if necessary. Unfortunately. there
does not appear to be a neat Consid&re diagram that goes with these results for fi > 0.
Furthermore. although we were able to parameterize 2 out of the results for r" = 0
[see (58a. b)]. this is not possible for T' > 0. For this reason, it is no longer useful to
show results for the kinking stress as a function of the modified imperfection parameter

" Thus, Fig. 9(c) shows the numerical results produced by (70) for A, vs 6T = 4)
for n = 3 and a = 2.

For n = -. we must again assume r' r, < 1. as we did for fi = 0. and in the
expression (68) for A we can set ?1' = t'. For T' = 0. the maximum value of A is
attained at the onset of plasticity. but not necessarily for t' > 0. For anN given value
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of -' r,. there is a critical transition \a lue .- such that. for '(,Y Is t . I\ elnK, the \ield conditon ,j = I in O6S). For higher xalues of ,. (701 (ýwh di dol 0)

loern the relation het %een .4 and 5,. In tIfe examples fhoit n i n -w. 91d) for n f
the transition \alues \\ere found to be 1-411 and 0. 174., or 0_5 and KX
respectixcls. For (7 > (5, the stress state (. a) move, around the uied locus (25t
bet\ween the onset of \icld and the attainment of the maximum applied stress a . and
so the loading is far from proportional- Tihe applicabilit\ of a del'Onration theor\
therefore becomes questionable. but as in buckling problems generall\. the results for
, are lower than those that would be given b\ a possiblt more realistic flo, theory.

and are therefore conservative. However these reservations should not be taken too
seriouslN, since the yield condition (25) is anvhow. arbitrar\. imperfection magnitudes
are uncertain, and the present results for /1 0 0 should be regarded as indicatije of
trends rather than precise predictions.

It should be noted that for - r, <_ 1. the term containing z' in the numerator
of the expression in (70) for .4, is usualix negligible compared to ,.. because
T' G -,,(r' T) ) is small compared to A . So .4, is a good approximation to o G.
Note. however, that a;, will be slightl\ smaller for fl < 0 than for I) > 0.

Fairly straightforward solution techniques can be used on (68)-(70) to generate
results for A, vs T' r, for assigned values of€ ;, This has been done to evaluate the
shear knockdown factor T. defined as

.4 a - 2T' tan (1T = ........ .' _ = _ - -... ... (7 1)
(a, G - =,, a,

Here. for a Ramberg-Osgood material, the denominator is simply specified by (48).
The results for Tvs r','T, are shown in Fig. I0. for ¢ y = 2. 4 and 8. for or = 1. 2.
and n = 3. 5 and or. Again. since we can usually neglect the second term in the
numerator of (71). T repre.;ents the evtra knockdown factor that should be applied
to the result (48) for a, to account for the presence of applied shear stress. while
(48) itself is the knockdown factor applied to the Rosen result to account for fibre
imperfection. Note that for $,'?' > 2. Tdoes not vary much with the size of the fibre
misalignment.

ErecTs or FINITE FIBRE STIFFNESS

In this part of the paper we shall study and assess the simplifying assumption made
in the kinking analysis that the fibres are infinitely stiff in their longitudinal directions.
The main effect of finite axial fibre stiffness is to let the matrix carry a portion of the
applied compressive stress, which can then interact with matrix shear and transverse
stress to raise the level of plasticity. and lower the resistance to kinking. We shall
demonstrate that. at least as far as organic-matrix composites are concerned, the
rigid-fibre simplifying assumption does not have much effect on the validity of our
kinking-stress calculations.
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FI(o. 10. Shear knockdown factor T vs T" 't). For (I = 0. T is the ratio of the conmpressive kinking stress
when shear is present to the pure-compression kinking stress, and is close to this ratio for (I > 0.

Per fectly aligned fibres

In a recent paper. ROSEN (1989) considered the influence of axial matrix compression
on the microbuckling stress of composites having straight, perfectly aligned fibres.
and for a Ramberg-Osgood value of ni = 3. calculated a kinking stress on the basis
of an effective, plasticity-reduced shear modulus used in place of the elastic shear
modulus in his classical formula (1). In effect. Rosen used a deformation theory of
plasticity to calculate this reduced modulus, and so shall we, but with a more accurate
analysis of the pre-buckling stress state, and with more generality. We simplify matters
greatly by limiting this study to ft = 0. which lets us consider just combinations of
shear r% and axial stress •r,,, in the matrix.

Under the assumptions of initial isotropy and plastic incompressibility. all defor-
mation theories of plasticity give the following result for the effective, initial shear
modulus &., of the matrix material when it is subjected to a purely uniaxial stress
(PETERS ci al.. 1950):
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G[,' + E '.).I ,, - . ,, I772)

where. as indicated, the secant modulus E,,, of the matrix is a function of,. It follo%%
that the plastic bifurcation-buckling stres-, [see I11 is no%

GGr; = (73)

and wtth G =G,,, (I1 -- tj.)

where

p = 3G,,,E, = 3 2 + v,,). (75)

Here E, depends on the value of a,, when the critical stress a, is applied. These
stresses. and the corresponding fibre stress a,. are connected by the very accurate rule-
of-mixtures relation

a, = (I -r,)a,,, +V,a, (76)

and the compatibility equation

, , ,,= t ;E. (77)

where E, is the modulus of the fibre, presumed to stay elastic. From these two relations
we can derive another equation that relates a, and a,,. to wit:

= (r, d l-,)[ r_+1 , (78)

G = Q., "

In principle, then, for any uniaxial relation between E., and a,,. (74) and (78) can be
solved simultaneously to get a,. It will be convenient, howevtr, to show an explicit
result fbr a Ramberg-Osgood family of matrix compression curves having the form

r... +a ( (79)

im ) am). ((-,M) I "

Here a,,,, is a nominal matrix yield stress, c,) =r,)'E,. and a is a constant that. for
the moment, we need not specify. except to note that E.,;E,, = (I +u) at cra = a7,). It
follows that

a( = ' (80)

and a,,, a,,,i can be eliminated from (74) and (78) to give
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A p-AJ

F1 -A]\ (1
2(1 -ril(I +v.l -,+ E,.l I -A)]E. j1A ,J

Nherc A = c, G =G,, G,,, is the pla.sticity knockdoiin /actor for bifurcation bucklinu
This provides an explicit relation between the plasticit\ knockdonii factor for thle
perfect-fibre composite and the nominal compressive yield strain of the matrix
material.

We emphasize that this result is valid for all deformation theories of plasticity. We
also mention, in passing. that all flow theories having smooth yield surfaces ,,ould
predict no plasticity knockdown. because in such theories the initial shear modulus in
the presence of an arbitrary axial stress remains equal to elastic value.

Before we show numerical examples. it will be useful to specialize to the familiar
J.-deformation theory in which the effective matrix stress for combined shear and
compression is defined by

(,,., = al,+3r,;, (82)

and the plastic strains are given by

" 3 [E,,a,,,. a E,,, (83a)

,' 3 -_ IE.(~o •, (83b)

Here the bracketed quantities are given by (80) with a,,, replaced by u,,,.. We can then
touch base with our previous formulations in which the shear stress-strain curve of
the composite was given by the Ramberg-Osgood form

+ +b (84)

with h = 3:7. As was implicit in the original Rosen equation (I). we make the rough
approximations

0 =(-r) ,. . ( - t ,,. r = r.,. TV = T,,r (85)

appropriate for composites in which the longitudinal shear stiffness of the fibres is
much greater than that of the matrix, to find that

, ,, +b " (86)

is the shear stress-strain relation of the matrix. Then. since T,,, = r,,,. 3 for pure shear.
comparison of (86) with (83b) shows that
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E, i '7,

and il w\e introduce the delinitiom,

,, ',,) 3 and i;.• = a,,, E,... (,M

we find from (81a) that for pure compression %%e recover (79). with a = hJ,. Also. "2
have

3

2(1 + ,, )( -r,)

and so (83) can be rewritten in the neat form

hA ij
= -[. .. ].(90)E[ E,, )p'A)

where we have used the rule-of mixtures formula for the composite modulus
E = (1-t,)E,,E, in order to express the relation between A and ;, in terms of
E E,, instead of E,,E,,,.

Figure II shows the results given by (90) for A = a, G vs;7)- for n = 3 and X. and
forE E,, = 10. 30 and 50. These values of E.'E., more than cover the practical range
for organic-matrix composites. which usually have values in the interval 20-40. The
curves were calculated for rf =0.6. but it should be noted that for large values of E E,,.

;, is nearly independent of t,. The other constants used were p = 9.8. corresponding
to v = jI and b= 3/7.

/-

/ / t

I: 7

.6

.4

Fi(i 11. Non-dimensional kinking stress ratio a G %-s shear yield stress :,)of the composite. perfectl•
ahg~ned, extensional fibres. Rarnbcrg-Osgood h'ardening index = n. ratio of composite and matrix

moduli - E E,.
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It is interesting to note from (90) that for an- -i,'en salue of F ••, the cures of'
;, (G ,s ;., for all values ofii intersect at the %alue (-. G = 0.7. Thus,. for A L-,. = 30.
r, G = (.7 at >- = 0.0098% at each n. Abo\e this critical value ol-',. -, (6 is an incrcasinL,
function of t. and belos it decreases with n.

The main conclusion we drao from the curses is that for realistic •aues of -, i
the vicinits\ of 0.01. the reduction of a G from the Rosen value of umi\ is quite
insufficient to account for most of the experimental data in Fig. 2 The tI picalfl
observed experimental knockdown factors of around I 4 arc predicted h\ (Y0( onls
for unrealistically loN% valueS of;," and E L,,.. This further strengthens the case tfor the
necessit\ of invoking initial misalienments to account for obsersed kinking stresses•.

It remains reasonable to inquire about the plasticits effect of finite fibre stiffness on
the kinkinig stress when initial imperfections are present. We stud. this question in
the next section.

hit ially misaliqnedfihres

If the fibres are presumed to have an initial rotation q in a narrow., f; = 0 kink
band, application of the remote stress a7' will induce a state of combined axial
compression and shear (e;_ T,) in the matrix, and the J1-deformation theory relations
ma\, be written as

Ell, =(91)

+ - (92)G'' , + E,.,(r,.,.) E., " ,"

where E,_, is now a function of the effective stress a.,. given by (82). (We are presuming
a state of plane stress in the kink band, whereas it would be more appropriate to
impose the condition that transverse strains in the narrow kink are constrained to
equal those produced by o' in the unkinked regions: but this minor simplification is
unlikely to affect our conclusions very much.) Following the calculations of the
previous section, we rewrite the connection (78) between a' and a, as

/ \,EIE ,,,, ,,. /J )or E ~, (93)

and the use of (92) and the approximations (85) in the equilibrium equation (45) gives

0" T'T )

G (r,(G,, G.,) +k,()

Rewriting (82) for a_,. in the form

/, a 95)(a- K 'T + ( )
and using (93)-(94) to eliminate r,,. r,,,,, and T T, gives
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range: the inextensional-fibre result of Fig. 4 is shown tlorcomparnson. The para meter,
E E,. = 30 and r, 0.6 were used. and it is striking that for these ýalues. Ixpical f)r
polymer matrices. plasticity effects on a, of finite fibre stiffness become neuliwihie for
S', >2.
The analogous set of'curses for n = -f shown in the top part of' Fig. 12 shoks that

for high values of n. larger. but still quite small, effects of finite fibre stilncsý miuht
occur at moderate salues of• :The calculation of these results for i = - required
a special set-up. Under increasing a' G the composite responds elasticall% until Ohc
yield condition a 7,,,, = I is satishied. From (96) this implies that

+ 1P EJ (981
' )LE,,,

at yield, Thereafter. we can track the evolution of a' G bN using

(7' G1 
,- . E" " ,

_l- _ - ) -')G G ., 3",, E., ... p ,Eý,( .. .6. ( ",)G..

to solve for a'-G as G,,.C,, is increased from unity, as the independent variable. The
maximum value of a 'G can occur either at or beyond yield.

We conclude that when realistic imperfections are present. and the longitudinal
stiffness of the composite is large (> 20) compared to the elastic matrix stiffness, and
the yield strain of the composite is not unusually low ( < 0.005). then the assumption
of axially rigid fibres is well justified.

CONCLUDING DIscussioN

The theoretical and experimental evidence presented in this paper shows that long
fibre polymeric composites. such as carbon fibre in an epoxy matrix or glass fibre in
a polyester matrix, tend to fail in compression by plastic kinking. These kinking
strengths are sensitive to the initial misalignment of the fibres. and show, considerable
scatter. For misaligned fibres. kinking stresses in the vicinity of 25% of the elastic
microbuckling stresses of composites having perfectly straight, aligned fibres are
typical. The basic analyses and quantitative results presented in this paper. encom-
passing effects of strain-hardening. kink inclination, and applied shear stress. provide
a broad basis for the understanding of the kinking phenomenon. The analysis given
of the effects of finite fibre stiffness provide theoretical justification for the assumption
of rigid fibres in the study of many aspects of the kinking problem. Howeer. the
present treatment of kinking is unable to predict the width of the kink band and its



inehination -in order to niake thesC pU dic.tioIns. a1 ýItndi of thc iIuM111( xii vrmk t
of kinkin,, patterns. -,kith c\plIctt Inclu~ton of fibre hendine2 rcw~tJIncc 1 i1 e:qlired

A pa ucii% oif' ex\perimentalI datat remiains oin tihe omonpre,,i i c faltc (iLt lone. Iiihrc
cerat'ilc-nlatrt and meltal-mat ri s coniposiites In such coniposil III, the hic-MI 1i a'1\

.,t ifncss ratio,, are substantiall% Ios~ er than thooc for poknmer miatrice, It I, t het chire
clear fromn the trends, estahlidhed concernint. thie eliects of fini (c fibre Ntiftinc, that t he
rigid-fibre assumnption in thle theoretical studs of' i inkinu, ii ceramic and ritetal iat ri\
eoniposites nw'ht~ nlot he jwstIlled The unp1-orlance of 1,1n1,11L, a' a failure m1ode in
Nuch comiposites has, not been established.
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ABSTRACT

The roles of multi-axial loading and creep in compressive failure of aligned fibre

composites are considered. Analytical models are developed based on the model given by

Budiansky and Fleck (1992). The critical microbuckling stress in multi-axial loading is calculated

for a rigid-perfectly plastic solid and an elastic-plastic strain hardening solid. The rigid-perfectly

plastic results predict a plane compressive failure surface in stress space. The rigid-perfectly

plastic results are sufficiently accurate, when compared to the strain hardening results, so long as

the remote shear stress and stress normal to the fibre direction are not too large relative to the

remote stress in the fibre direction. The model given for creep microbuckling is suitable for

power-law viscous composite behaviour. Deformation within a localised kink band is computed as

a function of time. A creep life is predicted, based on a critical strain failure criterion.

INTRODUCTION

An important failure mechanism for aligned fibre composites in compression is

microbuckling. Miciobuckling is an event in which the composite suffers localised buckling

within a kink band (Hull, 1981). Aligned fibre composites include polymer matrix composites,

which are widely used in applications in which the benefits from their high specific tensile moduli

and tensile strengths outweigh competing cost considerations, and metal matrix and ceramic matrix

composites, which remain largely in the developmental stage. The mechanical properties of metal

matrix and ceramic matrix composites are not as well understood as those of polymer matrix

composites. Wood, in many circumstances, also behaves as an aligned fibre composite

(Dinwoodie, 1981).

A serious limitation for aligned fibre composites is that they often have compressive

strengths less than 60% of their tensile strengths. The dominant failure mechanism for aligned
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fibre-polymer matrix composites in compression is mic-obuckling (Argon, 1972; Budiansky and

Fleck, 1992). Microbuckling is also an important failure mechanism in woods (Grossman and

Wold, 1971; Dinwoodie, 198l). The role played by microbuckling in the compressive failure of

metal matrix and ceramic matrix com'posites is less clear, though microbuckling has been observed

in aluminium alloy mat-ix composites (Schulte and Minoshima, 1991) and in carbon-carbon

composites (Evans and Adler, 1978). Theoretical studies by Argon (1972) and Budiansky and

Fleck (1992) have shown tlht, ia polyr,.er matrix comptsites, microbuckling is associated with a

non-linear plastic response of the matrix. The analysis of Budiansky and Fleck (1992) for plastic

microbuckling considers the effects of mhitial imperfections, plastic strain hardening, and combined

remote shear stress and axial compression. Here we extend the Budiansky and Fleck (1992)

analysis to general multi-axial loading.

Many fibre composites are known to exhibit time dependent deformation behaviour, or

creep. These include polymer matrix composites (Horoschenkoff, et. al., 1988; Ha, et. al., 1991)

and woods (Dinwoodie, 1981). A theoretical analysis assuming linear viscoelastic composite

behaviour has previously been presented (Slaughter and Fleck, 1992). At elevated temperatures,

metal matrix and ceramic matrix composites also creep. An alternative theoretical analysis of creep

microbuckling, suitable for power-law viscous composite behaviour, is given here.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, plastic kinking is analysed for general

remote loading. Results are presented for a rigid-perfectly plastic solid and for a strain hardening

deformation theory solid. Creep microbuckling is then addressed for a power law creeping matrix.

GENERAL MULTI-AXIAL LOADING

Microbuckling is characterised by the formation of a kink band in which the aligned fibre

composite undergoes localised failure. This kink band is on the order of ten fibre diameters in
width and is not, in general, normal to the fibre axes. The analysis to follow, for microbuckling

under general remote loading, expands upon that given by Budiansky and Fleck (1992). A

schematic of the kink band is shown in Fig. 1. The kink band is of width w and forms an angle (3
with the direct. ,n normal to the fibre axes, hereafter called the transverse direction. It is assumed

that the fibres are inextensible and that uniform straining within the kink band is associated with a

change in fibre orientation, I. it is further assumed that initial misalignment within the composite
is represented by the angle .

Two cartesian coordinate systems, (eS,e2 ) and (_, _2), are defined such that e, and C2 are

parallel and normal to the fibre axes outside the kdnk band, and E, and c, are parallel and normal to

the fibre axes inside the kink band. These two coordinate systems are related by
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E I cos(ý + - t, sin (ý +,o

S2 =, sin@ý+ )+ Ecos(ý +~ 1

The stress components outside the kink band are defined by

= -•" .e e1+ao7e_ 2 +e_+(e, ýe2+e2 e1 ) (2)

and those within the kink band are defined by

(3)

In the analysis by Budiansky and Fleck (1992) the remote transverse stress, a;, was assumed to

be zero.

Continuity of tractions

Continuity of tractions across the kink band interface can be expressed as

n-a- = n-a (4)

where n = e1 cos p + e2 sin [5 is the unit normal to the kink band interface. Equations (1) - (4) lead

to the two scalar equations for continuity of tractions in the E and E2directions, respectively,

-or cospcos(+ + + o; sin D3sin(I + + ," sin([3 + ý + 0)
= o, cos(P - ý-0) +'T sin(P - •- 0) (5)

o7 cosp sin(I + 0) + o; sin P3cos(ý + 0)+ +" cos(P + ý + 0)

=o. sin(- - 4)+'t cos(P - -4) (6)

Because the fibres are assumed to be inextensible, the axial stress in the kink band, rL, is of no

interest in the analysis to follow and equation (5) need not be considered further.
It is assumed that the initial misalignment, 4, is small. Furthermore, it is anticipated that

consideration of small deformation angles, 4, will be sufficient to examine the critical events
associated with microbuckling. For small 4 +4), linearisation of equation (6) provides the result
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S+ 0orcos 2'-si

Equation (7) can be further approximated, when (nt/2)-P3>>0, by dropping the term

(t- + O)sin P from the right hand side, to give

o+ - 07 . (8)
i+o

This form of tie approximation is chosen so that, when the composite behaves elastically, a proper

account of the terms involving the remote stresses is maintained. This will be shown explicitly

later.

Kinematic relations

Kinematic conditions for kink band deformation are now examined. Consider a material
point P within the kink band. The position vector r to point P is

rE= I E+4 2 ý2 =y(-_e2 tan A+ e2 )+xEz (9)

where the scalar lengths 4,, 4 2, x, and y are defined as shown in Fig. I and related by

X = 4.+ 4 an(P -ý )}1 (10)
y = "

The velocity of point P is

Y = yW" S1+ y S2+ X 2(II)

where y, and e7 are, respectively, the shear strain rate and transverse strain rate outside the kink
band and f(t)- df(t)/dr. In the analysis by Budiansky and Fleck (1992), the remote transverse

strain rate, er, was zero.

The strain rate tensor within the kink band is related to the velocity field by
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t=! yy+ (Y)T] (12)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose, and the gradient operator V is

Y= a+ a2 (13)

With the strain rate components within the kink band defined by

1.

• -e 2 E 2+ "T(E•I 2+_ C2 ECI) , (14)
2

equation (12), along with equations (1) and (9) - (11), gives the kinematic conditions

y tanP - o- -)+ [s; cos(ý + ) - -I-sin(e + ()15os) (p-

Differentiating equation (9), and noting that i = v, y ye, and t, - it follows from

equation (11) that

0=-(e' sinP3+j"cosP)cosP3 (16)

For j+4, e;, and y- small, equations (15) and (16) reduce to the approximate kinematic

equations

er e; + e+tan P"
y +4 (17)

where P. is the kink band angle associated with zero remote straining.

Constitutive relations

If the composite deforms elastically, then the kinematic conditions, equations (17), lead to
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07. = a; + ,r0tan l (18)

t=Ir +GO

where E. and G, respectively, ame the transverse and shear elastic moduli for the composite. The

exact equation for continuity of tractions, equation (6), combined with this result and then

linearised gives the approximate elastic kink band response

a7 + a7 -2 " tan [G + Er tan2t3]=+ . (19)

An examination of equation (8), the approximate equation for continuity of tractions, shows that it

also reduces to the correct result for elastic kink band response, equation (19).
The following constitutive equations for plastic deformation have previously been derived

by Budiansky and Fleck (1992) and, unlike the equations for continuity of tractions and the

kinematic conditions, are unchanged by the consideration of general multi-axial loading.

Consequently, the derivation is only outlined here. Assume that the composite is characterised by
the quadratic yield condition

(J )2 + - (20)

where '-z and a.. are the plane strain yield stresses in pure shear and pure transverse tension in the

case of perfect plasticity (when 'T, = x,, a constant). The effective stress, r,, which can be

rewritten as

. -), (21)

is used as a plastic potential for the plastic strain rates, y' and i•-. The parameter R = ar•/Jt

defines the eccentricity of the yield ellipse which expands homogeneously with increasing %, due

to strain hardening.

Discounting the possibility of elastic unloading, the associated flow theory relations for
plastic strain rates, based on %t as a plastic potential, can be written as
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(22)

where F('c,) is a measure of the rate of strain hardening. A work-equivalent effective plastic strain

rate, j',, is defined by

t'rý + 07 = (23)

and it follows that

= + (24)

Thus, we interpret F(t,) as the inverse of the tangent modulus in pure shear. Substituting

equation (24) into equation (22) and assuming proportional loading leads to

.YP =

eTP -P C;T(25)
k'r, R

= .()' + R( 2 (erp)2

Note that the functional dependence of 'yP on r, must be the same as that of y' on r for pure

shear. Equations (25) have the form of a deformation theory of plasticity. Since microbuckling
is a plastic buckling phenomenon, and deformation theories are known to give more accurate

predictions to plastic buckling problems than flow theories, we adopt a deformation theory of

plasticity and use equations (25) in the remainder of the paper, even though proportional loading

may not always be maintained. The microbuckling stress is now derived for the rigid-perfectly

plastic solid, and then for a Ramberg-Osgood strain hardening solid.
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Rigid-perfectly plastic solid

Assume that thie crmposite behaves in a rigid-perfectly plastic manner, with plastic yielding

within tie '-ink band only. I lastic components of strain vaciish ail the constitutive equations
(25) can be combined with the approximate kinematic equations (17) to give, after eliminating y,',

Or = zRtanl . (26)

Combining equation (26) with the yield condition, equation (20) (with 'to/t = 1), yields

t = T., /at (27)

where a l+jRitan2f3 (28)

Finally, the rigid-perfectly plastic load response of the kink band is obtained by substituting

eqtuations (26) and (27) into the approximate expression for continuity of tractions across the kink
band interface, equation (8),

Sat, -+ =- tn 1
= -( +q-- -aR2 tan.3+ 2Ctan (29)

Since 4 + 4 is small, the expression can be further approximated by dropping the last two terms,

leaving

ao Y --- - oY; tan p(0
OL (30)0+0

Equation (30) reduces to the solution given by Fleck and Budiansky (1991) when there is zero
transverse stress outside the kink band, or = 0.

The critical microbuckling stress, (or), for an applied constant remote shear and

transverse stresses, Ct and or, is given by equation (30) when 4 = 0. Both the remote shear

stress and the remote transverse stress reduce the critical microbuckling stress in a linear fashion.
The microbuckling stress is inversely proportional to the initial imperfection ý. Note that when

= 0 the remote transverse stress ceases to affect microbuckling when the composite is a rigid-

p.-r.e:tly plastic solid.
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Strain-hardening solid

Consider the case where the composite behaves as an elastic-plastic strain-hardening solid.
As previously noted, the functional dependence of y' on x, is assumed to equal that of y' on t in

pure shear, so that

= L ) LIT. (31)

where the function G,(,r,) is the pure shear secant modulus. Combiniing the elastic and plastic

strain components from equation (25), using equation (31), and, for simplicity, imposing the

arbitrary condition

Er7
E R2(R•= r (32)

leads to

G =G T )~ G,(= .
1~ :(...... (33)

er .r +e=- C1FM'T~~T= O
[ I ET R2 ,(,.)

A total effective strain is defined by

'-= (34)
C.(T.)

so that

Y, = P2 + R2 er =Y:+ G (35)
G

Thus, y, is the sum of an elastic part, T,/G. and a plastic part, y,, defined in equation (25).

Equations (33) can be rewritten simply as



(36)eT R 2+) .,:

The three parameter (G,,t,,n) Ramberg-Osgood representation is used to explicitly

implement constitutive equations in this paper. With 't, defined as the stress at which the secant

modulus is equal to 70% of the elastic modulus, i.e. G,(t,)=0.7G, the Ramberg-Osgood

representation for pure shear of the composite is

It-- + (37)

where y. - z./G is the elastic component of strain at T = T,. Also, the secant modulus G,(,r) is

given by

G I+. (38)

The Ramberg-Osgood representation reduces to the elastic representation when T, , . and gives

the elastic-perfectly plastic response when n - **. The relations are applied to equations (31) -
(36) by replacing t and y with % and y,.

Combining continuity of tractions, equation (8), with the kinematic constraints, equations

(17), and the constitutive equations (36) leads to

ease+ y- + R2e7 tan *) I- _ t a tan-

S- 2,r' tan = -R2(er +7 tanP3)! (39)

where

Y= 2+ R(e 2 + 2e7i tan +- 2-0 +() (40)

and cx has been previously defined in equation (28). Define the following non-dimensional
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Z5 ý/yy . Equations (39) and (40) may now be rewrinen in non-dimensional form.,

cr(-a 20+ (a2+ +R2'atlE3)± t--tan1

A G + -YR 2 ( +01) a3)n (41)G (i+o) T

Va2W2+ R$-2+ 2Eco tan P]+ 211co + (1_) 2  
.(42)

The critical microbuckling load is achieved when dA/da) = 0. Setting d4/do = 0 leads to the

parametric equations

A,= cc2 dr+I di X 2J[CE -1+R R2(E½3 2R 2¾taf

-y,?R2 ( tan P + F" + 2o tan 1)-( S(43)

11 2 11 11

(a 2w+ C- + R2E an t-)-• - -s- tan1-y, R2co(E + coranP)l- wcA,
=11Ti (44)

A, + y,R2(r + ozanI)

where A, [(CZ ) - tan 0]/G. To generate solutions for the rnicrobuckling stress (07), for

given constant values of r- and s- (and, therefore, irf and e), first assume a value for the kink

band deformation angle, o, at maximum load and calculate the corresponding effective strain, 11,
from equation (42). Use the constitutive relations, e.g. the Ramberg-Osgood equation (37), to
calculate, numerically if necessary, the effective stress, t, and its first derivative, dt/drl. A good
initial guess for A, is given by equation (43) without the terms involving y.,. Equations (43) and

(44) can then be solved iteratively for A, and US and, thus, ()).

In the elastic-perfectly plastic limit of the Ramberg-Osgood relation, when n -+ -, there
exists a transition value of initial imperfection, @, such that for 53 < @3 the maximum value of A
is obtained at initial yield. In this case, t = rl = I and A, is given by equation (41). Otherwise, if

0 > Eur, the previously described procedure is followed with t = I and di/dri = 0. For a more

detailed discussion, see Budiansky and Fleck (1992).
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The critical niicrobuckling stress is shown as a function of the remote transvci-se stress .

Fig. 2 and 3. Results are given for different values of the remote shear stress, RTunberg- Osgood

parameter, n, and kink band angle, 0. There is a strong dependence of the microbuckling stress
(oa) on the remote shear stress -t- and a weaker dependence on remote transverse stress Or.

Note that when 0 = 0 the dependence on remote transverse stress nearly vanishes. This agrees

with the resuhs fhor t)e rigid-peifectly plastic analysis. The ratio of the strain hardening results to

the rigid-perfc-tly plastic results are plotted in Fig. 4 and 5. This comparison is intended to assess

the accuracy oi the simple, analytical rigid-perfectly plastic result, equation (30). There is

considerable variability with Ramberg-Osgood parameter, n, but when the rmote shear stress and

remote transverse stress are not too large the rigid-perfectly plastic result, equation (30), gives

acceptable results.

CREEP MICROBUCKLING

In the following creep microbuckling analysis, it is presumed that under a state of constant

remote stress, localised deformation within a kink band proceeds as a function of time. The

conventions and assumptions of the previous section are retained to describe the state of stress,
strain, and deformation of the composite (Fig. 1). For a given general multi-axial loading, o=,

and initial imperfection, 0, fibres rotate in the kink band with increasing time. The function 0(r) is

sought.

Failure is associated with debonding of the fibre-matrix interface, matrix microcracking, or

with other mechanisms which result in a sharp decrease in the load bearing ability of the kink band.

T7e failure criterion proposed by Slaughter and Fleck (1992) will be used here. This criterion is

I ýd on the quadratic condition

2

SI= 1 (45)
erl )

where e7, is the transverse failure strain and yf is the shear failure strain. Assuming that

e7,, << Y7, then the failure criterion simplifies to

eT -, . (46)

For the purposes of this paper, e7Y = 0.01 or 0.02.
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Assume that the effective stress, -r,, defined in equation (21) can be used as a creep

potential, so that

iTH Td (47)

Let 1, be a work rate conjugate of r. defined by

T+OT = C;7'7 (48)

from which it follows that

•/. = H(Qt) (49)

Using equations (21) and (47) - (49) leads to

(50)

r =R2° YB

and *R + Rw (51)

The analysis is simplified if one considers only pure axial compression (;7 = ,t = 0). In

this case the kink band angle, 03, is constant and the kinematic conditions can be expressed
approximately, for small j + ý, as

Cr 1 1. (52)

if=~ J

which along with equation (51) leads to the expression for the effective strain rate, ',. in terms of

4,,I I! i I I
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,=aý (53)

where a has been previously defined in equation (28). In the expression for continuity of
tractions, equation (8), the last term on the right hand side can be neglected, since ý + 0 is

assumed small. This, along with equations (50), (52), and (53), leads to an expression for the
effective stress, r,, in terms of the axial compressive stress, a7,

I1ý (54)

It is assmned that the creep be.,aviour is described by the functional relation

t ~. (55)

where g(rt) is an unspecified function of %t. Thus the deformation rate, *, is related to the

deformation, 0, and axial load, aT, by

14 1 + 7]-(56)

Let of be the kink band deformation angle at failure, i.e. when equation (46) is satisfied.

Integration of equation (52) gives the relation between of and e7,

Of _ e,(57)

The failure time t., or creep life, is deduced by integrating equation (56) from 4 =0 at t = 0 to

0= 0,at t = tf, giving

a

One possible form of creep behaviour is that of a power-law viscous solid,

T. = %." (59)
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where 'ro and m (with m < 1) axe material properties. In this case, g(T,)= (t/..o•, which when

inserted into equation (58) yields

--•t 1 ( 1 M Io ----

=(60)

as the creep life.
The creep life tf is shown as a function of , 3 and e in Fig. 6 for the power-law

viscous solid. Note that rt scales with or as (oZ) -; also, t, decreases rapidly with increasing

j and decreasing [. That r, decreases with decreasing 03 is due solely to the [ dependence of a.

The tendency of the 03 dependence of of to increase if with decreasing 03 is comparatively small.

Most of the creep life is spent with 0 close to j: the creep life is relatively insensitive to the
magnitude of e,,. When [ = 0 the approximate equation for the kink band deformation angle at

failure of, equation (57), is no longer appropriate. However, provided ý is small, the creep life

tf in this case is approximated by equation (60) without the term involving (i+.0) and is

independent of e,.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The microbuckling analysis presented in this paper follows the collapse response of an

imperfect structure. It is not a bifurcation analysis. The effects of fibre bending stiffness are

neglected, with the result that there is no length scale in the analysis. Previous studies have shown

that this is a valid approximation (Budiansky, 1979). Fibres are implicitly assumed to be broken at

the kink band interface, but without fibre bending stiffness this is not an issue.

The critical stress state for microbuckling of a rigid-perfectly plastic solid is given by

equation (30), with 0 = 0. This failure criterion defines a plane in (oZ, r,V") space, and serves

as a useful engineering guide-line for the significance of plastic kinking under multi-axial loading.
It is noted that the axial microbuckling stress (or), is sensitive to the degree of fibre waviness 40.

As a rough guide, we deduce from equation (30) that plastic microbuckling is an important

mechanism in the compressive failure of unidirectional aligned fibre composites when the in-plane
shear strength of the composite T. is significantly less then the axial compressive stress associated

with fibre crushing, oY, times the fibre waviness •, i.e. TY < 0a,. Consider the case of ceramic

matrix and metal matrix composites, reinforced with ceramic fibres such as silicon carbide or

carbon. The axial strength of unidirectional material associated with fibre compressive fracture is
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of the order of o. = 2000 MFa. A fibre misalignment angle ý of 3" is assumed. Then, the

criterion T, < c of imiplies that microbuckling is expected, in ceramic matrix and metal matrix

composites, when the composite has a shear strength of less than 100 MPa. This is the case for

ceramic matrix composites which are severely microcracked during processing. The above

argument is unaffected by the degree of fibre-matrix debonding. The effect of fibre debonding is
to reduce the compressive shear strength to approximately vt,ry, where v, is the matrix volume

fraction.
Little is known aboui the compressive creep behaviour of ceramic matrix and metal matrix

composites. The analysis given in this paper suggests that creep microbuckling becomes of

concern when the in-plane shear creep rate of the composite is appreciable at a shear stress of the
order of. For the purposes of the discussion assume a kink band angle P = 0. Then material in

the kink band suffers simple shear at a rate j' = . Assuming that the creep life is governed by the
initial rotation rate of material in the kink band, then O if/ where Of is the fibre rotation at

failure and t is the creep life.

Thus creep microbuckling is expected when the in-plane creep response of the composite
under shear is such that the creep rate y is of the order Of /tf at a shear stress of o o3. Again

taking some approximate values for a metal matrix or ceramic matrix composite, ,= 5% = 3%
Of= 2000 MPa, then for a creep life . of 100 hours, the composite must creep at a rate 4'of as

fittle as 10-7 s-' under an in-plane shear stress of 100 MPa. It is thought that such creep rates are

achievable even at only moderate temperatures. Therefore, creep microbuckling is of potential

concern in the design of metal matrix and ceramic matrix composites.
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Fig. 2- The critical microbuckling stress versus the remote transverse stress from the
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ABSTRACT

Couple stress theory is used in the prediction of the s ze of the kink band width that occurs
in the compressive failure of a fiber composite by microbuckling. The composite is assumed to be
inextensible in the fiber direction, and to deform as a Ramberg-Osgood solid in shear and in
transverse tension. Predictions are given for the kink width as a function of the fiber diameter,
modulus and strength; the material non-linearity of the composite; and the amplitude and
wavelength of fiber waviness. The kink width scales with fiber diameter but is fairly insensitive
to variations in other material properties and in the amplitude and wavelength of initial fiber
waviness. For typical polymer matrix composites, the predicted kink width is of the order of 10-
15 fiber dia.-ieters, in agreement with observed values.

The couple stress theory is also used to assess the role of fiber bending resistance in the
compressive strength of fiber composites that fail by microbuckling. It is found that although the
compressive strength is sensitive to the amplitude of the initial waviness, it is not very sensitive to
its wavelength.

INTRODUCTION

Fiber microbuckling is recognized as the dominant compressive failure mechanism in
aligned-fiber polymeric matrix composites. Microbuckling occurs in a localized band, which is
inclined typically at an angle 0 = 100 - 300 to the transverse direction, as shown in Fig. 1. The
width of the kink band at failure is of the order of 10-15 fiber diameters, as reviewed by Jelf and

Fleck (1992).

"Engineering Department, Trumpington Street, Cambridge University, Cambridge, CB2 1PZ,
England.

t Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, U.S.A.
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Several authors have attempted to pfedict the compressive strength due to microbuckling.
The pioneering analysis of kinking by Rosen (1965) was ba.,d on the assumption of elastic

microbuckling. The evidence is now compelling that non-linear deformation of the matrix.
together with the presence of small initial fiber misalignments, are Csvnftial features of the kinking
process. On the basis of a one-dimensional the,,-ry tha! arlzumcs in,:,,,tensib]e fibers and neglects,

fiber bending resisiance, Budiansky and Fle~ck (1993) found th'it small fiber misalignments of the

order of 2" can account for the observed compressive strengths. They further showed that the

assumption of fiber inextensibility is justified for the large fiber to matrix stiffness ratios typical of

polyrner maliices reinforced with ceramic fibers. We shall refer to the Budiansky-Fleck theory as

kinLJkne .e in this paper.

Little attention has been paid to the prediction of kink width. Any analysis capable of

l-. ,dicting kink band width must include an internal material length scale, which may be taken to be
the fiber diameter. The material length scale enters the constitutive response via the elastic bending
resistance of the fibers. Hahn (1987) has predicted kink widths for a kink band inclination 03=0 by

treating the fibrous composite as a layered solid, with the fibers undergoing bending and the matrix

defonning predominantly in shear. Budiansky (1983) used a couple-stress analysis to calculate
kink width in a composite comprising perfectly aligned fibers of zero tensile strength in a rigid,
ideally plastic matrix. For -0, he derived the formula

d n (2Ey T3

for the ratio of the kink width w to fiber diameter d, in terms of the shear yield stress 'ty and the

axial modulus E of the composite.
In the present paper, a couple stress theory is used to take fiber bending resistance into

account; we shall refer to this theory as bending theory. The bending theory is used to calculate the

dependence of kink width and failure stress upon fiber diameter, modulus and strength, matrix
non-lineawity and the amplitude and wavelength o, fiber waviness. A comparison is also made

between the collapse response predicted by the bending theory and by the previous kinking theory

of Budiansky and Fleck (1993).

The basic problem analyzed is shown in Fig. 1. A unidirectional fiber composite is

subjected to a compressive stress in the fiber direction. The fibers are assumed to have an initial,
isolated half-sinusoid of waviness due to manufacturing deficiencies. The waviness is taken to be
perfectly correlated in a direction inclined at an angle , to the transverse direction. Upon loading.

additional deformation occurs mainly within a finite band, not necessarily coincident with the band

of initial imperfection, With continued rotalion of the fibers, the load attains a maximum and then

drops continuously until the fibers break in bending. Fiber breakage seta the width of the resulting

kink band.
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KINK BAND ANALYSIS

We smear out the fibers and matrix, and consider the composite to behave as a

homogeieous anisotropic solid. A couple stress formulation is used to take fiber bending

resistance into account. We stait with descriptions of kinematics and equilibrium, and then set up

constitutive laws and a criterion for fiber fracture.

Kinematics

In the initial stress free configuration, the fibers are assumed to possess a small initial
angular misalignment 4 which is perfectly correlated along a direction inclined at an angle 03 to the
transverse direction. Thus 4 depends upon the single variable x + ytan 3, where the Cartesian

coordinates (x,y) are parallel and transverse to the ideal fiber direction, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 2. For y=O, we will assume that4 is an even function of x.

When the unidirectional composite is loaded by a compressive stress a, the fibers suifer an
additional rotation 4); by symmetry 4) is also a function of the combined coordinate (x + y tan 03).

Upon invoking fiber inextensibility and the assumption that 4 is small, we find that the
displacement field (u,v) associated with 4 satisfies

avu =0, ~ -)(2)

Now define a shear strain ys along the fiber direction, and a transverse strain ET which is

transverse to the fiber direction. The usual strain-displacement relations for small strains and
rotations give the shear strain ys and transverse strain ET in terms of 4 as

a (3)

axagv av
ET = y x = = -tan= tanf3 (4)

ay ax

Equilibrium
We consider equilibrium of a representative material element in the deformed configuration

(see Fig. 3). The element is subjected to a longitudinal compressive stress 0 L aligned with the

fiber direction, a sliding shear stress rs , a transverse shear stress 'tT and a transverse tensile

stress O.. The fibers embedded in the material offer bending resistance; thus the representative

material element carries a bending moment per unit area, or couple stress, m.

Equilibrium of forces in the fiber direction gives to first order
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4o- _ 0 (5)

ax
and so oL is related to the remote compressive stress y by

=L = -( (6)

Force equilibrium in the transverse direction gives

=CT + Da -OL = 0 (7)

and moment equilibrium gives

7 S - tT (8)

We note that the presence of couple stresses makes the stress tensor unsymmetric, with -tS T -.

Elimination of (L and kT from the equilibrium equation (7) gives via (6) and (8)

DIM= aTs- - + aT (9)
+ax ay

Since all dependent variables are functions only of the combined co-ordinate (x + ytan P), (9) can

be rewritten as

a2M ___ +___ ýS+-a- a (10)
x ax ax) ax ax

and from now on we can set y--0, and regard m as an odd function, and O, ts, and aT as even

functions, of the single independent variable x. Finally, Eq. (10), now an ordinary differential

equation, may be integrated with respect to x to provide the governing differential equation of

equilibrium dm (
-+o (0+ý)=ts +artan3 011)
dx

In order to proceed, we need a constitutive law in order to relate the generalized stress components
(M, tS, a- ) to the fiber rotation 4.

Constitutive law
We assume that the fibers behave as linear elastic beams undergoing inextensible bending,

and we neglect matrix contributions to couple stresses. Simple beam theory for circular fibers of

diameter d, Young's modulus E, and volume fraction c, gives the relation between the couple

stress m on the composite and the associated curvature do/dx as

M = c Efrd2 do (12)
16 dx

The shear and transverse responses of the composite are taken to be those of a non-linear

deformation-theory solid, as suggested by Budiansky and Fleck (1993), They proposed an
effective shear stress 't, defined by
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2 2 + 7131

where the constant R is interpreted as the ratio of yield stresses in transverse tension and in shear.

The constitutive relalions for the combined stress state were given as*

TYs 'ts04a
;S=j&• (14a)

C:T = T Y-• 'S14b)
",R:

where the effective shear strain y,. defined via the virtual work relation "t. Y, 'S YS + rT ET. is

The three parameter (y, ty,n) Ramberg-Osgood representation for the in-plane shear stress-strain

curve of the composite is taken as the connection

Y L ='. + 3 (16)

between the effective stress and effective strain. Here Ty is defined as the composite shear yield
stress and yy is the shear yield strain. We note from (16) that cy is the shear stress and -Dyy is

the shear strain at the point on the stress-strain curve where the secant modulus is 70% of its initial
elastic value G =ty/•y. The strain hardening parameter n ranges from I to -. For n > 1,

equation (16) gives (d' ) = TY = G. In the limit of n=1, equation (16) gives the misleading
dye -0 YY

law y.= =-(.O . and so for n=I we replace (16) by the law y, = t,/G; we refer to this as the

elastic case.

Fiber fracture criterion

It is found experimentally (see for example Soutis and Fleck 1990) that the width of the

kink band is set by fiber fracture in tension due to local fiber bending. The strain in the fibers is

the sum of the bending strain and the compressive strain associated with the axial stress 0. We

equate the maximum lensile strain in each fiber to the tensile fracture strain of the fiber cF to get the

fracture criterion

CF= I x - (17)

"An additional simplifying assumpuon nade in the development of the constutive relations was that R is also

equal to E/G. where ET-is the transverse elastic modulus and G is the elastic shei.. rmodulus of the composite.
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where I-I is the maximum absolute value of curvature ilong each fiber and E is the

longitudinal Young's modulus of the composite. This fracture condition will be saisfied at tv.o

locations x=±xp-, and the width of the kink band is defined as the distance 21xi along the fibers
between the points of fiber fractux.x

It is noted that the assumption of inextensible fibers was made in the kinematics and
equilibrium relations, but axial straining of the fibers is implicit here in the fiber fracture condition.
Budiansky and Fleck (1993) have included fiber extensibility in the kinematic and equilibrium
relations of a particular version of their kinking analysis, and found that for typical polyrner-mat-ix
composites fiber extensibility has little effect upon the collapse respone.

Solution method

In this section, we combine the equations of kinematics, equilibrium and constitutive
response in order to obtain a single non-linear differential equation. The equations are non-
dimensionalised and the solution method is outlined. Details of the analytic and numerical

procedures are given in the Appendix.
It is clear from equations (3) and (4) that straining is proportional at each material point.

and so the constitutive relations (14-16) imply that loading is also proportional, with
CrT = TS R2 tan 0 (18)

Thus deformation and flow theories of plasticity give identical predictions.
The equilibrium equation (11) may be reduced toa differential equation in 0 by eliminating

m, t, and CrT via (12), (13) and (18); then
Ed 2 d24, 19E'- + a(0+ )=+t,41 + -R tan2 (19)16 dx'

where the composite modulus E has been used as an approximation for c, E,. The effective stress
t% is related to the effective strain y, by the non-linear Ramberg-Osgood relation (16), and in rnm.

y, may be written in terms of 0 on the basis of (3), (4) and (15) as

y7=, =VI+ R'tan'~ (20)
We treat (19) as the governing non-linear differential equation to be solved, together with (20) and

the Ramberg-Osgood relation (16), for the rotation O(x).
The imperfection in fiber alignment "(x) is assumed to take the form

ý(x) = cos( irx lx):
W 2 (21)

we 0 av w c

where the magnitude of the fiber waviness •0and the wavelength W characterize the imperfection.
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To proceed, we non-dimensionalise the problem by introducing the non-dimensional

quantities

a - 4x 2W iG
A -- =, o--. = '), -=- C E, (22)

G* -yy tv Ty d -E d \E

where

G" =_&xG, y' -y/a, and a-1+ mtanr3 (23)

Then

o Y •2r"> (24)

and the governing differential equation (19) gives
dýo d ht+)=g (25)

where g is defined implicitly in terms of co by the non-dimensional form

= g + -g (26)
7

of the constitutive relation (16). Eq. (25) applies, of course, only for plastic "loading", for which

w is increasing. For the elastic case, equation (26) is replaced by the relation a) = g. In the

elastic-ideally plastic limit of n=-o, the Ramberg-Osgood solid possesses a shear yield stress ty

and a shear modulus G -y fyy , and then equation (25) is replaced by
d'ao + (A - 1)w = -A3 (27a)

in the elastic region (o = g < 1) and
d4o +A = 1 - Ai (27b)

in the plastic region (g = 1; co > 1, wo increasing).

Recall that the width w of the kink band is defined as the length of broken fibers. Fiber

breakage occurs at the locations = +±F where (17) is first satisfied; in non-dimensional form,

this condition is y _A. (,,y'
E -2 (28)

E V I dtmaxy'~yE)

where
,ty a 'w• (29)

The kink band width w is related to ýF via (22) by

W = " E
(30)

d 20G
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We note in passing that the inclination P3 of the kink band has been absorbed into the

material properties ct,. y, and G'.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin by describing the collapse response cy versus 00-4(0) for the composite over a

range of values of imperfection magnitude %0 and imperfection wavelength W. Before proceeding

to kink-width prediction, we will digress to discuss the dependence if the maximum compressive
stress ac on the imperfection parameters ý0 and W and the material non-linearity index n, and the

accuracy of the bending theory vis-a-vis kin.kng theory will be assessed. Finally, calculated

results for the width of kink band will be presented. Rather remarkably, we will find that the

predicted width of kink band is in the range 10-15 fiber diameters for a wide range of material
properties and imperfection magnitudes and wavelengths.

Collapse Response
The collapse response was calculated by solving the non-linear second order differential

equations (25) or (27), as described in Appendix. In all cases, it was found that plastic unloading

never occurred.

Consider first the elastic-ideally plastic solid. A typical collapse response is given in
Fig. 4 for the perfectly aligned composite ($O = 0) and in Fig. 5 for a misaligned composite

= 4,W/d = 20). The values Yý =-.01, EF =.01, and tr /E =.0004 in these figures are

typical for polymer-matrix composites. The insert of each figure displays the deformed shap a
representative fiber at four stages of loading; an enhanced line thickness is used to depict the extent

of the plastic zone at each stage.
For the perfectly aligned composite (see Fig. 4), and any assumed value of 03, the fibers

start to rotate at the bifurcation stress G, in agreement with the Rosen (1965) result for P=0. The

bifurcation mode consists of uniform rotation, with the composite deforming elastically and the

fibers suffering no bending. Between points I and 2 of Fig. 4, elastic deformation continues as
the fibers rotate uniformly, until the matrix yields at 0o = y'. Active plastic loading then occurs

immediately in the finite interval
<5.d E (31)Ixl--f- -3l

8 NG*
and elsewhere the composite unloads elastically. With further increase of the maximum rotation
0o, the collapse response shown in Fig. 4 obeys the relation
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I0 + -,/i-C - /G"•o = (32)
•,y Y /G*

as the load drops smoothly, and the plastic zone extends in width. Fiber bonding now occurs

everywhere, but is concentrated within the plastic zone. When the maximurn surface strain in the

fibers equals the tensile fracture strain of the fibers, the fibers break in accordance %kith the fracture
criterion (28). Point 4 on the main plot of Fig. 4 shows the remote stress Cr and fiber rotation PO

at the point of fiber fracture; the solid circles on the curve labeled 4 in the figure insert depict the

sites of fiber fracture. The length of fiber between the two fracture locations is taken as the

definition of the width of the resulting kink band, to be discussed in the next section. After fiber

fracture, the fibers are unable to carry a bending moment at the locations of fiber fracture, and the

load on the composite drops discontinuously to a lower value (not shown). Thereafter the fibers

in the kink band suffer no further bending and the collapse response is given by the kinking

theory. This regime is of little practical relevance and is not explored further.

Now consider the typical collapse response of the misaligned composite, as shown in
Fig. 5. Since the composite possesses an initial waviness, deformation begins at zero load. The
initial response of the composite is elastic and involves elastic bending of the fibers. At 00 = y'

the matrix yields at the single location x--O; we term the corresponding load the yield load. The

plastic zone spreads quickly and a maximum in the load (point 2) is attained at a load only slightly

above the yield load. In fact, for the elastic-ideally plastic body, the maximum load occurs at the
yield load for imperfections of sufficiently large wavelength. Post maximum load, the load drops
smoothly with increasing fiber rotation 0o, and the plastic zone continues to spread. Finally, at

point 4 the fiber fracture criterion (28) is met, and a kink band is formed. The solid circles on

curve 4 of the insert of Fig. 5 show the locations of fiber fracture. The response of the misaligned
composite in Fig. 5 asymptotes towards the response of the perfect composite in Fig. 4 at
sufficiently large 0o. Since fiber fracture occurs at large 0o, the width of the kink band

determined by fiber fracture can be expected to be little influenced by the existence of initial fiber

waviness.

This last point is amplified in Fig. 6, wherein the curves for n=oo of Figs. (4) and

(5) are reproduced, together with response curves for n=3. In addition, the fiber fracture points on

each curve are shown for EF=O, .01, and .02. These results show that for each n the values of

rotation €o and load c at fiber fracture are insensitive to the initial misalignment. Thus, even for

small values of CF, for which Oo at fracture is not large, we expect kink widths to be insensitive to
the size of the imperfection ýo.
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Comparisons of collqpse response via bending and kinking theories

The collapse response predicted by kinking theory is compared with that given by bt-nding

theory in Fig. 7, for the elastic solid, elastic-ideally plastic solid and the intermediate case of

Ramberg-Osgood solid with n=3. Results are shown for a typical imperfection magnitude of

I yý = 4, and for the bending theory with imperfection width f -- = 5 and ,,. (For
It d\ E

typical values of Gt/E, the finite width corresponds to W/d = 25.) In the case of the elastic solid.

the normalized load cy/G" increases monotonically with normalized fiber rotation o0 /'y, and

tends to unity at large fiber rotations. For ,,= (and - -E 0 ) uniform fiber rotation
d ; Ed E

occurs with no fiber bending, and the response predicted by the bending theory is identical to that

predicted by the linking thcory. Otherwise fiber bending occurs and the bending theory gives a

stiffer response than kinking theory.

Now examine the case n=3. The bending theory suggests a small influence of wavelength

of initial waviness upon the collapse response. Plastic deformation of the matrix with elastic

bending of the fibers begins at zero load, and the composite is everywhere in a plastic state at finite
loads. A mild maximum in the load is attained, which is a consequence of the competition between

geometric softening associated with fiber rotation and strain hardening. The kinking theory

prediction lies very slightly below the bending theory prediction for = * Note that this
d E

limiting value of normalized width of initial waviness should be interpreted as the limit W --

rather than the limit d -+ 0. In the limit d -.) 0 the bending theory formally reduces to the kinking

theory.

For the elastic-ideally plastic solid, both theories give an initial elastic response. The

bending theory with = 5 gives a maximum load which is slightly greater than the yield
d FE

load. In contrast, the bending theory with - =,,o and the kinking theory predict that

d E

maximum load occurs at the onset of yield; thereafter the load drops in a smooth manner until fiber

fracture intervenes. In the plastic range the kinking response is given by

Go y

while in the limit of large ¢olyy and - - = CO an asymptotic formula may be derived for the
dc E

collapse response by bending theory as
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a ýO+ k (34)
G~ 1)2y YY )

The above two formulas show that at large values of ol/y, the load carry'ing capacity is nearly

doubled by the presence of fiber bending resistance.

Regardless of the degree of material non-linearity the strongest response is consistentl]
shown in Fig. 7 by the bending theory for a short wavelength of initial misalignment, and the
weakest response is given by the kinking theory. However, the effect of fiber beading resistance
upon the response up to the critical load is small. Furthermore, the maximum stress C /G" is

little influenced by the value of n > 3 for the non-linear solid.

The normalized critical stress a I/G' is a function of the non-dimensional groups Qo ly;.

and n in the kinking analysis, and of the groups o/ -Y-' and n in the bending analysis.
d) E

The dominant independent group for both theories is the imperfection magnitude Qcty•,

Budiansky and Fleck (1993) have given an analytic formula for the effect of imperfectionk
magnitude upon the critical compressive strength ac /G by the kinking theory. They find

kI
-c =1 (35)

Gs

l+n(7- 
-

The ratio of the critical load c; predicted by bending theory to the value ak by kinking theory is

given in Fig. 8 as a function of jo yý,, for n=3 and o@ and two finite imperfection wavelengths.

For the limiting case of - = (omitted from Fig. 8 for the sake of clarity), the ratio ar / Ok
d E7

equals unity to within 0.1% for jo /y. =2 and 4, and for all n in the range 1 _ n _ -. The effect

of the imperfection-wavelength parameter -.W. on the value of cr/GC given by bending
d E

theory is shown explicitly in Fig. 9, for the two imperfection sizes "o /'y- =2 and 4. The results in

Figs. 8 and 9 imply that, in general, the strength predictions of the bending and kinking theories

differ little for realistic composites; only if the dominant imperfection wavelength _ F20 in the
d Eib k

composite has an unrealistically small value less than 5 will the ratio a, b/ak be substantially larger
than unity.

Note that in the limit -W - =0, the imperfection vanishes and the bending theory gives a
d E

critical load c;, / G-=I for all n and all ýO/Ity' .
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Prediction of kink band % idth

The normalized kink band width w/d is a function of the six non-dimensional parameters

and groups
'EF, n:, n. •./E, • d. ýo /y,'- (36)

The effect of the wavelength W/d of the initial misalignmeni upon kink viJth w/d is shown in

Fig. 10 for n=3 and -and typical values of ýo/7y.. EF, y, and t•,/E. The kink width w/d is

little influenced by the wavelength W/d or magnitude o 1y, of the initial imperfection (and by

the degree of material non-linearity n). Note that the kink width arising from an initial

misalignment is never far from the kink width for the perfectly aligned composite, given by ihe

limit W/d--O in Fig. 10. A definite minimum in kink width w/d occurs very near an imperfection

width given by W/d=w/d. This suggests a "lock-in" type of behavior, %%hereby the minimum

kink width corresponds to the condition where it is nearly matched by the wavelength of the initial

imperfection.
The effect of t&"e non-dimensional groups t, / E, CF, y,, and n upon the kink band width

w/d is explored in Figs. 11 and 12. Sir.e the imperfection wavelength and magnitude play a

minor role in setting the kink width, we consider only results for the perfectly aligned composite.

The kink width is shown as a function of 't / E in Fig. 11, for a range of values of t F a.nd yz.,

and n=3 and -o. Consider first the results given in Fig. I 1(a) for the elastic-ideally plastic solid

(n=o-). As shown in the Appendix, the curves in Fig. 1 (a) satisfy

4(~r /E)[( 4w 2-4(tý/E)' EF + C 4;2]7[(id nd ) II7

For EF= Y,--O, this reduces to the Budiansky (1983) result given by Eq. (1). For unusually low

values of 'tr / E (say, less than .0004), the kink width is seen to be sensitive to fiber failure strain

Li., but it is always very insensitive to the value of yield strain y,. Further. if t, / E exceeds

about .0004, changes in xtý / E have only a minor effect upon kink width. This may also be seen

from the analytic formula (1) for the rigid-ideally plastic solid (y.=0), where w/d varies with

t;. /E to the -1/3 power. We note that w/d increases with both increasing EF and increasing y'Y

Results for the non-linear solid (n=3) are given for y,=0.02, 0.01 and 0.005 in

Figs. 1 lb, c and d, respectively. As n is decreased from - to 3, the kink width w/d becomes

considerably less sensitive to the failure strain EF and somewhat more sesitive to y,; otherwise,

the trends are the same for n=3 and for n= -. For finite n, the composite adopts an infinite initial

stiffness in the limit y,=O, and the constitutive description becomes unacceptable. We have found

for n=3 that as y, is decreased from a value of 0.001 to zero, w/d drops steeply to zero; no curves

are given to show this, as the effect is of no practical relevance.
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The effect of strain hardening ýidex n upon kink width is given in Fig. 12 for EF --0.01 and
-y,.=0.01. We observe that w/d increases only slightly with increasing n. In conJusion. the
predicted kink vidth w/d is of the order 10-15 for a wide range of values for the 6 indepe:nCdent
parameters (3(-) characterizing the imperfection and the material properties.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a non-linear couple stress theory was used to incorporate the effect of fiber
bending resistance into the analysis of compressive failure and kink-band formation of fiber
composites. We have assumed an initial imnvrfection that was perfectly correlated in a direction
inclined at ., angle P to the tra,,sverse direction. It was found that while fiber bending resistance
plays an essential role in the prediction of kink band width, it can be neglected in predicting f-allure
strength. The imperfection wavelength has little effect on both compressive strength and kink
width, and although the magnitude of the waviness strongly influences compressive strength, it
has only a minar influence on kink width. Except for very low values of the composite shear yield
stress or high values of the Ramberg-Osgood har:ening parameter n, kink width is fairly
insensitive to material properties. The predicted values of wfd in the neighborhood of 10-15 are
roughly the same as the experimental data for polymer-matrix fiber composites collected and
reviewed by Jelf and Fleck (1992).
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APPENDIX

ANALYTIC AND NUMERICAL SOLL-TIONS

Here we describe the procedures used to calculate collapse response and the kink band

width. We deal First with the differential equations (27) for the elastic-ideally plastic body, and

then with Eq. (25) for l<n<-o; the purely elastic case is governed by Eq. (27a). By symmetry,
we need only consider the domain 4 _Ž 0 in all cases.

Elastic-ideall, plastic body (n= -)

For the perfect (5 - 0) elastic-ideally plastic solid the governing equations (27) admit the

following solution. Under increasing load A, w stays equal to zero until the bifurcation load A= I

is reached, and then, in accordance with Eq. (27a), w increases everywhere, uniformly and

elastically, up to the value w=1, with A remaining equal to 1, If we presume that w(0) is

infinitesimally larger than (o elsewhere, we can anticipate that plastic yield will start at ,--O and

spread into a finite vicinity of the origin within which o continues to increase. At the elastic-plastic
boundary kp, we have ye = yy, which, by (20), (22), (23) requires

0)(W) = I (Al)

Solutions of Eqs. (27ab) satisfying this requirement are given by
I cosX 0!

A A ^)cosXApo -

W•) = (A2)

wherein the conditions w'(O)=O and to'()--O have been imposed. The additional bending

continuity condition w'(ý+)= to'(u) implies

cos(4JX p) = -i- -A
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Hence

A

giving Eq. (32) of the text. Also, (A3) implies that 'pjumps discontinuously to the %aluc -/2 at

A=l when to(0) just bcgin, to increase beyond 1, and then continues to grow smoothlk as A

decreases.
Fiber fracture occurs where the magnitude f'(• is a maximum, and hence where

w"(v) = 0. It follows from (A2) that the fiber fracture location I& is in the plastic region, and is

related to the load A by

tF

Then

F jdw = F-A (A6)

and using (AS) together with (A6) in (28) and (30) gives the analytic result (37) for the kink width.

For the imperfect composite (Z5 * 0 ), the solutions of (27) satisfying (o'(O)=t&'(oo)=O are

as follows. For 4p_5.•!

+() Ce~ +o(-ý M5eF +O A0:5 2 cos(
-A~a

2k, A

and fOr C >- +

and for ýp_>•
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1+ A?; 0  mr 0 r
Cos(-AI-) jr Cos(2t li

+ +C cos(1K;) + C , sin (N2A) )ps

(A7b)

C~e- L;I

The desired relation between the load and rotation variables A and w(0) is readily found by

writing the equation

(A8
Ao0 = (JC 2 ~ o(S

- -A

implied by (A7a), imposing the five consistency and continuity relations
co(4+) = w4)= 1, c'k)= W)(4-), co(ýt) = wo(4i), w(4+) = Co(j,(A9)

and solving the system (A8-A9) of six nonlinear equations for the six unknowns A, 4p, C1, C2.

C3, C4 in terms of prescribed values of co(0). The solutions (obtained via a Newton-Raphson

iterative scheme) provided the results for n=- in Figs. 5-9.

As in the case of the perfect composite, fiber fracture occurs at ,=4F when (28) is

satisfied, with d•_. =)'(0F)I, and

)"(4F) = 0 (AIO)

For prescribed values of EF, 'tY I E, and y,, Eqs. (28), (A9) and (A 10) now provide seven

simultaneous equations for 4 and the values of A, ýp, and C-C 4,at fracture. The solution (by

the Newton-Raphson method) gives the width of kink band via (30).

Ramberg-Osgood solid (I < n< -)
For the perfect composite (F -= 0), we can use (26), together with the assumed

boundary conditions w3(-) = w'(-o) = 0. to get a first integral of the differential equatior (25) in

the form

-2 2 6 n+l 3
03=g +--g1 -A(g + 7 (All1)
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At the origin, wo'(0) = 0 and (A 19) implies

AO nl 7 (A12)

3 A

Equations (A 12) and (26) provide the relation between A and w(0).

Next we present a straightforward scheme for determining the kink band width for the
perfect composite. Inserting into Eq. (25) the condition (A10) on the fracture location 4F gives

g(A ) = L 1-A (A13)

and the corresponding value of ,w'(RF)I in terms of A follows from (Al 1). Substitution into the

the fiber failure criterion (28) then provides a nonlinear equation that can be solved numerically for

the value of A at fracture. Finally, by use of (26) in the integration of (A 11), the fiber fracture
location kF is given by

-g ( O )I 
+ 3 g d

7 [1 +2ng-]dg 
(A14)

6 n _ -A g- - 1

where the limits of integration are given by (A12) and (A13). The kink band width w is related to
4F via (30).

Now consider the imperfect composite (Zi > 0), wherein the imperfection Z(•) defined by

Eq. (24) extends over a region 0 < E 1 . Equation (All) remains valid for 4> l; and

integration from 41 to an arbitrary point 4 > 41 gives

1l+ 3 ng- dg

+ g + 2 (A15)

+ ý fl+ -A g+2gl
7 n-+l L g7 ]

Inside the imperfection band (, < 41). equation (25) may be reduced to a system of 3 first-order
nonlinear equations for the dependent variables y1 -= g, Y2 =g' and Y3  A. The resulting

system is
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I
YI Y2

Y2nj 3 -2 l+yE ~Av~-n(n - Ivyn yl
Y2 = yjYI Y3 - Y + VdI7 1-

7+-•nyL (A16)

>Y3 =0

To solve (A16), we prescribe the boundary condition y,(O) g(0), and the symmetry condition

y2(0)=O. The required third boundary condition is the following relation among yj( r ). Y2('I)
and YA(•I), that asserts Eq. (Al 1) at = :

3 - 2 1ý n ] = 0 (A17)S7+ ny 7n7

The numerical solution of the system of equations (A 16) by a finite difference scheme and direct

Gaussian elimination was found to be numerically stable, even when the l-)ad A exhibited a limit

point. With use of the connection (26) between w and g, the solutions provide the connection

between A and w(k), and the desired response curves of A versus to(0).
The fiber fracture location tF to be used in Eq. (30) for the kink width was found by

iteration. The boundary value yl(O) was varied until the values of A and W.max produced by the

solution of Eqs. (A16) satisfied Eq. (28). At each iteration, the value of )IM..' and the current

candidate value of 4F, may be found by use of Eqs. (A13), (All) and (A14), whenever this

current estimate of 4F exceeds ýt; otherwise, local quadratic interpolation over the integration
points used in the solution of (A16) may be used to discover Plma and its location at the current

estimate of kFwithin the region 0: t< ti.

Elastic solid

The response of the elastic solid, governed by Eq. (27a), is given by the last two members

of Eqs. (A7a), with ,p=O. Applying the conditions of continuity of (o and w' at E=41 leads

directly to the relation

I-A+ 
"2fJ

used to plot the elastic response curves in Fig. 7.
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w

Fig. 1. The basic problem. A unidirectional composite with an initial fiber misalignment is
subjected to a remote compressive stress a. The fiber misalignment is correlated along the 13
direction.

Y

\x

Fig. 2. Deformed geometry. Under load, the fibers rotate from an initial inclination j(x) to a

deformed inclination ý(x) + O(x).

--- 0-

Fig. 3. Stresses on a representative element of the solid. The fibers and matrix have been smeared
out to a continuum.
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0 5 10 1s 20 25 30

Fig. 4. Collapse response of an elastic-ideally plastic composite with zero initial misalignment.
The insert gives the fiber shape at 4 stages of deformation, with the vertical deflection magnified by

a factor of 100. The symbol * depicts the location of fiber fracture.
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.4 /. , ' ' t - ' ' ' I I '. .' ' I ' ' ... .' I' ' 'I'

-- 1'3n=oo •

?Y-01 4

.3 7/E=.0004

- /d=20
- -1

b

• 1,-4(fiber frocture)

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Fig. 5. Collapse response of an elastic-ideally plastic composite with an initial misalignment
characterized by 0o/yý • 4 and W/d = 20. The insert gives the fiber shape at 4 stages of
deformation, with the vertical deflection magnified by a factor of 100. The symbol * depicts the
sites of fiber fracture.
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1.2 I

C F=-Ol ---- /y.,=4 w-/d=20

.8 & cr=.02 T,,/E=.O004

b

.4

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 6. Collapse response of perfectly aligned (4ýO/yý 0) and misaligned composite

jjy = 4, W/d = 20), for n=3 and -.* T1e fiber rotation 0o/'Yý at fiber fracture is sensitive
to the value of the fiber fracture strin cF, as shown,
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.4 /

KEBENDING THEORY -//

/lsi KINKING THEORY

.3 ,/

- .2
b

.1

0 2 4 6 8 10

Fig. 7. Collapse response for a tpical misalignment angle €0/T' = 4. Predictions are given for

two imperfection widths d Y 5, a-, and for the full range of matrix non-linearity (elastic

case, n=3 and n= o). The predictions of kinking theory are included.
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-~ n =3

------- n=oo-

1.15

I .os 
•V T =2o .... . -0

1~~ FE- =

Fig. 8. Ratio of critical stress from bending theory o-c to the critical stress from kinking theory
ko s a. functon of fiber ,isaignmo•, •o/•4,. fora wid range of m•atrix non-linariy n an

bb

misalignment wavelength G'•
d E"
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I - n=3

- - - -I n = --

011

.8 -- i
I' \

d E

- ii n

r ,, ,

0tI I 1 I I I 1. I I I I , I I I
0 1 2 3 4 ,5

some typical values of matrix non-linearity n and misalignment angle •0/y•'; bending theory.
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Abstract

The elastic modulus (E), critical strain energy released rate (Gc), and flexural
strength (a) have been determined for two partially dense alumina bodies produced

from the same powder but with different initial densities. The mechanical properties
were measured for specimens fabricated at four different relative densities. The
measured elastic modulus, critical strain energy released rate and a calculated critical
stress intensity factor (Kc) were observed to be linearly related to (p - po)/(A - Po), where
p is the current relative density and Po is the initial relative density of the powder
compact. With the observed linear relations for E, Gc (or K) and the assumption that

the crack length responsible for failure was present in the initial powder compact and
shrunk in proportion to the relative density change, a Griffith equation was constructed
to estimate the strength at any relative density. This relation was in good agreement
with measurements.

1. Introduction

A variety of porous ceramics, viz., filters, membranes, electronic substrates, etc.,
fabricated by the partial densification of powders compacts, require mechanical
reliability for their commercial performance. This article examines the effect of porosity
on mechanical properties.

In their review of cellular materials, Gibson and Ashby I point out that porous
materials can have higher specific mechanical properties relative to fully dense
materials. Porous solids can also be formed with powders, which compartmentalize the

void phase and transmit force through structural units having morphological
characteristics which differ from those of cellular materials. Although powder
compacts can be stable under applied pressures, neglecting relatively weak,
interparticle attractive forces, their mechanical integrity under tension is initially zero,
but increases as necks form between touching particles while the void content decreases
and changes its morphology.

Although the elastic modulus 2-14 and strength 15 of materials containing isolated
pores have been modeled and measured, only Young's Modulus has been extensively
researched for porous materials formed with powders. One of the more interesting
microstructural features was discovered by Green et al 8 who showed that prior to any
densification, the formation of necks between touching particles by surface diffusion
can substantially increase the elastic modulus. Further mass transport increased the
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relative elastic modulus in a manner that appear to be linearly related to relative

density, with the zero modulus intercept dependent on the initial density of the

powder compact. The fracture resistance (Gc or Kc) and strength of partially dense

powder compacts have received much less attention. Because partially dense powder

compacts could be used in a variety of structural applications, e.g., as matrices within

continuous fiber composites, our objective was to obtain a greater understanding of

how the mechanical properties of partially dense powder compacts are related to

relative density.

2. Experiments
By controlling the interparticle potential, a-A12 0 3 powder a (mean particle

diameter, 1 pm, see ref. 16 for size distribution) compacts with an initial relative density,

Po, of either 0.50 or 0.62 were formed by pressure filtration with a method and reagents

reported elsewhere 16. Prior to filtration, the dispersed (pH 4) slurry, containing 20
volume % A1203 was ultrasonicated for 20 minutes in an attempt to break up larger

agglomerates. The lower density body was formed from a flocculated slurry (increasing

the pH from 4 to 9), whereas the higher density body was formed from a dispersed

slurry. Large cylindrical billets with a height of -10 an. and a diameter of -7.6 cm.

were formed. The bodies were dried and heat treated at 800 *C for 2 hours (shrinkage

began at - 110 0 1C) to impart some mechanical integrity to diamond cut bars for

Archimedes density measurement. The large bodies were further heat treated at 1100

*C for 2 hours to further increase the structural integrity of the material so that bars with

the dimension 2.5 x 5 x 50 mm could be cut for property measurements. Different bars

were then heated to temperatures between 1200 0C to 1500 *C for two hours for room

temperature measurements of relative density, elastic modulus, crack growth resistance

and strength.

The elastic modulus was measured with an ultrasonic technique used by Green

and coworkers 8. The sonic velocity of the partially dense bars was measured by gently

clamping a set of dry contact transducers across two parallel surfaces. The ultrasonic

velocity was measured by a computerized ultrasonic system b; 1 MHz transducers were

used for lower density bars, while 2 MN-z transducers were used for the higher density

bars. With the velocity of sound v through the material, the Young's modulus can be

calculated using the well known relation, 17-22

a AKP 15, Sumitomo Corp., New York, NY.
b Model 7000; Ultran Labs. Inc State College PA.
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E = pv2 (1- 2U)(1g 2 ),(1)

where g± is the Poison's ratio which had been experimentally determined by Green (p -
0.17) to be approximately independent of relative density 8.

The critical stress intensity factor Kc, measure of the materials resistance to crack
growth and is related to tensile strength (cc) through the Griffith 23 fracture equation:

K,
cc = Y KC (2)

Kc is typically measured with a specimen configuration in which the K function is
known, e.g., a compact tension specimen configuration that contains a preexisting crack
of known dimension. Determination of the crack length in a porous body is subjective
and renders conventional Kc test configurations unreliable.

Alternately, a technique exists for measuring the critical strain energy release
rate, Go, which does not require knowledge of the initial crack length. In this
measurement, the energy released during fracture is determined from the integrated
area under the load-displacement curve and the cross sectional area of the fractured
surface 24,25. In the present study, load-displacement curves are obtained from 3-point
bend tests of chevron notched bars tested with a span length of 38 mm. Load was
applied with a servo-hydraulic test frame c and deflection was measured directly by
placing a spring loaded deflection arm on top of the center point of the bar. The
chevron notch was sawn into the bar to improve crack propagation stability; in
instances where no notch was used, the crack is known to become unstable and
propagated catastrophically. In catastrophic failure, the work under the catastrophic
load-displacement curve is larger than the real work and therefore overestimates the
true energy released during fracture. Representative measurements of fracture energy
must be determined from a stable load deflection curve shown in Fig 1. With
knowledge of E and G(, Kc was determined using

KC = 4EG-' - (3)

The strength of unnotched bars was measured using the same three point flexure
test. Similar to other specimens, the bars for strength measurements were cut from the
billets after the 1100 *C/2h treatment and further heat treated at high temperatures. No
additional machining was performed after the initial 1100°C sintering step. Thus no
new flaws that were introduced after the 1100 OC heat treatment.

c Model 810, Material Testing System
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3. Results

All data are tabulated in Table I. Plots for the relative elastic modulus E and the

relative critical strain energy release rate GC as a function of the current, relative

density, p, appeared nearly linear as shown in Fig. 2. In these plots, both E and G~c

extrapolate to 0 at the respective initial, relative densities, Po for the two materials.

Moreover when E and GZc are plotted against the density function a, (p - po)/(1-po) all

data appeared to produce the same linear function as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2,

the elastic modulus of the porous material is normalized by the elastic modulus of the

fully dense material, E = 400 GPa. 26 Likewise, in Fig. 3, the critical strain energy release

rate for the porous material is normalized by the value for the fully dense material, Gc =

40 J/m 2 . 26 Combining E and G" with eq. (1),the mean Kc is plotted in Fig. 4. Figure 5

reports the flexural strength vs the current, relative density, p for the two materials.

Representative micrographs of fractured surfaces that illustrate the

microstructural evolution for material with an initial relative density of 0.50, after 2h

heat treatments at 1200 *C, 1300 *C, and 1400 *C, are shown in Fig. 6. At 1200 °C, the

grains appear to be nearly identical to the average and distributed 16 size of the initial

particles, and the necks between the particles are large. At 1300 OC, the necks between

the initial touching particles are fully formed. At 1400 *C, the substantial grain growth

has occurred. Thus, it can be concluded that data for E, Gd and cc were recorded for

microstructures wherein necks between initial touching particle are fully formed, as

well as being subject to grain coarsening.

4. Discussion

A linear relation was discovered between the relative elastic modulus and

relative density for materials with different initial densities. The density function brings

the data sets into coincidence (Fig 2) was determined through the more general relation,

E = m p - k, (4)

where the boundary conditions E -+ 1 when p -4 1 andE - 0 when p -+ po give

a (p. po)/(Q - V) is the current fractional porosity (p- Po) divided by the initial, fractional porosity (1 -

PO)
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p-P. (5)
1 - po

To understand the physics behind eq (4), it can be imagined that the first term, rnp,

represents a material formed with continuous, non-interacting, solid framework with a

volume fraction, p. The rest of the material is void space. When all of the framework is

oriented in the same direction as the stress, m = 1. Like-wise, when only a fraction of

the framework, f, is oriented in the testing direction, m = f. The connective network in

the partially dense powder compact supports stress only when p > Po. Thus, after necks

form between the particles, the connective network supports stress in proportion to the

differential density. Unlike low density cellular and random fiber materials 1, the

particle network does not contribute to deformation through large bending moments.

A recent review 9 of modulus-density relations has proposed a relation,

' ( L PIT, (6)

where P is the current volume fraction of porosity (0 - p), Pc is a critical volume fraction

of porosity where = 0, and n is an exponent used to fit experimental data. Clearly, Pc

S(I - po) and when n = 1, eqs (5) and (6) are identical. Data for 6 rare-earth oxide

systems 10-12 gave 9 (0.47 < po< 0.63) consistent with values generally achieved for

powders (but not reported by the original authors). Values for n ranged around unity

(0.74 and 1.3), suggests that the data could be approximated with a linear relation, n = 1.

Figure 7 shows replots of data obtained for alumina bodies, 8 with three different initial

densities illustrate that the data coincide and produce a linear relation when (p - po)/(1 -

po) is used as the density coordinate.

In a similar manner, the relative strain energy release rate can be directly related

to the density function

-p P (7)

For this relation to apply, it is required that the crack front be continuous within the

dense framework (as suggested in Fig. 6) and its area fraction be proportional to p. 27

Furthermore, since both and can be approximated by the same density function,

eq (3) requires that the relative, critical stress intensity factor also have the same

dependence on relative density, viz.,
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R p = I-P. (8)

The strength of the porous body is inversely related to the square root of the flaw
size, c. Consequently, by assuming that the flaws (size co are incorporated into the

powder compact during processing and shrink as the compact densifies, the current

flaw size should be represented by

c = a(l-E) + 03, (9)

where E is the linear shrinkage strain given by

S= 1 - 3. (10)

The coefficients cx and 3 are determined by requiring that c - ci when p --• po, and c - 0
whenp=1. The final resultis

S I 3

ci 1- p 1/3 
0

The effective flaw size c, at different densities, can be calculated from the measured
strengths by using eq (3). The effective initial flaw size at po can then be obtained by

fitting eq. (11) with the data. In this manner, ci for both materials is - 350 mn.

By combining the preceding relations, the strength can be expressed as a function
of the critical stress intensity factor of the dense body, Ko the size of the largest initial

flaw within the powder compact, ci, and density as

yK p-p 0 [ -po1/3

Upon using ci = 350pým and Kc 4 MPaml' 2 , 29 this strength relation, eq. (12), has been

plotted on Fig. 5 to illustrate the reasonable agreement with experimental data.

5. Conclusion
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It has been shown that the elastic modulus and critical strain energy release rate

of a partially dense powder compact are linearly proportional to the density function, (p

- po)/( - Po). This function arises because the solid and void phases are

interpenetrating, where the solid phase is a framework that supports load without large
bending moments, and allows crack extension in proportion to its area fraction (when p

> Po). The variation in strength with relative density is consistent with the Griffith

equation wvhen the strength determining cracks within the powder shrink in proportion

to the change in relative density.
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Table I Collective Data

Initial Relative Density, po = 0.62

Sintering p .3,

1200 0C/2h 0.71 0.25 ± 0.01 (5) 0.38 ± 0.05 (5) 127 ± 21 MPa (9)

1300°C/2h 0.78 0.42± 0.01 (5) 0.50±0.03 (3) 168 ± 43 Wa (8)

1400°C/2h 0.85 0.57 ± 0.02 (5) 0.71 ± 0.07 (5) 270t *34 MPa (8)

O1500C/2h 0.96 0.91 ± 0.01 (5) 0.78 ± 0.08 (6) 474±67 MWa (5)

Initial Relative Density, p0  0.50

Sintering p E_ ___ ____G_ ______

1200°C/2h 0.58 0.17±0.01 (5) 0.19±0.03 (4) 34±6M a (3)

1300OC/2h 0.65 0.30 ± 0.01 (5) 0.31 ± 0.06 (5) 81 ± 17 MPa (3)

1400°C/2h 0.73 0.46±0.02 (5) 0.43 ±t0.07 (4) 158 ± 23 MPa (5)

1500°C/2h 0.85 69 ± 0.02 (5) 0.62 ± 0.07 (3) 318±39 MPa (4)

Elastic modulus is normalized by E = 400 GPa 26

Critical strain energy release rate is normalized by G, - 40 J/m 2 26

Number in parentheses indicates number of tests.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Typical loid-displacement curve for fracture energy measurement.
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Fig. 2 Relative elastic modulus for both high and low initial density sets aq a

function of fractional densification. Fully derse elastic modulus

corresponds to 400 GPa. 26

Fig. 3 Relative critical strain energy released rate for both high and low initial

density sets as a function of fractional densification. Fully dense critical

strain energy released rate equals 40 J/m 2 . 26

Fig. 4 Mean fracture toughness of porous alumina as a function of fractional

densification calculated from elastic modulus and critical strain energy

release rate data.

Fig. 5 Strength of partially densified alumina plotted as a function of fractional

densification.

Fig. 6 SEM micrographs of the fractured surface of porous alumina (Po = 0.5) at

the initial stage of densification where necks are just formed (top, 1200

OC/2h); at the intermediate stage where the grain boundaries are fully

formed before significant grain growth (middle, 1300 0C/2h); at the final

stage where grain growth had taken place (1400 *C/2h).

Fig. 7 Relative elastic modulus data for polycrystalline alumina 8 plotted as a

function of frac.onal densification.
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Fig. I Lam et al
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Fig. 2 Lam et al
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Fig. 3 Lam etal
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Fig. 4 Lam et al
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Fig. 5 Lam et al
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Fig. 7 Lamn et al.
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Appi ird Stoenccý. 1 lirs Acd Umvtarsit% i.2 ufc eprtr'itrbtoscnieenti ae

*McoxIi~r Am inwr~ctranaic Socias tkhich ire suddents applied and Nubseqtucnify held constant.
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sshorc /: is Yfoungx,_ modulus. I, is Poisson', ratio. and it I, IhL" Icn.ile \ttic I o l t i is 1 iscri h the \ ltlol\ Inc rind ti, urt v

coctfltcnt tit thernidi expallsis This Alli' IcIJM tone OI rt"illrll 'And tiln, :it

lapse troml the iltposltlno Il ..1i ot

. .here 1) i. tile ther l do iusix It% t. .) - . %k-x h ? Im I . -thern)l, kihdcihsrit\ timeu n\al .tc) tx 1, - Ii•. \ic'P; t-lh • eii ii '. d.i
I herln wI s t MdLIL M I\ INS 1, 0- 1h ' I lI I ', IIt'lIlIqI\. I: . - In(,'IM' I I II I, [ I• I I J\ I I I Wtl P IVII ,I[. ,i % iLk' Of~t t .' , 1 ! Md[i. All~t , i.| it,ýd 1 , !1, i

h•iat thu . mt , critical lit',, (T tOr I T lil A J .' ,.kri-I ! [shI m .1! , 1 '

nioked. the, mondel prede't- that n0 crno k sill b,- illlaite' ii
liI I fl Is

Ruscl! also tionsidcrs the intluci•e' oit har"leT, to pelte! dihetl-
inal conduct t% it %m the iiher surtace and elhir Ti(te Ito- riwl

the peak tensilc •tires A teaturc at thc planc-strimin hi-stuk prolbicni ht,. ticohho
ItIItediaicl rromiI 1t 71 s thatI til in e pine siesc' appr•idith

/ero as [he temperature distribution approa,-hc, stLdd s'ijte,
Hl. Hot Shock in Plane Strain (i.e.. as V-•AT) (I t • -' f This trend is retlecied In the

An infinite halt-space I. inc heloA the t-as has uniform a.
vt. s. and 1). At = 0I it has a uniform temperatur, at tha! 13) Crack Trakecrorie.i andStreAs InlIensitr FacttorI
instant a tenmperature tncrease At the tithe i . correspondidt•n to either Lq 0 ot Lq 19), a

AT •AT,c n I )l N
40 er.x short crack at leneth a - a i' introduced at the paint

(.dI' A \hert the nmasiunum tensile stress occurs V-or Eq 5(.
is suddenly imposed an the traction-free upper surtace and is the initiatine crack i,, taken parallel to the %-amr. hL ior Lq
subscquentl\ maintained tor all tine. As sketched in Fic. 2tat. tepre tken p-ara tetet the - i xstributcaE

0)iistaken paraltel ta the i-amis Gixen thestesdtruio
X is the approximate hall-width af the localized hot spot. A at fixed time t'. the crack tratector\ is determtied under the
three-part problem is solved: (it the temperature distribution in condition that the aduancing tip is alians i a state (I pure
the half-space for t - 0. (ii the stress distribution in the halt- mode I.
space tor t > 0 which is induced b\ the nonunitorm temperature First. consider a crack initiated parallel to the , -ais at ().v\' I
field, and (iii. two cracking problems associated with crai.ks with the stress distribution associated ", ith t". as pictured in the
initiated at flaws located at the points, where the maximum ten- insert of Fig. 4(at. Svmmetry dictates that a crack extendimn
sile stress components occur. along the Y-axis, wil! have mode I conditions, at its crack tip For

(1) Temperature Distribution

The change of temperature in the interior of the half-space. I
ATt.%,Yvt). satisfies

-`W ) = D - I--t- :o" -

subject to the initial conditions and Eq. f4t alonL with the con- • 06- ' . \ O,'0oo _

dition that AT - 0 as x- - v- : This is a classical problem
which can be solved with the aid of transform methods. The N'"
solution is 0 -

AT.tx.Y.i =_ __ _ AT y

Vxn f ',I. -+ Y]

r - 4I) + v d T. .6. 0 - 2 " " . '- 3 - 4 -5

(a)

(2) Stress Distribution 05 -

Under the assumiptin at plane strain conditions. the Air% LOx'zO021

stress function (It t.v I at a cixen instant ! satisties 04 -- -0- -

VA) = -[/:tx- I - LI-tAT) l7" t; .'- 00c
" 03

%%herc the in-plane stress component-, are given b• f (li. -

f,= (i, and (r, = - (i,. This equation i,, supplemented b% .
traction-tree conditions on i = 0. alonL with the requirement >: 02 -.

that the stresses vanish tar trom the hot spot. This problem. or

others similar to it. have also appeared in the literature. - and -
01

neither the solution details nor the solution itsetf %x ill be pre-
sented here. Closcd-torm expressions for the stress components

ere obtained %,hich involve double tnlegration oVer 0 -- -----. .....
o -. 4

the hall-space. These integrals are evaluated numericalls t yt
obtain the stress at an\ point at any time.

Plots of the two normal components directly beneath the cen- (b)
ter of the hot spot on . = ( are shown In Fig. 3 tor various \al- Fig. 3. Sir.,, disirthution, dtrcctl. helt, the hottest p'ini onl the
ues of the nondimensional time variable. tO A: The maximum suracec for thI plane strain problem



NI ;rch I "' Cytkllidii, t,*L ; I/ ~,M

a suffheiend % small crack lenet compared ito I. thle mode I uncracked hat-pK determind] fit Section l11121 i,

intensiti, factor at each tip is, usetil b\ (T t\I*f.~ and OfIii' dt'iribhuitit III usIeId Iin edri iNt o -,ut in iwct
______________________011 l~tOii r fii,' NUhIeCUICIttdI rtin M,' Hi r,IJ1. ( J1,0

Plols(t' K A.t theý top and hoitiit Lraek tip-, arv 1-11\n In F~iL - in en-iildItn i1 ii ' \,ý,km
The solution metihod tar dcuterinionilL A', 11 di'LU'-.Cd in an wa ti sei-i 1W Xliih.A.i
Appendis. T' c stIrcs iitcriNit~ Litaito tt the upper tip minefase': KI trlctc r2 Ii I5 t Ii :TkI11, 1 l I N 1LJ
as thi-e crac:k enLth inttiali\ inrease'M: btI thCii LOCI 10 /Ch .11ccr
the tip approaches the: tree surtac:e. advanciln1 Int the 'O lxldAi iicida itttt~ t ,i r
s% here (Y, is conipressi' e A, thte miss er tipl di e deeper 0 titlk h tMtlekd ilhoikc 1111 Peills 0' epet i i iI c

hailt-spacce thý 'trcss iniensits ta,,tor al-io decrease'c alter nir-. It,,[t sl) i C.IctJItaet lo"L, EL,; .- 1\i,
In~~~rCAN11i1idri tarCt i11c [0MlA.-S ii 'cci i'I~rJ .eti it, OIIL :il M,' K'0\

determine ul-ToL5n!th a -and a front the, intorotation in I'le I '; and tlrIllH p )p.jlm' plic c tI lik '' . tic

4. It (T is the critical sires, associated ks ilt somte initlia moc lassý1111

si/C. theI n. hk Fq iSý. cracks parallel to the, %-axis s.it it(,no hbe tio ', mIn F me'-. *t fl~ ,ind, 'I ). ierL' it 11 Plotted a lt ,it h.-
initiaed ~ onial coordinate of the ri-ehi tip anid nw. i:,,am,? tn. halil .s n'cm

ot the cursed traiectorx [ront lie- ilh Iti is fioted tilot the rc-,uit
A7! 10) Si I - 1)TI ti IE I I 1 i Eq. i11221 1 fr the shor! crack reniain, j pmud appr 1 sinmatit tiii

No", onsier cacksinitatedparalel t) te k-ms a M.ý cracks %k till halt-ss idtls uti It, A or lair~cr- I-roin i._ 't 51,. it i
Nowconide crcksinitate paalll t the.'-~i'at ll.t I seen that the peak s alue ol A occurs at I a tlt-%idib til ab"OLt

at ltole I` given hk Eq. t(t A sers short crack extetidin-o front 4A"t
I- a..% Ito wo. s>' I will be in mode I at each tip wAith I*,~wt

If i %%ereto x end s astrwhtcrak, t %%ulddevlopa mde -or crack halt-wiidth's _rcater thanr 1 4N. A. tall'sus Is and has
If t wre o eten asa sraiht rac, i ssulddcvlopa mde decreased onls it, about one-halt ol (the peak saluc lii a hilt-

11 stress intensit\ factor Iin addition to mode 1. Curved tra ' ector- "i dth o1' Sh. Thus. the plane-strain model sues'that fa irl\
ies for the crack extendinoc svmmetricalt\ about its midpoint etnie~hule rcie
have been computed under the criterion that pure miode I condi- oeo esprle otete

tion exit a alltims atitsripsThecalclatons re hereore surface, is possible it the tenmperature is high e nonith to initiate
gro~kth. With (T as, the critical strveý for initiation. Eq. O)I

tor a crack of inereasinLc length (with svmmetr\ entorced wiith
respect to x =(0 advancing! with a curved trajectory deter- ipista hs rcss l o eiiitdi
mined incrementally such that K1, = is always in effect. The AT.,< 22.8t 1 - vRY 'txEt (14)
calculation, which is dicussed further in th~e Appendix. is
started with a very short, straigaht crack. The stresses in the Alterrnativelt,. s ince the peak '.alue oif' K, is, tCi en b\ Eq. (13).

not crack parallel to the tree surface. irrespectie tit size, can
propagate if 'W1y,, KK or. equisalentl\.

O.8- ~ AT~,< 12.9(1 - t)KiLA .tIcE 5t

.6 4I. Axisymmetric Hot Shick

The axisymmetnic problem shown in Fig. 2tbi has somewhat
64 different boundar\ conditions than the plane-strain problemn

256 just considered. the half-space has uniform temperature prior
- tot the sudden imposition of' an axisymmictric tenmperature

.2 - increase. ATI r.L~n = AT_. fort I l- on the tree surface or r <
R. For r >R. the free surface is taken to be perfectls insulated

________A with iluAT, if: = It on 0 . The three-part problem solted tor
0 .2 4 .6 8 1 the two-dimensional model is solved here In the amsi'vinntetric

a,..d problem. however, a finite element method is, used to solve each
(a) of the three parts. D)iscussion oft sonic ohf the detail% (it the comt-
()putational procedures is 0lven in teApni

d-0 (I) Temperaturc D~istributioni
us - Coniours of' constant temperature at three time' v. thin the

'8'Cranepe of interest are showvn in Fi. (6 These contour' displa, ithe
- - *. -04 - progiression of the heated region as it expand', doss nss ,rd into

6the hilt -space. The three t imes arc i= tr,. 2i..andi 4t,

(2) Stresis D~istribution,
4 -

-Contours, of' constant value', ol the I~xii sire,,\ comprneontsi.
-. . an,. Oandu _ -are show~n in f-igs 7 and S. respeiteocts. at thesante

2 - ~. 1 .- three ttite,, The maximuni tensile value ot (T-, the location on

th are , (it Nmnietr\ where it (occurs. anid 'the timec it is, attained

O 2 4 6 H 10i2 - 1
a2 ' /d 0LF I. 085 -((46 0 0 16tit-

(b) kLATR-16

Fig. 4. Stress, Intensity factor in plane-strain problem for iai uppcr These calculations were carried out using the value of Poisson's
tip and thII tower tip. In eachi lipure ta,* is given b\~ [A i81 and d - ratio. i,' 0.23. and tlue quantities -showvn do have some depen-

0. 505kS) denee ott u' NekerthetlesN. the above ciombinattion Including the
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Fig. 5. (a) Nsidc I crack trajectories in the plane-strain problemn. (h) and .c Normnalizd %trs.ýs intensiti lictor or crack in j

factor ( I - v) does capture the approximate i'-dependence. HI - Orr!T t, I)
This was established by repeating a few selected calculations (L07()T, R 09
with other values of v. The circumferential component of stress
also attains tensile values at the surface of the half-space out-
side the circular heated reaion, as can be seen in Fig. 7. The The similarities between the tensile stresses in the axisvm-
maximum tensile value of the circumferential stress at the sur- metric and plane-strain problem-. are striking as can be seen by
face. its position, and time of occurrence are approximately comparing Eq. 116) with (8) and Eq. ( 1IX with (9). Of course'.

Eq. ( l71 has no analogue in plane strain. The maximum tensile
I- i'Io. r*t* stresses which occur in localized hot shock are about oine order

EA7", - 0.35 R 1,63 R` 0.064 of macnitude smaller than the mammum compressive "-tess
(171 induced at the surlacc. which is txt. rITý I -. vi In the asiNsxm-

metric. problem. the peak tensile value oit (r., is slgt~lari.er
The maximum1 tensile value of ( occurs along the asis of sinm- than the peak \ alue of (. and is attaiined earlier. B~oth the radial
metry. and its value. po~sition, and time (it occurrence are cracks alig~ned perpendicular to the surface and the Npalliny

-1C C -096 - 8E

00 000 o te 000
0- 008 0.08 -004.ij

Ea -- . ,.0 .08 00"-

-0 .... c. L70-

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6. Temiperature distinutions fr the anxissm irin prohlemcn at la r r 016?1) (trc I 2t ihd1 ic, r t t,
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(a) ()(C)
Fig. 7. DtLnhuttoný 04 (r tn Ow. umsi mer I probini atioI. I - b 2t,.~ ail ~k it 4t

10 1.0

G 1"
0,2. 0.3

0.02

(a) (b) (C)
Fig. 8. Distnibution,, of (7-, in the aXWSVMMeriC problem at~i (a I, I_ bt r 2i_, andi1c1=t, '

cracks aligned parallel to the surface can be produced by local- This result, which represents the maximum possible energy
ized axisvmmetric hot shock, although the radial cracks may be release rate for very short cracks. is shown in Fig. 9.
more prevalent than the spalling cracks for the reasons just As the radius of the flat penny.-shaped Crack extends away
mentioned. Both are most likely to be nucleated below the hot from the axis. a mode 11 component of stress intensit will
spot by subsurface flaws. The distribution of the circumferen- develop. Calculations have been carried out for a numbier of
tial stress is such that we can conjecture that a radial crack cases for flat penny-shaped cracks centered at various points
nucleated below the hot spot would arrest in the form of a cres- along the axis of symmetry and subject to the stress held
cent, which. if it reached the surface, would intersect the sur- existing in the half-space at various times. Curves for the
face as a relatively short segment of radial crack lying just energy release rate,
outside the perimeter of the hot spot. (1 -12

A spalling crack nucleated parallel to the surface in the vicin- G W- + Kjid11
ity of the peak tensile value of a, will spread Outward as a pen- E
ny-shaped crack, curving in response to the nonuniform stress
distribution. No attempt has been made to compute the surface nomledb'[I+t/1 -tEtAT.aafutinfaR

trajectories o1 pure mode I advance for the axisvmmetric prob- are shown in Fig- 9. The curves are labeled bv the depth. d.
- below% the surface where the crack lies and the nondimensionallem. Instead, calculations have been performed to determine time characterizine, the stress distribution. The results in Fig. ()

the energy release rate and the mode l and mode If intensity fac- were calculated with v =0.23. bui several calculations
tors for flat penny-shaped cracks spreading from small cracks
centered at the axis of symmetry at a selection of depths and
times. As in the plane-strain problem, it is found that cracks----------------0.
spreading front the point o) maximum tensile stress will tend to
spread ni~ore or less in a plane parallel to the surface. / r.R.C

(3) Stress Intensitv Factors for Penn v-Shaped Cracks
Parallel to the Surface 7-~

L~t W' be the maximum tensile sircss given bN Eq. ( 19) at ~Cj . t. d' :CI

time r*. A sufficientlh small penny-shaped crack of radius a. 2to 7 V ? 3 8
aligned parallel to the surface and located on the axis at: * 2 5. 10
will be in mode I with ,

Kt. (e7 -ra = 0. 07%cEAT, s a( I - t, tl C

The nery reeas rat isgive byFig. 9. Normalized energy release rate for penn% -shaped crack,. on-
il - 'K4 li, ntd paratleltoi the surface at a depth it bcIin the surface and advanc-0.0063(l-.----l1oAT,,yE, (20) ing into ihe sircsý distibhution oi the uncracked NO, associated %kith

E l l tmes uricIndicated



repeAted Xb 111 V 0f -Ss fethati the nrin rta i/atio n capit u n
tilt: l','issons, ratio, dcpcntlence:t to. I erseoI od api o\ 111an InIt
c~an be iioid fronm tIL ro:sult in Vi 9 thal thk shorteof CakhýI:
Ij-q (20) fi roside' an1 e\1eclieTi1 a''prsI\1fII~it~ 0IIt1 Lriacks ,_
Iad~ii .1- lae I in radius A' of lt fisno tck spoi The o~itpawion
cursc, t.ix III,. thi. rclanse ,iniounti it1 1110dt' 11 is' iii0o. I at,, it

ted, in lie- 9 \01Css hereth inca-Orc n, ode niiioit I, taker) a,

h is r the rjnee ot:I ; R' ItIr kk hiI'I eý.i,lulaltiorn- ha% c beenI nudeI
the iiiwttc 1 eOrntpsnein t (th sII'"re"1-s C11 ntnIs iS icatisels'in
ci in pared to Ilihe modec I cciii111C Tp f iIhe iletieral ire nd nouctd
"fillh res peel 1, th! Ira *jeesioric- Iif I he plane -straii i probl em can
he e\pecied lor t:. astsx minictrie probl,.ni. Namels. Ashen the Fig I . N~irnil/cIC rtaL, ae opissqjl, rj ,
crack Is, iniiated a: I depth X% hich places it abos e ihc 171taXIIIlI.11 s arioti depth- ci. all \% it ft R. and mw~ i' pclhic ir,-, itk
of or on the axis. it s~ill head dowoxiard but then begi-n ito head linii hd sidd einc tt he-~i rs'diinh

upIAard aeo.tn after it has reached a radius on the order of R. The
precsent calculat ions do not alioss one to conclude that the
cracks \oil more or les~s parallel the surfaice at radii %elil in
excess of R. ;Its is the ease in the plane-strain problem. but over
the ranee ofii R considered there i% no sueeestion if an% sin q,.

tendlenex for the crack ito curse upwkard.
The n~axinun value oit G over all the cases considered is,

occumrne- for the case r r,, with a crack depth of d O (AR at
a crack radius oto _R. Front Fig. I10 it is seen that the crack is C. -ýR

nearly mode I at this point, and thus the associated value of K, is
,kl( 1(24 1 Fig. 12. Measure tit mode mixit\ tor cracks \&hose crtcrgs release:

K,= 0.079cxEA.oT\f'~ i(4 ratesa~re shown in Flu 11.

This result is remarkably close to the plane-strain result (Eq.
( 13)) when the effective hall-width of the hot spot in plane stress. These tensile stresses develop on planes which are paral-
strain is identified with the radius of the axisymmetric hot spot. lel to the surface a- Also on planes which are perpendicular to
Thus. it follows that the condition (Eq. ( 15)) for excluding thsufcTe radphswihrebweno-al
cracking applies to axisymrnetric cracking parallel to the sur- tesrae hy u tdph hhaebtenoehl

fac aswel i l isexhanedwit R and one times the nalf-width or radius of the hot spot. In the
To complete the results for the pennv -shaped cracks. we have case of the axisymmetric hot spot. circumnferential tensile

displayed the variations of the normailized energy release rate stresses develop at the surf-ace outside the perimeter of the hot
and ji s afuncionof epthbelw te sufac inFigs IIand spot. but these stresses are only about one-half as large as the

12, in each instance for a/R = 1. These variations are in accord maximum subsurface tensile stresses.
with the previous discussion. In particular. it is noted that the The crack analvses indicate that subsurface cracks initiated
largest energs release rates at finite crack radius (i.e.. a= R) parallel to the surface will tend to spread more (ir less parallel to
occur for cracks nucleated at times well before t* associated the surface, and not necessarily curve up to the surface to gen-
with the peak tensile value of ri. in Eq. (18) and at a depth crate a spall chip. Cracks initiated under the hot spot on planes
which is onIN about one-half of the critical depth for the small- perpendicular to the surface will remain in their plane and
est cracks. extend both upward and downward, and they also will not nec-

essarily break through to the surface- In other words. the analy-
ses suggest that hot shock may in some instances create

IV. [Discussion subsurface damag~e which cannot be observed on the surface.

When a temperature increase is suddenly imposed on the sur- There are several mechanisms not discussed here by which the
(ace oft a hod,, at uniform temperature. the stress just be-loos the cracks can travel to the surface and create a spall. if the radius

hot potis oniresiseisih nagntud cx~w)I -ii.Tenile Of a crack running parallel to the surface becontes large eniough
stresses develop below the surface as the temperature increase relati'.e ito its depth below the surface, the compressive stress
diffuses, Into the solid. The maginitude of the largest tensile parallel to the surface can cause the platelike region above the

Ntr.-,cs ocuentd i ths wrk re ot oretha abut ne- crack to buckle aw~a% from the substrate. This, in turn, will
strenteh dof ume titued in thiswr aroe notimmoreothtrabotione induce mixed-mode conditions at the crack tip which %k ill drive

tenh o th manitde f te aovemaxmumcomresive the tip to the surface as, discussed in Ref. 9. Another poissibilit%.
noted in somne model expewriments iprisate communication b
Eric Matthvs. Uniseitt\ of Calilornia. Santa Barbara i. hats not

dR 0- been discussed.,.where a splat solidifies and bonds f he sub-
- t?. d'R - Estrate and then cools and contracts at a faster rate th", vie sub-

a ~-...strate. due to its hieher coiefticient oIf thermal expansion. This.
-' >- '~- ~ ~ -tz1ives rise to a Stress distibhution somewhat akin to cold ,hock.

1 'n d, R' - 0 d/R '0which maý be analyzied along the lines discussed in Section
d1P - CV. F oif the article b\ Hutchinson and Suo.'

-20- Matihys Impingied miolten drops oft Ni at I N(XC on a quart?7
IC IS 2 G substrate. Using accoUstic nmeasurements. be observed two dis-

tinct cracking events. the first about 2 s after the droplet hit,
Fig. 10. Measure oif mode noiixii for cracks whoso: encrg\ release which appeared ito be entirely subsurtice, and the second about
rate- ire sho riin Fig 9. 301 s later. involving, spalling of the previously established
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crack The splat radius "ss r typical1% 0 53 en. tsilte salue OUter radius A' 101?s anid heich, 11 iok A)art front 11,
lor fused quartz at 1) = 4 1t) ini in Eq 1 ,0il predict. rc'cijon r A'a )th tOw islurlý,,, -~ i~hcr A! is r'e Tici t be
the ttinw atl ihich tile matiniuniw sIle cer. link, 'nids C Ill tarf t." te tr~C% eli\ kk lt.CIAic nL i he lpcrte tlk

I sThis %aluc compares ltasriir-ls tiih flit t:rst tja~km,2 mIII :I Ie:d. a, \sunhII in ha; nlie,,I I I W ea -r, -ItII the:
esenit reported h1¾ \Iatth~ s 'The se,01hI esentl I, belic'cd iti ht: iinlic,1tcA 115 ruIn it thc t. i1W Fi Miie arA aid
aissoiciatedl %kith the .ulioon,.r phase of ti the biid.I ohdilicki pI.it ensuire thx 0%te /o,1k to jppre ,i~'i? eiilrtjv n r~
mtentioined abi'iis. Ihe lensle ~trc,, 1001 IfIs U~ iiilii b W lie slat tiitd itI r-~meltisel 'f111l XIOUnre a tin b,5!. ju11ti11 111, i),if_-
trom Eq. i IS. till thle lithe.r hand. appti .. b ii inii i'k tu 11111 5ttCL55k' iiiLii..J tIC1.itf 1i [Ki':!,-'hl- . moub o: he fl r:
ale crackne Lqislcti thC LJUartz' subs11itaittae: I ,ni e Thesl s- tli r],iii 'h,

appear' i;) reAdil nteet the conlditioll I Eq 1 4' )t ci on ur s tote i':2t ii cneir n icA/rlim' i n
tlit thle heiI C spldl Tho-. it renmain, i ndrtn ti' Lll[U II A hink t i'iniat ciikatf
Cracks arc initiated inl this partiLAi~ar experI nientM

(iuplinic iii the hecat transfer prioblenm hck`,seeii ic plt. 1111 .111d. ~
thlt rSUb'tratic has noat been considered hecre finn nIla thc i.,. ri of Anacsitn.Ictiprnacul lm nni i

thermnal ciiatimn considered fin Ret _2 It thel,'tt111 Lit M11,11 ni elx ito tiqi2 iadtl ii siiiIr.s~
cracking_ is predicted if) occur. t~ p ic:ahl rdA R' 10_' I 11 ti1a .n st1i ilsaelnsa ntna iuin ae

hricompared tit) the Iincii it take,, the splati to uii idi. O sI, ,It Iti 1ungq.tat eprnili rnasrk tthbtan
cant thel tle reNIIIresult" TMa be We~s naNs" acenu-
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NOMENCLATURE

ai parameters found in the paper by Hutchinson and Jensen (1990)-Table If
ao length of unbridged matrix crack

am fracture mirror radius

aN notch size
at transition flaw size
b plate dimension
bi parameters found in the paper by Hutchinson and Jensen (1990)-Table H
ci parameters found in the paper by Hutchinson and Jensen (1990)-Table II
d matrix crack spacing
ds saturation crack spacing

f fiber volume fraction
f, fiber volume fraction in loading direction
h fiber pull-out length
I sliding length
m shape parameter for fiber strength distribution

n creep exponent
q residual stress in matrix in axial orientation
sij deviatoric stress
t time
tp ply thickness
tb beam thickness
u crack opening displacement (COD)
ua COD due to applied stress
ub COD due to bridging
w beam width
Cv specific heat at constant strain
E Young's modulus
E unloading modulus
E. Young's modulus of material with matrix cracks
E1  Young's modulus of fiber
Em Young's modulus of matrix
EL ply modulus in longitudinal orientation
ET ply modulus in transverse orientation
Et tangent modulus
Es secant modulus
G shear modulus
G energy release rate (ERR)
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qp tip ERR
qp tip ERR at lower bound

K stress intensity factor (SIF)

Kb SIF caused by bridging
Kj critical SIF for fibers
Km critical SIF for matrix
KR crack growth resistance

Ktip SIF at crack tip
1o moment of inertia
L crack spacing in 900 plies

Lg gauge length
Lo reference length

R fiber radius
!R. radius of curvature

S tensile strength of fiber
Sb dry bundle strength
Sc characteristic fiber strength
Sg UTS subject to global load sharing

So scale factor for fiber strength

Sp pull-out strength
Su ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
S. UTS in presence of a flaw

T temperature

a linear thermal coefficient of expansion (WCE)

af TCE of fiber
am TCE of matrix
y shear strain
?c shear ductility
8 c characteristic length
8 hysteresis loop width

C strain
& strain caused by relief of residual stress upon matrix cracking

-e elastic strain
E0 permanent strain
E& transient creep strain

•, pull-out parameter
SL friction coefficient
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v Poisson's ratio
0 orientation of interlaminar cracks
p density
a stress
0 b bridging stress
db peak, reference stress

Ge effective stress
(3O stress in fiber
a• debond stress
am stress in matrix

aMC matrix cracking stress
ao stress on 00 plies
a0  creep reference stress
arr radial stress
aR residual stress

as saturation stress
a, peak stress for traction law
at lower bound stress for tunnel cracking
C misfit stress
,T interface sliding stress
-zo constant component of interface sliding stress
"TS shear strength
AR displacement caused by matrix removal

AT change in temperature
Aep unloading strain differential
Aeo reloading strain differential

r fracture energy

Fi interface debond energy
I"1  fiber fracture energy

Fm matrix fracture energy
I'R fracture resistance
FS steady-state fracture resistance

FT transverse fracture energy
0 misfit strain

f~o misfit strain at ambient temperature
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SYNOPSIS

This review compiles knowledge about the mechanical and structural performance

of ceramic-matrix composites. The overall philosophy recognizes the need for models

that allow efficient interpolation between experimental results, as the constituents and

the fiber architecture are varied. This approach is necessary because empirical methods

are prohibitively expensive. Moreover, the field is not yet mature, though evolving

rapidly. Consequently, an attempt is made to provide a framework into which models

could be inserted, and then validated by means of an efficient experimental matrix. The

most comprehensive available models and the status of experimental assessments are

reviewed. The phenomena given emphasis include: the stress/strain behavior in tension

and shear, the ultimate tensile strength and notch sensitivity, fatigue, stress corrosion

and creep.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale

The strong interest in continuous fiber-reinforced ceramic matrix composites

(CMC) has arisen primarily because of their ability to retain good tensile strength in the

presence of holes and notches (Prewo, 1982; Mall et al., 1993; Cady et al., 1993). This

characteristic is important because CMC components generally need to be attached to

other components. At these attachments (whether mechanical or bonded), stress

concentrations arise, which dominate the design and reliability. Inelastic deformation at

these sites is crucial. It alleviates the elastic stress concentration by locally redistributing

stress (Evans, Domergue and Vagaggini, 1993). Such inelasticity is present in CMCs

(Nardonne and Prewo, 1988; Kim and Pagano, 1991; Cao et al., 1990; Pryce and Smith,

1992). In association with the inelastic deformation, various degradation processes occur

which affect the useful life of the material. Several fatigue effects are involved (Prewo,

1987; Zawada et al., 1991): cyclic, static and thermal. The most severe degradation

appears to occur subject to out-of-phase thermomechanical fatigue (TMF). In addition,

creep and creep rupture occurs at high temperatures (Weber and Evans, 1993).

All of the CMC properties that govern structural utility and life depend upon the

constituent properties (fibers, matrix, interfaces), as well as the fiber architecture. Since

the constituents are variables, optimization of the property profiles needed for design

and lifing become proiibitively expensive ii'tradtional empirical procedures are used.

The philosophy of this article is based on the recognition that mechanism-based models

are needed, which allow efficient interpolation between a well-conceived experimental

matrix. The emphasis is on the creation of a framework which allows models to be

inserted, as they are developed, which can also be validated by carefully chosen

experiments.
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1.2 Objectives

The initial intent of this review is to address the mechanisms of stress redistribution

upon monotonic and cyclic loading, as well as the mechanics needed to characterize the

notch sensitivity (Evans, Domergue and Vagaggini, 1993; Bao and Suo, 1992). This

assessment is conducted primarily for CMCs with 2-D reinforcements. The basic

phenomena occurring in CMCs that give rise to inelastic strains are matrix cracks and

fiber failures subject to interfaces that debond and slide (Fig. 1.1) (Aveston et al., 1967;

Evans and Marshall, 1990; Curtin, 1991). These phenomena identify the essential

constituent properties, which have the typical values indicated on Table L

Three underlying mechanisms are responsible for the non-linearity (Evans and Zok,

1992; Vagaggini and Evans, 1993). (i) Frictional dissipation occurs at the fiber/matrix

interfaces, whereupon the sliding resistance of debonded interfaces, t , becomes a key

parameter. Control of Tr is critical. This behavior is dominated by the fiber coating, as

well as the fiber morphology (Evans, Zok and Davis, 1991; Davis et al., 1993). By varying

,r, the prevalent damage mechanism and the resultant non-linearity can be dramatically

modified. (ii) The matrix cracks increase the elastic compliance (He et al., 1993). (iii) The

matrix cracks also cause changes in the residual stress distribution, resulting in a

permanent strain (He et al., 1993).

The relative ability of these mechanisms to operate depends on the loading, as well

as the fiber orientation. It is necessary to address and understand the mechanisms that

operate for loadings which vary from tension along one fiber direction to shear at

various orientations. For tensile loading, several damage mechanisms have been found,

involving matrix cracks combined with sliding interfaces (Fig. 1.2). These can be

visualized by mechanism maps (Evans, 1991), which then become an integral part of the

testing and design activity. One damage mechanism involves mode I cracks with

simultaneous fiber failure, referred to as class I behavior (Fig. 1.2). Stress redistribution is
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provided by the tractions exerted on the crack by the failed fibers, as they pull out (Bao

and Suo, 1992; Cox and Marshall, 1992; Cox, 1991; Cox and Lo, 1992). A second damage

mechanism involves multiple matrix cracks, with minimal fiber failure, referred to as

class II behavior (Fig. 1.2). In this case, the plastic deformation caused by matrix cracks

allows stress redistribution (Evans et al., 1992; Cady et al., 1993). A schematic of a

mechanism map based on these two damage mechanisms (Fig. 1.3) illustrates another

important issue: the use of non-dimensional parameters to interpolate over a range of

constituent properties.t On the mechanism map, the ordinate is a non-dimensional

measure of sliding stress and the abscissa is a non-dimensional in situ fiber strength. A

third damage mechanism also exists (Fig. 1.2), referred to as class III. It involves matrix

shear damage prior to composite failure as a means for redistributing stress. A

proposed mechanism map is presented in Fig. 1.4 (Brendsted et al., 1993).

A summary of tensile stress-strain curves obtained for a variety of 2-D CMCs

(Fig. 1.5) highlights the most fundamental characteristic relevant to the application of

CMCs. Among these four materials, the SiC/CAS system is found to be notch insensitive

in tension (Cady et al., 1993), even for quite large notches (- 5 mm long). The other three

materials exhibit varying degrees of notch sensitivity (Heredia et al., 1993). Moreover, the

notch insensitivity in SiC/CAS arises despite relatively small plastic strains. These results

delineate two issues that need resolution. (i) How much plastic strain is needed to

impart notch insensitivity. (ii) Is the ratio of the 'yield' strength to ultimate tensile

strength (UTS) an important factor in notch sensitivity? This review will address both

questions.

The shear behavior of CMCs also involves matrix cracking and fiber failure

(Brondsted et al., 1993). However, the ranking of the shear stress/strain curves between

materials (Fig. 1.6) differs appreciably from that found for tension (Fig. 1.5). Preliminary

:For ease of reference, all of the most important non-dimensional parameters are listed on a sc. - ite

table (Table II).
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efforts at understanding this difference and for providing a methodology to interpolate

between shear and tension will be described.

Analyses of damage and failure in CMCs have established that certain constituent

properties are basic to composite performance (Table I). These need to be measured,

independently, and then used as characterizing parameters, analogous to the yield

strength and fracture toughness in monolithic materials. The six major independent

parameters are the interfacial sliding stress, t, and debond energy, ri, the in situ fiber

properties, Sc and m, the fiber/matrix misfit strain, 0, and the matrix fracture energy

I as well as the elastic properties, E, V (Evans et al., 1993). Dependent parameters that

can often be used to infer the constituent properties include: the fiber pull-out length

(Curtin, 1991; Cao et al., 1990), the fracture mirror radius on the fibers (Jamet et al., 1984)

and the saturation crack spacing in the matrix (Zok and Spearing, 1992). Approaches for

measuring the constituent properties in a consistent, straightforward manner will be

emphasized and their relevance to composite behavior explored through models of

damage and failure. Moreover, the expressions that relate composite behavior to

constituent properties are often unwieldy, because a large number of parameters are

involved. Consequently, throughout this article, the formulae used to represent CMC

behaviors are the simplest capable of describing the major phenomena.t

In most CMCs with desirable tensile properties, linear elastic fracture mechanics

(LEFM) criteria are violated (Marshall and Cox, 1988; Marshall et al., 1985). Instead,

various large-scale non-linearities arise, associated with matrix damage and fiber pull-

out. In consequence, an alternate mechanics is needed to specify the relevant material

and loading parameters and to establish design rules. Some progress toward this objective

will be described and related to test data. This has been achieved using large-scale

• The behaviors represented by these formulae are often applicable only to composites: the equivalent
phenomenon being absent in monolithic ceramics. Consequently, the expressions should be restricted
to CMCs with fiber volume fractions in the range of practical interest (f between 0.3-0.5). Extrapolation
to small f would lead to erroneous interpretations, because mechanism changes usually occur.
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bridging mechanics (LSBM), combined with continuum damage mechanics (CDM) (Cox

and Lo, 1992; Bao and Suo, 1992; Hayhurst et al., 1991; Cox and Marshall, 1991).

The preceding considerations dictate the ability of the material to survive thermal

and mechanical loads imposed for short durations. In many cases, long-term

survivability at elevated temperatures dictates the applicability of the material. Life

models based on degradation mechanisms are needed to address this issue. For this

purpose, generalized fatigue and creep models are required, especially in regions that

contain matrix cracks. It is inevitable that such cracks exist in regions subject to strain

concentrations and, indeed, are required to redistribute stress. In this situation,

degradation of the interface and the fibers may occur as the matrix cracks open and

close upon thermomechanical cycling, with access of the atmosphere being possible,

through the matrix cracks. The rate of such degradation dictates the useful life.

1.3 Approach

To address the preceding issues, this article is organized in the following manner.

Some of the basic thermomechanical characteristics of CMCs are first established, with

emphasis on interfaces and interface properties, as well as residual stresses. Then, the

fundamental response of unidirectional (l-D) materials, subject to tensile loading, is

addressed, in accordance with several sub-topics: (i) Mechanisms of non-linear

deformation and failure; (ii) Constitutive laws that relate macroscopic performance to

constituent properties; (iii) The use of stress/strain measurements to determine

constituent properties in a consistent, straightforward manner; (iv) The simulation of

stress/strain curves. The discussion of 1-D materials is followed by the application of

the same concepts to 2-D materials, subject to combinations of tensile and shear loading.

At this stage, it is possible to address the mechanisms of stress redistribution arounvi flaws,

holes, attachments and notches. In turn, these mechanisms suggest a mechanics
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methodology for relating strength to the size and shape of the flaws, attachment loading,

etc.

Data regarding the effects of cyclic loading and creep on CMC life are limited. The

concepts to be developed thus draw upon knowledge and experience gained with other

composite systems, such as metal matrix (MMCs) and polymer matrix (PMCs)

materials. The overall philosophy is depicted in Fig. 1.7.

2. INTERFACES

2.1 Thermomechanical Representation

The thermomechanical properties of coatings at fib,:r/matrix interfaces are

critically important. A consistent characterization approach is necessary. The most

commonly adopted hypothesis is that there dre two parameters (Fig. 2.1). One is

associated with fracture and the other with slip (Hutchinson and Jensen, 1990; Mackin

et al., 1992; Kerans, et al., 1992). Fracture, or debonding, is considered to invoh'e a

debond energy, Ii (Evans et al., 1990; He and Hutchinson, 1989). Slip is expecttc! to

occur with a shear resistance, T. A schematic representation (Fig. 2.2) illustrates the

issues. Debonding must be a mode II (shear) fracture phenomenon. In brittle systems,

mode II fracture typically occurs by the coalescence of microcracks within a material

layer (Fleck et al., 1991). In some cases, in CMCs, this layer coincides with the coating

itself, such that debonding involves a diffuse zone of microcrack damage (Fig. 2.2). In

other cases, the layer is very thin and the debond has the appearance of a single crack.

For both situations, it is believed that debond propagation can be represented Ly a

debond energy, ri, with an associated stress jump above and below the debond front

(Hutchinson and Jensen, 1990). Albeit that, in several instances, ri is essentially zero

(Marshall and Oliver, 1987). When a discrete debond crack exists, frictional sliding of the
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crack faces provides the shear resistance. Such sliding occurs in accordance with a

friction law (Mackin et al., 1992; Jero et al., 1992; Marshall, 1992),

T = TO- "7r (2.1)

where g is the Coulomb friction coefficient, Orr is the compression normal to the

interface and T 0 is a term associated with fiber roughness. When the debond process

occurs by diffuse microcracking in •he coating, it is again assumed (without

justification) that the interface has a constant shear resistance, To.

For debonding and sliding to occur, rather than brittle cracking through the fiber,

the debond energy f"i must not exceed an upper bound, relative to the fiber fracture

energy, Fi (He and Hutchinson, 1989). Calculations have suggested that the following

inequality must be satisfied (Fig. 2.3)

FI -, (1/4)Fr (2.2)

Noting that most ceramic fibers have a fracture energy, 1F - 20 j.h_- 2 , Eqn. (2.2)

indicates that the upper bound on the debend energy, ri - 5 Jrr-2. This magnitude is

broadly consistent with experience obtained on fiber coatings that impart requisite

properties to CMCs (Davis et al., 1993; Evans et al., 1992; Rice, 1987; Rice et al., 1984;

Bender et al., 1986; Cranmer, 1989; Brennan and Prewo, 1982).

2.2 Measurement Methods

Measurements of the sli )ing stress "C and the debond energy, Fi, have been

obtained by a variety of approaches (Table I). Tihe most direct involve displacement

measurements. These are conducted in two ways: (i) fiber push-through/push-in, by

using a small-diameter indc. ,or (Marshall and Oliver, 1987; Jero et al., 1992: Mackin
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et al., 1992); (ii) tensile loading in the presence of matrix cracks (Marshall and Evans,

1985; Kotil et al., 1990; Evans et al., 1993). Indirect methods for obtaining T also exist.

These include measurement of the saturation matrix crack spacing (Zok and Spearing,

1993) and the fiber pull-out length (Curtin, 1991). The direct measurement methods

require accurate determination of displacements, coupled with an analysis that allows

rigorous deconvolution of load/displacement curves. The basic analyses used for this

purpose are contained in papers by Hutchinson and Jensen (1990), Liang and

Hutchinson (1993), Marshall (1992) and Jero et al (1992). The fundamental features are

illustrated by the behavior found upon tensile loading, subsequent to matrix cracking

(Fig. 2.4). The hysteresis that occurs during an unload/reload cycle relates to the sliding

stress, T. Accurate values for r can be obtained from hysteresis measurements (Kotil et al.,

1991; Evans et al., 1993; Vagaggini et al., 1993). Furthermore, these results are relevant to

the small sliding displacements t that occur during matrix crack evolution in actual

composites. The plastic strains contain combined information about T, a and Fi.

Consequently, if T is already known, Fi can be evaluated from the plastic strains

measured as a function of load, especially if Q2 has been obtained from independent

determinations (Evans et al., 1993). The basic formulae that connect 'T, Fi and 0 to the

stress/strain behavior are presented in a subsequent section.

2.3 Sliding Models

The manipulations of interfaces needed to control T can be appreciated by using a

model to simulate the sliding behavior. A simplified sliding model has been developed

(Fig. 2.3) which embodies the role of the pressure at contact points, due to the combined

effects of a mismatch strain and roughness (Mackin et al., 1992; Marshall, 1992; Jero

et al., 1992). Coulomb friction is regarded as the fundamental friction law operating at

t Information about T at larger sliding displacements is usually obtained from fiber push-through
measurements.
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contacts. Otherwise, the system is considered to be elastic. The variables in the analysis

are (i) the amplitude and wavelength of the roughness; (ii) the mismatch strain, D2;

(iii) the Coulomb friction coefficient, gI; (iv) the elastic properties of the constituents.

With these parameters as input, the sliding can be simulated for various loading

situations. One set of simulations conducted for comparison with fiber push-out tests

(Fig. 2.5) illustrates the relative importance of each of the variables. For this set, the fiber

roughness was characteri,.ed t.sing a fractal method. The roughress within the section

was selected at random, from the measured amplitude distribution, causing some

differences in the push-out spectrum for each simulation. By using this simulation,

substantial systematic changes in the sliding resistance have been predicted when the

friction coefficient, the mismatch strain and the roughness amplitude are changed-*

Generally, the mismatch strain and the roughness can be measured independently

(Mackin et al., 1992). Consequently, the comparison between simulation and experiment

actually provides an estimate of the friction coefficient, g. If this is found to be within an

acceptable range, the inferred g is, thereafter, used to predict how T can be expected to

vary as either the misfit or the roughnesses are changed, if g. is fixed. This approach

indicates that Lt - 0.1 for either C or BN coatings (Lamon et al., 1993), whereas g± - 0.5

for oxide coatings (Mackin et al., 1993). Such values are compatible with macroscopic

friction measurements made on bulk materials aihd thus appear to be reasonable.

However, much additional testing is needed to validate the sliding model.

2.4 Experimental Results

All of the experience with CMCs is on C, BN, or Mo fiber coatings (Evans et al.,

1991; Davis et al., 1993; Rice, 1984, Brennan, 1986; Bender et al., 1986). Such coatings

usually have a relatively low debond energy, Fi, and can provide a range of sliding

t There are only minor effects of Poisson's ratio.
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stresses, 't (Table I), as illustrated by comparison of three different carbon coatings on

sapphire fibers in TiA1 (Fig. 2.6a). A considerable r-nge in T has even been achieved

with C coatings. Values between 2 and 200 MPa have been found. Furthermore, this

range obtains even at comparable values of the misfit strain. The different values may

relate to fiber roughness. Roughness effects are best illustrated by the sliding behavior

of sapphire fibers in a glass matrix. During fiber manufacture, sinusoidal asperities are

grown onto the surface of the sapphire fibers. The sinusoidal fiber surface roughness is

manifest as a wavelength modulation in the sliding stress during push-out (Fig. 2.6b)

(Mackin et al., 1992). However, there must also be influences of the coating thickness

and microstructure. A model that includes an explicit influence of the coating has yet to

be developed.

In most CMC systems, the debond energy Fi has been found to be negligibly small

(Fi < 0.1 Jm-2). Such systems include all of the glass ceramic matrix systems reinforced

with Nicalon fibers, which have a C interphase formed by reaction during composite

processing. Low values also seem to obtain for SiC matrix composites with BN fiber

coatings. The clear exception is SiC/SiC composites made by chemical vapor infiltration

(CVI), which use a C interphase, introduced by chemical vapor deposition (Naslain,

1993). For such composites, the non-linear behavior indicates a debond energy,

-i = 5 Jm- 2 (Table I). The interphase in this case debonds by a diffuse damage

mechanism (Burrat, 1993). Moreover, it has been found that the coating behavior can be

changed into one with Fi = 0, either by heat treatment of the composite (after CVI) or

by chemical treatment of the fiber (Naslain, 1993). A basic understanding of these

changes in Fi does not exist.

2.5 Environmental Influences

There are temperature and environmental effects on T and ri. There are also effects

on T of fiber displacement and cyclic sliding (Fig. 2.6c). These effects can critically
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influence composite performance. The basic effect of temperature on T (Luh and Evans,

1987) concerns changes in the misfit strain and friction coefficient, evident from the

simulations shown in Fig. 2.5. Environmental influences can be pronounced, especially

in oxidizing atmospheres. The major effects arise either at high temperatures, or during

fatigue.* When either C or Me coatings are used, Tr initially decreases upon either

exposure or fatigue (Fig. 2.6d), because a gap is created between the fiber and matrix,

caused by elimination of the coating, through volatile oxide formation (Cao et al., 1990;

Holmes and Schuler, 1990; Holmes and Cho, 1992; Davis et al., 1993). This process

occurs when the local temperature reaches - 800'C. The subsequent behavior depends

on the fibers. When SiC fibers are used, further exposure causes SiO 2 formation

(Bischoff et al., 1989). This layer gradually fills the gap, leading to large values of T.

Eventually, a 'strong' interface bond forms (with large l 1i ) that produces brittle

behavior, without fiber pull-out. Conversely, oxide fibers in oxide matrices are

inherently resistant to this embrittlement phenomenon (Mackin et al., 1993; Davis et al.,

1993) and are environmentally desirable, provided that the matrix does not sinter to the

fibers.

3. RESIDUAL STRESSES

The development of damage in CMCs is sensitive to the residual stress caused by

the misfit strain, Q. Measurement of these stresses thus becomes an important aspect of

the analysis and prediction of damage. These stresses arise at inter- and intra-laminate

levels. Within a laminate, the axial stress in the matrix is (Budiansky et al., 1986),

q = (E./E)G' (3.1)

tA consequence of internal heating associated with cyclic frictional sliding at the interfaces.
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where aT is the misfit stress, which is related to the misfit strain by (Table 11)

Cy = (C2/ci)Em Q. (3.2)

The average residual stress in a 0/90 laminate, with uniform laminate thickness, yR,

depends on constituent properties in approximate accordance with (Zok and Evans,

1993),

0 R . f(1- f)EL[1- Em/ELI (3.3)
(1+ vLT) (1+ EL/ET)

Note that the residual stress OR --_ 0 on the elastic properties becomes homogeneous

(Ej = Em = EL). While connections between the residual stresses and constituent

properties are rigorous, experimental determination is still necessary, because 0 is not

readily predictable. In general, Q includes terms associated with the thermal expansion

difference, (aj - (a, as well as volume changes that occur either upon crystallization or

during phase transformations. For CVI systems, 'intrinsic' stresses may also be present.

Several experimental procedures can be used to measure the residual stresses. The

three preferred methods involve diffraction (X-ray or neutron), beam deflection and

permanent strain determination. X-ray diffraction measurements have the limitation

that the penetratiorn depth is small, such that only near-surface information is obt&,iked.

Moreover, in composites, residual stresses are redistributed near surfaces (Liang and

Hutchinson, 1993). Consequently, a full stress analysis is needed to relate the measured

strains to either q or OR.

Beam deflection and permanent strain measurements have the advantage that they

provide information averaged over the composite. The results thus relate directly to the
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misfit strain, 0. An experimental approach having high reliability involves curvature

measurements on beams made from 0/90 cot. osites (Beyerle et al., 1992). For such

material, polishing to produce one 0' layer and one 900 layer results in elastic bending

(Fig. 3.1),t The radius of curvature R is related to the residual stress by (Beyerle et al.,

1992a);*

CR = ELI,/Rt2w (3.4)

where Io is the second moment of inertia, tb is the beam thickness and w the beam

width.

When only 1-D material is available, the preferred approach is to measure the

displacement, AR, that occurs when a section of matrix, length Ld, is removed by

dissolution (when possible). The residual stress in the matrix is then (Beyerle et al.,

1992b),

q = ffR/(l-f)Ld (3.5)

Typical results are plotted on Fig. 3.2.

Finally, the permanent strains that arise following tensile plastic deformation also

relate to Q. Measurement of these strains allows (0 to be assessed (Vagaggini et al.,

1993). The relevant formulae are presented in a later section.

Once the ambient misfit strain, Qo, has been inferred for the above measurements,

the temperature dependence can be assessed from the thermal expansion mismatch,

using,

• Unless the material has a plain weave.
There is a typographical error in Beyerle et al.: the width w was omitted in their equation.
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= Qo-(cx- af)ATR (3.6)

where ATR is the temperature change from ambient.

4. FIBER PROPERTIES

4.1 Load Sharing

The strength properties of fibers are statistical in nature. Consequently, it is

necessary to apply principles of weakest link statistics, which define the properties of

fibers within a composite. The initial decision to be made concerns the potential for

interactions between failed fibers and matrix cracks. It has generally been assumed that

matrix cracks and fiber failure are non-interacting and that global load sharing (GLS)

conditions obtaint (Curtin, 1991; Phoenix and Raj, 1992, Hild et al., 1993). In this case,

the stress along a material plane that intersects a failed fiber is equally distributed

among all of the intact fibers. Experience has indicated that these assumptions are

essentially valid for a variety of CMCs.

Subject to the validity of GLS, several key results have been derived. Two

characterizing parameters emerge (Hentenberg and Phoenix, 1991): a characteristic

length

÷= go[s 0s/¶]" (4.1)

and a characteristic strength

S = S. [Lo.r/R] (4.2)

* However, a criterion for GLS breakdown has yet to be devised.
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where m is the shape parameter, So the scale parameter, Lo the reference length, and R

the fiber radius. Various GLS results based on these parameters are described below.

When fibers do not interact, analysis begins by considering a fiber of length 2L

divided into 2N elements, each of length 5 z. The probability that fiber element will fail,

when the stress is less than G, is the area under the probability density curve (Matthews

et al., 1976; Freudenthal, 1967)

= (f -S)dS (4.3)
LO0

where g(S)dS/LO represents the number of flaws per unit length of fiber having a
"strength' between S and S + dS. The local stress, a, is a function of both the distance

along the fiber, z, and the reference stress,db. The survival probability Ps for all elements

in the fiber of length 2L is the product of the survival probabilities of each element,

N

P.(db,L) = J1[1-84(db,z)] (4.4)
rL.-N

where z = n~z and L = N 8 z. I' .- thermore, the probability (s that the element at z

will fail when the peak, reference stress is betweencb and i% + Sdb, but not when the

stress is less than i%, is the change in 80 when the stress is increased by 8ab divided by

the survival probability up to a1 , given by (Matthews et al., 1976; Freudenthal, 1%7; Oh

and Finnie, 1970)

S= [db. (4.5)
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Denoting the probability density function for fiber failure by (D(db, z), the

probability that fracture occurs at a location z, when the peak stress is 66, is governed

by the probability that all elements survive up to a peak stress do, but that failure occurs,

at z, when the stress reaches db (Thouless and Evans, 1988; Oh and Finnie, 1970).1 It is

given by the product of Eqn. (4.4) with Eqn. (4.5)

_ 1 N1N[l - 80(Ul' ,Z)] aO~Iz1
S= - U(b,,z)] L a, dab. (4.6)

While the above results are quite general, it is convenient to use a power law to

represent g(S),

J0'g(S)dS = (r/S 0)m. (4.7)

Alternative representations of g(S) are not warranted at the present level of

development. Using this assumption, Eqn. (4.6) becomes (Thouless and Evans, 1988)

D(;aZ) = exp -2,o LF(,, Z)" (2 a[ (4.8)

This basic result has been used to obtain solutions for several problems (Thouless and

Evans, 1988; Sutcu, 1988; Curtin, 1991), described below.

4.2 The Ultimate Tensile Strength

When multiple matrix cracking precedes failure of the fibers in the 00 bundles, the

load along each matrix crack plane is borne entirely by the fibers. Nevertheless, the matrix

has a crucial role, because stress transfer between the fibers and the matrix still occurs
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through the sliding resistance, T . Consequently, some stress can be sustained by the

failed fibers. This stress transfer process occurs over a distance related to the

characteristic length, 8 c. As a result, the stresses on the intact fibers along any plane

through the material are less than those experienced within a 'dry' fiber bundle (in the

absence of matrix). The transfer process also allows the stress in a failed fiber to be

unaffected at distance 5 Sc from the fiber fracture site (Fig. 4.1). Consequently,

composite failure requires that fiber bundle failure occurs within 8 c (Curtin, 1991). This

phenomenon leads to an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) independent of gauge length, Lg,

provided that Lg > ;.t The magnitude of the UTS can be computed by first evaluating

the average stress on all fibers, failed plus intact, along an arbitrary plane through the

material. Then, by differentiating with respect to the stress on the intact fibers, in order

to obtain the maximum, the UTS becomes,

S = Sc F(m) (4.9a)

with

F(m) = [2/(m+ )]X-')[(m + )/(m +2)]

It is of interest to compare this result to that found for a 'dry' bundle. Then, the

'fiber bundle' strength Sb, depends on the gauge length in accordance with (Corten,

1967),

Sb = f So (Lo/L 8 ).e-Y- (4.9b)

4 At small gauge lengths (Lg < 8 0), the UTS becomes gauge length dependent and exceeds Su (Hild et al.,
1993).
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In all cases, Sg > Sb.

As the load increases, the fibers fail systematically, resulting in a characteristic

fiber fragment length. At composite failure, there can be multiple cracks within some

fibers. The existence of manty fiber fragments is still compatible with a high ultimate

tensile strength.: However, a diminished creep strength may ensue, as elaborated below

(Section 9).

The above results are applicable to tensile loading. When a bending moment is

applied, the behavior is modified. In this case, the stress is redistributed by both matrix

cracking and fiber failure. Predictions of the UTS in pure flexure (Fig. 4.2) indicate the

salient phenomena (Hild et al., 1993).

4.3 Fiber Pull-Out

In CMCs with good composite properties, fiber pull-out is evident on the tensile

fracture surfaces (Thouless et al., 1989). Various measurements conducted on these

surfaces provide valuable information. Regions with highly correlated fiber failures,

with minimal pull-out, are indicative of manufacturing flaws. Such flaws often occur in

regions where fiber coating problems existed. In zones where fiber failures are

uncorrelated, the distribution of fiber pull-out lengths, provides essential information.

The pull-out lengths are related explicitly to the stochastics of fiber failure (Thouless and

Evans, 1988; Curtin, 1991). The basic realization is that, on average, fibers do not fail on

the plane of the matrix crack, even though the stress in the fibers has its maximum value

at this site, This unusual phenomenon relies exclusively on statistics, wherein the

locations of fiber failure may be identified as a distribution function that depends on the

shape parameter, m. Furthermore, the mean pull-out length h has a connection with the

t A good analogy being the strength of a wire rope.
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characteristic length, 8c. Consequently, a functional dependence exists, dictated by the

non-dimensional parameters, T h/RSc and m,

ht/RS, = X(m) (4.10)

There are two bounding solutions for the function X (Fig. 4.3). Composite failure subject

to multiple matrix cracking gives the upper bound. Failure in the presence of a single crack

gives the lower bound.

Because of pull-out, a frictional pull-out resistance exists, which allows the material

to sustain load, beyond the UTS. The associated 'pull-out' strength Sp is an important

property of the composite (Fig. 4.4). The strength, Sp, is given by (Phillips, 1974),

SP = 2 rf h/R (4.11)

- 2fS,.(m)

4.4 Influence of Flaws

The preceding results are applicable provided that there are no unbridged

segments along the matrix crack. Unbridged regions concentrate the stress in the adjacent

fibers and weaken the composite (Cui and Budiansky, 1993; Bao and Suo, 1992). Simple

linear scaling considerations indicate that the diminished UTS depends on a non-

dmensional flaw index (Table I),

A = aoS./ELF (4.12)

where r is the area under the stress/displacement curve for the bridging fibers, E is

Young's modulus and 2ao is the length of the unbridged segment. The flaw index A can

be specified, based on r, using Large-Scale Bridging Mechanics (LSBM). The
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dependence of the UTS, designated S*, on the flaw index A can be determined from

LSBM by numerical analysis (Fig. 4.4) (Suo et al., 1993). The results reveal that the ratio,

Sp/Sg, is an important factor. Notably, relatively large values of the 'pull-out' strength

alleviate the strength degradation caused by unbridged cracks.

4.5 In Situ Strength Measurements

In general, composite consolidation degrades fiber properties and it becomes

necessary to devise procedures that allow determination of Sc and m to be evalua.ted

relevant to the fibers within the composite. This is a challenging problem. In some cases, it

is possible to dissolve the matrix without further degrading the fibers and then measure

the bundle strength (Prewo, 1986). This is not feasible with most CMCs of interest. The

following two alternatives exist.

Some fibers exhibit fracture mirrors when they fail within a composite (e.g.,

Nicalon). A semi-empirical calibration has been developed that relates the mirror

radius, am, to the in situ fiber tensile strength, S, given by (Fig. 4.5),

S - 3.5K 1/Va (4.13)

where K1 is the fracture toughness of the fiber (Eckel and Bradt, 1989; Cao et al., 1990;

Jamet et al., 1984) . By measuring S on many fibers, and then plotting the cumulative

distribution G(S), both the shape parameter, m, and the characteristic in situ fiber

strength, Sc, czn be ascertained. Results of this type have been obtained for Nicalon

fibers in a variety of different matrices (Fig. 4.6). This compilation indicates the

sensitivity of the in situ strength to the composite processing approach. This fiber

strength variation is also reflected in the range in UTS found among CMCs reinforced

with these fibers (Fig. 1.4).
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A problem in implementing the fracture mirror approach arises when a significant

fraction of the fibers does not exhibit well-defined mirrors. Those fibers that do not have

mirrors usually have a smooth fracture surface. It has thus been assumed that these are

the weakest fibers in the "stribution (Beyerle et al., 1992; Eckel and Bradt, 1989). The

order statistics used to determine G(S) are adjusted accordingiy. This assumption has

not been validated.

The only alternative approaches for evaluating Sc, known to the authors, are based

on pull-out and fragment length measurements (Curtin, 1991). Both quantities depend

on Sc and m, as well as -T. Consequently, if -T is known, Sc can be determined. For

example, m can be evaluated by fitting the distribution of fiber pull-out lengths to the

calculated function. Then, Sc can be obtaine.' for the mean value, h, using Eqn. (4.4).

This approach has not be extensively used and checked.

4.6 Experimental Results

Several studies have compared the multiple matrix cracking GLS prediction, Sg

(Eqn. 4.9) with the UTS measured for either 1-D or 2-D CMCs. In most cases, the UTS is

in the range :0.7-1) Sg, as indicated on Fig. 4.7. The two obvious discrepancies are the

SiC/SiCcvM material and one of the SiC/C materials. In these cases, the GLS predictions

overestimate the measured values. Moreover, T is relatively lax,. ."ir both materials, as

reflected in the magnitude of the stress concentration index (Fig. 4.7). Two factors have

to be considered as these results ,re interpreted. (i) In some materials, the fraction of

fibers that exhibit mirrors is not larg, enough to provide confidence in the inferred

values of Sc and m. This issue is a particular concern for the SiC/SiCcvi material. ()u In

other materials, manufacturing flaws are present that provide unbridged crack

segments, which c ise the UTS to be smaller than Sg (Section 4.4).

With the auove provisos, it is surprisng that the UTS measured for several 2-D

CMCs is close to !he GLS prediction. In these materials, cracks exist in the 90' plies at
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low stresses and these cracks should concentrate the stress on the neighboring fibers in

the 0' plies. The UTS would thus be expected to follow the strength degradation

diagram (Fig. 4.4). That this weakening does not occur remains to be explained. It

probably reflects the influence on the strength degradation of elastic anisotropy, as well

as pull-out (Fig. 4.4).

5. MATRIX CRACKING IN UNIDIRECTIONAL MATERIALS

The development of damage in the form of matrix cracks within 1-D CMCs subject

to tensile loading has been traced by direct optical observations on specimens with

carefully polished surfaces and by acoustic emission detection (Kim and Pagano, 1991;

Beyerle et al., 1992; Pryce and Smith, 1992; Kim, 1992, Cho et al., 1992; Kim and Katz,

1988), as well as by ultrasonic velocity measurements (Baste et al., 1992). Interrupted

tests, in conjunction with sectioning and SEM observations, have also be used. Analyses

of the matrix damage found in 1-D CMCs provides the basis upon which the behavior

of 2-D and 3-D CMCs may be addressed. The matrix cracks are found to interact with

predominantly intact fibers, subject to interfaces that debond and slide. This process

commences at a lower bound stress, irnc. The crack density increases with increase in

stress above Trmc and may eventually attain a saturation spacing, dL, at stress d. The

details of crack evolution are governed by the distribution of matrix flaws. The matrix

cracks reduce the unloading elastic modulus,E, and also induce a permanent strain, E.

(Fig. 2.2). Relationships between E; £p and constituent properties provide the key

connections between processing and macroscopic performance, via the properties of the

constituents.

The deformations caused by matrix cracking, in conjunction with interface

debonding and sliding, exhibit three regimes that depend on the magnitude of the
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debond stress, i5. In turn, di depends on the debond energy through the relationship

(Hutchinson and Jensen, 1990),

U1 = (1/c,) VE.F,/R - aT  (5.1a)

which has a useful non-dimensional form

(5.1b)

A mechanism map that identifies the three regimes is shown in Fig. 5.1 (Vagaggini et al.,

1993). When -i > 1, debonding does not occur, whereupon matrix crack growth is an

entirely elastic phenomenon. This condition is referred to as the no debond (ND)

regime. When Xi < 1/2, small debond energy (SDE) behavior arises. The characteristic

of this regime is that the reverse slip length at the interface, upon complete unloading,

exceeds the debond length. In the SDE regime, ri is typically small and does not affect

certain properties, such as the hysteresis loop width. The term SDE is thus used, loosely,

to represent the behavior expected when ri = 0. An intermediate, large debond energy

(LDE) regime also exists, when 1/25 < i1. In this situation, reverse slip is impeded by

the debond.

5.1 Basic Mechanics

The approach used to simulate mode I cracking under monotonic loading is to

define tractions 0yb acting on the crack faces, induced by the fibers (Fig. 1.1) and to

determine their effect on the crack tip by using the J-integral (Marshall et al., 1985;

Budiansky et al., 1986),
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GtU = G - LUY du (5.2)

where G is the energy release rate and u is the crack opening displacement. Cracking is

considered to proceed when Gtip attains the pertinent fracture energy. Since the fibers

are not failing, the crack growth criterion involves matrix cracking only. A lower bound

is given by (Budiansky et al., 1986; McCartney, 1987)

S= r.(1f) (5.3)

with I'm being the matrix toughness. Upon crack extension, G becomes the crack

growth resistance, rR, whereupon

r= r'm(1-f)+fbdu. (5.4)

A traction law ub(u) is now needed to predict I"R. A law based on frictional sliding

along debonded interfaces has been used most extensively and appears to provide a

reasonable description of many of the observed mechanical responses (Eqn. 2-1). The

traction law also includes effects of the interface debond energy, ri (Hutchinson and

Jensen, 1990). For many CMCs, Fi is small, as reflected in the magnitude of the debond

stress, Li.

For SDE, with a constant sliding stress, -t o, the sliding distance i, in the absence of

fiber failure, is related to the crack surface tractions, (1b, by (Aveston et al., 1971;

Marshall et al., 1985)

e = [REj(1-f)/2tOE,f](ab+oT) (5.5a)

For LDE, the corresponding solution is (Hutchinson and Jensen, 1990)
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I = IRE. (1 -f)/2xOEff] (a, - if) (5.5b)

The sliding length is, in turn, related to the crack opening displacement. The

corresponding traction laws are thus (Marshall et al., 1985; Budiansky et al., 1986): for

SDE,

Ob +0 = [2tr0Efu/R]M (5.6a)

for LDE,

-o = [2ý,o Efu/R] (5.6b)

where 4 is defined in Table II. When fiber failure occurs, statistical considerations are

needed to determine Ob(u).

The matrix fracture behavior can also be described by using stress intensity factors,

K. This approach is more convenient than the J-integral in some cases: particularly for

short cracks and for fatigue (Marshall et al., 1985; McMeeking and Evans, 1990). To

apply this approach, it is first necessary to specify the contribution to the crack opening

induced by the applied stress, as well as that provided by the bridging fibers. For a

plane strain crack of length 2a in an infinite plate, these are given by (Tada et al., 1985).

The contribution due to the applied stress is

u- = (4/E)-fa 2 (5.7a)

and that caused by bridging is
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Ub = -(4/E)I'ab(i)Hdi (5.7b)

with H being a weight function. The net crack opening displacement is

u = u.+ub (5.8)

The contribution to K from the bridging fibers is obtained using (Tada et al., 1985),

F2 ( ob(x)dx

With 0 b given by Eqn. (5.5). The shielding associated with Kb leads to a tip stress

intensity factor

KtP = K+Kb (5.10)

where K depends on the loading and specimen geometry.

A criterion for matrix crack extension, based on Ktip, is needed. For this purpose, to

be consistent with the energy criterion (Eqn. 5.3), the critical stress intensity factor" is

taken to be

Kfi= Er.(1-f) (5.11)

Then, as demonstrated below, the two approaches (K and G ) lead to the same

steady-state matrix cracking stress.
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5.2 The Matrix Cracking Stress

The preceding basic results can be used to obtain solutions for matrix cracking

(Aveston, Cooper and Kelly (ACK), 1971; Marshall et at., 1985; Budiansky et al., 1986;

McCartney, 1987; Zok and Spearing, 1992; Singh, 1989). Present understanding involves

the following factors. Because the fibers are intact, a steady-state condition exists

wherein the tractions on the fibers in the crack wake balance the applied stress. This

special case may be addressed by integrating Eqn. (5.2) up to a limit u = uO. This limit

is obtained from Eqn. (5.6) by equating ;b to Y. For SDE, this procedure gives

(Budiansky et al., 1986)

-( + aT) 3E'(1 - f) 2R (5.12)
G•f L6'z 0f 2E1 E•

A lower bound to the matrix cracking stress, amc, is then obtained by invoking Eqn. (5.3),

such that (Budiansky et al., 1986)

[ E 6,rr.- ]
2 =FJ

(5.13)
M_ -aT

Analogous results can be obtained using stress intensity factors (Marshall et al.,

1985; McMeeking and Evans, 1990). For the example of a small center crack in a tensile

In some cases, small matrix cracks can form at stresses below C (Kim and Pagano, 1991). These occur
either within matrix-rich regions or around processing flaws. However, the non-linear composite
properties are usually dominated by fully-developed matrix cracks that form at stresses above G,.
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specimen,$ (Eqns. 5.9 and 5.11) give a steady-state result at large crack lengths

(McMeeking and Evans, 1990),

Ktop = (5.14)

and T is a sliding index defined in Table H. When combined with the fracture criterion

(Eqn. 5.11), the matrix cracking stress, dmc is predicted to be the same as that given by

Eqn. (5.13).

The K approach may also be used to define a transition crack length at, above

which steady-state applies. This transition length is given by (Marshall et al., 1985;

McCartney, 1987),

a,/R = E. [r.( (1 + - f) 4/,~f4 E 2R]. (5.15)

Namely, when the initial flaw size ai > at, cracking occurs at a = amc. Conversely,

when the initial flaws are small, ai < at, it has been shown that (McMeeking and Evans,

1990)

where E is a loading index defined as, (Table II),

= 2R(1 - f) 2E2f/EEoaf2(1 -v 2 ).

K = a
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This result for Ktipo when combined with Eqn. (5.11), gives a revised matrix cracking

stress, which exceeds anc.

Analogous results can be derived for the LDE regime. In this case, Eqn. (5.6b) may

be used with Eqn. (5.2) to derive an energy release rate, which can be combined with the

fracture criterion (Eqn. 5.3) to predict amc- The result is contained within the implicit

formula (Evans and Domergue, 1993),

10)3 3 ) (5.17)

5.3 Crack Evolution

The evolution of additional cracks at stresses above (Omc is less well understood,

because two factors are involved: screening and statistics (Beyerle et al., 1992; Zok and

Spearing, 1992; Cho et al., 1992). When the sliding zones between neighboring cracks

overlap, screening occurs and qtip differs from 0 . The relationship is dictated by the

location of the neighboring cracks. When a crack forms midway between two existing

cracks with a separation 2d, subject to SDE, qtip is related to Go by (Zok and Spearing,

1992)

=q/GO = 4(d/21)" (for 0_ <d/I<- 1) (5.18a)

and

0 = 1-4(1-d/21)3  (forl~d/i:<2) (5.18b)
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When d is sufficiently small, Eqn. (5.19a) applies and Gtip is independent of the stress.

Once this occurs, Gtip cannot increase and is unable to again satisfy the matrix crack

growth criterion (Eqn. 5.3). This occurs with spacing, d6, at an associated stress (s

(Fig. 2.4). This spacing is given by,

= X[Pm(1f)EfE./ft2ELR] (5.19)

Note that this result is independent of the residual stress, because the terms containing

(ab + GT) in Eqns. (5.5) and (5.12) cancel when inserted into Eqn. (5.19a). The coefficient

X depends on the spatial aspects of crack evolution: periodic, random, etc.. Simulations

for spatial randomness indicate that, X - 1.6 (Zok and Spearing, 1992). Moreover, these

same simulations indicate that the saturation stress should scale with amc such that

U,/oc = 1.26 (5.20)

This stress ratio depends only on the spatial characteristics of the cracks.

In addition to these screening effects, the actual evolution of matrix cracks at stresses

above amc is governed by statistics that relate to the size and spatial distribution of

matrix flaws. If this distribution is known, the evolution can be predicted. Such

statistical effects arise when the matrix flaws are smaller than the transition size, at, at

which steady-state commences (Eqn. 5.15). In this case, a flaw size distribution must be

combined with the short crack solution for Ktip (Eqn. 5.16) in order to predict crack

evolution. At the simplest level, this has been done by assuming an exponential

distribution for the matrix flaw size (Spearing and Zok, 1993),

p = exp(L/Lo)(a,/a)r (5.21)
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where p is the fraction of flaws in length L having size larger than a, o) is a shape

parameter related to the Weibull modulus for the matrix, mm (0o = mm/2) and Lo is a

scale parameter

Lo = ks 10

with 10 being the slip distance at a = Omc and ks a numerical coefficient. The

condition Xs < 1 corresponds to a high density of matrix flaws already large enough to

be at steady-state. Conversely, Xs > 1 refers to a situation wherein most matrix flaws are

smaller than the transition size, at.

Simulations can be performed in which the key variables are the shape parameter

(0 and the scale parameter As. The simulated crack densities (Fig. 5.2a) indicate a sudden

burst of cracking at a = amc, when )s < 1, followed by a gradual increase with

continued elevation of the stress. The saturation stress is similar to that given by

Eqn. (5.20). In contrast, when Xs >> 1, the cracks evolve more gradually with stress,

reaching saturation at substantially higher levels of stress. Nevertheless, the saturation

spacing remains insensitive to 7s. These simulated behaviors are qualitatively similar to

those measured by experiment (Fig. 5.2b). Mot,. ,er, the values found for Co are in a

reasonable range (mm = 2() - 4-8). However, since (o and ao are not known, a priori,

in practice this approach becomes a fitting procedure rather than a predictive model.

Despite this limitation, it has been found that a simple formula can be used to

approximale crack evolution in most CMCs (Evans et al., 1993), given by (Fig. 5.2b),

s ,,m 3(5.22)
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Analogous results can be derived for LDE, with the debond length given by

Eqn. (5.5b) and the reference energy release rate by Eqn. (5.17). In this case, the

saturation crack spacing in smaller than that given by Eqn. (5.20)

5.4 Constitutive Law

Analyses of the plastic strains caused by matrix cracks, combined with calculations

of the compliance change, provide a constitutive law for the material. The important

parameters are the permanent strain, Co and the unloading modulus, E. These

quantities, in turn, depend on several constituent properties; the sliding stress, T, the

debond energy, Pi, and the misfit strain, Q. The most important results are summarized

below.

Matrix cracks increase the elastic compliance. Numerical calculations indicate that

the unloading elastic modulus, E*, is given by (He et al., 1993),

EL/E*-1 = (R,/a)B[fEf/Em] (5.23)

where B is the function plotted on Fig. 5.3. The matrix cracks also cause a permanent

strain associated with relief of the residual stress. This strain, E, is related to the

modulus and the misfit stress by (Fig. 5.4) (He et al., 1993),

E" M a T[VE'- 1/EL] (5.24)

The preceding effects occur without interface sliding. The incidence of sliding leads to

plastic strains that superpose onto E*. The magnitude of these strains depends on Yi

(Fig. 5.1) and on the stress relative to the saturation stress, Of.
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5.4.1 Stresses Below Saturation

(i) Small Debond Energy

For SDE, when a < (s, the unloading modulus Edepends on To, but is independent

of Ti and 0. However, the permanent strain Eo depends on Ti and Q, as well as to.

These differing dependencies of E and F- on constituent properties have the following

two implications. i) To simulate the stress/strain curve, both Eo and E are required.

Consequently, T0o, Fi and 0 must be known. (ii) The use of unloading and reloading to

evaluate the constituent properties has the convenience that the hysteresis is dependent

only on tro. Consequently, precise determination of TO is possible. Moreover, with To

known from the hysteresis, both Fi and Q can be evaluated from the permanent strain.

The principal SDE results are as follows.

The permanent strain is (Evans et al., 1993; Pryce and Smith, 1992; Vagaggini et al.,

1993)

(E0  = 4(1- + I - 2 (5.25)

where 9H is a hysteresis index (Table UI)

H = b2(1-aif)2 R2/4dtroE. f2 (5.26)

and

IT = ar/a (5.27)

The maximum width of the hysteresis loop, at half maximum, 8 C1/ 2, is (Figs. 2.2, 5.4)
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8% = H/2. (5.28)

The unloading strain is (Fig. 5.4),

Aep = H (5.29)

and the unloading modulus is

= (E* 1 +(HI/ (5.30)

(ii) Large Debond Energy

For LDE (Fig. 5.1), when aY < as, the unloading modulus depends on both " and ri

(Fig. 5.4). There are also linear segments to the unloading and reloading curves. These

segments can be used to establish constructions that allow the constituent properties to

be conveniently established. The principal results are as follows. The permanent strain

is (Vagaggini et al., 1993),

(Co-E')H-1 = 2(1-xZ)(1 -, +21T) (5.31)

and the unloading m )dulus is

M•-I (E')-' 4j1-~ )H/U (5.32)
= ()'+ 4Li (1 - iX(532

In this case, the hysteresis loop width depends on the magnitude of Yi. For intermediate

values, 1/2 <Xji < 3/4

Se• = H[I/2-(I-2Th) 2 ] (5.33)
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whereas, for 3/4 <-i -- 1

S= 4[ - (5.34)

5.4.2 Stresses Above Saturation

At stress, 0 > as, the crack density remains essentially constant. It has thus been

assumed that there is no additional stress transfer between the fibers and the matrix. In

this case, the tangent modulus is given by (Aveston et al., 1971):

Et = da/de = fEf (5.35)

In practice, the tangent modulus is uE y found to be smaller than predicted by

Eqn. (5.35). Two factors are involved: changes in the sliding stress and fitler failure. At

high fiber stresses, the Poisson condition of the fiber reduces the radial stress, Orr.

Consequently, whenever the sliding stress can be represented by Eqn. (2.1), T decreases

as the stress increases. The associated tangent modulus at fixed crack spacing is

(Hutchinson and Jensen, 1990)

dU/dE = bEm,/a 3 b2 R[1+-O+exp(- 0)] (5.36)

where l = 2gbt d/R, with gt being the friction coefficient.

As the UTS is approached, significant fiber failures occur, which further reduce the

tangent modulus. The basic stress/strain relationship is (Hild ef al., 1993),

S= fEf!1+ 2ni! [2+n(m+1)](EZ/SJ(m) (5.37)
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5.5 Simulations

The preceding constitutive laws may be used to simulate stress/strain curves for

comparison with experiments. In order to conduct the simulations, the constituent

properties, T, ri and 0 are first assembled into the non-dimensional parameters 9H, I j,

and ET. For this purpose, it is necessary to have independent knowledge of d(d). When

this does not exist, an estimation procedure is needed, based on Eqn. (5.22), through

evaluation of das, dmc and ds. The first step is to use Eqn. (5.20a) to evaluate the

saturation crack spacing as from the constituent properties. One limitation of this

procedure concerns the accuracy with which X and 1-m are known. An alternative

option exists when crack spacing data are available for another CMC with the same

matrix. Then, Eqn. (5.20a) can be used to scale d. in accordance with,

•-E ER 2/t2 EL,

It is also possible to estimate G~mc from the constituent properties, by using Eqn. (5.18).

Then Eqn. (5.20) is used to estimate, (s.

When d(d) has been established in this manner, stress/strain curves can be

simulated for I-D materials. Upon recognizing the need for internal consistency.

Notably, both ds and arc depend on To and ri. Moreover, 0s scales with amc. In

addition, amc depends on the misfit stress otT, whereasds and the ratio (7s/amc are OT

independent. Based on this approach, simulations have been used to conduct sensitivity

studies of the effects of constituent properties on the inelastic strain. Examples (Fig. 5.5)

indicate the spectrum of possibilities for CMCs.
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5.6 Experiments

Relatively complete matrix cracking and inelastic strain measurements have been

made on two unidirectional CMCs (Evans et al., 1993; Domergue et al., 1993; Vagaggini

et al., 1993; Lamon et al., 1993): SiC/CAS, as well as SiC/SiC (produced by CVI). The

stress/strain curves for these two materials (Fig. 5.6) indicate a contrast in inelastic

strain capability, %,. ch demand interpretation. Some typical hysteresis measurements

for these materials (Fig. 5.6) reveal major differences, which must reflect differences in

constituent properties. There are also considerable differences in the evolution of matrix

cracks (Fig. 5.2). An analysis of the hysteresis loops (Fig. 5.7) and the permanent strain

(Fig. 5.8), as well as other characteristics, indicate the substantial differences in intertace

properties summarized on Table IMI. These differences arise despite the face that the

fibers are the same and that the fiber coatings are C in both cases.t

The constituent properties from Table III can, in turn, be used to simulate the

stress/strain curves (Fig. 5.9). The agreement with measurements affirms the simulation

capability, whenever the constituent properties have been obtained from con., letely

independent tests (Table 1). This has been do,, for the SiC/CAS material, but not yet for

SiC/SiC. Whi'e the comparison between simulation and •.. eriment is encouraging, an

unresolved p'oblem concerns the predictability of the saturation stress, as. I- most

cases, ab initio determination cannot be expected, because the flaw parameters.." the

matrix are processing sensitive. Reliance must therefore be placed on experimental

measurements, which are rationalized, post facto. i .,rther research is needed to

establish whether formalisms can be generated from the theoretical results which

provide useful bounds on as. A related issue concen ie necessity for matrix crack

density information. Again, additional insight is needed to establish meaningful

SAnalysis of the coating structure by TEM provides a rationale for specifying the differing interface
responses in accordance with the basic mode) (Fig. 2.2).
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bounds. Meanwhile, experimental methods that provide crack density information in an

efficient, straightforward manner require development. One possibility involves

measurements of the acoustic velocity, V, which can be conducted continuously, during

testing (Baste et al., 1992). These measurements relate to changes in the elastic modulus

E° as matrix cracks develop (E" = poV2 ). This modulus can be related to the crack

spacing, through a model (Eqn. 5.23).

6. MATRIX CRACKING IN 2-D MATERIALS

General loadings of 2-D CMCs involve mixtures of tension and shear. For design

purposes, it is necessary to have models and experiments that combine these loadings.

Matrix cracking and fiber failure are the basic phenomena that dictate all of the non-

linearities. However, there are important differences between tension and shear. The

behavior subject to tensile loading has been widely investigated (Harris et al., 1992;

Cooper and Chyung, 1987; Holmes and Schuler, 1990; Cranmer, 1989; Coyle et al., 1986;

Prewo and Brennan, 1982; Prewo, 1986). The behavior in shear in only appreciated at an

elementary level (Brondsted et al., 1993). Furthermore, the intermediate behaviors have

had even less study (Harris et al., 1990; Sbaizero and Evans, 1986). Nevertheless, the

basic concept is clear. It is required that matrix cracking, as well as fiber failure,

phenomena be incorporated into the models in a consistent manner, such that

interpolation procedures can be devised and implemented.

6.1 Tensile Properties

General comparison between the tensile stress/strain [(T(0), curves for 1-D and

2-D materials (Fig. 6.1) provides important perspective. It is found that CY(E) for 2-D

materials is quite closely matched by simply scaling down the 1-D curves by 1/2. The
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behavior of 2-D materials must, therefore, be dominated by the 0' pliesI because these

plies provide a fiber volume fraction in th, ioading direction about nail that present in

1-D material (Evans et al., 1993).

The only significant 2-D effects occur at the initial deviation from linearity. At this

stage, matrix cracks that form either in matrix-rich regions or in 90' plies evolve at

somewhat lower stresses than cracks in 1-D materials. However, the associated non-

linearities are usually slight and do not normally contribute in an important manner to

the overall non-linear response of the material. For example, matrix cracking in the 90'

plies often proceeds by a tunneling mechanism (Fig. 6.2). Tunnel cracking occurs subject

to a lower bound stress (Xia et al. 1993; Hutchin.on and Suo, 1992),

at = O- oR (EL +ET)/2ET (6.1)

with

=f = [ErR/gtfj]

where g is a coefficient that ranges between 1/3 and 3/2. The unloading modulus

associated with such tunnel cracks is (Xia et al., 1993; Laws and Dvorak, 1990),

E/E = (E,/E,,f,t/:) (6.2)

with L being the mean crack spacing in the 900 plies and H" is a function that varies

from 1 to 0.6, as tpiL increases from 0 to above 1. The corresponding permanent strain

is

SFurthermore, since some of the 2-D materials are woven, the 1/2 scaling infers that the curvatures

introduced by weaving have minimal effect on the stress/strain behaviors.
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E, = (1-Ev'/E,)(aR/E,) (6.3)

The overall stress/strain response is summarized in Fig. 6.3. In practice, the stresses

may be larger because the actual evolution of cracks, at stresses above ac, depends on

the availability of flaws in the 900 plies.

Extension of tunnel cracks into the matrix of the 0' plies (Fig. 6.2) results in

behavior similar to that found in I-D material. Moreover, if the stress a0 acting on the 0O

plies is known, the I-D solutions may be used directly to predict the plastic strain.

Otherwise, this stress must be estimated. For a typical 0/90 system, CO must range

between d and 26, depending upon the extent of matrix cracking in the 900 plies and

upon ET/EL. A sound rationale for choosing (O within this range does not yet exist.

Preliminary analysis has been conducted using, 00 = 2d, as implied by the

comparison between 1-D and 2-D stress/strain curves (Fig. 6.1). Additional modelling

on this topic is in progress.

Using this simplified approach, simulations of stress/strain curves have been

conducted (Domergue et al., 1993; Aubard, 1992). These curves have been compared

with experimental measurements for several 2-D CMCs. The results are summarized in

Fig. 6.4. It is apparent that the simulations lead to somewhat larger flow strengths than

the experiments, especially at small inelastic strains. To address this discrepancy,

further modelling effort is in progress, which attempts to couple the behavior of the

tunnel cracks with the matrix cracks in the 00 plies.

6.2 Shear Properties

The matrix cracking that occurs in 2-D CMCs, subject to shear loading depends on

the loading orientation and the properties of the matrix. Two dominant loading

orientations are of interest: in-plane shear along one fiber orientation and out-of-plane
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(or interlaminar) shear. The key difference between these loading orientations concerns

the potential for interaction between the matrix cracks and the fibers (Fig. 6.5). For the

out-of-plane case, matrix cracks evolve without significant interaction with the fibers.

Conversely, for in-plane loading, the matrix crack must interact with the fibers. These

interactions impede maitrix crack development. Consequently, the in-plane shear

strength always exceeds the interlaminar shear strength.

i) In-Plane Shear

Experiments that probe the in-plane shear properties have been performed by

using Iosipescu test specimens (Brondsted et al., 1993). A summary of experimental

results (Fig. 1.6) indicates that the matrix has a major influence on the shear flow

strength T s and the shear ductility, yc. Moreover, it has been found that the shear flow

strengths can be ranked using a parameter, 'W4, derived from the matrix cracking stress

in the absence of interface sliding, given by (Fig. 6.6),

W = r1-I/RG (6.4)

Within W, the property of principal --portance is the shear modulus, G, which reflects

the increase in complianc :aused by the matrix cracks. However, it remains to develop

a model that gives a complete relationship between the composite strength and the

constituent properties.

The shear ductility also appears to be influenced by the shear modulus, but in the

opposite sen high modulus matrices result in low ductility. This behavior has been

rationalized in terms of the effect of matrix modulus on the bending deformation

experienced by fibers between matrix cracks (Brondsted et al. 1993). As yet, there have

been no calcu itions that address .ris phenomenon.
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ii) Interlaminar Shear

The matrix cracks that form upon interlaminar shear loading and provide the

plastic strains are material dependent. The simplest case, depicted in Fig. 6.5b, involves

multiple tunnel cracks that extend across the layer and orient normal to the maximum

tensile stress within the layer (Sbaizero and Evans, 1985). In other cases, the matrix

cracks are confined primarily to the matrix-only layers between plies (Beyerle et al.,

1992). A general understanding of these different behaviors does not yet exist.

When the interlaminar cracks form by tunneling (Fig. 6.5), the solutions are

straightforward and have a direct analogy within the transverse cracking results

described above (Bao, 1993). The behaviors can be expressed in terms of the tensile

shass acting normal to the prospective crack plane. Then, the lower bound value of this

stress at which tunnel cracks form, Gcs, is given by

a.: ti'/ET FR = " (EL/ET,4, VL/VT) (6.5)

where t1 is the thickness of the layer subject to interlaminar cracking and 0 is the crack

orientation. The function F -2 is plotted on Fig. 6.7 for orthotropic materials (with

VT/VL = 3). Evidently, these interlaminar shear cracks form more readily than the

transverse cracks tha& develop upon tensile loading. This accounts for the inferior

performance of CMCs in the presence of interlarninar shear loads.

6.3 Transverse Tensile Properties

CMCs with 2-D fiber architecture are susceptible to interlaminar cracking in

various component configurations (Fig. 6.8). In such cases, as the crack extends through

the component, conditions range from mode I to mode H. Tests and analyses are needed

that relate to these issues. Most experience has been gained from PMCs (Chai, 1984).
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The major issue is the manner whereby the interlaminar (transverse) cracks interact

with the fibers. In principle, it is possible to conduct tests in which the cracks do not

interact. In practice, such interactions always occur in CMCs, as the crack front

meanders and crosses over inclined fibers (Spearing and Evans, 1992; Kaute et al., 1993).

These interactions dominate the measured fracture loads in conventional cantilever

(DCB) specimens, as well as in flexure specimens (Berdia et al., 1991; Bao et al., 1992).

Some typical results for the transverse fracture energy (Fig. 6.9), indicate the large

values (compared with rm - 20 Jm-2) induced by these interactions.

Analysis indicates that large-scale bridging (LSB) is involved and the bridging

behavior can be explicitly ascertained from the measured curves (Bao et al., 1992). For

the particular case of a DCB specimen (Fig. 6.8a), the J-integral is explicitly defined in

terms of the bending moment, M and the traction law (Bao and Suo, 1992). For example,

the steady-state resistance, 1 s, for a linear softening traction law, is

1, 12M94 2/E tb (6.5)

= Osu,/2 + .

and the zone length at steady-state is

L, = (Eu./3a,)XtY (6.6)

where 2 tb is the DCB beam thickness, with the quantities Fs and LS defined on Fig. 6.9.

Experimental measurements made with DCB specimens can be used to evaluate the

parameters, as and us, by simply fitting the data to Eqns. (6.5) and (6.6). This

information can then be used to predict rs for other configurations.

An example is given for SiC/CAS composites (Fig. 6.9). - erimental results for

this material (Spearing and Evans 1992) give us = 100 fim and (Y. - 10 MPa. One
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application of these results is the prediction of the tunnel cracking found in 0/90

laminates (Eqn. 6.1). The analysis of tunnel cracking (Xia et al., 1993) has established that

for typical laminate thicknesses, the crack opening displacements are small ( < I gm).

For such small displacements, there is a negligible influence of the fibers. Consequently,

FR - Fm (1 - f). Other applications to C-specimens and T-junction are in progress.

An obvious limitations of the procedure is the uncertainty about the manner

whereby the matrix crack interacts with the fibers in other geometries and hence, the

universality of as and us. This is a topic for further research.

7. STRESS REDISTRIBUTION

7.1 Background

CMCs usually have substantially lower notch sensitivity than monolithic brittle

materials and, in several cases, exhibit notch insensitive behavior (Cady et al., 1993; Mall

et al., 1993). This desirable characteristic of CMCs arises because the material may

redistribute stresses around strain concentration sites. Notch effects appear to depend on

the class of behavior. Moreover, a different mechanics is required for each class, because

the stress redistribution mechanisms class operate over different physical scales. Class I

behavior involves stress redistribution by fiber bridging/pull-out, which occurs along

the crack plane (Bao and Suo, 1992; Zok et al., 1991). Large-Scale Bridging Mechanics

(LSBM) is preferred for such materials. Class II behavior allows stress redistribution by

large-scale matrix cracking (Cady et al., 1993) and Continuum Damage Mechanics

(CDM) is regarded as most appropriate. Class TI behavior involves material responses

similar to those found in metals, and a comparable mechanics might be used (i-itedia

et al., 1993): either LEFM for small-scale yielding or non-linear fracture mechanics for

large-scale yielding. Since a unified mechanics has not yet been identified, it is

necessary to use mechanism maps that distinguish the various classes (Figs. 1.3, 1.4).
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7.2 Mechanism Transitions

The transition between class I and class II behaviors involves considerations of

both matrix crack growth and fiber failure. One hypothesis for the transition may be

analyzed using LSBM. Such analysis allows the condition for fiber failure at the end of

an unbridged crack segment to be solved simultaneously with the energy release rate of

the matrix front. The latter is equated to the matrix fracture energy (Cui and Budiansky,

1993). By using this solution to specify that fiber failure occurs before the matrix crack

extends into steady-state, class I behavior is presumed to ensue. Conversely, class II

behavior is assigned when the steady-state matrix cracking condition is achieved prior

to fiber failure. The resulting mechanism map involves two indices (Table II),

S = (RS/aot)(E2/ELE,)[(1-f)/f]
2

-= 3/Ab

and

U = a•/S (7.2)

With S and U as coordinates, a mechanism map may be constructed that distinguishes

class I and class II behavior (Fig. 1.3). While this map has qualitative features consistent

with experience, the experiments required for validatiorn have not been comp1 :ted. In

practice, the mechanism transition in CMCs probably involves additional

considerations.

The incidence of class III behavior is found ,• relatively small magnitudes of the

ratio of shear strength, -%, to tensile strength S. When "ts/S is small, a shear band

develops at the notch front and extends normal to the notch plane. Furthermore, since
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T. is related to G, the parameter G/S is selected as the ordinate of a mechanism map.

Experimental results suggest thit class HIl behavior arises when G/S Z 50 (Fig. 1.4).

7.3 Mechanics Methodology

(i) Class I Materio.-

The class I mechanism, when dominant, has feature- compatible with LSBM

(Bowling ard Groves, 1979; Zok et al., 1991; Zok and Hom, 1990). These mechanics may

be used to characterize effects of notches, holes and manufacturing flaws on tensile

properties, whenever a single matrix crack is prevalent. For cases wherein the flaw or

notch is small compared with specimen dimensions, the tensile strength may be plotted

as functions of both flaw indices: A b and A p (Fig. 4.3). For the former, the results are

sensitive to the ratio of the pull-out strength Sp to the UTS (Suo et al., 1993). These

results should be used whenever the unnotched tensile properties are compatible with

global load sharing. Conversely, A p should be used as the notch index when the

unnotched properties appear to be pull-out dominated.

When the notch and hole have dimensions that are significant fraction of the plate

width (ao/b > 0), net section effects must be included (Suo et al., 1993). Some results

(Fig. 7.1) illustrate the behavior for different values of the notch sensitivity index, A.

Experimental validation has not been undertaken. Nevertheless, partial results for one

material (SiC/CB) are compatible with LSBM (Heredia et al., 1993), as shown for data

obtained with center notches and center holes (Fig. 7.1). The promising feature is that

LSBM explains the difference between notches and holes (upon requiring that A = 0.8).

Moreover, if this material is pull-out controlled, the constituent properties give a notch

sensitivity index, consistent with LSBM (A p - 0.76).
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(ii) Class 11 Materials

The non-linear stress/strain behavior governed by matrix cracking (expressed

through E, Eqn. (5.32), and £o, Eqn. (5.31), provides a basis for a Damage Mechanics

(CDM) approach that may be used to predict the effects of notches and holes (Hayhurst

et al., 1990). Such developments are in progress. In practice, several class U CMCs have

been shown to exhibit notch insensitive behavior, at notch sizes up to 5 rrm (Cady et al.,

1993; Mall et al., 1993). The notch insensitivity is manifest in the effect of the relative

notch size, ao/b, on the ratio of the UTS measured in the presence of notches

(designated S*), to the strength in the absence of notches (designated S). Resu'ts for

SiC/CAS are illustrated on Fig. 7.2. In this material, the non-linearity provided by the

matrix cracks allows sufficient stress redistribution that the stress concentration is

eliminated. This occurs despite the low ductility (< 1%). Moreover, since a basic

stress/strain simulation capability based on constituent properties, is imminent

(Figs. 5.3, 6.3, 6.4), it can be expected that a CDM procedure will be available in the near

future, capable of predicting this behavior.

(iii) Class III Materials

Class III behavior has been found in several C matrix composites (Heredia et al.,

1993). In these materials, the shear bands can be imaged using an X-ray dye penetrant

method. Based on such images, the extent of the shear deformation zone Is is found to

be predictable from measured shear strengths, T. (Fig. 1.6), in approximate accordance

with (Fig. 7.3)

1./a. = oft. (7.3)

SAn important factor that dictates whether continuum or discrete methods are used concerns the ratio of
the matrix crack spacing to the radius of curvature of the notch.
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Calculations have indicated that this shear zone diminishes the stress ahead of the notch

(Fig. 7.4), analogous to the effect of a plastic zone in metals. For C/C materials, it has

been found that the shear band lengths are small enough that LEFM is able to

characterize the experimental data over a range of notch lengths, such that,

K1C = 16 MPaNm-(Fig. 7.5). However, conditions must exist where LEFM is violated.

For example, when is/ao 5 4, the stress concentration is essentially eliminated (Fig. 7.4)

and the material must then become notch insensitive. Further work is needed to identify

parameters that bound the applicability of LEFM, as well as establish the requirements

for notch insensitivity.

7.4 Measurements

Notch sensitivity data (Fig. 7.1, 7.2 and 7.5) provide an explicit measure of stress

redistribution. However, further understanding requires techniques that probe the

stress and strain around notches, as CMCs are loaded to failure. Many of the methods

have been developed and used for the same purpose on PMCs (Stinchcombe and Bakis,

1990; Bakis et al., 1989). These techniques can measure both strain and stress

distributions.

Strain distributions are measured with high spatial resolution by using Moir6

interferometry. In this method, the fringe spacings relate to the in-plane displacements

which, in turn, govern the strains. There has been only limited use of this technique for

CMCs (Shaw et al., 1993). Preliminary measurements suggest that the inelastic

deformations that arise from matrix cracking result in strains similar to elastic strains.

Based on such similarity, it may be speculated that the reduced stress concentrations

may relate explicitly to the lower stresses that arise upon inelastic deformation at fixed

strain (Fig. 7.6). Further exploration of this simple concept is in progress.

Since strain measurements appear to have minimal sensitivity to the stress

redistribution mechanisms operative in CMCs, a technique then measures the stress
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distribution is preferred. One such method involves measurement of thermoelastic

emission. This method relies on the temperature rise AT that occurs when an element of

the composite is subject to a hydrostatic stress Aakk under adiabatic conditions. The

fundarental adiabatic relationship for a homogeneous solid is (Harwood and

Cummings, 1991),

A& k = (Cvpo/aTo)At (7.4)

where Cv is the specific heat at constant strain and Po is the density. One experimental

implementation of this concept is a technique referred to as Stress Pattern Analysis by

Thermoelastic Emission (SPATE) (Harwood and Cu:-mings, 1991). It involves the use

of high sensitivity infrared detectors, which measure the temperature in a lock-in mode,

as a cyclic stress is applied to the material. This feature essentially eliminates

background problems and has good signal-to-noise characteristics. SPATE

measurements are conventionally performed at small stress amplitudes, which elicit

'elastic' behavior in the material. Experimental results (Mackin et al., 1993) for a class U

material (SiC/CAS) have confirmed that the stress concentration can be eliminated by

matrix cracks (Fig. 7.7). In addition, results for a class Mi material (C/C) have provided

a direct measure of the stress redistribution caused by shear bands (Fig. 7.8).

Another method for strain measurement uses fluorescence spectroscopy (Molis

and Clarke, 1990). This method has particular apr lity to oxides, especially A12 0 3

(either as fiber or matrix). The technique has the sr,,,cal advantage that strains can be

measured in individual fibers, such that stress changes caused by matrix cracks can be

measured. Such measurements permit the material to be probed at the spatial resolution

needed to understand w,.:chanisms, in c- tail.
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8. FATIGUE

8.1 Basic Phenomena

While experimental information exists regarding the cyclic, static and

thermomechanical fatigue of CMC, as yet, there has not been a concerted attempt at

relating the fatigue measurements to constituent properties (Prewo, 1986; Rousseau,

1990; Holmes and Cho, 1992; Holmes, 1991, Zawada et al., 1991). Nevertheless,

methodologies for predictions of crack growth and fatigue life can be derived from the

mechanisms associated with failure under monotonic loading. Furthermore, the

development of such methodologies may be hastened by the observations,

measurements and modelling performed for metal (MMC) and polymer (PMC) matrix

composites.

Matrix cracking in CMCs has been observed under cyclic and static loading

conditions. In both cases, the fibers remain intact and bridge the cracks. Consequently,

the basic matrix cracking models can be used in conjunction with suitable crack growth

criteria to predict damage evolution and fracture. Application of these models to cyclic

fatigue requires two modifications. (i) A transformation is needed to convert the

influence of fiber bridging from monotonic, Kb (Eqn. 5.10) to cyclic, AKb. (ii) The matrix

crack growth criterion is changed. For cyclic loading, the Paris law relates crack growth

in the matrix to the stress intensity range at the crack front, AKtip, by

da/dN = - (AKi,/E)"' (8.1)

where N is the number of cycles, nf is a power law exponent and 3 is a material

dependent coefficient. When the dominant mechanism involves stress corrosion, crack

growth can be described in terms of Gtip through the commonly-used power law
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d_ a= o I (8.2)Tt G

where a is a reference velocity, 11 is the power law exponent and Gm is the toughness,

taken to be Im (1 - f)t

In fatigue, the same three classes of behavior found for the monotonic loading of

CMCs have been identified (Fig. 1.2). Emphasis has been given to class I behavior, with

either notches or unbridged segments being a major consideration. The models are thus

most relevant to high cycle fatigue (HCF) in the presence of features (flaws, notches,

holes, etc.), which represent crack-like regions, having initial, unbridged segments.

However, multiple matrix cracking (class II) behavior also occurs and has importance

with regard to non-linearity and stress redistribution, as well as to low cycle fatigue

(LCF). In some cases, class MI behavior has been noted.

8.2 Cyclic Crack Growth

A key factor in matrix crack growth is the nature of the interface. When the

interface is strong, there can be no contribution to the fatigue resistance from frictional

dissipation and the composite behaves in approximate accordance with the rule-of-

mixtures expected from fatigue properties of the matrix and reinforcement (Shang et al.,

1987). Conversely, when the interfaces are 'weak,' fibers can remain intact in the crack

wake and cyclic frictional dissipation resists fatigue crack growth (McMeeking and

Evans, 1990). The latter has been extensively demonstrated on Ti matrix composites

reinforced with SiC fibers (Walls et al., 1991; Sensmeier and Wright, 1989). The essential

features of the 'weak' interface behavior are as follows: intact, sliding fibers acting in the

crack wake shield the crack tip, such that the stress intensity range at the crack tip,

AKtip, is less than that expected for the applied loads, A' - Tsing this approach, a simple

transformation converts the monotonic crack growth p. 4meters into cyclic parameters
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that can be used to interpret and simulate fatigue crack growth. The key transformation

is based on the relationship between interface sliding during loading and unloading,

which relates the monotonic result to the cyclic equivalent through (McMeeking and

Evans, 1990)

(+)Aab(x/a, Ao) = ab(x/a, Aa/2) (8.3)

where Aa is the range in the applied stress. Notably, the amplitude of the change in fiber

traction AOb caused by a change in applied stress, A(, is twice the fiber traction Ob

which would arise in the monotonic loading of a previously unopened crack, caused by

an applied stress equal to half the stress change. This result is fundamental to all

subsequent developments (McMeeking and Evans, 1990).

The stress intensity factor for bridging fibers subject to cyclic conditions is

AKb(G -2 fJa-Aa,(xAcY) dx(8.4)

which, with the use of Eqn. (8.3), becomes

AKb(ao) = 2Kn(Ao/2) (8.5)

where the superscript 'max' refers to the maximum values of the parameters achieved

in the loading cycle and thus, K'X is the bridging contribution that would arise when

the crack is loaded by an applied stress equal to AO/2. Furthermore, since AK is linear,

Eqn. (8.3) is also valid for the tip stress intensity factor:

AKtP = 2Kip(Ao/2). (8.6)
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When the fibers remain intact, a cyclic steady-state (AK independent of crack

length) is obtained when the cracks are long, given by the condition A E < 4

(McMeeking and Evans, 1990), where AE is defined in Table II. The result is.t

AK =AaIR_?('fiAT). (8.7)

where AT is defined in Table II.

The corresponding crack growth rate is determined from Eqns. (8.1) and (8.7)

(McMeeking and Evans, 1990) as

da A c f- (8.8)"dN =-v N TEM

When short cracks are of relevance (AE > 4),

AKtp = AVX'•;[I- !IAE+"6+I- ]" (8.9)

Consequently, at fixed AG, AKtip increases as the crack extends, and the crack growth

accelerates. However, the bridged matrix fatigue crack always grows at a slower rate

than an unbridged crack of the same length. Consequently, the composite always has

superior crack growth resistance relative to the monolith.

To incorporate the effects of fiber breaking into the fatigue crack growth model, a

deterministic criterion has been used (Bao and McMeeking, 1993): the statistical

characteristics of fiber failure have yet to be incorporated. To conduct the calculation,

t For cyclic loading, the residual stress q does not affect AKtip.
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once the fibers begin to fail, the unbridged crack length has been continuously adjusted

to maintain a stress at the unbridged crack tip equal to the fiber strength. These

conditions lead to the determination of the crack length, af, when the first fibers fail, as

a function of the fiber strength and the maximum applied load (Fig. 8.1). Note that

when either the fiber strength is high or the applied stress is low, no corresponding

value of af can be identified and the fibers do not fail.

After the first fiber failure, fibers continue to break as the crack grows. Continuing

fiber failure creates an unbridged segment larger than the original notch size. However,

only the current unbridged length 2au and the current total crack length 2a are relevant

(Fig. 8.2) (Bao and McMeeking, 1993).

If the fibers are relatively weak and break close to the crack tip (ao/a -+ 1), the

bridging zone is always a small fraction of the crack length. In this case, there is

minimal shielding. If the fibers are moderately strong, the fibers remain intact at first.

But when the first fibers fail, subsequent failure occurs quite rapidly as the crack grows.

The unbridged crack length then increases more rapidly than the total crack length and

the AKtip also increases as the crack grows. When the fibers are even stronger, first fiber

failure is delayed. But once such failure occurs, many fibers fail simultaneously and the

unbridged length increases rapidly. This causes a sudden increase in the crack growth

rate. Finally, when the fiber strength exceeds a critical value, they never break and the

fatigue crack growth rate always diminishes as the crack grows. The sensitivity of these

behaviors to fiber strength is quite marked (Fig. 8.2), with the different types of

behavior occurring over a narrow range of fiber strength. Some typical crack growth

curves predicted using this approach are plotted on Fig. 8.3. Finite geometry effects

associated with LSB also exist (Bao and McMeeking, 1993).

The results of Fig. 8.1 can be used to develop a criterion for a 'threshold' stress

range, AYt, below which fiber failure does not occur for any crack length. Within such a

regime, the crack growth rate approaches the steady-state value given by Eqn. (8.8),
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with all fibers in the crack wake remaining intact. The variatio- in the 'threshold' stress

range with fiber strength is plotted on Fig. 8.4.

A notable feature of the predictions pertains to the role of the stress ratio R5 in

composite behavior. Prior to fiber failure, the crack growth rate is independent of Rs

(except for its effect on the fatigue properties of the matrix itself). However, 9 has a

strong influence on the transition to fiber failure, as manifest in its effect on the

maximum stress. It thus plays a dominant role in the fatigue lifetime.

In many cases, CMCs are subject to multiple matrix cracking upon cyclic and static

loading, which leads to reductions in the unloacLng modulus E, as well as changes in

the hysteresis. The basic mechanics is essentially the same as that described for

monotonic loading, except that the matrix crack growth criterion must be changed.

8.3 Thermomechanical Fatigue

The basic matrix crack growth model can be extended to include

thermomechanical fatigue (TMF). This can be achieved by means of another

transformation wherein all of the stress range terms in Eqns. (8.3) to (8.9) are replaced,

as follows (McMeeking, 1993),

Aa==At = Aa+fE,(c,-a.)AT (8.10)

Aob =*Atb = A&C b+fE,(aJ-am)AT

where AT represents the temperature cycle and Ao the stress cycle. With these

transformations, it is possible to represent the crack growth using two non-dimensional

parameters, ATEo and AET (Table II) that specify the stress cycling and the temperature

cycling, respectively. It is immediately apparent that matrix crack growth and fiber

failure are expected to be quite different for out-of-phase and in-phase TMF. The salient

predictions are presented for both cases.
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For materials in which am > ap, in-phase TMF causes AT to be less than that

expected for stress cycling alone and vice versa. These effects are apparent from trends

in the stress intensity range, AKtip (Fig. 8.5), calculated for cases wherein fiber failure

does not occur. A key result is that, whereas AKtip always reduces upon initial crack

extension either for stress cycling alone L r for in-phase TMF, it can increase for out-of-

phase TMF. Furthermore, for extreme ratio of AE T to AE 0, AKtip can exceed that for the

monolithic matrix without fibers. This result implies that the crack growth rate also

exceeds that for the monolith (at the equivalent AK). Then, the composite has crack

growth resistance inferior to the monolithic matrix. The implications for the choice of

fiber and the allowable temperature range AT are imnnediate.

When fiber failure effects are introduced, in-phase and out-of-phase cycling result

in behaviors that oppose those associated with matrix crack growth. Namely, the crack

size, af, at which fiber failure commences is smaller for in-phase loading than for out-of-

phase loading (Fig. 8.6). Consequently, in order to ensure a threshold, the material is

requirea to operate under conditions of fiber integrity. Then, in-phase TMF represents

the more severe problem.

8.4 Experimental Results

Experimental results in Ti MMCs are in broad agreement with the predictions of

the above models (Fig. 8.7). One of the important phenomena found in these materials is

that the sliding stress T decreases upon cycling, because of 'wear' mechanisms

operating within the fiber coating. However, the reduction in T occurs after a relatively

small number of cycles (< 1,000) and thereafter, remains at an essentially constant value.

It is also evident for these materials that the fiber strength is not degraded by cyclic sliding

of the interface, even after > 105 cycles. Conversely, substantial fiber degradation effects

may occur in CMCs.
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Tensile fatigue testing of CMCs has indicated that there are both cyclic and

environmental influences. These behaviors include: changes in the modulus t, changes

in the hysteresis loop width and internal heating. In all cases, the interpretation of

existing data is complicated by the role of the environment, manifest as stress corrosion,

oxidation, etc.

Reductions in modulus t usually accompany cyclic loading at fixed stress

amplitude (Fig. 8.8) (Zawada et al., 1991; Spearing et al., 1993). In some cases, there is

also a small subsequent increase. The modulus changes are caused by multiple matrix

cracks. The modulus can be analyzed (Section 5), such that changes in constituent

properties during fatigue may be obtained. Measurements made for SiC/CAS at low

frequencies (< 10 Hz) have been correlated with the crack density (Fig. 8.9).

Comparisons with simulations indicate that cyclic sliding results in substantial

reductions in T, from - 15 MPa for the pristine composite (Mackin and Zok, 1993) to

-4 MPa. Such behavior is consistent with that found for Ti MMCs. At higher

frequencies (5 50 Hz), frictional heating also occurs, accompanied by a larger reduction in

"r (Holmes, 1991). The hypothesis is that the frictional heating causes the C fiber coating

to be eliminated. Such behavior would be consistent with that found upon isothermal

heat treatment (Sbaizero et al., 1990).

Related behavior has been found at constant stress (Spearing et al., 1993). This effect

has been attributed to stress corrosion of the matrix by moisture. Substantial crack

growth has been found at stresses below that required to produce cracks in short

duration, monotonic tensile tests. Furthermore, the crack densities following extended

periods under load (- 106 s) are higher than those obtained in the short duration tests.

The development of cracks with time and stress has been successfully simulated

"A reduction in T during fatigue is well substantiated for Ti MMCs. This has been attributed to an

interface wear mechanism.
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(Fig. 8.10) by using the above fiber bridging models, coupled with a stress corrosion law

for the matrix (Eqn. 8.2).

The occurrence of fatigue failure at peak stresses substantially lower than the ULTS

(Fig. 8.11), has important implications. There are two contributions to this behavior. One

relates to the reduction in T caused by cycling. The other concerns fiber weakening,

Reductions in T diminish the UTS in accordance with the scaling (Eqn. 4.9), Sg - "r 1/m.

For example, in the SiC/CAS material, a change in t from 15 to 3 MPa (Fig. 8.8) would

reduce Sg by - 30%. The fatigue threshold would thus occur at 0.7 UTS, despite the fiber

strength being retained. Fatigue failure occurring at even smaller stresses would

indicate that the fiber strength systematically diminishes with cycling. Such effects

would also be evident from reductions in the retained strength (Zawada et al., 1991).

There are three primary mechanisms of fiber weakening: abrasion, oxidation and stress

corrosion. These mechanisms may be distinguished in the following manner. The

strength degradation caused by stress corrosion occurs abruptly, following time

accumulated at peak load. It should not be accelerated by thermal cycling. Abrasion

occurs systematically with cyclic sliding at the interfaces (Fig. 8.12) and should be

enhanced by out-of-phase TMF, which accentuates the sliding displacement. Oxidation

is strictly time and temperature dependent. The strong effect of out-of-phase TMF on

the fatigue life at high temperature (Mall et al., 1993) suggests that fiber degradation by

abrasion is an important mechanism, perhaps accentuated by oxide formation at higher

temperatures. Much additional study is required on this topic.

9. CREEP

9.1 Basic Behavior

The creep behavior and relationships with constituent properties are critically

influenced by fiber failure, matrix cracks and interface debonding. Some of the basic
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stress/time characteristics are sketched in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2. When the fibers and matrix

are intact and the interfaces are bonded, the creep deformations of the composite and

the constituent properties are related in a straightforward manner (McLean, 1990;

McMeeking, 1993). When one constituent is elastic (fiber or matrix) and the other

creeps, the longitudinal creep strain is transient and stops when all of the strain is

transferred onto the elastic material (Figs. 9.1 and 9.2) (McMeeking, 1993). The creep

law needed to describe this behavior is

I -.1_ s.+ 1 + 2Ban-'s +as t (9.1)
=2G'` 9K 2 2

where i is the strain rate, a is the stress rate, 8ij is the Kronecker delta, r is the creep

index, s is the deviatoric stress and the effective stress Cre is defined by

Oe = s F-2SS(9.2)

and B is the rheology parameter for steady-state creep,

B =

with (so being the reference stress and io the reference strain rate. If the fibers are elastic

and the matrix creeps, the stress in the matrix, ore, evolves at constant applied stress as

(n • 1) (McLean, 1985, McMeeking, 1993),

CF. { (n - 1)fEiEm Bt + 1 (9.3)
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where am(O) is the matrix stress at time, t = 0. When the matrix stress, am . 0, the

stress on the fibers increases to, Oj = 0/(1 - f), such that the transient strain Ct is

Et = a/Ef(1-f) (9.4)

Similar results apply when the fibers creep, but the matrix is elastic.

When both the fiber and the matrix creep, steady-state develops in the composite

following an initial transient (Fig. 9.2). The evolution of the matrix stress occurs

according to ((McLean, 1972),

dm=BW On. - Bf [ Cy-0-f(. (9.5)

where nm and nf are the creep indices for the matrix and fibers, respectively. When a

steady-state is reached (d., = 0) am and Oj are related by,

fcB + = -- (9.6)

f t  f

and

, + = (9.7)

These formulae can be solved for specific nm and n/ to obtain am and of . With the

stresses known the composite creep rate can be readily obtained.

Transverse creep with well-bonded fibers is usually matrix dominated. Solutions

which have been generated for bonded rigid fibers thus have utility. All such solutions
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indicate that the creep attains steady-state, with a creep-rate lower than that for the

matrix alone (Fig. 9.1). Moreover, strengthening solutions derived for transverse

deformation with a power law hardening matri•: (Fig. 9.3) also apply to a power law

creeping matrix, in steady-state.t The reduction in creep rate depends on the power law

exponent for the matrix and the spatial arrangement of the fibers. For a composite with

a square arrangement of fibers, and a matrix subject to dif' Isional creep (nm = 1), since

there is no creep in the fiber direction (z) (McMeeking, 1993),

= -Y (a)., -,a..4kf (9.8)

with

k, (f) = (3/4)[(1- f)/(1+2f)] (9.9)

In essence, kl '-Ps the reduction in creep-rate upon incorporating the bonded fibers. For

non-linear matrices, the equivalent results have the form

i = - rr = BM(oUm- a " -,,) (ar X,- y)k,(f) (9.10)

where kn is a function of the fiber volume fraction and spatial arrant, Ment. For

example, when nm = 5 and a square array is used,

k, = 0.42[(1-.f)/(I+ f2)]J (9.11)

SWith the strains becoming the strain-rates.
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9.2 Effect of Fiber Failures

When stresses are applied along the fiber axis in a system with a creeping matrix,

the time-dependent stress elevation on the fibers may cause some fiber failures.

Following fiber failure, sliding would initiate at the interface, accompanied by further

creep in the matrix. The time constant for this process is much longer than that for the

initial transient, described above, and can be analyzed as a separate creep problem.

While the process in complicated, several factors are important. If the stress on the

fibers reaches their strength, S, the composite will fail. Moreover, the relevant S is

probably that with a small T, associated with creep sliding of the interface. In this limit,

composite failure is possible at all stresses above the 'dry bundle' strength, Sb

(Eqn. 4.9b). Conversel). the composite cannot rupture at stress below Sb, unless the

fibers are degraded by creep. The dry bundle strength thus represents a 'threshold.' At

stresses below Sb, creep must be transient.

At higher stresses, the fibers will fracture and may fragment. Then, steady-state

creep is possible (Fig. 9.1), proceeding in accordance with a creep law devised for a

material with aligned rigid reinforcements of finite aspect ratio. This behavior is

represented by the Mileiko (1970) model. The solution for a non-sliding interface is

(Kelly and Street, 1972; McMeeking, 1993),

S= Ba'" (R/L,) L(n, f) (9.12)

where L! is the fragment length and

L(n,, ,) = 2n r3-["-qV3-(2n,, + 1)]"s (1 -
.L~0 ,,f) 2~'-J E 2n,,,f j (n12 , - 1)
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However, the fragment length decreases as the stress increases. This occurs in accordance

with the scaling.,

L,/R - (S,/o)m' (9.13)

Consequently, steady-state creep-rate should occur with a large power law exponent,

nm + m + mnm. Such behavior has been reported in composites with discontinuous

fibers (Nieh, 1984). The overall behavior is sketched on Fig. 9.4. In practice, because of

the large stress - nent at stress above Sb, adequate creep performance can only be

ensured at stresses below Sb.

9.3 Interface Debonding

While there are no solutions for transverse creep with debonding interfaces, the

analogy noted above between power law deformation and steady-state creep provides

insight. Calculations of transverse deformation with and without interface bonding

(Fig. 9.5) indicate a major strength degradation when debonding occurs (Gunawadena

et al., 1993; Jansson and Leckie, 1992). Furthermore, the composite behavior approaches

that for a body containing cylindrical holes. Creep results for porous bodies may thus

provide rough estimates of the transverse creep strength when the interfaces debond.

9.4 Matrix Cracking

In some CMCs, the fibers creep more readily than the matrix. Such materials

include SiC/SiC and SiC/C. In this case, fiber creep and matrix cracking appear to

proceed in a synergetic manner that accelerates the creep and causes premature creep

rupture. The basic phenomenon is as follows. Creep in the fiber increases the stress on

the matrix, as described above. The stress on the matrix then exceeds (Tc (Eqn. 5.18),

causing cracks to form in the matrix. These cracks permit the matrix to exhibit plastic
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strain, as elaborated in Section 5. As a result, the stress on the fibers increases, again,

and they continue to creep. This process proceeds until creep rupture occurs in the

fibers (Fig. 9.6). A model of this phenomenon has yet to be developed.

9.5 Strain Recovery

Since creep in composites redistributes stresses between matrix and fiber, strain

recovery must occur when the loads are removed (Holmes, 1992) This behavior is well

established for a system with one elastic constituent and one viscoplastic constituent, in

accordance with standard Kelvin concepts. Notably, the elastic stretch in one

constituent is gradually relaxed when the load is removed. The specifics depend, of

course, on the nature of the viscoplasticity. A simple example illustrates the salient

phenomena. A composite with elastic fibers and a creeping matrix, loaded along the

fiber direction, has been crept until the stress in the matrix is essentially zero (Fig. 9.7).

The load is then removed. The instantaneous elastic shrinkage AE must satisfy

m e 2m- = AE. (9.15)E M E l

The stresses after elastic unloading are thus

, = foEM (9.16)
(1- f)EL

Of= oEm,/EL

Thereafter, holding at temperature causes Om to relax according to Eqn. (9.3), with

am(O) given by Eqn. (9.16).
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9.6 Experimental Results

Experimental data for a range of different composites are used to illustrate some of

the features described above and to anticipate trends. The longitudinal behaviors found

when the fibers are elastic are addressed first. Results obtained on TiAl reinforced with

sapphire fibers (Fig. 9.8) establish the existence of transien' creep in the longitudinal

orientation when the fibers are elastic and intact, but the matrix is subject to creep

(Weber et al., 1993). At higher loads, when some fibers fail, creep can continue and

rupture may occur, as demonstrated by data obtained on a Ti matrix composite

reinforced with SiC fibers (Fig. 9.9). Removal of the load after creep results in reverse

deformation, as demonstrated for a SiC/Si3N 4 composite (Fig. 7.7). Upon using a creep

index applicable to monolithic Si 3N 4 (n = 2), the stress in the matrix relaxes in the

manner

= [EIfEEBt (I-f)EL 1 (9.17)

[ EL foE•, J

The inverse situation may also be important in some CMCs, wherein the fibers

creep but the matrix is elastic (Weber et al., 1993b; Abbe et al., 1989). Typical examples

include SiC/SiC and SiC/C composites, which have SiC fibers with fine grain size (such

as Nicalon). In these materials, matrix cracks either pre-exist from processing or are

created upon loading. When these cracks exist, fiber creep (accompanied by interface

sliding) results in continuous composite deformation and eventual creep rupture

(Fig. 9.6). Moreover, polycrystalline ceramic fibers usually develop grain boundary

cavities during creep and have a low creep ductility (Weber et al., 1993b).

When both the matrix and fibers creep, continued deformation of the composite

proceeds in the longitudinal orientation (Weber and Evans, 1993). Results obtained on
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CAS/SiC (Fig. 9.10) verify that creep continues. However, interpretation is complicated

by microstructural changes occurring in the fibers, which lead to creep hardening. The

deformation is thus entirely primary in nature. These results identify microstructural

stability as an important fiber selection criterion.

10. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

It is suggested that reasonable progress has been made in understanding inelastic

mechanisms that operate in CMCs, although the continued development of models and

experimental validation is necessary. Consequently, it is now possible to appreciate

how stress redistribution occurs and to characterize the notch sensitivity of these

materials. The analysis of degradation mechanism is much less mature. In particular,

the mechanisms that operate upon cyclic loading (thermal and mechanical) have not

been clearly identified.

There are several challenges and opportunities that arise from this status. With

regard to the short duration performance of CMCs, it is necessary to develop simple

constitutive laws that can be used with finite element codes in order to calculate stresses

around attachments, holes, etc. The mechanism-based models of the inelastic strain are

preferred for this purpose. However, further research is needed to achieve this

objective. Most importantly, there is insufficient basic understanding about the inelastic

strains that occur upon shear loading and their dependence on constituent properties.

Basic inelastic strain models with matrix cracks inclined to the fibers are needed to

address this deficiency.

Degradation mechanisms that operate upon cyclic loading in tihe presence of

matrix cracks require concerted study. Interface changes and fiber degradation are both

possible. Moreover, there may be detrimental synergistic interaction with the

environment. The models developed for MMCs indicate that the retention of fiber
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strength upon cyclic loading is particularly important, because this strength governs the

fatigue threshold. Mechanism and models that relate to fiber strength degradation are

critically important. Interface properties are less important, provided that the debond

energy remains small enough to prevent fiber failure at the matrix cracks.
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TABLE I

Constituent Properties of CMCs and Methods of Measurement

CONSTITUENT MEASUREMENT TYPICAL
PROPERTY METHODS RANGE

9 Push-Out Force

* Pull-Out Length,

Sliding Stress, Tr (MPa) e Saturation Crack Spacing, is 1-200

* Hysteresis Loop, 5

* Unloading Modulus, EL

* Fracture Mirrors
Characteristic Strength, Sc (GPa) 1.2-3.0

* Puil-Out Length, h

* Bilayer Distortion

Misfit Strain, Q * Permanent Strain, cp 0-2.10-3

o Residual Crack Opening

o Monolithic Material

Matrix Fracture Energy, Fm (Jm-2) o Saturation Crack Spacing, is 5-50

* Matrix Cracking Stress, dmc

Debond Energy, ri (Jm-2) * Permanent Strain, -p 0-5
o Residual Crack Opening, up
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TABLE II

Inventory of Non-Dimensional Functions

Relative Stiffness ............................................ 4 -- fE,/(I- f)E.

Sliding Index .................................................. ' -- ý[,t E/aEf4

Cyclic Sliding Index ...................................... AT -4 [1t[ E/AaE,]f

Loading Index ...................... .-- ,[2Ra/f'a-,]

Cyclic Loading Indices ................................. A E -+ [2R (.A )/fS ý a•-r]

.. ......................... A Tv- 2R (Ao)/f 2 a. c.

Bridging Index ............................................... ; -- [2Ra,/f 2 at 0)]

Cyclic Bridging Indices ................................. AEb - [2R(A a,)If 42 a tl

.. ............... r -- [2REs(af, -am)AT/2'fcroa]

M isfit Index ..................................................... - - = (C2 /cI)E. ryup
UP

Debondindex ................................................. X. .a. =

Hysteresis Index ........................................... ( -H b 2(1 - af)2 RU/47tEmf 2

Crack Spacing Index ................. - r. (1 - f) 2 EfE I/f c2 ELR

Matrix Cracking Index ................................ M 6•6 6r f 2 E(1 - f)E2REL

Residual Stress Index ................ -Q Esf f/EL(1 - v)

Flaw Index .................................................... A -- a. S2/EL r
Flw ndx o Bidin -+ [f/(lf)1 2 (Ef

Flaw Index for Bridging.............................. -) f I(E'ELE ) (ao't/RS,)

Flaw index for Pu-o,, .............u................ A,->(aolK) (S,/E,)
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TABLE lib

Summary of H J Constants For Type II Boundary Conditions

al EJ/E

(1 - f)E,[l + E ,/E]
a2 - [E, + (1- 2v)E]

b2 (1 + v)E.12(l - v)2 Ef + (1 - 2v) [1 - v + f(I + v)] (E. - E4}
(1 - v)E1 [(1 + v)Eo + (I - v)ES]

(I =(- v) (1 - f)[(l + V)Eo + (1 - v)E=]

C, (I- fa,) (b2 + b3 )X
2f

a2 (b2 + b3 )X
2

1 - af
(C1/C2 = -- l

a 2 f

with
E = fEj+(1-f)E.

Ea = (1-f)Ef+fErn
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TABLE III

Important Constituent Properties For Two Typical CMCs:

Comparison Between SiC/SiC and SiC/CAS

MATERIAL
PROPERTY

SiC/CAS SiC/SiC

Matrix Modulus, Em (GPa) 100 400

Fiber Modulus, Ej (GPa) 200 200

Sliding Stress, T (MPa) 15-20 100-150

Debond Energy, ri (Jm"2) - 0.1 -2

Residual Stress, q (MPa) 80-100 50-100

Fiber Strength, Sc (GPa) 2.0-2.2 1.3-1.6

Shape Parameter, m 3.3-3.8 4.2-4.7

Matrix Fracture Energy, rm (Jm-2) 20-25 5-10
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.1 The fundamental mechanisms that operate as a crack extends through the

matrix.

Fig. 1.2 Three prevalent damage mechanisms occurring around notches in CMCs.

Each mechanism allows stress redistribution by a combination of matrix

cracking and fiber pull-out.

Fig. 1.3 A proposed mechanism map that distinguishes class I and class II behavior.

Fig. 1.4 A proposed mechanism map that distinguishes class MiT behavior.

Fig. 1.5 Tensile stress/strain curves measured for a variety of 2-D CMCs.

Fig. 1.6 Shear stress/strain curves measured for 2-D CMCs.

Fig. 1.7 The philosophy adopted for using models in the design and application of

CMCs.

Fig. 2.1 A schematic indicating the sliding and debonding behavior envisaged in

CMCs.

Fig. 2.2 The fiber sliding model.

Fig. 2.3 A debond diagram for CMCs.

Fig. 2.4 A typical load/unload cycle showing the parameters that can be measured

which relate to the interface properties.

Fig. 2.5 Simulation of the effects of the key variables on the push-out behavior

a) roughness, b) residual stress, c) friction coefficient.

Fig. 2.6 Some typical fiber push-out measurements conducted on CMCs and

intermetallic matrix composites a) A120 3 /TiAI within C/A1203 double

coatings, b) SiC/glass and A1203/glass showing effect of fiber roughness,

c) SiC/Ti with C coating showing influence of fatigue, d) A12 0 3 /A1 2 0 3 with

fugitive Mo coating.
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Fig. 3.1 A schematic of the beam bending effect used to evaluate the residual stress.

Fig. 3.2 Displacements caused by matrix dissolution as a function of length removed.

Fig. 4.1 A schematic illustrating the load transfer process from failed fibers.

Fig. 4.2 Relationship between ultimate strengths measured in flexure and tension.

Fig. 4.3 Bounds on the relationship between the non-dimensional fiber pull-out length

and the Weibull modulus.

Fig. 4.4 The effect of unbridged regions, length 2ao, on the ultimate tensile strength.

Fig. 4.5 A schematic indicating a fracture mirror and the dimension used to predict
the in situ strength.

Fig. 4.6 In situ strength distributions measured for Nicalon fibers on three CMCs,
using the fracture mirror approach.

Fig. 4.7 Comparison of the measured UTS with Sg predicted from GLS (Eqn. 4.9a)
plotted against a stress concentration index. Note that h is inversely
proportional to T.

Fig. 5.1 A mechanism map representing the various modes of interface response.

Fig. 5.2 a) Simulation of crack evolution for various matrix flaw distributions

characterized by ks when the shape parameter (0 = 2.
b) Evolution of matrix crack density with stress for unidirectional SiC/CAS.

Fig. 5.3 Effects of modulus mismatch and fiber volume fraction on the elastic
compliance.

Fig. 5.4 Basic parameters involved in the stress/strain behavior of CMCs.
a) debonding and sliding subject to SDE b) in the absence of debonding.

Fig. 5.5 Simulated stress/strain curves for 1-D CMCs indicating the relative
importance of constituent properties.

Fig. 5.6 Stress-strain curves and typical hysteresis measurements obtained on

SiC/CAS and SiC/SiC unidirectional composites.
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Fig. 5.7 Analysis of hysteresis loop results for unidirectional SiC/CAS and SiC/SiC.

Fig. 5.8 Analysis of permanent strains for unidirectional SiC/CAS and SiC/SiC.

Fig. 5.9 Simulated stress/strain curve for unidirectional SiC/SiC and comparison

with experiment.

Fig. 6.1 A comparison of stress/strain curves measured for I-D and 2-D CMCs. The

dotted lines labelled 1/2 (O-D) represent the behavior expected in 2-D

materials when the 900 plies carry zero load.

Fig. 6.2 The matrix crack growth mechanisms that operate in 2-D CMCs.

Fig. 6.3 Simulated stress/strain response for a 2-D CMCs subject to tunnel cracT ;ng.

Fig. 6.4 A simulated stress/strain curve for a 2-D SiC/SiC in which the plastic strains

are dominated by the 00 plies. The experimental results for a SiC/SiC

composite are shown for comparison

Fig. 6.5 Schematic indicating the two modes of shear damage: a) in-plane

b) interlarninar.

Fig. 6.6 Normalized in-plane shear stress/strain curves with the non-dimensional

parameter W indicated.

Fig. 6.7 The interlaminar strength as a function of interlaminar crack orientation, •.

Fig. 6.8 Schematic of the various modes of transverse cracking in CMCs.

Fig. 6.9 The transverse fracture resistance of a SiC/CAS material. Also shown are the

traction law assumed for inclined bridging fibers upon transverse cracking

and the predicted resistance curves.

Fig. 7.1 Effects of relative notch size on the UTS. Also shown are experimental data

for a SiC/C material.

Fig. 7.2 Experimental results for SiC/CAS indicating notch insensitivity.

Fig. 7.3 Relationship between shear band length and stress for a C/C composite. The

calculated curve is also shown.
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Fig. 7.4 Effect of shear bands on the stress ahead of a notch.

Fig. 7.5 LEFM representation of notch data for C/C.

Fig. 7.6 A schematic indicating an approximate method for obtaining the stress by

using the strain obtained from elastic calculations.

Fig. 7.7 A SPATE image obtained from a SiC/CAS composite compared with that for

a monolithic material.

Fig. 7.8 A SPATE image obtained from a C/C composite.

Fig. 8.1 The length of crack aj at first fiber failure as a function of fiber strength for a

range of stress amplitudes, AEE.

Fig. 8.2 Fiber breaking rate as manifest in the current unbridged crack length 2au as a

function of total crack length 2a.

Fig. 8.3 Predicted fatigue crack growth curves.

Fig. 8.4 The threshold stress diagram. Also shown are experimental results.

Fig. 8.5 Effects of TMF on the tip stress intensity factor a) in phase, b) out-of-phase.

Fig. 8.6 Effects of TMF on the crack size at which fiber failure occurs a) in phase,

b) out-of-phase.

Fig. 8.7 Comparison between experimental crack growth results and predictions for

unidirectional SiC/Ti composites.

Fig. 8.8 Modulus reduction found upon fatigue in a glass matrix composite (Zawada

et al.).

Fig. 8.9 Influence of cyclic loading on modulus reduction as a function of crack

density for a unidirectional CAS/SiC composite indicating that "r has been
decreased by fatigue.

Fig. 8.10 Experimental measurements and simulations of matrix crack evolution in a

SiC/CAS composite caused by stress corrosion at constant stress.

Fig. 8.11 Fatigue and TMF data for a glass matrix composite (Mall et al.).
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Fig. 8.12 Mechanism of fiber degradation by fatigue, coupled with oxidation.

Fig. 9.1 Schematic indicating creep anisotropy in unidirectional CMCs.

Fig. 9.2 Schematic indicating effects of intact and creeping fibers, as well as fiber

failure on the longitudinal creep.

Fig. 9.3 Transverse strength of a unidirectional composite with a power law

hardenirp matrix.

Fig. 9.4 A sketch indicating the longitudinal creep threshold and the beh-.,ior above

the threshold.

Fig. 9.5 Comparison of transverse behavior with and without interface debonding.

Fig. 9.6 Creep rupture data for a SiC/C composite which is susceptible to fiber creep

and matrix cracking.

Fig. 9.7 Creep recovery effects in a SiC/Si3N 4 with 'elastic' fibers and a creeping

matrix (Holmes et al., 1993).

Fig. 9.8 Transient longitudinal creep in a TiA1 matrix composite reinforced with

sapphire fibers (Weber et al., 1993).

Fig. 9.9 Transient creep and rupture data obtained for a SiC/Ti composite subject to

incremental loading (Weber and Zok, 1993).

Fig. 9.10 Longitudinal creep of a SiC/CAS composite (Weber and Evans, 1993).
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IN-SITU GROWTH OF SiC IN MoSi 2 BY MELT PROCESSING

DANIEL J. TILLY, J.P.A. L6FVANDER and C.G. LEVI
Engineering Materials Department, University of California,
Santa Barbara CA 93106

ABSTRACT

The growth of SiC during solidification of Mo-Si-C melts was investigated to
explore the potential for developing in-situ refractory reinforcements for MoSi2
matrices. Volume fractions of up to 20% were readily incorporated by arc melting.
Primary [3-SiC grows as equiaxed particles, plates and hopper crystals, whereas
secondary SiC grows with ribbon, thin flake or whisker morphologies. The
dominant facets of both primary and secondary SiC are of the 1111) and (0021 type,
which are also characteristic of the equilibrium crystal shape. There is a clear
orientation relationship between the phases wherein the close packed planes and
directions of the C1lb and B3 structures are parallel.

INTRODUCTION

Molybdenum disilicide (MoSi2) is attractive for high temperature structural
applications owing to its high melting point (TM = 2300 K) and good oxidation
resistance associated with the formation of a protective silica scale [1,2]. The or-
dered tetragonal C11b structure offers the potential of high strength and stiffness at
elevated temperatures, but its intrinsic brittleness hinders the application of mono-
lithic MoSi2 as a structural material. Compositing schemes based on ceramic fibers
or ductile refractory metal reinforcements are under investigation to improve both
the toughness and creep strength of MoSi2 [3-61. Thermal expansion mismatch
between MoSi2 and the reinforcements may cause matrix cracking during process-
ing or thermal cycling [7]. Introduction of SiC into MoSi2 has been successfl.-v
used to lower the thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix and sup .vss
cracking in Mo-wire reinforced composites [6]. SiC whiskers and particulates have
also been shown to improve the creep resistance of MoSi2 [2,8). Thus, SiC
additions to MoSi 2 are of significant interest, but often lead to less than optimal
microstructures if implemented by powder blending approaches. This paper
reports on a study aimed at growing SiC-reinforcements in-situ by solidification
processing of Mo-Si-C melts of suitable compositions.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The alloys investigated in this study were produced with high purity ele-
mental components; 99.97% Mo, 99.995% Si and 99.9% C (all in weight percent).
Alloys were prepared by arc-melting under an atmosphere of purified argon con-
taining less then 0.1 ppb oxygen. The buttons, weighing approximately 15 g each,
were flipped and remelted several times to ensure macroscopic chemical homo-
geneity. The materials were characterized by optical, scanning (SEM) and trans-
mission (TEM) electron microscopy. Specimens were prepared for optical and SEM
microscopy by standard grinding and polishing techniques; a solution consisting of
2 % hydrofluoric acid, 25 % nitric acid (by volume) and lactic acid making up the
balance was used for deep-etching to reveal the SiC phase morphologies. SEM



examination was performed in a JEOL SM840A microscope equipped with a Tracor
Northern TN5500 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) system. Samples
suitable for TEM were produced by cutting with a low-speed diamond wafering
blade, polishing to -80 pm and subsequently dimple ground to a final thickness of
< 10 nm. The disks were thoroughly washed in acetone and methanol before ion
milling. Subsequent TEM analysis was performed in a JEOL 2000FX microscope
operated at 200 kV equipped with a Link Analytical eXL EDS system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A tentative liquidus projection for the Mo-Si-C sywtem is given in Figure 1.
This diagram modifies the original version of Nowotny et al. [9) bv incorporating
recent revisions of the binary systems and experimental work in the vicinity of the
MoSi 2-SiC eutectic, as discussed in greater detail elsewhere [101. This liquidus pro-
jection has three main regions representing the solidification of primary graphite,
SiC and MoSi2. The graphite and SiC liquidi are separated by the monovariant
line L+SiC+C emerging from the peritectic in the Si-C binary. A two-fold satura-
tion line L---MoSi2 +SiC originates at the quasi-binary eutectic Mo-66Si-2C (in at.%).
Thus, SiC is not only thermochemically stable in MoSi2 at elevated temperatures,
but may also be grown from the melt as a primary and/or secondary phase by suit-
able control of the alloy chemistry. According to Figure 1, the maximum volume
fraction of primary SiC which can be produced through melt processing is -35%.

Alloys with the compositions noted in Figure 1 were prepared to explore the
microstructural development and morphologies of the SiC phases produced.
(Both alloys were slightly richer in Si than the quasi-binary compositions to ensure
that their solidification paths were on the same side of the liquidus surface.)

SiC __________

50 E2: L-. MoSi2 +SiC+T

50 L -. MoSi2 +Mo 5 Si3+T

40 T is a ternary carbide
based on Mo 5 Si3 .

o\o 30
31 .(graphite).

2020

10 . . . .......
Si M SiC - 2-8,'

1414TC 10 20 30 MoS' 2  40 e 50
2o30'C 1 9001C

Mo atomic %
Figure 1. Tentative partial liquidus projection for the Si-rich corner of the Mo-Si-C system,

from reference 1101.



The hypoeutectic alloy (1) is Mo-67Si-lC and should produce primary MoSi2,
whereas the hvpereutectic alloy (2) is Mo-63.5Si-10C and should form primary SiC.

Since both phases are essentially stoichiometric compounds, the liquid
composition should trace a straight path on the liquidus surface directly away from
the composition of the primary phase as temperature decreases and solidification
progresses. Once the liquid composition reaches the line of two-fold saturation,
both phases should grow concurrently provided there is no significant kinetic
hindrance for nucleation of SiC on MoSi2 and vice-versa. If neither phase can
accommodate the excess Si in solid solution, the liquid composition will become
progressi\ K2y enriched in Si as solidification proceeds along the monovariant line
toward the Si-rich corner. Eventually, a small amount of elemental Si should
form from the last pockets of liquid.

The hypoeutectic alloy (1) exhibited only secondary SiC phases, mostly in the
form of (sub-micron) thin ribbons or flakes with very high aspect ratios, as illus-
trated in the SEM micrograph of a deep etched specimen in Figure 2(a). (Whiskers
were also observed but are not shown in this figure). The array of parallel ribbons
suggests that the two MoSi2 and SiC phases can grow coupled along the line of
two-fold saturation; the structure appears as an irregular eutectic in metallographic
sections. TEM analysis of secondary phases consistently revealed the sphalerite
(B3) structure of P-SiC (cubic, space group F43m). The cross section of the ribbon in
Figure 2(b) is oriented along an (0O1Il)psiC zone axis (which is also the axis of the
ribbon), whereupon the dominant facets are found to be of the (111} type and the
edges of the {002} and (111) type.

An orientation relationship was observed wherein the close packed planes
and directions of both phases are parallel, i.e.

(1I)SiC I I (ll0)MoSi2 and [011]SiC II [00I]MoSi2

This is consistent with the suggested coupled growth of the eutectic-like structure
along the line of two-fold saturation.

The hypereutectic alloy (2) produced a substantial amount (-20%) of primary
SiC, growing primarily in equiaxed and platelike morphologies as revealed in the
SEM views of deep etched specimens, Figure 3(a). Hopper crystal variations of
these morphologies were also observed, as illustrated in Figures 3(b-d).

a L b

Figure 2. Secondary SiC in hypoeutectic alloy 1: (a) SEM view of secondary SiC ribbons and
flakes with MoSi2 matrix partially etched away. (b) TEM view of SiC ribbon along its
axis, corresponding to the [011 ]1-SiC zone.
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Figure 3. Primary SiC morphologies in hypereutectic alloy 2: (a) Equiaxed particles and

platelets revealed by deep etching MoSi 2 matrix, (b) cluster of hopper crystals in the
same specimen, and (c) closer view of a hopper crystal showing preferential growth
at the edges of a {ill) facet. (d) TEM micrograph of a hopper crystal normal to a
[1 10] zone showing MoSi2 matrix solidified within a triangular cavity similar to that
in (c). Note the shrinkage porosity and the bounding [Ii I I1 and {002) facets.

Hopper crystals are believed to evolve from edge instabilities during growth owing
to the evolution of different supersaturations between the center and the edges of a
crystal facet [111. In the present case, these variations arise from the local buildup
of Mo and concomitant depletion of Si and C in front of the SiC/melt interface.
The SEM micrograph in Figure 3(c) clearly shows the preferential nucleation and
growth of ledges in the periphery of a (111) crystal facet, consistent with the classi-
cal hopper growth mechanism. Note the progressive expansion of the triangular
cavity in the primary SiC as growth evolves out of the plane of the micrograph.
The cavity is later filled with solid MoSi2 when the solidification path reaches the
two-fold saturation line in Figure 1. The TEM micrograph in Figure 3(d) reveals
MoSi2 present in the center of a large SiC hopper crystal in a separate specimen.

TEM analysis of the primary particles confirm that they also have the Is-SiC
structure. Figure 4(a) shows a primary SiC platelet along a (011) zone axis, similar
to that in Figure 2(b). The corresponding projection in Figure 4(b) shows the facets
to be of the 0111I and {002) type, which are thus inferred to be the planes of slowest
growth. (Note the same facets on the ledges of the hopper crystal, Figure 3d.) In
contrast, growth along the [011] axis seems to be relatively easy, as suggested by the



evolution of long ribbons in this direc-
tion. Analvsis of Figure 4(b) reveals
that growth along the slower (IIt) and
(002) directions involves the stacking of

_' :alternating layers consisting of all C or
- all Si atoms, whereas growth along the

faster (011) direction involves layers
containing C and Si in the proper stoi-

S-• • • tween sta'cking pattern and ease of pro-

pagation have been observed in the
S1 Prn growth of TiB and TiB2 from Ti alloy

melts [12-14]. While these observations
¢1f•)provide some insight on the role of

crystallography on the growth behav-

P A 60 A P A ior, the understanding of the relevant
mechanisms is far from complete.

<,. APA0A A0 The The dominant facets observed in
P A P A P GoP doPA0 these SiC crystals are consistent with

SP Go PD A PO At P A P A 0 their equilibrium shape predicted from
0I A D P @ AD 60D A P APAPA interfacial energy considerations [151. It

A 0 to s 40 P A so A so do A is not clear, however, why plate crystals
A ' P t 00 A Pido 0 s P 0 0 also evolve in addition to the equiaxed

.0 - .i P .9 P . P .9 P.P particles expected for the cubic [3-SiC
A 4 o*do P A4P goP phase [15]. One possible explanation is

o(11) suggested by Figure 5, which shows fea-
tures reminiscent of re-entrant twins

Figure 4. TEM of primary [3-SiC platelet (a) with the relevant twin planes parallel
showing (01 1)5-SiC zone axis with (111) and to the long (1111 facets of the plate. Re-
{002J facets and twins parallel to the { I Il] entrant twins are known to enable the
planes. (b) Structure projection corresponding platelike growth of Si [16] and could
to ::.e zone axis in (a); the larger circles are Si play a similar role in P-SiC. Twins are
atoms and the -maller C atoms; the two shades indeed present in many particles, as
represent the ýnd 1/4 levels along [011]. confirmed by high resolution TEM of

the striations in Figure 4(a) reported
elsewhere [101. Understanding the
evolution of these twins and their role
in the growth process may open an
avenue for morphological control in
MoSi2/SiC microstructures.

The orientation relationship noted
between the MoSi 2 matrix and the sec-

2, ondary SiC is also consistently observed
with the primary SiC phases. This sug-
gests that MoSi2 can readily nucleate
and grow epitaxially on the primary
SiC. The implications of the orienta-

. tion relationship and the details of the
Figure 5. SEM view of deep-etched sample interfacial structure have been elabo-
showing possible re-entrant twins at the edge rated in a separate publication [10].
of a primary SiC plate.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been shown that SiC additions can be developed in-situ during
solidification processing of Mo-Si-C melts with appropriate chemistries- [s-SiC can
grow as primary or secondary phases and evolves in a variety of morphologies
including equiaxed particles, plates, ribbons, flakes and whiskers. flopper crystal
forms of the plates and equiaxed particles were also observed, presumably arising
from instabilities associated with the segregation of Mo during growth. Both
primary and secondary particles show dominant facets of the (I1 1}_-SiC and {002}5.
sic type, and exhibit a clear and consistent orientation relationship with the
matrix. Preliminary evidence suggests that a re-entrant twin growth mechanism
may be responsible for the development of platelike shapes in primary SiC.
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